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AN ELEMENTARY COLOR TELEVISION SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION

A startling demonstration of the impact of
Color Television can be performed by turning
down the color control on a receiver during a

color telecast. Blue skies, sparkling green
waters, red lips, and eye-catching costumes
all assume disappointing and monotonous
shades of gray.
In addition to its appeal in entertainment
and advertising, the full -color picture conveys more information about the objects
being televised. This greatly improves the
value of television in many medical, industrial, and military applications.

In this first lesson you will find out how
colored images are transformed into electrical

signals, how the properties of human color
vision are utilized in obtaining optimum
fidelity with a minimum of transmitted infor-

mation, and how the added information for
color is squeezed into the standard television channel.

The first few lessons of the course deal
mostly with theory - the hows and whys.
However, we do not wish to burden the prac-

ticing technician with more theory than he
needs. For those students who wish to dig
deeper into the subject matter presented in
the first lesson, we have added a supplement
at the end of the lesson. This section is
put at your disposal so that you may enhance
your understanding of some of the basic

concepts of color TV transmission, and become more knowledgeable about the over-all
color TV system. The examination does not
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cover the material presented in the supplement. Skip this section now if you like.
You may want to return to it after you have
mastered the practical matters of receiver
servicing.
1-1. AN ELEMENTARY
COLOR TELEVISION SYSTEM
If you will recall some grade school
experiences with paints and crayons, you

will remember that almost every color can be
produced by mixing proper amounts of three
primary colors.
An elementary color TV

system based on this principle is shown in
Fig. 1-1. The scene to be televised is split
into its primary components by means of
color -selective filters placed in front of the
cameras. A red filter is placed in front of
one of the cameras so that the red light is
admitted to the camera. The camera "sees"
only the brightness variations of the red
components of the scene. All other colors
are rejected by this camera. Similarly, a
green filter on another camera makes that
camera responsive only to the green components of the scene. The remaining camera
is likewise arranged to be responsive only
to blue light. Thus three signals are produced, each proportional to the amounts of
red, green and blue light in the scene to be
transmitted.

The student may object to this choice of
primary colors, as we all remember that red,
yellow, and blue are the familiar primaries
when mixing paints. However, the mixing of

light sources is quite a different process
receiver

red filter
transmitter

camera

camera

.,0

TZ

transmitter

lone

green falter

Fig. 1-1.

blue filter

screen

An elementary color TV system could be made using three conventional black -and -white
channels. Full -color information is conveyed in terms of three primary colors.
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from the mixing of reflective pigments, as
we shall see.

Compatibility. Another important requirement is that existing black -and -white receivers be able to reproduce black -and -white

Each of the camera signals is used to

pictures when tuned to a color telecast.
This requirement is called the compatibility
of the system. It is important because of

modulate a separate television transmitter.
In this simple example, the transmitters
radiate different carrier frequencies.
At the receiver, each of the three modulated carriers is amplified and routed to
separate amplifying sections by frequency The detected video
selective circuits.
signals in each section are reproductions of
the red, green, and blue brightness variations of the original scene. The red video
signal is fed to a kinescope having a red
phosphor.
Similarly the blue and green
signals are applied to kinescopes whose
phosphors emit blue and green light respec-

An optical system of mirrors or
tively.
prisms may be used to superimpose or register
the images so that they are projected exactly
on top of each other. The images are added
together by the eye and a full -color picture
is seen. (The modern color TV receiver
employs a single tri-color picture tube to do

job described here in terms of three

the

separate picture tubes.)

The system just described consists of
three separate television channels.

The

transmission and reception of color is accomplished by adding filters in front of the
cameras and colored phosphors to the kineThis system can produce high scopes.
quality color pictures, yet requires no special

color circuits.

However, despite its sim-

plicity and good color fidelity, such a system
could not be used for television broadcasting.

The simple system does not meet certain
requirements that must be imposed on a

the large number of black -and -white receivers

in use. Reception of color TV pictures by
black -and -white receivers is possible if: the
scanning frequencies and modulation standards are the same for both systems; a monochrome, or black -and -white, signal can be
obtained from the color signal; and the color
information in the transmitted signal does
not degrade the quality of the black -and white picture. Compatibility also requires
that color TV receivers produce acceptable
black -and -white pictures when receiving a
black -and -white telecast. This is sometimes
called reverse compatibility.

The transmission of all the information
needed for color television within the 6-mc
bandwidth of a standard TV channel, in such
a way as to be compatible and produce high quality color pictures, is a considerable
To fill these requirements
achievement.
advantage is taken of certain characteristics
of human vision, principles of light and
color, and recently developed electronic
The following sections will
techniques.
deal with these topics in detail. You will
see how the elementary system of Fig. 1-1
is made to meet the aforementioned requirements, yielding a color TV system that is
compatible, fits into the standard 6-mc channel, and produces high -quality color pictures.
1-2. LIGHT AND COLOR

are

so important that the color television
system has been built to satisfy each of
them. Let us examine these requirements

Nature of Light. Radiant energy from a
certain portion of the electromagnetic spectrum appears in the form of light. The band
of frequencies in the electromagnetic spec-

in detail.

trum

broadcasting system.

Bandwidth.

These requirements

The system of Fig. 1-1 re-

quires three complete TV channels, occupying a total spectrum space of about 12 mc.

The great demand for television channels
makes this disadvantage serious enough to
disqualify this simple system. An acceptable
system must occupy no more spectrum space
than

the standard TV broadcast channel.

that produces a visual sensation is

shown in Fig. 1-2. It lies between 385 x 106
and 790 x 106 megacycles. We may consider

our eyes to be receivers that tune to this
band of frequencies.
The wavelengths of visible light are
extremely short, and special units have been
assigned to describe them conveniently. The

units are the millimicron (mg), which is a
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the proper angle is found, the spectral colors

millionth of a millimeter, and the angstrom
unit (A), which is a ten -millionth of a milli-

can be made to fall in register on a screen
and white light results. Thus white light is
composed of all the spectral colors, and if

meter.

Light from the sun at noon on a clear day
may be defined as white light. In order to
investigate the composition of white light,

the spectral colors are added together, white
light results.

an arrangement like that shown in Plate 1
can be used. In a darkened room, white
light is projected through a narrow slit. A
glass prism and a screen are arranged so
that the light passes through the prism and
falls upon the screen. A brilliant display of
colors can be observed on the screen. The
prism separates the white light into its com-

Light from different parts of the visible
spectrum produces the sensation we call
For example, light restricted to a
color.
band of wavelengths near 500 millimicrons
appears to us as green light. Sunlight is
white, but objects illuminated with sunlight
appear colored because the objects do not
reflect all wavelengths equally. Grass is
green because it absorbs a large part of the
visible spectrum and reflects that part of the

ponent colors and produces a visible spectrum

on the screen. Hundreds of different colors,
blending imperceptibly into each other, may
be distinguished, but they may be roughly
grouped into six principal colors. The names

spectrum near 500 millimicrons.
Describing Colors. To reproduce colors,
we must find out what minimum amount of
information is required to describe a color
accurately. Three pieces of information are
required. These are hue, saturation, and
brightness. What are usually spoken of as
"colors" are more scientifically referred to
as hues. Thus red, green, yellow, and blue
are different hues. Hue is determined by the

of the principal colors, or hues, and their
locations in the frequency
spectrum are shown in the expanded section
of the visible spectrum shown in Fig. 1-2.
approximate

The prism in Plate 1 splits white light
into its component parts. We may extend
this

demonstration

by

arranging another

prism to catch the dispersed beam.
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Fig. 1-2. A portion of the electromagnetic spectrum produces the visual sensation we call light. Our
eyes can identify radiations from different parts of the visible spectrum by characteristic hues or colors.
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visible spectrum. The wavelength at which
the energy is concentrated is called the
dominant wavelength, and the hue is usually
that of the dominant wavelength. The vividness of a hue is termed its saturation. Thus

ink, pale red, and deep red are different
egrees of saturation of the same hue. Deep
vivid colors are said to be highly saturated.
The various shades of gray produce no color
sensation, and therefore have zero saturation. Colors of low saturation, such as pink,

may be considered as being diluted with
white light, while highly saturated colors
are free from dilution by white light. The
brightness of a color refers to its lightness
or darkness. In order to completely describe

a color in terms of its visual sensation, it
is necessary to describe its brightness, hue,
and saturation. The student should note

that from this point on, the word color is
used in its precise sense: to talk- about a
certain color its hue, saturation, and brightness must be known. The hue and saturation
components are known as the chromaticity

only light of the same color as the filter.
Thus, the first projector projects a beam of
red light, the second a beam of green light,
and the third a beam of blue light. Where
the three beams overlap, white is produced.
Where the red and blue beams overlap, a
purplish hue called magenta is produced.
(It is interesting to note that magenta does
not appear in the spectrum of white light,
but may be produced by the addition of red
and blue light.) Where the red and green
beams overlap, yellow is produced; and
where the blue and green beams overlap, a
bluish green called cyan is produced. By
varying the relative amounts of red and green,
various hues ranging from orange to yellowish

green can be produced. By varying the relative amounts of blue and green, various hues
ranging from a bluish green to a greenish
blue can be produced, and various shades of
purple can be produced by varying the relative amounts of red and blue. Thus, almost
any color can be produced by adding appropriate amounts of red, blue, and green light.

information.

Since we are dealing with the addition of
lights of different wavelengths, red, green,

Primary Colors and Color Mixtures. It
was shown in previous paragraphs that addition of all the spectral colors produces white

and blue are called additive primaries.

light. However, it has been found that white
or any other color can be produced by a
mixture of only three colors. These three
colors are called the primary colors. Any
three colors can be used as primary colors,
provided that no two when mixed together
produce the third. Theoretically, any color

may be produced by a mixture of certain
amounts of any three primaries. for color
television the commonly used primaries are
red7blire7gd.ireen beCauSe they can most
converirealy lie -combined to produce a great

number of other colors. White light can be
produced by adding certain definite amounts
of red, blue, and green, and almost any color

may be produced by adding red, blue, and
green in different proportions.

The principles of adding colors can be
seen with an arrangement like that shown in
Plate 2. Three projectors, each with a

white light source, are arranged to project
overlapping beams of light. A red filter is
placed in front of one of the projectors, a
green filter in front of another, and a blue
filter in front of the third. A filter passes

A convenient unit for measuring the amount

of light from the primary sources is called a
primary unit. If the amount of light from each

of the projectors shown in Plate 2 is adjusted until a standard white is produced,
then the amount of colored light from each
projector is defined as one primary unit of
that color. Equal amounts of red, blue, and
green (in terms of their primary units) produce gray or white. White and grays are

a-aromatic, or without c=Tbeirer white

or gray is produced by the mixture of red,
blue, and green is determined by the brightness of the primaries in the mixture. Bright
red, bright blue, and bright green combined
the proper proportions produce white,
while dull red, dull blue, and dull green
combined in the proper proportions produce

in

some shade of gray.

It is important for the technician to become familiar with the mixing of primary
colors to produce white, as adjustments of
this kind are needed in the receiver. When
the proper amounts of red, green, and blue
light are added, almost any desired "white"
may be produced. If the light output of one
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the projectors mentioned in connection
too strong, the resulting
white appears predominantly red, blue, or
green. Insufficient output from one of the

objects, color slides and movies, and paintings are seen by this subtractive process.

primary-co-TOr projectors results in a predominant hue determined by the remaining primary
hues. For example, lack of blue results in
a white that contains too much red and green,

ing or art studies that blue and yellow make
green, which seems to contradict the statement made previously that red and green
make yellow. However, the mixing of the
colored light sources, as in the overlapping
projectors described earlier, or in color
television, is an additive color process.

of

with Plate 2 is

and appears as a yellowish white. Lack of
red results in a pale bluish -green or cyan
hue, and lack of green produces a white that
looks pale purple.
The color of an
object as perceived by the eye depends upon
the light reflected by that cbject to the eye.
This in turn depends upon the nature of the
reflecting surface and the quality of the
light falling upon the surface. In daylight,
Subtractive Processes.

a white object appears white because it

reflects all the light falling upon it back to
the eye. A red object appears red because
it absorbs alt -the light except red, which it
reflects back to the eye. A yellow object
appears yellow because it absorbs' only bide
li ht, and reflects the remaining light back
to the eye. The light reaching the eye produces the visual sensation of yellow light.
Colored objects are, therefore, seen by a
subtractive process, in which the color of
the object depends upon what is absorbed
from the white light falling upon the object.
If white light is passed through a yellow
filter, the blue component of the white light
is absorbed; therefore, yellow may be thoujht

of as "minus blue." If a white -light is
passed through a cyan filter, the blue and
green components of white light are transmitted but the red component is absorbed;
thus cyan may be thought of as "minus red."
In the same manner, momenta may be thought

of as "minus green." By varying the amount
of red, blue, and green light removed from
white light (by passing it through cyan,
magenta, and yellow filters) any color may
be reproduced. Therefore, cyan, magenta,

and yellow are called the subtractive primaries.

For example, red may ce produce"

by passing white light through a magenta
and yellow filter. The magenta filter absorbs green, the yellow filter absorbs blue;
only red is transmitted. If white light is
passed through all three subtractive filters,
a neutral gray or black results. All colored

The student may remember from his draw-

It is not the same as the subtractive color
process by which pigments produce color in
paintings. The colors used by artists as

basic colors are not exactly red, blue, and
yellow, but the bluish red called magenta,
the greenish blue called cyan, and yellow;
in other words, the subtractive primaries.

When cyan and yellow pigments are mixed
together on a surface, green is produced in
this manner: white light falls on the surface,

and the cyan or "minus red" absorbs red

light, leaving blue and green light. However,

the yellow pigment is intermixed with the
cyan. The yellow, which is "minus blue,"
absorbs blue light. This leaves only
green light, which is not absorbed but returned to the eye.
Illuminants. The color of an object as
seen by the eye is dependent not only on

the reflecting characteristics of the surface,
but also upon the nature of the light falling
on the object. The well-known practice of
examining garments or matching materials in
both daylight and artificial light is based on
this fact.
For example, a blue material
might appear black in artificial light that
contains very little blue. Conversely, a
yellow material might appear greenish under
a light that has very little red, such as that
from a mercury-vapor lamp. The make-up of
some common light sources is shown in
in Fig. 1-3.
The energy from the incan-

descent lamp is mostly concentrated toward
the red end of the spectrum, whereas light
from the sky is concentrated toward the blue
end of the spectrum. Despite this variance
in light sources, everyday experience shows

that a white shirt or white paper is "seen"
as white under artificial tungsten light, which

is quite yellow, and also under fluorescent
lamps, which are quite blue. This is because
of the color adaptation properties of the eye,
which tend to compensate for the differences
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0

Characteristics of Human Vision.

The

response of the human eye is not uniform
A sort of
within the visible spectrum.
response curve showing the eye's response
in terms of the brightness sensation versus

0.8

wavelength is shown in Fig. 1-4. Note that

the eye is most sensitive 6i "peaks," in
the green -yellow region of the curve, near
Thus, if we observe
550 millimicrons.
several light sources that emit equal amounts

of light of different hues, the green light
sources appear brightest.
The black -and -white television system

responds only to brightness variations, so
that the bigg,L4n.d7white cameras should
produce .,the same brightness variations as
thefrnmaneye. For this reason the photo0

1

400

t

I

500

600

sensitive surface of the black -and -white
camera tube is selected to have a response
curve like that shown in Fig. 1-4. Greens,
blues, reds, and all other hues then produce
the same brightness variations as the human
eye. Figure 1-5 shows how a black -and white TV system would reproduce the color
picture in Plate 2. The relative positions
of the colors are the same. Note that the
green area appears much brighter than the
red and blue areas.

700

wavelength - millimicrons
legend

typical tungsten lamp
direct noon sunlight

---- sunlight plus skylight

These curves are like response
curves, showing relative energy versus wavelength for three common sources of light.
Fig. 1-3.

in illumination, and because of our psychological acceptance that the shirt or paper is
white. However, for truly accurate color

Compatibility requires that a black -and white or monochrome signal be obtained from
the color signal. A monochrome signal may

matching, the exact nature of the light should
be specified.

be obtained from the outputs of the color
cameras in Fig. 1-1 by adding the outputs of
the three cameras in the proper proportions.

Specification of White Light. The speci-

fication of any one light source as white

/.01

light poses a difficult choice. A color which
contains an equal amount of radiant energy

over the entire visible spectrum, so that it

0.8-

would be represented by a straight horizontal

line in Fig. 1-3, is termed an equal -energy
white. An equal -energy light source is very

convenient for use in calculations, but it
cannot be produced easily. Several practical
light standards have been established by the
International Commission on Illumination.
They are made by known light sources and

accurate filters, and are defined as Illuminants A, B, and C. Illuminant A is typical

q.)
I

O

t:,,

0

0

0

color spectrum of white light
0.2

-Ortungsten -lamps, Illuminant B is typical of

direct noon sunlight, and Illuminant C is
typical of average daylight, which is combined sunlight and skylight, as distinguished
from direct noon sunlight. These are identified by the corresponding letters in Fig. 1-3.

400

500

600

700

wavelength in millimicrons

Fig. 1-4. Our eyes are not equally sensitive
Maximum
throughout the visible spectrum.

response occurs in the green -yellow portion of
the spectrum.

P late 2
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the amount of information that the system
must handle. If certain details in the picture
are so small, or so close together, that they
cannot be resolved by the eye, the system
need not reproduce them. Thus there is little
advantage in extending the video passband
in our TV system beyond 4 mc, as it would
be difficult for us to see an improvement.
Frame 1-6 provides an interesting demonstration of the way in which pattern arrangement arects acuity. Prop up this book and
v-7-ialrbackward slowly until the lines in the
left-hand illustration become just barely
distinguishable. Then focus your eyes on
the illustration at the right, and you will see
that the vertical lines can still be seen quite
clearly. This fact, that a 45 -degree pattern
Fig. 1-5.

A black -and -white reproduction of

Plate 2 looks like this. Notice that the green
area appears brighter than the blue and red
areas.

To duplicate the brightness sensations of
human vision, a larger proportion of the
green signal appears in the monochrome

signal. Based on experimental findings us-

ing the selected red, green, and blue primaries, a correct monochrome picture is
producedThy Waling -together 30 percent of
Err -ea -Camera output, 59 percent of the

green camera output, and 11 percent of the
blue- camera output. The sum of these signYIS' is called the brightness or luminance

signal and is designated by the letter Y.

The Y signal is similar to the signal produced
by a standard black -and -white camera.
Y = 30% red + 59% green + 11% blue
Visual Acuity. In our study of monochrome

television, we found that the illusion of a
complete picture can be produced by taking
advantage of certain characteristics of
vision. For example, the rapidly moving
spot of light on the TV screen produces the
illusion of a picture through the characteristic
known as persistence of vision. In color TV,
the amount of information required to transmit a full -color picture is minimized by taking advantage of the way in which the human

eye resolves small details in the picture.
The ability to see fine detail is called visual
acuity.

The subject of visual acuity is

important in television because it determines

is less noticeable than a vertical or horizontal one, is made use of in the halftone
process by which pictures are reproduced
The halftone screen used to
divide the picture into dots for reproduction
&it' printing.

is so placed that the dot pattern is at a
45 -degree angle to the edge of the page,
making it less visible to the eye. The

application of this principle to color television is that any dot pattern appearing in the
construction of the picture on the color

kinescope will be less visible if it occurs

at a 45 -degree angle to the vertical. As we
shall see later, the interference pattern
caused by the color signal is also arranged
trqi-OdUce a 45° pattern in order to minimize
iTh visibility.
Our visual acuity for differences in
chromaticity is decidedly different from our
visual acuity for differences in brightness.
Our ability to resolve differences in hue in
small details in the picture is far poorer than

our ability to see differences in black and
white and shades of gray. In addition, when
the eye cannot resolve small adjacent colored
areas separately, it sees a new color formed
by the mixture of the individual colored

A

Fig. 1-6. Visual acuity depends somewhat upon
pattern arrangement. The slanted lines at left
are more difficult to resolve at a distance.
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For example, consider three small
luminous colored dots arranged as in Fig.
1-7: one blue, one red, and the third green.
If the dots are too small to be resolved
individually, the eye sees a mixture of the
zones.

three colors.

some mixture of orange and cyan. This
means that the chromaticity of all of these
small patches appeared to the observers as
mixtures of orange and cyan. This is very
important. It shows that small -area color
vision is two-color vision, and that the
chromaticity of any such small area may be

The apparent lack of visual acuity for
saturation

reduces greatly the
amount of information required to provide
the illusion of a high -definition color picture.
Since we cannot see hues in very small areas
hue

and

of the picture, it is not necessary to reproduce colors in small areas. Color information
can then be restricted to a relatively narrow
band of frequencies. The wide -band brightness, or monochrome, signal can provide the

brightness variation in small areas that our
eyes can detect.
In addition, our poorer visual acuity to
hue and saturation makes the tricolor kinescope possible. In this picture tube, the
light from very tiny red, green, and blue
phosphor dots are mixed by our eyes to
produce white. By proportioning the light
output of the red, green, or blue phosphor

dots, a very
reproduced.

wide range of hues can be

Another aspect of color vision is that the
apparent color of an area is influenced by
its size. It is interesting to consider one of
the tests that have been made to show the
effect of size on apparent color. A small
patch was cut out of a colored sheet, and
observers were asked to match this small
patch. The majority of observers found that
the patch did not visually match the original

sheet from which it was cut as well as it
appeared to match other sheets of different
hue and saturation! It was found that any
small colored patch, regardless of its actual
chromaticity, could be visually matched by
blue

described by specifying the
amount of orange or cyan required to match
it. It also indicates that the greatest portion cirtaEraiiiier band"w"idth used forColor
completely

ferevision transmission should be allotted
to these two colors.
Requirements of the Color TV Signal.
The data given in the preceding sections on
the nature of color vision enable us to determine the amount of information that must be
contained in the color television signal. We
will now summarize the most important
features of color vision, and state how they
are applied to the color TV system.

1. As the size of the viewed object is
decreased, or its distance from the eye is
increased, until it occupies a very small
part of the field of vision, the eye becomes
progressively color blind.

2. Objects that occupy a very small part
of the field of vision (and objects of very

low brightness) produce no color sensation only a brightness sensation.
Thus they
appear colorless. Therefore no color infor-

mation need be transmitted or received for
these small objects. The absence of color
detail corresponding to video frequencies
above about 1.5 mc cannot be detected by
the eye.

3. Objects that occupy an intermediate
part of the field of view, corresponding to
video frequencies from about 0.5 mc to 1.5
mc, are seen by two-color vision; that is,
they may be matched or reproduced by a
mixture of only two primaries. Thus, only
two-color information need be transmitted or
received for these objects. The two prima-

red

Fig.

1-7.

green

If this pattern of colored light is

moved away from the observer the individual
dots merge to appear as white light.

ries are orange and cyan. A colored area in
the size range described ariive-Ig:'cirwax,
seen as some mixture of orange and cyan,
retaIllegs of its actual color. Thus, for
'siiEhCniored areas, only orange and cyan
information need be transmitted, since some
mixture of orange and cyan will visually
match the color.

THE COLOR TV SIGNAL

4. Large areas, corresponding to video
frequencies up to about 0.5 mc, are seen by
three -color vision, and therefore three -color
information is needed for these areas.
It should be noted that these limitations
of color information do not mean that the
picture quality has been reduced. It means
only that the information the eye cannot use
has been eliminated from the color signal.
From the information that has been given

9

For this purpose, the complete color signal contains a monochrome
or Y signal.
The additional information
required for color is added in such a way
that black -and -white receivers ignore the
chromaticity information. Color receivers
their circuitry.

are designed to detect thTTh-ror--t---tna y
information and reconstruct the original
primary -co or signals.
The Color Camera. The colored scene is
analyzed by the tri-color camera; in this

the televised scene is separated

regarding relative visual acuity for various

camera,

colors, we can also summarize the following:

into three primary -color pictures by the use
of dichroic mirrors. A dichroic mirror has

It would be wasteful to allot equal space
in the channel spectrum to all colors. Since
the smaller details of an image are seen as

the property of reflecting a selected color
and passing all other colors. A simplified

mixtures of orange and cian, the greatest

RCA three -tube color television camera is
shown in Fig. 1-8. Note that two dichroic
mirrors are used: one reflecting blue light
and passing red and green, the other reflecting red light and passing green. Thus, the
green component of the light from the scene
passes unreflected to the green camera tube,
the red component of the light is reflected
upward to the red camera tube, and the blue
component is reflected downward to the blue
camera tube. Additional filters (B, E, and
F) are placed in front of the image orthicons
to give the camera the desired spectral
response. In this manner the red, green, and
blue light components from the televised
scene are focused on the faces of the cor-

portion of the channel spectrum space available for color information is allotted to
colors that are orange, cyan, or mixtures of
orange and cyan. Such colors are allotted
about 1.5 mc of spectrum space. Colors
other than orange -cyan :ombinations are
allotted only about 0.5 mc cf spectrum space.

1-3. THE COLOR TV SIGNAL
In

order to provide compatibility, the

complete color signal must contain a black and -white signal in the conventional form.
In other words, existing black -and -white
receivers must be able to reproduce monochrome pictures with no changes required in

sketch of the optical system used in the

responding

image -orthicon

camera tubes,

which transform these light energies into

objective lens

condenser
/ens

1%

turret

8

blue reflecting dichroic mirror
blue filler

C

p/one mirror

A

red reflecting dichroic mirror
E

F

red filter
green filter

Fig. 1-8. Basic arrangement of the tricolor camera. Dichroic mirrors split incoming light into primary color components.
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electrical impulses representing the intensities of the three primary colors. The voltage
outputs of the three image orthicons are
adjusted so that they are equal when a white
or neutral scene is scanned.
Generating the

Y

green and blue signals are applied to potentiometers that are set to provide 59% of the
green signal E0, and 11% of the blue signal
EB, respectively. The output of the circuit
is the sum of the voltages found at the taps
on the potentiometers. Thus:

Signal. The Y or mono-

chrome signal is obtained by adding certain
definite proportions of the red, green, and
blue signals to produce a composite monochrome signal.

The monochrome, or Y signal, conveys
brightness information only.

As was shown

Ey = 0.30ER +0.59EG + 0.11EB

In actual practice the job of dividing the
input signals in their proper proportions is
not accomplished by potentiometers, but by
voltage dividers formed of accurate, fixed
resistors.

earlier, the visual sensation of brightness is
not uniform throughout the visible spectrum,

but peaks near the green -yellow hue. To
produce a Y signal whose voltage response
is similar to the human brightness sensation,
we must construct a composite signal using

30% of the red signal, 59% of the green
signal and 11% of the blue signal. A simple
circuit for obtaining the Y signal is shown
in Fig. 1-9. The output voltage of each of
the three cameras is adjusted to provide one
unit. The red signal is applied to a linear
potentiometer whose arm is set to pick off
30% of the red signal ER. Similarly the

Consider the Y signal that will be generated by the circuit of Fig. 1-9 when the
scene to be viewed is the color -bar pattern
shown in Fig. 1-10a. All the colors are
fully saturated. When the white bar is scanned, each camera tube produces an output
proportional to one primary unit. With a
reference white background the camera outputs are adjusted to some reference level say 1 volt. The resistor network in Fig. 1-9
provides an output consisting of 0.30 volt of
the ER signal, 0.59 volt of the EG signal,

red

1.30%

'Oh

159%

output

11%

AAA,

Fig. 1-9. The brightness or Y signal is obtained by adding the proper proportions of the primary color signals.
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shown in b of the figure. To illustrate one
more case, the cyan bar is:
0.59EG +0.11ER = 0.70 volt

Looking at the waveform for the Y signal,

/. 0

we see that yellow and cyan produce the
brightest sensations. If you check back to
Fig. 1-5, you will see that the yellow and
cyan zones in the projector pattern are the
lightest zones.

ER

0
/. 0

The Y signal (including sync and blankpulses) will provide a correct monochrome
picture in a standard black -and -white receiver.
i
0
/. 0

Adding the Chromaticity Information.

E8

We

must now consider the problem of deriving a

chromaticity signal that can be sent to the
(al'
0.89

1.0

receiver separately.
0.70

0.59j

Er

Black -and -white re-

ceivers will ignore this added information,
but color receivers will be capable of detect0.41

0.30

0.//
OF

(b)

Fig. 1-10. (a) A color -bar pattern of saturated

colors plus white, and the camera waveforms

that result when the pattern is scanned: (b) the
Y signal produced by the network of Fig. 1-9.

and 0.11 volt of the ED signal. These fractions add to 1 volt for the white bar as in b
of the figure.
When the red bar is scanned, the red
camera tube continues to provide full output;

the green and blue camera tubes receive no
light, hence the EG and E, outputs are zero.
The Y signal is then 30% of the ER signal or
0.30 volt.

As the scanning beam passes the yellow
bar there is an output from both the red and
green camera tubes. Red and green in equal
primary units produce yellow. Thus, the red
and green camera tubes produce 1 volt each
during the scanning of the yellow bar. The
blue output is zero. The Y signal is now
0.3ER + 0.59E0 or 0.89 volt.

We may continue analyzing the Y output

at each bar in the same fashion to reconstruct the complete Y signal for one line as

the color signal and combining the
chromaticity signal with the Y signal to
ing

reconstruct the original red, green and blue
signals. Since the Y signal conveys brightness information, the chromaticity signal, or
signals, will convey hue and saturation
information.

Chromaticity signals may be generated by
subtracting the Y signal from the red, green,
and blue signals. This yields a new set of
signals, called the color difference signals,
which are designated as R -17,-73-Y, and G -Y.
These new signals are transmitted sepa-

rately, and are added to the Y signal at the
receiver to reproduce the original R, G, and
B signals.
A simplified setup, showing how the color

difference signals may be generated at the
transmitter and recombined at the receiver,
appears in Fig. 1-11.

At the left of the figure we see the net-

work of resistors used to generate the Y
signal from the red, green, and blue signals.
The Y signal is transmitted to the receiver
through a separate coaxial cable. (We shall
use cables to simplify our early discussions.
Later we shall deal with actual multiplexing
techniques used to broadcast the signals.)
The Y signal could be applied to a standard
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EYY

receiver

transmitter
A

/

.-

monochrome

signal

_?-

red

-E

E(R-Y)

adder

red
red

1

odder

green

color
signals

green
EN -r9

--Plodder

green
adder

phase

inverter

blue

blue

E 8. y)

odder

blue

odder

Fig. 1-11. A color TV system using four cables (four signal paths) to convey brightness and
chrominance information.

black -and -white receiver to produce a correct
monochrome picture.

Ey + E(R_y) = Ey + ER - Ey = ER

Thus, the red signal, a reproduction of

At the transmitter, the Y signal is inverted

the signal produced by the red camera tube,
is applied to the red kinescope. Similarly,
reproductions of the outputs of the green and

ih7e-e-adder stages where the -Y signal is
added to the red, green and blue signals. By
adding a -Ey signal to ER, we are subtract-

blue camera tubes appear at the inputs to

in a phae inverter sta.s to produce a -Y
signal. The -Y signal is distributed to

ing the Y signal, and the result is a new
signal ER - G, or E(z_y). The remaining
adders produce E(G_y) and

B_Ir)

in the

same fashion.

At the receiver, the Ey voltage and the
E(R_y) voltage are added in another adder
stage. The result is:

the green and blue kinescopes.

Let us follow the signals generated by
the simple color -bar pattern through the system shown in Fig. 1-11. Consider the white
bar. As shown in Fig. 1-12, each camera is
producing a one -volt video signal. One volt
appears at the output of the Y network (refer
The Y signal is inverted
to Fig. 1-10).

(-1 volt) and added to the red, green, and

THE COLOR TV SIGNAL

blue signals in the respective adder stages.
Now each of the camera -tube signals is +1
volt when the white bar is being scanned.
Thus, the E(R_y) signal is equal to +1 volt
plus (-1 volt) or zero. Similarly, the E(G_y)
and E(B_y) signals are zero. Thus, there is

3

b
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ib
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cb

ib
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cu
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cb

--(.3
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tzh
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Cs

bar pattern
/V

chromaticity information during white
portions of the picture. In other words there
is no color information being sent when the
camera sees black -and -white or monochrome
no

red camera signal

-71.0

+I V

information.

Now let us turn our attention to the red
The red camera tube produces +1 volt

bar.

0

green camera signal

/.0-

+/ V

0

I.

L

blue camera signal
0.89

+/V

red adder the Ey signal, 0.3 volt, is added

0.70

0.59

0.4/

0.//
0 1- Ey 0.30ER #0. 59EG+0.118
+/V

10.70

0.59
0.1/

0

and the blue and green camera tubes produce
no output. The Ey signal is +0.3 volt. The
E(R_y) signal is 1 volt - 0.3 volt or 0.7 volt.
The E(G_Y) signal is 0-0.3 volt or -0.3 volt.
Likewise the E03_y) signal is 0 - 0.3 volt or
-0.3 volt. These signals travel through the
cables to the adders in the receiver. At the

0.//

to the E(R_y) signal, plus 0.7 volt, to provide

the red signal of +1 volt.

Thus, the red

signal is reconstructed properly. At the
green adder, the Ey signal, 0.3 volt, is added

to the E(G_y) signal, -0.3 volt, and the output is canceled to zero. The output of the
blue adder is zero for the same reason.
Thus, when the red bar is scanned, the red
kinescope provides an output, but the blue
and green kinescopes are blanked. This
provides the same results as the elementary
system shown in Fig. 1-1, but we have shown

-/V

+/ V

0.89
0.59

0.30
0

Follow the same reasoning as was shown fo.L.,
the white and red bars. At the transmitter

-0.30

-0.59
-IV

-0.89

*0.5v

E(8 -Y1
0.41
0.30
i0.11

0I

-0.5v

I
I

I

-0..30

how the Y and chromaticity signals can be
separated and transmitted as_separate signals. Figure 1-12 shows how each of the
color bars is handled by the system. You
are urged to follow the signals corresponding to each color bar through the system.

-0.11
1

rthe signals are processed by following Fig.
1-12 from the top down. We may reconstruct
the signals at the receive -715y reversing the
process; add the color difference signals to
the Y signal to produce the red, green, and
-J
blue signals at the top.

-0.4/

E(G_y).... -0.19 ( E8 -Eyl- 0 5I(ER- Ey)

Fig. 1-12. Waveforms of the primary -color signals, the brightness signal, and the color -differ-

ence signals. The primary signals may be
reconstructed by adding the brightness signal
to each of the color -difference signals.

Just for practice let us analyze the cyan
bar in the test pattern. When cyan is scanned, the red output is zero but the blue and
green camera tubes produce 1 volt each. The
Ey signal is 0.7 volt. The E(R_Y) signal is
0 - 0.7 or -0.7 volt. The E(G_n signal is
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1 - 0.7 or 0.3 volt. The E(B_Y) signal is also
1 - 0.7 or 0.3 volt. At the red adder in the

receiver the Ey signal, 0.7 volt, plus the
E(R_y) signal, -0.7 volt, add to produce zero
output. The red kinescope is cut off (blanking level). The green adder receives the Ey
signal of 0.7 volt plus the E(G_Y) signal of
0.3 volt, producing 1 volt at the output of

the green adder. The output of the blue
adder is also 0.7 volt (Ey) plus 0.3 volt
E(B_Y) or one volt.
We may express the color difference signals in terms of the
three primaries by working out the required subtraction. That is,
we may subtract the equivalent of Ey or 0.30ER + 0.59F.G + 0.11E.,
from the ER, EG, and E. signals:

E(G_y) = -0 . 5 1E( R_ y) - 0 19 E(B-

For those students interested in more
detailed information, we have provided a
derivation of this formula in the Appendix.
To handle the operations indicated by the
formula for E(G_y), both the E(R_Y) and the
E(B_y) signals are inverted by phase -inverting amplifiers. This provides negative E(R_Y)
and E(B_Y) signals. Voltage cfiviclen attenra-f-e-th-ese signals to 0.51 for E(R_Y) and
0.19 for E(B_Y). The E(G_Y) signal that re-

sults is applied to the green adder as was
shown in Fig. 1-11.

We have now shown how a compatible,

= ER - (0.30ER + 0.59E0 ", 0 .11E 0)

= 0.70ER -0.59EG -0.11E8
E(B-y) = En - (0 .30ER
= -0.30 ER

0.59EG

0.59 EG

0.11E13)

O.89 En

E(G- y (= EG - (0.30E, + 0.5c)EG

0.11E,,)
= -0.30ER + 0.41EG -0.11E.

It is important to note that the colors in
bar pattern represent fully saturated
colors. There is no white in any of the colthe

ored bars to contaminate or "water -down"
the colors. Under these conditions the red
bar produces maximum drive to the red kine-

scope, and the green and blue kinescopes
are cut off. When less saturated, or pale
colors, are transmitted, the drive to one
kinescope may predominate, but the other
kinescopes are not driven to cutoff.
Two Chrominance Signals. The simple
system of Fig. 1-11 actually transmits more
information than is needed by the receiver.
We have developed a system of four signals
to convey the information originally provided
by only three camera -tube signals. All of
the original information is contained in the
Y signal and two of the color -difference signals. It is possible to reconstruct the third

color -difference at tge receiver. ^ This means

thir-one of the connecting cables in Fig.
1-11, and the corresponding signal, are not
necessary.

One way to set up a three -cable system
is shown in Fig. 1-13. The transmitter is
the same as in Fig. 1-11 and is not repeated
here. Only the Ey, E(R_Y) and E03_y) signals

are sent to the receiver. At the receiver the
E(G_y) signal is developecr7Thiiihining the
E(R_y) and E(B_Y) signals. The proper proportiOds are shown in the following formula:

)

full
._ -color TV system may be set up by transmiffing a Y or monochrome signal plus two
chrominance signals. The system we have

Shown has -used cables as the transmitting
medium. We now show how to break into the
system at the cables and insert the r -f transmitting system.
The goal is the same:

transmission of a Y signal plus two chrominance signals. The Y signal is transmitted
so that existing monochrome receivers can
reproduce the black and white picture. The
two chrominance signals are used to mo-dir-.

This new carrier is
ratttd-a-sulicarrier, ancris placed near the
1-are7\otlfe-r"Earrier.

high -frequency end of the video passband.

the next section, you will see how the
chrominance signals are used to modulate
the subcarrier, and how they are separated
In

and recovered at the receiver.
1-4. PRINCIPLES OF TWO-PHASE
MODULATION

Two -Phase Modulation. We have learned

that the color information may be conveyed
by two chrominance signals and a luminance
(black -and -white) signal. All this information must be transmitted wiign a 6-mc channel, the same bandwidth allocated for black and -white transmission.
A technique has
been developed that permits the transmission
of an additional carrier, called a subcarrier,
within the same spectrum space occupied by
the luminance channel. The two chrominance
signals are transmitted on this single sub carrier. This requires the combination of
the two chrominance signals to form a single
chrominance signal.

PRINCIPLES OF TWO-PHASE MODULATION
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receiver

red
Er

E

E(R_

E(R-r)

red
adder

transmitter
phase

E(B-r)

-0 51 E (R _y)

inverter
green
green
Odder
E(G -Y)

phase

inverter

-019E(8-r)

blue
blue

odder

-'4

L7B-r)

Full -color information can be conveyed using only two color -difference signals. Here
E(G_y) is reproduced at the receiver by combining the proper proportions of E (R_y) and E (13 _y).

Fig. 1-13.

To combine the two chrominance signals

into7ii-esiihal, use is made of a technique
known as two- hale modulation. In ordinary
amplitude mo u anon, tie instantaneous amlitude of the modulate-TCarriei varies, but
its phase remains constant.' Only one dis.

tlatte-Signal may be sent on a modulated
carrier in this manner. In two-phase modulation, two carriers, of the same frequency
but 90'7e7-ees -apart in phase, are each
independently modulated by one of the two
chrominance signals. The two carriers are

then added, and produce a single carrier,
the instantaneous amplitude and phase of
which both vary.

Two discrete signals may

be sent on a modularfe-r-ih this manner.
Ire two discrete signals may be independently recovered by proper detection tech-

carrier used for transmitting the color in-

ortriaria ion is approximately 3.58 me (for
reasons that will be given lateTrrtis transmitted within the 6-mc spectrum of the TV

station, and is called the color subcarrier.
This 3.58-mc subcarrier is applied directly
to the A modulator, and through a 90 -degree
phase shifting device (such as a tuned transformer) to the B modulator. As shown, one
chrominance signal is fed into the A modu-

lator and the other chrominance signal is
Briefly, each
fed into the B modulator.
modulator consists of two tubes operating
with opposite -polarity inputs and a common
output.

This type of operation cancels the

individual chrominance signal and subcarrier
components that feed the modulators, so that

the only signals appearing in the common

niques.

Figure 1-14 illustrates the two-phase modulation technique. The frequency of the

Vectors and amplitude modulation are discussed at
length in the supplement.
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A

chrominance

modulator A
sideband signal

A

modulator

resultant sum of
A ands signals

3.58-mc subcorrier

90'
phase shift

circuit

modulator B
sideband signal

combined
A and
chrominance
signal

(a)
B chrominance

a

R3

A1

modulator
A

-

R2

Fig. 1-14. The two-phase modulation technique

permits the transmission of two chrominance
signals on a single carrier frequency.

plate or output circuit are the sideband
signals.

A vectorial representation of the twophase modulation technique is shown in Fig.
1-15. The resultant of the sidebands, which

always falls in phase with the carrier, represents the output of the modulator at any
instant. Figure 1-15a shows the output of
modulators A and B. It should be noted that
the sideband resultants are in quadrature or
90 degrees out of phase. This 90 -degree

phase displacement ofthe two modulator

outputs

is maintained by the 90 -degree

phase relationship of the 3.58-mc subcarrier which feeds the A and B modulators.
As shown in Fig. 1-14, the outputs of the
modulators are added. In Fig. 1-15a, the
outputs of the A and B modulators are
shown in quadrature, producing a resultant R1.

The resultant may vary in both am-

plitude and phase, in accordance with the
chrominance information input to the moduThe output from each modulator
lators.
varies in amplitude only, in accordance with
the chrominance information being supplied
to it. However, because the two separate

outputs are 90 degrees out of phase, the
vector sum of the two can vary in both phase
and amplitude. The instantaneous amplitude
of the vector conveys information as to
saturation and the instantaneous phase conveys information as to hue. For example, if
the modulation output of A remains constant
while the modulation output of B increases

(b)

Fig. 1-15. A vector representation of two-phase
modulation. The transmitted signal is the final
resultant. It is found by adding the resultant
outputs of the two modulators.

to B the phase and magnitude of the resultant change to R2. See Fig. 1-15b. If the
modulation of A and B are both increased
by equal amounts to Al and B1, the resultant R3 is of the same phase as R1 but
The chrominance
greater in magnitude.
signals into modulators A and_ B are the
ilina"ls transmitted

to

reproduce

tittilaY hue and saturation.

a par-

The hue is

repreSented by the phase, and the saturation
by the amplitude, of the resultant. If a different hue is to be transmitted, a different
combination of chrominance signals is fed
Resultant R2 shows a
to the modulators.

new hue obtained by changing the chrominance signal into modulator B. The amplitude change of R2 is so small that it can
be neglected. The important change is the
change in phase. If the hue represented by
R1 is to be transmitted bily agreater saturation is desired, the chrorninance information
feeding the modulators is of the same relative
phase but greater in amplitude. A phase
change, which would indicate a change of

hue, does not occur. This is shown by
vector R3. Thus, we see that the chromaticity information of the scene is carried

PRINCIPLES OF TWO-PHASE MODULATION

by the output of the two modulators, and
that the phase of this resultant represents
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antenna
A, 8, and Y

luminance (r)

hue while the magnitude represents saturation. This combined chrominance information, represented by a vector that varies in
phase and amplitude, is all that is required,
in addition to the luminance signal, to reproduce faithfully a color picture, since a
color picture 14 function of hue,§atura:
tion and brightness.

modulator

amplifier

transmitter

A chrominonce
A

modulator
A

and

Figure 1-16 illustrates the over-all process. The luminance or brightness information is amplified by a Y amplifier and fed to
the input of a modulator. The two chrominance signals, A and B, are fed to their
respective modulators and the outputs added
to give a resulting signal A and B. This`
combined chrominance signal is then added
to the luminance signal Y, forming modula-

B

modulator

-Fig. 1-16. The composite color signal is formed
by adding the resultant subcarrier signal to the
Y, or brightness, signal before the video transmitter's modulator.

tion information labeled (A, B, and Y). This

basis of synchronous detection is the phase
reratiOnship of the reinserted 3.58-mc sub6aiTler. Figure 1-17a illustrates the basic
principles of die synchronous detection
process. Let us assume that the original
chrominance information is represented by
A and B in Fig. 1-17a. These are added to
form the combined chrominance signal R,
which is transmitted. At the receiver the
combined chrominance information is fed to
two demodulators, labeled A and B in Fig.
1- 17b. The 3.58-mc subcarrier is also fed
to the demodulators, with the same phase
relationship that existed at the transmitter.
Figure 1-176 shows that when the subcarrier

information is used to amplitude -modulate

the transmitter.
Synchronous Detection. Recovering the
chrominance information at the recelire7 involves the application of a process termed
s nchronous detection. In synchronous det7rriOn, two separate detectors or demodulators recover the separate chrominance information, just as two modulators combine
the information at the transmitter.
The
3.58-mc subcarrier, which was suppressed
during transmission, must be reinserted to
recover the chrominance information. The
combined
chrominonce output

A

A

chrominonce

A

A

combined
chrominonce input

chrominance

demodulator

A

3;58177C

o reinserted

carrier

combined
chrominance
input

A chrominonce

input

90°

phase shift
circuit

A chrominonce

output

chrominance
B

B chrominonce input

(a)

4.1 B

Ademodulator

chrominance output
(b)

(c)

Figure 17. At the receiver, the single subcarrier signal is resolved into its quadrature components
to reproduce the two transmitted chrominance signals.
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is

reinserted in the same phase as the A

signal, the original A chrominance signal is
obtained in the output of the A demodulator.
When the subcarrier is reinserted in quad-

rature, or in phase with the B signal, the
original B chrominance signal is obtained
in the output of the B demodulator. Actually,

the synchronous detectors are sensitive to
that part of the resultant signal that is in
phase, or 180° out of phase, with the rein-mted carrier signal. In this way, resultant R representing the combined chrominance

signal is merely resolved into its A and B
components, as shown in Fig. 1-17c.

TV system, the phase of -E(B_Y) is taken
as the reference phase, or- Tr.- -All pfiae

atiires-es-siired "in a clockwise direction from the reference phase.

As shown in Fig. 1-18, when the red bar
is scanned the E(B_Y) signal is -0.30, and
the B -Y modulator produces an output proportional to 0.3 volt at a phase angle of 0°.
The E(R_y) signal is +0.70, and the R -Y
modulator produces an output proportional to
0.7 volt at a phase angle of 90°. These two
signals are added vectorially to produce the
signal marked red in the vector diagram.
Similarly, we may lay out the yellow vector

Synchronous detection plays a very important part in color television. A more
detailed discussion will be presented in a
later lesson.

by taking -0.89E(B_y) and +0.11E(R_y). The

Hue and Phase. Let us put the two modulators together and see what sort of signals
result from the color -bar pattern we used earlier. Assume that a 0° phase, 3.58-mc signal
is applied to the B -Y modulator and a 3.58mc signal shifted 90° is applied to the R - Y

Notice that each hue can be represented
by an output vector of a particular phase. At

modulator.

Due to our inability to see color in small
areas of the picture, the video bandwidth of

The output is the sum of the
Note that in the Color

modulator outputs.

q)

\\A

vectors representing the remaining hues are
drawn in a similar manner.

the receiver, the two chrominance signals
are reproduced by resolving the signal vector
into its E(B_Y) and E(R_Y) components.

0

0

0
0

3

,`/V

- /V
*IV

-/V

-0.89
E65._

Fig. 1-18.

Vectors representing the major hues may be constructed by laying out the appropriate
quantities of E(R-y) and E(B-y) on the modulation axes.
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the chrominance signals is limited to a narrow band of frequencies. The 3.58-mc side bands are thus clustered in a narrow band
that centers at 3.58 mc. This makes it possible to separate the chrominance signal
from the Y signal at the receiver by means
of frequency -selective circuits. We shall
look at the bandwidth requirements more
closely later in this lesson.
Practical Considerations. If we look at
the output of the modulators with an oscilloscope we will see a waveform like the one
shown in Fig. 1-19a. The amplitude of each
group of 3.58-mc signals corresponds to the
length of the vectors in Fig. 1-18. This
signal is added to the Y signal shown at b,
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a.)

O
E

(a)

bock
porch

and the composite is applied to the modulators at the TV transmitter. The composite
signal

(Y

plus the 3.58-mc chrominance

signal) is shown in c of Fig. 1-19. Note that
the total signal excursion exceeds the white
level in the positive direction, and the sync tip level in the negative direction. Such a
signal would overmodulate the transmitter
and result in the cutting off or compression
of the chrominance signals, notably the
yellow and cyan signals. To remedy this
situation, the amplitude of the 3.58-mc
chrominance signal is reduced. The reduc-

horizontal
sync pulse
(b)

/00%

modulation

tion in signal amplitude is accomplished

ahead of the B -Y and R -Y modulators.
Optimum operation is obtained by reducing
the R- Y signal by a factor of 0.877 and the
B -Y signal by a factor of 0.493. The method
used in determining the multipliers for adjusting the

E(R_Y)

and E(B_y)

signals is

shown in the Appendix. The chrominance
signals are restored to their original amplitudes at the receiver by proper adjustment of the

and E(B_y) amplifiers. The

composite signal appears as shown in a of
Fig. 1-20. when the proper corrections are
made. The chrominance signal still exceeds
the pear -Zile signal -by 33% (yellow and
cyan), but this much overshoot can be toleied without picture degradation.
"---i
A modified vector diagram, showing the
F.locations of various hues after the E(B_V)
land E(R_Y) signals have been corrected, ap-1
;pears in b of Fig. 1-20.
....I

(c)

Fig. 1-19. Adding the unmodified 3.58-mc chrominance signal to the Y signal results in a com-

posite signal that exceeds the amplitude limits
that determine 100% modulation of the transmitter.

reconstructs the chrominance signals from
the composite video signal is shown in Fig.
1-21. The composite video signal, including
the 3.58-mc chrominance signal, is applied
to a conventional video amplifier and a
bandpass amplifier. The bandpass amplifier
rejects th-e-TOw-frequency video components

Reproducing Chrominance Signals at the

Receiver. The manner in which the receiver

and passes the narrow band of frequencies
that contains the 3.58-mc sideband signals.
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3.58-mc
synchronizing
signal

to sound
1-1 amplifier

r -f i-f
sections

video
detector

video
amplifier

-BEY

(a)
bondposs
amplifier

E(R-Y)
0.63

red

synchronous

detector

EN -Y)

A

t

0.59

magenta

3.58-mc
oscillator

0.45 76.

yellow
burst

/3°

90° phase

E(8 -

shift

0.45

blue
synchronous

0.59
green

detector

0.63
cyan

E(R_

4

B

(b)

Fig. 1-20. The composite color signal when
the chrominance signals have been attenuated
to prevent overmodulation of the transmitter.
An overshoot of 33% is tolerated.

Signals at the output of the bandpass
amplifier are routed to the synchronous
demodulators. Here the sideband signals,

are cog ared with a-r---tn-serTeT)38-mc carrier.
is carrier signal is generated in the
receiver. The carrier signal applied to the

A demodulator has the same relative phase
as the 3.58-mc carrier signal applied to the
E(B_y) modulator at the transmitter. The A
demodulator resolves the chrominance signal
into components that are at 0° or 180° relative
phase. Thus it produces ±E(B_y) signals.

Fig. 1-21. Block diagram showing the route of
the 3.58-mc chrominance signal in the receiver.

the carrier signals applied to the modulators
at the transmitter. A local 3.58-mc oscillator supplies these signals in the receiver.

This oscillator is made to operate at the

correct frequency and phase by means of a
sTii-CliiOnizing signal sent out by the trans
mitter. The synchronizing signal consists
of a short burst of 3.58-mc signal. It is
transmitted during the horizontal blanking
interval, and follows the horizontal sync
pulse, as shown in Fig. 1-22. The phase of

this burst signal is taken as trirTereTen4
It is chosen to have

phase for "'tree system.

same relative phase as the -E(B_y) signal, as shown in Fig. 1-20b.

Similarly, the B detector resolves the side -

band signal into its 90° and 270° components and produces ±E(R_y) signals. The Ey
signal and the two chrominance signals are
routed to the adder stages as was explained
with reference to Fig. 1-13.
Color Synchronization. In order to function properly, the demodulators must be

supplied with 3,58-mcaiTiFi--gignals that
are locked in frequency and in phase with

The route of the burst sival in the receiver is shownin-Fig. 1-23. The composite
video signal; inchicilag chrominance and
burst signals, is applied to a burst amplifier.
This amplifier, tuned to 3.58 me ,is normally
nonconducting. A keying pulse, O't tain47
frOin the horizontal deflection circuits, and

delayed to be coincident in time with the
burst signal, drives the amplifier into conduction. Thus the amplifier ignores most of
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1-5. DEVELOPMENT OF THE COLOR TV
TRANSMISSION STANDARDS

burst of

horizontal
sync pulse

3.58 mc

(min of 8 cycles)

In this section we shall examine the color
transmission standards as they are used
today. We shall see what factors determine

the choice of subcarrier frequency, and how
spectrum space is used to best advantage.
Selecting the Subcarrier Frequency. The

two-phase chrominance signal must be added

to the Y signal in such a way that black horizontal blanking interval

Fig. 1-22. A synchronizing signal, consisting
of about 8 cycles of the subcarrier signal at the

reference phase, is transmitted in short bursts
following every horizontal sync pulse.

the composite video signal, but amplifies the
burst signal. The separated and amplified

burst signal is applied to a phase discriminator, where it is compared with the signal
from the local 3.58-mc oscillator. The phase
discriminator produces a d -c correction voltage -wlien the phase of the local signal is in
This function is somewhat similar to

the sync discriminators used in horizontal
AFC systems. The correction voltage acts
to correct the phase of the oscillator through
a reactance -tube circuit. These circuits will
be examined in detail in later lessons.
i-f

video

video

input

detector

amplifier

and -white pictures, as well as color pictures,
are not degraded. The presence of any high frequency signal will produce an interference
pattern in the picture. To make this pattern
less noticeable, the suhcarrier frequency

should be as high as possible. However,
enough space must be set aside to allow
double-sideband transmission of the chrominance signal. If the requirements of our
visual acuity are such that satisfactory pictures are obtained when colors are accurately
reproduced by chrominance signals that
extend to 0.5 mc, the carrier may be placed
0.5 mc below the high -frequency end of the
video band (4.2 mc). This places the sub carrier frequency at about 3.7 mc. If the
subcarrier is placed nearer to the "high frequency end of the video band, less space
is provided for color sideband information

and color definition is sacrificed. Moving
the subcarrier frequency further away from

output

bondpass

to

amplifier

demodulators

correction
voltage

separated
burst signal
burst

amplifier

I

phase

detector

reactance
tube

/_

3.58mc

oscillator

to
demodulators

keying pulse from
horizontal deflection circuit

Fig. 1-23. The color subcarrier synchronizing system resembles horizontal AFC systems. The
oscillatbrsignal is compared with the burst signal and an error in phase produces a d -c correction
voltage that forces the oscillator to operate at the correct phase.
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the high -frequency end allows greatsr color
definition, but makes the interference pattern

space for double
sideband color signals

more noticeable. Extenrvefiad tests were
performed to find the optimum subcarrier
frequency. As a result of these tests the

vestigial
sideband

subcarrier w=h"-AZ 6 to be approximately
3758 mc.

-/.25

Frequency Interlace.

The foregoing dis-

cussion tells about the general location of
the subcarrier frequency in the video pass Another consideration determines its
precise frequency. By selecting the exact
subcarrier frequency to be harmonically re-

video signal

(luminance informolOn
2

-1

video

4.2

3

3

3.58

4

4.75
4.3

carrier
chrominance

subcarrier

sound

currier

band.

lated to the scanning frequency, it is possible to make the beat pattern on the television screen a pattern of fine lines that
cross the horizontal at an angle of 45°. As
mentioned earlier in the lesson, this pattern
has minimum visibility. The result of this
consideration is a subcarrier frequency of
3.579545 mc. Since the harmonic relation
between the subcarrier and the scanning frequency (called frequency interlace) is maintained at the transmitter, the receiver technician need not concern himself with it.

A more detailed discussion appears in the
supplement.
Bandwidth Limitations. The choice of
3.58 mc as a subcarrier frequency is the
result of balancing the desire for reduced

dot structure against the desire to transmit
color signals in the range of detail where
the eye can make use of the information.
With this subcarrier frequency, assuming that

the receiver passes frequencies up to 4.2
mc, there is 0.6 mc between the subcarrier
and the end of the passband. This chrominance sideband limitation is shown in Fig.
1-24. Double-sideband transmission of the
two chrominance signals E (R__y) and E(B_y)

is thus limited to 0.6 mc in frequency. Most
modern receivers reproduce two chrominance
signals whose video bandwidths extend from
zero to 600 kc. In this region both upper and
16-we'r sidebands remain intact. Note that if
the bandwidth of the chrominance signals is

extended, the upper sideband signals will
be attenuated. There is only about 600 kc of
spectrum space between the color subcarrier
frequency and the high -frequency end of the
video passband. However, the lower side band (below 3.58 mc) is not affected. Whenever one of the sidebands of an amplitude -

Fig. 1-24. The location of the subcarrier frequency in the video passband.

modulated signal is attenuated or removed,
the phase of the resultant signal is altered.
Since the phase of the 3.58-mc chrominance
signal conveys hue information, an error in
phase results in an error in hue. The results
of this distortion are small errors in hue in

relatively small areas of the picture, or at
the edges of colored objects. In large areas
of the picture, representing videcigifo-rmation
between zero and 600 kc, both chrominance
sidebands are passed by the system and no
phase or hue error exists.
I and Q Signals. When the transmission
standards for color TV were being developed,
a way was found to extend the bandwidth of
the chrominance channel to about 1.5 mc

while minimizing the effects of the form of
phase distortion mentioned in the previous
paragraph. The solution to the problem lies
in the way in which human visual acuity
varies with hue and saturation.

Let us review the important characteristics of visual acuity. If we were to arrange
a test pattern of vertical colored lines and

we placed the pattern at a distance such

that the lines represent television video

information above about 1.5 mc, we would
not be able to discern hue or saturation at
all, but only variations in brightness. In
other words, the lines would appear black
and white. As we move the pattern' closer
we would be able to discern color. But at
the distance where the lines represent television video information in the range of

frequencies between 600 kc and 1.5 mc we
see all colors as different degrees of saturation of orange or cyan. Essentially our eyes
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see only two hues in these intermediate
picture areas. If the pattern is moved still
closer, to represent video signals below
600 kc, we can then see all hues and
degrees of saturation. Since there is no
need to transmit more information than we
can see, no color information need be transmitted above 1.5 mc. Between 600 kc and

+(ER -Ey)
orange

57'
+ (E8 -Ey)

1.5 mc, information can b'elia-sed on "a" twohile (orange and cyan) system. In the range
Of frequencies below 600 kc, three primary
c-oTOr's-are required.

Now let us see how the limitations in
visual acuity can be applied to the trans-

cyan

mission system to provide maximum color
definition with minimum phase error. First
of all let's locate the hues orange and cyan

Fig. 1-26. The hues orange and cyan are found
on a single line on the vector diagram.

on our vector diagram. Refer to the corrected
vector diagram of Fig. 1-25. As shown
earlier, any hue can be represented by a
vector of a particular phase in this diagram,

This new signal, called the / signal, is used
to modulate one of the balanced modulators
in the transmitter, resulting in a new modulation axis called the Er axis. It is located
on the vector diagram shown in Fig. 1-27.
Another axis, rotated 90° from the E1 axis
and called the EQ axis, can similarly be developed by taking the correct proportions of
the E(R_y) and E(s_y) signals. Along this
axis lies the Q signal. Experimentation has
shown that tis-e-t-e-s-t color reproduction is

and any vector may be resolved into components of the E(R_,) and E(3_,) signals.
Suppose

that

we

take

approximately

0.7E(R_y) and -0.3E(B_y) and draw the resultant vector as in Fig. 1-26. The resultant
falls about halfway between red and yellow,

and the extension falls about halfway between blue and green, or cyan. In other
words, this is the orange -cyan line, and a
voltage with this phase angle will produce
mixture colors of orange and cyan on the
kinescope.
taking the correct proportions of
E(R_y) and E(B_y) it is possible to generate a
new signal corresponding to orange and cyan.
By

obtained when the proportions of EERY) and
EBB -y)

are such as

to

rotate the axes 57

degrees. This has become one of the color

signal standards, and is shown in Fig. 1-27.

L212.1iaL,14. modulation axes does not
alter the system basically. The phase of the
localli-generated subcarrier oscillator in the
receiver may be rotated 57° so that the demodulators produce an E, and EQ signal in
By reversing the process
the receiver.
whereby the E1 and EQ signals were produced
in the transmitter, it is possible to reconstruct the E(R.y) and E(B,y) signals. The ad-

vantage of the new axes comes about as the
result of limiting the bandwidth of the EQ
signals at the transmitter and at the receiver
to about 600 kc. A wider bandwidth, 1.5 mc,
is alloted to the Er signals. This means that

reference
sub- carrier

o

between 0 and 600 kc, both E1 and EQ signals
0.59E

Fig. 1-25. Vector diagram based on the E(R_y)
and E(B_y) quadrature axes.

are being transmitted. In this range of frequeThEfes All hues can be reproduced by the
receiver. Between 600 kc and 1.5 mc only
the Er chrominance signal is transmitted and
the receiver shows all hues as either orange
or cyan.
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* 0.877(ER- Ey)

3.58-mc chrominance signals, as we shall
see.

/47"
0.63R

*E0

0.59M

Development of the Composite Signal at
the Transmitter. By applying some simple

trigonometry to the vector diagram of Fig.
1-27, we may resolve the Er and EQ vectors

5 7*

0.45Y

+0.493 (E -E r
0.458

reference
subcarrier 33.

into components of the E(R_y) and E(B_y)
signals. However the color -difference signals are obtained from the R, G, and B signals at the output of the camera. It is simply
another step in algebra to obtain formulas
for E and EQ directly from the ER, EG, and
EB signals. These derivations appear in
the Appendix.

0.59G

0.63C

The diagram of Fig. 1-28 shows how the
Ey, Er, and EQ signals are obtained in the
transmitter. The network of resistors and
Fig. 1-27. The Er axis is on the orange -cyan
line in the vector diagram. The EQ. axis is per-

pendicular to the Er axis and crosses the yellow -green and magenta areas.

inverters used to proportion the
amounts of ER EG , and EB signals is called
the matrix section.
Phase inverters are
phase

used to provide negative quantities where
required.

The effects of phase errors, in the frequency range between 600 kc and 1.5 mc,

A delay network is shown in the Ey chan-

are not seen because the Er demodulator in

nel. The delay is necessary to make the Ey

orange or cyan. The EQ demodulator is effectiveLK out of the system in ails 'frequency

signal correspond in time with the EQ signal.
The EQ signal undergoes a natural time
delay as the result of the narrow -band filter

the receiver "sees" all phases as either
rane due to a low-pass filter in its output
circuit.

Although the I-Q system provides for a
maximum color definition of about 1.5 mc,
few receivers have been built to reproduce
/ and Q signals. Practical experience, gained
since the color TV standards have been
established, have shown that good color pictures can be obtained with less than 1.5 mc
of color definition. Furthermore, the effects
of small amounts of phase error due to upper-

sideband distortion do not degrade picture

in the EQ channel. We shall explain the
need for delays more fully in a later lesson.
EG

In the Er channel, positive quantities of
and EB are combined with a negative

quantity of ER to produce a negative Er signal (refer to Appendix). A phase inverter
in the E1 channel then produces the +Er signal. The El channel contains a low-pass
filter in the filter section to restrict the
bandwidth of the Er channel to 1.5 mc. As
in the Y channel, a delay network also delays
the Er signal so that it is coincident in time

quality to a measurable degree. In addition,
the / and Q system presents several problems
in receiver design. Time and phase delays
must be carefully matched between the I and

with the EQ signal.

Q circuits, and the special filters introduce
ringing effects. These factors tend to offset
the effects of a slight improvement in color
definition. However, the I and Q signals are

to 600 kc. Figure 1-29 shows the bandpass
of the Ey, E1, and EQ channels. Note that
the upper portion of the E1 channel is attenuated by the over-all response of three video
systems (0 - 4.2 mc).

provided in the transmitted signal, for anyone
who wants to make use of them. Receivers

can be designed to reproduce any pair of
c-olor-difference signals from the transmitted

A low-pass filter in the EQ channel restricts the signal fed to the EQ modulator

The E1 and EQ signals are fed to two
doubly -balanced

modulators.

Subcarrier
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0 -0.6 -MC

filter

LIdoubly -
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1
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modulator

shift
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keyer

0
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Fig. 1-28. A simplified block diagram of a color TV transmitter.

signal for the Er modulator is obtained from
the reference 3.58-mc signal via a 57°phase-

shifting network. This adjusts the phase of
the Er axis properly. An additional 90'phase-

shifting network adjusts the phase of the
subcarrier signal applied to the EQ modulator. The outputs of the modulators are
added together and sent to the mixer section
where the Ey and chrominance signals combine to form the composite signal. Sync and
burst signals are added in the mixer section.
Burst signals, consisting of about 8 cycles

of the reference signal, are obtained from
the burst keyer stage. The bursts are timed
to follow the horizontal sync pun -67

1-6. RECOVERING THE CHROMINANCE
SIGNALS AT THE RECEIVER

Recovery of the chrominance signals at
the receiver is substantially similar to the
process outlined earlier for E(R_y) and E'(3..y)
operation. Let us review the process as it

applies to the Er and EQ signals.

The chrominance signal, containing the
Er and EQ signals in the form of sidebands
of the subcarrier signal, is separated from
the brightness signal by means of a bandpass amplifier. At this point the chro-

minance signal consists of sidebands of
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A

3.56 mc

ta

....
00.,
$$

mitter modulator. A burst signal having the

144.4i
$*it4.

0.4.414$$4,

0

3

2

4

mc

video spectrum of complete color signal
(a)

with the original subcarriers at the transsame phase as that of the master oscillator
in the transmitter is transmitted during horizontal blanking intervals. This burst signal
is used in the receiver to 1.-7eeT)-ils-local
3751r -die- oscillator in frequency and phase

lock with the subcarrier oscillator in the
transmitter.
System Flexibility. Examinations of any

4.2 MC

0

2

3

4

MC

Ey (brightness) component
(b)
-4--3.58 MC

MC

I

I

3

El

of the Er signal, and the I chrominance information is obtained at the output of this
demodulator.

/.5MC --0- 0.5

2

of the vector diagrams, such as that of Fig.
1-27, will show that the E1 axis is separated
by 57 degrees from the burst or phase reference. Thus, if we delay the phase of the
local oscillator in the receiver by 57 degrees,
the phase of the reinserted carrier applied to
one of the demodulators is the same as that

Since the reinserted carrier

applied to the other demodulator is separated

in phase by 90 degrees, the output of this
4

component

demodulator is the Q chrominance information. If the 57° delay is eliminated, the

phase of the reinserted carriers applied to

(c)
%..- 3.58 MC

0.5

the demodulators will be in phase with E(R_y)
and E(B_y), and the output of the two demod-

ulators will be the E(R_y) and E(B_y) chrominance signals.

MC

2

3

E0 component
(d)

Fig. 1-29. Response curves show the location
of the frequency bands that contain the Ey,
and EQ signals.

3.58 mc, whose resultant varies in phase
and amplitude. The next_ ob is that of separating the two chrominance components. The
chrominance subcarrier was suppressed at
the transmitter.
In order to recover the
orienal modulation, it is necessary to reinsert the subcarrier at the receiver. By re-

itiseithg two subcarriers, the two chrominance components can be recovered separately. Demodulation of the chrominance
signals takes place in two synchronous detectors, shown in simplified form in Fig. 1-30.

Each detector requires a reinserted subcarrier, both of the same frequency. These reinserted subcarriers must be in synchronism

Consider, for example, the chrominance
voltage produced when red is scanned. As
we have seen previously, a red scene produces a chrominance voltage of 0.63 amplitude at a phase angle of 76.5 degrees with
respect to burst. The red voltage vector is
shown in Fig. 1-31a. This amplitude and
phase angle is the same whether E1 and EQ
or E(R_y) and E(3_y) axes are being considered. However, we can produce this red
voltage vector with either 0.62E(R_y) and
-0.15E(B_y) as shown in Fig. 1-31 or with
0.60E1 and 0.214, as shown in Fig. 1-31c.
So far as the receiver is concerned, the red

signal arrives as a single voltage of 0.63
amplitude at an angle of 76.5 degrees, as in

a of the figure.

At the receiver we can

separate this into E(R_y) and E(B_y), or El
and EQ, whichever we desire. If the reinserted carrier applied to the receiver demodulators is in phase with E1 and EQ, then I
and Q chrominance information is obtained
at the output of the demodulators. If the
reinserted carrier applied to the receiver has
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EI

1,5- me

delay

filter

I
demodulator
chrominance
sidebonds

0.6-mc

filter

90'

phase
delay
0

demodulator

3.58-mc
receiver
oscillator
signal

owl

-5v
Fig. 1-30. At the receiver, the 3.58-mc chrominance signal is resolved into its E1 and EQ components
by a pair of synchronous detectors.

as discussed earlier in this lesson. In this
way, matrixing takes place in the kinescope
itself, saving the cost of an external matrix,

the phase of E(R_y) and E(B_y), then E(R_y)

and E(B_y) chrominance is obtained at the
output of the demodulators. Some economy

which is necessary in the case of E1 and

in receiver design can be achieved by de-

EQ demodulation.

modulating E(R_y) and E(B_y) instead of E1
and EQ. Matrixing is simplified, since the
Ey signal can be applied to the cathodes of
the color kinescope and the E(R_y) E (G-Y),

In addition to demodulation on the E1 - EQ
axes and the E(R_y) - E(3_y) axes, it is possible to demodulate the signal by choosing
any set of axes that we wish. As long as

and E(B_y) signals to the red, green, and blue
grids respectively. The E(B_y) and E(R_y)

the signals produced by the demodulators

signals can be matrixed to produce E(G_y),

0.877 (ER-Ey)
0.63 R

0.63 R

burst

burst

(0)

0.6/5

0.493 (Ea-Ey)

0.15

(b)

(c)

(a) A red signal is represented by a 3.58-mc signal having this phase relation; (b) this
vector may be resolved in the receiver into its E(R_y) and E(B-y) components; (c) the same red
signal may be resolved into its E./ and EQ components by proper adjustment of the phase of the 3.58Fig. 1-31.

mc signal applied to the demodulators.
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are added in the correct proportions to develop color -difference signals, any set of

At the Transmitter. The scene to be televised is analyzed in terms of its red, blue,

demodulation axes may be chosen. In many

and green components by the color television

RCA receivers a set of axes called the X
and Z axes are chosen, as shown in Fig.

camera.

Note that these axes are not perpendicular to one another. The merits of this
demodulation system will be shown in a
later lesson.

of red, blue, and green in the scene. These
tEfee voltages are applied to the transmitter
matrix, where Ey, El, and EQ signals are
formed. The Ey signal contains video fre-

1-32.

The system also makes it possible to
build a low-cost color receiver based upon
two-color primaries. By employing a single
demodulator, arranged to demodulate on the
Er axis, a receiver can be made to display a
color picture in terms of black and white and
various saturations of orange andCyan.
Regardless of which pair of chrominance
signals are produced by the demodulator
section, the color difference signals E(R_y),
E(B_Y), and E(G_y) must be the final products

of the chrominance section of the receiver.
Matrix units which are networks designed
to combine the chrominance signals in the
correct proportions, are used to produce the
6MT-difference signals. We -will show representative receiver demodulator -matrix
systems in a later lesson.
1-7. AN OVER-ALL VIEW OF THE SYSTEM

The major features of the color television
process will now be reviewed with the aid
of the block diagrams of Figs. 1-33 and 1-34.
(R -Y)

The output of the camera consists

ofshree voltages, proportional to the amounts

quencies fr-Oirii-a-pp-ro-XiiiiireV '0-4-

' and'

carter the "brightness and fine -detail infor-'
matron regarding the scene. The Er signal
Contains video frequencies from approximately 0-1.5 mc, and carries information
regarding the orange -cyan content of the
scene. The EQ signal contains video frequencies from approxiniardy-01-'0.5 -nit; *and

taffies infOrmation regarding the magenta green Content of the scene. The EQ signal
is-lir-tilted in bandwidth to prevent distortion
that would result from cutting off the upper
sideband. When both the Er and Ec, signals
are present, all colors are accurately reproduced. When only the E/ signal is present
(correspondingro' frequencies in the video
range Of 0.5 mc to 1.5 mc) only the hues of
orgrige-aldCyari are reproduced. However,
this results in good color reproduction for
areas corresponding to this frequency range.

The Er and EQ signals are applied to two
doubly balanced modulators, in which the
carrier is suppressed and a single chrominance signal that contains the Er and EQ
information is formed. This single chrominance signal is combined with the Ey
signal and applied to a transmitter to be
broadcast. A sync signal, made up of about
8 cycles of the color subcarrier frequency,
is transmitted during the blanking intervals
for phase control in the receiver. In addition,
the normal black -and -white synchronizing
signals are transmitted.
At the Receiver.

The signal arriving at

the receiver is the complete color ,signal,

consisting of trtinitnance or Ey signal,

343.

Fig. 1-32. Many late -model color receivers use

the "X" and "Z" demodulation axes shown
here.

the combined chrominance signal, and sync
signals. The luminance, chrominance and
burst signals are channeled to their respective sections of the receiver. The Ey signal
is handled as in black -and -white receivers.
It is detected, amplified, and applied to
the matrix, as shown. A delay line is inserted to compensate for the delay intro-

duced in the chrominance chnirs by the
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matrix
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I

matrix
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I

amplifier
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modulator
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57'
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sync.

3.58 -MC

generator

osaator

Fig. 1-33. Basic block diagram of the color transmitter.

bandpass filters. The chrominance signal is
applied through the bandpass arppl:Mer to
bath 1t
rs`. " The demodulators are
M'cr.`supp Iced with 3.58-mc CW signals ob-

that of addinsthe luminance and color-difmay be performed in the

erena s

color picture tube.

tained from a local oscillator. Tlhase of
the oscillator is controlled by"Tihe-Turst
signal s
adjusted to correspond with

1-8. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

rpahittilar set of demodulation axes.

A deeper understanding of the principles
of two-phase modulation can be obtained by
reviewing the basic prins..iples of modulation
and demodulation.

The phase of the signals applied to the
demodulators may be adjusted in the receiver to obtain chrominance signals in

terms of any sets of axes. The chrominance
signals so obtained may be E(R_},) and E(B-y)

or some other set of chrominance signals.
The matrix is designed to combine the correct amounts of the chrominance signals and
the G signal to reproduce the correct amounts
of ER, EG and ER for application to the color
picture tube. Part of the job of the matrix,

A Brief Review of Vectors.1

One of the

most useful applications of vectors is in
representing sine waves. This eliminates
1The term "phasor" is used in some modern

texts instead of vectors when dealing with electrical quantities; however, we will use vector
throughout.
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r -f and 1-f
sections

detector

video

amplifier

--o- demodulator

delay

brightness

signal

chrominance signal

-0-ER

to co/or

matrix
unit

picture
tube

bandpass

amplifier

chrominance signal
ddemodulator

phase

Hburst

discriminator

amplifier

frequency
control

"E8

3.58

oscillator

keying pulse

Fig. 1-34. Basic block diagram of the color receiver.

drawing complete sine waves, and simplifies
the analysis of circuit operation. To represent a sine wave of either voltage or current,
a vector I§ cly a YLO , its length proportional to
the peak value of the sine wave. If the vector

is rotated around its origin, the projection
of the end of the vector will trace out a sine
wave. Figure 1-35 shows how the sine wave
traced out by the projection of the end of the

revolving vector may be plotted. In the illustration, the vector is assumed to be
graTtink'at position P. It is conventional to
think of the vector as rotating in a counterclockwise direction. The frequency of the
sine wave generated depends upon the speed
at which the vector rotates; the vector generates one sine -wave cycle with each revolution.

-+

o
O

Fig. 1-35.

The sine wave may be constructed graphically by plotting the projections of a rotating
vector whose length is determined by the peak value of the wave.
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Now suppose that two sine waves, A and
B, 90 degrees apart, are to be added. This
is done as shown in Fig. 1-36. To do this
it is necessary to add them point by point,
using sufficient points to plot an accurate
curve. For example, at instant t1 the instantaneous amplitude a 1 is added to the
instantaneous amplitude b1 to obtain the
instantaneous amplitude c1. If this is done
for a sufficient number of points to obtain
an accurate curve, the sine wave C is obtained. By examination of the figure we can
see that adding the two equal sine waves

Fig. 1-37. Vector addition as it is applied to
the problem of Fig. 1-36.

wave that has 1.4 times the height of either,

vectors are drawn 90 degrees apart.

90 degrees out of phase results in a sine
and this resultant sine wave lags A by 45
degrees.

As

stated previously, the vectors are considered to rotate in the counter -clockwise direc-

Therefore B is drawn as shown to indicate that it lags A by 90 degrees. If these
two vectors are added using the parallelotion.

It is possible to obtain the same result
with much less work by using the principles
of vectors. This method is shown in Fig.
1-37. A vector A, whose length is proportional to the peak value of sine wave A, is
drawn. A vector B is drawn from the same
point, its length proportional to the peak
value of sine wave B. Since the two sine
waves are 90 degrees out

of phase, the

gram method, the resultant C is obtained,
which is equivalent to sine wave C. Measurement shows that C is 1.4 times the length
of A or B. Keeping in mind that the vector
diagram is really rotating at the sine -wave
frequency, measurement with a protractor
shows that C lags A by 45 degrees. Thus,
we have added the two sine waves more conveniently. In addition, it is easier to see
what has happened by examining the vector
diagram.

We may reverse the procedure discussed

in Fig. 1-37 by starting with the resultant
vector and resolving it into its 0° and -90°
To do this we extend perpendiculars from the tip of the resultant vector
to the horizontal and vertical axes.
The
process is quite important in color television so let us look at another example.
components.

The vector OR in Fig. 1-38 is to be resolved into two components that are 90°
apart. These components lie on the OA, OB
axes. By extending perpendiculars from the
point of OR to the OA and OB axes we can
resolve the vector into the components OA1,
and OB1. In other words, the vector OR can

be produced by adding two voltages at 0°
and +90° whose peak values are OA, and
OB1 respectively. The axes OA and OB are
90° apart and are said to be in quadrature.
Fig. 1-36. The graphical addition of two sine
waves that are 90° apart in phase.

It is possible to resolve the vector OR
into any set of components we choose. For
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Analysis of Amplitude Modulation.

A

sine wave can be represented by a rotating
vector. Each complete revolution of the
vector corresponds to one complete sine
wave. However, during amplitude modulation, the peak amplitude of the sine -wave

0

carrier varies according to the modulation
being impressed on the carrier. Therefore,
no single vector could represent what is
occurring, since the amplitude of the rotating vector would have to vary at every
instant in accordance with the modulating
A

waveform.

However, we will show how the

instantaneous change in amplitude of the
carrier may be shown by a vector diagram
without the need for drawing a vector of

Al

different length at every instant.
Fig. 1-38. In this example, a single vector,
OR, is shown to be the sum of two quadrature
components 0A1 and 0/31. It can also be represented by another pair of quadrature components 0C1 and OD1.

example, we may resolve OR into components
of another set of axes. Figure 1-38 shows

another set of axes, in quadrature with each
other, but rotated 30° with respect to OA.
In terms of components of these new axes,
the vector OR can be resolved into the voltage components 0C1 and OD,.

When a carrier is modulated by an audio
tone, for example, additional signals are

produced in the output of the transmitter.

These new frequencies are called sideband
signals, or simply sidebands; they are equal
to the sum of the carrier frequency and the
modulating frequency and the difference between the carrier frequency and the modulating frequency. For example, if the carrier
is 800 kc

and the modulation frequency

2 kc,

the two sideband signals are 802 kc and 798
kc. Figure 1-39 shows a vectorial presentation or the 800-kc carrier and the sidebands

lower
sideband

8

C

resultant
carrier is
zero

0

0

0

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1-39. An illustration of amplitude modulation using vectors to represent the carrier and sideband
signals.
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produced by modulation. The carrier is represented by vector OA; vectors AB and AC
represent the lower and upper sideband
respectively. One hundred percent modulation is assumed, so that each sideband vector

is one-half the length of the carrier vector.
The entire diagram is rotating about the
point 0 at the carrier frequency. However,
it is convenient to consider the carrier vector
OA as standing still, since we know that
the rotating carrier vector produces a sine
wave of fixed amplitude. Now the upper
sideband AC rotates about the point A in the
counterclockwise direction, since its frequency

is higher than the carrier vector.

The lower sideband AB rotates around the
point A in the clockwise direction, since its
frequency is lower than the carrier frequency.

An analogy may help to make this clear.
Consider three trains side by side on parallel

tracks, one train traveling at 49' miles per
1i -our, the center train traveling at 50 miles

per hour, and the train on the other side
traveling at 51 miles per hour.

To an ob-

server in the center train, the first train
will appear to be traveling backward at one

mile per hour, while he is standing still,

A

C

A

A

A
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and the third train will appear to be traveling
forward at one mile per hour.

Returning to the rotating sideband vec-

tors, the resultant of the sidebands adds

vectorially to the carrier at every instant to
produce a modulated wave. The frequency
difference between the sideb-Stiag-a.nA the
carrier is always equal; -consequently the
speed of rotation of the sideband vectors is
equal but opposite in direction when compared with the carrier. Therefore, the resultant of the sidebands is always in phase
with the carrier. Figure 1-39a shows the
sideband resultant A7) adding to the carrier.
Figure 1-39b shows the sidebands cancelling
one another, since they are 180 degrees out
of phase. The carrier amplitude at this
instant is the same as that of the unmodulated carrier. Figure 1-39c shows that the
carrier amplitude is zero, because the vector
sum of the two in -phase sidebands and the
carrier cancel. Let us now consider the
effect on the carrier of a full cycle of sine wave modulation. Referring to Fig. 1-40,
we find:

Position 1: the sidebands cancel and the
carrier is unchanged.

C

unmodulated

carrier
amplitude

Fig. 1-40. Vector analysis of an amplitude -modulated wave for one complete cycle of the modulating
signal.
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Position 2: the resultant of the sidebands

adds to the carrier to produce some inter-

there is no 3.58-mc information when the

camera is scanning white or any shade of

mediate point of the modulated envelope.

gray, including black.

Position 3: the sidebands are in phase
and add to produce maximum envelope amplitude.

plied in push-pull form, but the output sig-

Notice that both input signals are ap-

nals from both tubes are taken across a
common load impedance.

When the chro-

Position 4: the sidebands again add to

minance input signal is zero, boti7 mod-ufaio-r

the envelope amplitude as in Position 2,

tubes conduct equally. The 3.58-mc signals
at the plate, being equal in amplitude but

but, due to the rotation of the sideband vectors, they have exchanged positions.

opposite in phase, cancel to zero. Thus,
there is no 3.58-mc output from either modu-

Position 5: the sidebands again cancel
so that the carrier amplitude is not changed
at this point.

lator when both E(R.y) and E(B.10 are zero.
Now

consider the modulator when a

simple square wave is applied at the chroPosition 6: the sidebands subtract from
point of the modulated envelope.

minance-signal input terminals. During the
first half cycle, the grid of V1 is driven more
negative and the grid of V2 is driven less
negative. Conduction in the modulator tubes

Position 7: the sidebands are again in
phase, but this time their resultant is 180
degrees out of phase with the carrier and

appears.

the carrier to produce some intermediate

produces the trough or complete cancellation
of the carrier necessary for 100 -percent
modulation.

Position 8: the sidebands again subtract
from the carrier as in Position 6.
Position 9: the sidebands have completed

one cycle of rotation and are in the same
relative phase as in Position 1.

Note that at all times the resultant side band signal, formed by the addition of the
upper and lower sideband vectors, is in
phase or 180° out of phase with the carrier
signal. Thus we may treat the resultant

sideband signal by itself as a signal that
niaiVein phase, or 1800 out of phase, with
the carrier. This is important in color TV
since the chrominance sideband signals are
transmitted separately and the carrier signal
is reinserted at the receiver.
Balanced Modulators. Figure 1-41 shows
the basic balanced modulator. Two of these

circuits are used in the production of the
transmitted subcarrier chrominance signal.
The balanced modulators suppress the car-

rier signal so that there is no 3.58-mc information being sent out when the two chrominance signals are zero. In other words

is then unbalanced and a net output signal
The phase of the output signal is
determined ThiriE e tuGe that produces the
greatest output. Since V2 conducts more
Heavily,
there is a phase inversion between suppressor grid and plate, the phase
of the output signal is 0°. During the next
half cycle, conditions reverse and the phase
of the output signal is 180°.

Since the carrier is suppressed, the output of the doubly balanced modulator contains only the upper and lower sidebands
produced by the modulation process. The
sum of the two sidebands at any instant is

the output signal of the doubly balanced
The amplitude of the output

modulator.

signal varies with the amplitude of the video
(chrominance) signal. For example, if the

video signal is low in amplitude, the out-

puts of the two modulators are not so widely
separated in amplitude, and the output signal
is small. If the video signal is high in amplitude, the amplitude difference of the modulators is greater, thereby producing a greater
output.
In a doubly balanced modulator,
then, the subcarrier frequency is suppressed;
the output is composed of sidebands of subcarrier frequency only. The instantaneous
amplitude of the modulator output depends
upon the amplitude of the video color signal

input at any instant, and the instantaneous
phase of the output depends upon tEe instan-

fineopolarity orthe video input.
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180°

8*

8*

output- sidebonds
of 3.58mc
0°

-J

3.58 -mc
input

chrom nonce
video input

f180°

1800 phase

reversal

1800

Fig. 1-41. The basic balanced modulator. The 3.58-mc output is cancelled to zero when there is no
video output.

Phase Distortion Due to Upper Sideband
Attenuation. Whenever one of the sidebands

of a double-sideband signal is attenuated,
the phase of the resultant signal is altered.
This causes errors in hue and saturation in
th7-wirOrthe-\ideo passband where upper
sideband attenuation is likely to occur. The
following is an explanation of how the phase
distortion comes about.
The output of one doubly balanced modu-

lator in the transmitter consists of a pair of
sidebands as shown in Fig. 1-42a. These
rotate around the point 0 to produce a resultant vector, the amplitude of which varies
from OA, through zero, to OB. However, the
phase of the resultant never changes; as
long as both sidebands are present the

resultant always falls along the dotted line
in the figure. The actual chrominance signal

is the vector sum of the outputs of two

doubly balanced modulators, 90 degrees out
of phase with each other.

To see the effects of the attenuation of
the upper sideband, let us suppose that at
one particular instant the phase of the chrominance signal being transmitted is 90° or
+E(R_Y). In that case there should be a positive output from the E(,_,) demodulator in
the receiver, but the E(B_Y) output at the
receiver should be zero. This would produce
reddish -magenta color on the screen of the
receiver. Now suppose that the upper side band of the 3.58-mc chrominance signal
becomes attenuated due to the fall -off in i-f
response at the high end of the video band.
We must redraw the vectors representing the
sidebands as in b of Fig. 1-42. Note thit

the resultant vector is no longer in phase
with E(R_y) but has been rotated to some
new phase angle. Since the resultant is no
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A

resultant
upper
sideband

L

lower
sideband

quadrature distortion. We have taken the
simple example where the phase of the transmitted signal is 90°. However, crosstalk,
and incorrect hue, occurs at any transmitted

phase angle if one of the sideband signals
becomes attenuated.

The result of crosstalk in the picture is
incorrect color in small areas of the picture
and at the vertical edges of colored objects.
informationTirthe's-e areas of
the picture represents signals in the range
of frequencies above 600 kc. In relatively

B

(a)

90°4
normal resultant
+

_

new resultant

large areas, representing low -frequency chromaticity signals, both sidebands remain

intact and colors are reproduced correctly.
Faulty i-f alignment may cause this trouble.

y)

Frequency Interlace.
The subcarrier
frequency is synchronized with the horizontal -line frequency in a way that minimizes
the visibility of, the beat pattern on the
iFturetube,. Visual cancellation of the

attenuated
upper sideband
)

# EN

beat pattern takes place when the bright
spots caused by positive excursions of the

output of R -r
demodulator

+I -(9-Y)

subcarrier signal are interleaved on alternate
scanning lines, as shown in Fig. 1-43. At a
we see sections of the waveforms Tor two
consecutive horizontal lines. In the top line,

outpot of B -r

the subcarrier signal starts on a positive

demodulator

half cycle. On the next line (one frame later),

(c)

Fig. 1-42. (a) When both upper and lower side bands are intact the phase of the resultant
signal does not vary. (b) Attenuation of one of

the sideband signals causes a shift in phase
of the resultant. (c) A phase error results in
crosstalk between the two chrominance channels.

longer in phase with E(B_y), the E(R_Y) demodulator output in the receiver will be
reduced somewhat. In addition, as shown in
Fig. 1-42c, the E(B_Y) demodulator will
resolve a component of the resultant vector

and provide an output. The result of the
phase error caused by sideband limiting is
incorrect hue. Put another way, the isolation
between E(R_Y) and E(B_Y) channels is lost

since a pure E(R_Y) signal has caused an
output in the E(B_Y) channel. The loss of
isolation between the two chrominance channels is sometimes referred to as crosstalk or

the subcarrier signal begins with a negative
half cycle. The beat pattern appears as in
b of the figure. If we pick any small area in
the picture, we might see a bright spot on
one line, but the next line (one frame later)
will display a darkened spot. Persistence
of vision causes an averaging of the visual
sensation, and we see an average light level.
The average light level is determined by the
amplitude of the Y signal upon which the
subcarrier signal rides. In addition, the
lines of the beat pattern are at a 45° angle
with the horizontal. As was shown earlier
in this lesson, visual acuity is poorest when

fine lines are set at a 45° angle with the

horizontal.

The visual cancellation shown in Fig.
1-43 occurs when the subcarrier frequency
is made an odd multiple of one-half the
horizontal -line frequency. Alternate scanning lines then present the pattern shown in
Fig. 1-436, because the time interval that
elapses between the instants that any spot
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cycles plus one half cycle. Thus at any
particular spot, successive scans cause a
blanking level

1-.--b/onking level

beginning of visible lines
(a)

(b)

Fig. 1-43. (a) The subcarrier-signal is synchronized with the scanning rate so that peaks and
valleys are lined up on adjacent scanning lines;
(b) the dot pattern resulting from the frequency
interlace technique.

reversal in the instantaneous polarity of the
subcarrier signal. To meet the requirements
of this technique, called frequency interlacing, the subcarrier frequency is set at exactly
`5.579545 mc. A small change in the horizontal -line frequency, to 15,734.264 cps, is
also required, as well as a small change in
the frame frequency to 59.94 cps. The new
line and frame frequencies fall within the
scanning tolerances for the present black and -white system.

The exact determination of the subcarrier

is scanned on alternate frames allows the
completion of an even number of subcarrier

frequency
Appendix.

is shown in more detail

in the

NOTES
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APPENDIX

1. OBTAINING (EG-Ey) FROM (ER-Ey) AND (EB-Ey)
Ey = 0.30ER +0.59EG +0.11.EB

0.59EG = Ey-0.30ER -0.11EB

Transposing:
Subtracting 0.59Ey
from both sides:

0.59EG -0.59Ey = Ey -0 .30ER - .11ER -0.59Ey
= 0.41Ey -0.30ER -0.11 EB

Rearranging terms:

0.59E0 -0.59Ey = -0.30ER +0.30Ey -0.11EB +0.11Ey

0.59(EG -Ey) . -0.30(E, -Ey)-0.11(EB. -Ey)

Factoring:

Dividing through by 0.59:

(E0 -Ey) -

0.11
._"Ey)
0.59 (ER

0.30
.59

(EG -Ey) = -0.51(ER - Ey) -0.19(EB - EY)
2. DETERMINING THE COLOR SUBCARRIER FREQUENCY

In order to obtain interlacing, the color subcarrier frequency must be such that during the time
of one horizontal line there is some whole number of subcarrier cycles plus one half -cycle, as
shown in Fig. 1.
chrominonce subcarrier

H = horizontal frequency

Let

S = subcarrier frequency

n = number of subcarrier cycles
Then

1

= time duration of one horizontal line

1

= time duration of one subcarrier cycle

I

n

$

time duration of n subcarrier cycles

1

2S

So

=

time duration of one half subcarrier cycle

Therefore

Adding fractions:

n

1

1

S

2S

H

2n + 1
2S

H

Solving for S:

S

Fig. 1.

1

=A(2n+1)

Examining this equation, we can see that whether n is odd or even, (2n+ 1) is odd.

Let (2n+ 1) be called N. Thus, the subcarrier frequency must be some odd multiple N of
one-half the line frequency for interlacing.
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From other considerations previously given, we know that the subcarrier frequency should be
in the neighborhood of 3.58 mc.
Dividing 3.58 by 7.875 kc gives N as approximately 455.

Since N must be a whole odd number, let us define N as 455 exactly, and
(1)

S = 455 x -T

Also, the difference beat between S and the 4.5-mc sound carrier must also be a whole odd
multiple of I//2, so that the beat between the sound carrier and the color subcarrier will interlace.
The difference between 3.58 mc and 4.5 mc is approximately 117 x(H/2). If we use exactly
117 x (H/2), the beat between them will be an exact odd multiple of 1//2, as required for interlacing. The relationships are shown in Fig. 2. The separation between sound carrier and picture
carrier, in terms of 11/2, is 572 x(///2), and in terms of frequency is 4.5 mc.
picture
carrier

We can now write the equations:

572 x-= 4.5 mc

chrominonce

sound

subcorrier

carrier

(2)

2

H

4.5 mc

2

572

H = 4.5 mc x

572

x

(3)

1.4-455 x

2

572

-04 ill

el -

Fig. 2.

H = 15.734 kc/sec

Substituting the value of H/2 from equation (3) in equation (1) we have:
S =H x 455 = 4.5
2

1

55
x472-

3.579545 mc

5

Since 525 -line interlaced scanning is to be maintained, the vertical frequency is
2

525

x H = 59.94 cycles/sec.

3. OBTAINING THE MULTIPLIERS FOR ADJUSTING (ER - Ey) AND (E8 -Ey)

Let h be the multiplier for (ER - Ey)
k be the multiplier for (EB -Ey)

The Ey value for red = 0.30
blue = 0.11

green = 0.59

The sum of Ey and the combined chrominance signal must not cause overshoot greater than
we find that

33 percent. To limit either positive or negative overshoot to 0.33, from Fig. 3.
the maximum values allowable for the combined chrominance (chroma) signals are:
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E

0 90 0.83
10.76

0.76

19.90'0.83

4

(al
1.7 9

100%

modulation

1 42 1.46
1.2 4

0.89
/.00

0.70

/0

1.06

-024

horizontal
sync pulse

-L_

005

-0 01

-0.42

-046

-079

(hi

( c)

Fig. 3.

Red scene:
Blue scene:

0.30Ey +chroma = -0.33;
0.11Ey +chroma = -0.33;

Green scene: 0.59Ey+chroma =

1.33;

= -0.63
maximum allowable chroma for blue = -0.44
maximum allowable chroma for red

maximum allowable chroma for green =

0.74

The red and blue scenes are the limiting cases.
For a red scene, (ER - Ey) = 0.70, (EB - Er) = -0.30, and the combined chrominance signal is
the vector sum of these. But the maximum allowable chrominance value for a red scene is 0.63.
Thus:
V[h(ER -Ey)]2 + [k(EB -Ey)]2 = chroma signal, V(0.7h)2 + (0.3k)2 = 0.63

For a blue scene,
and

(1)

(ER -Ey) = -0.11, (EB- Ey) = + 0.89,
V(0.11h)2 + (0.89k)2 = 0.44

Solving simultaneous equations (1) and (2) gives: h = 0.877, k = 0.493.

Therefore, the adjustment is as follows:
0.877(ER -Ey) and 0.493(EB -Ey)

(2)
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These are sometimes expressed in reciprocal form, thus:
(ER - Ey)

and

EY)

(EB

2.07

1.14

E (R -y)

0.63

The adjusted signal is shown in Fig. 4.

red

0.59
m ogen to

33

0.45 76.

133

yellow

0 93
/.0 093

/0
0.56

3.58 me
synchronizing
signal

burst

13'

Y)

0.45

blue

0.44

0 00
-0 33

-L_
-0 33

0.59
green

-0 18

(o)

0.63
cyan

(b)

Fig. 4.

4. OBTAINING THE EI AND EQ VALUES FROM (EB -Ey) AND (ER-Ey), GIVEN THAT
THE / AND Q AXES ARE ROTATED 57° FROM THE (EB Ey) AND (ER - Ey) AXES

Assume some color indicated by point P, and draw diagram as shown in Fig. 5.
The (ER -EY) component of P is OB = AP = 0.877(ER - EY)
The (ER - EY) component of P is OA = BP

The E/ component of P is
The

EQ

= 0.493(EB - EY)

OC = DP

component of P is
El = DP = P F cos

OD
33°; P F

DP = (AP -OA tan

= AP - AF = AP -OA tan

33°

33°)cos 33°

AP cos 33°- OA sin 33°

= 0.877(ER - Ey)

cos 33°- 0.493(Es - Ey)

sin 33°

= 0.74(ER -Ey)- 0.27(Es -Ey)
0.877 ( ER- ty)

-P
3.5.

0

0.493( EB-Ey)-

Fig. 5.
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EQ = OD = OE cos 33';
=

OE = OA + AE; AE = AP tan 33°

(OA + AP tan 33°) cos 33°

= 0.493(ER - Ey) cos 330+ 0.877(ER - Ey) sin 33°

= 0.48(ER -Ey)+ 0.41(ER -Ey)

Similar analysis will give (ER -Ey) and (EB - Ey) in terms of E/ and EQ.
0.877(ER -Ey) = Er cos 33°+ EQ sin 33° ; (ER - Ey) = 0.96E/ +0.62E0

0.493(EB -Ey) = -Er sin 33° + EQ cos 33°; (Es -Ey) = -1.01E/ +1.70E0
5. FORMULAS USED IN COLOR TELEVISION
Ey = 0.30ER +0.59EG +O.11EB

(ER - Ey) = 0.70ER -0.59EG -0.11E8

(E's-Ey) = - 0.30ER -0.59EG +0.89Es

(E0 -Ey) = - 0.30ER +0.41EG -0.11Es
=
0.51(ER - Ey)- 0.19(EB - Ey)

Adjusted (ER -Ey) = 0.877(ER -Ey)
0.615ER -0.515EG -0.10EB
Adjusted (ER -Ey) = 0.493(ER -Ey)
= - 0.15ER - 0.29EG + 0.444

Er = 0.877(ER -Ey)cos 33°- 0.493(4 -Ey) sin 33°
= 0.74(ER -Ey)- 0.27(ER -Ey)
= 0.60ER -0.28EG -0.32ER
E(2 = 0.877(ER -Ey) sin 33° + 0.493(Es - Ey) cos 33°

= 0.48(ER - Ey) - 0.41(EB -Ey)

= 0.21ER - 0.52EG +0.314
0.877(ER -Ey) = Ez cos 33°+EQ sin 33° ; (ER - Ey) = 0.96E1+ 0.62EQ,

0.493(4 - Ey)

- Ei sin 33°+ EQ cos 33°; (EB - Ey) = -1.10Er +1.70EQ

(EG - Ey) = - 0.28E/ - 0.64EQ
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MEANS OF DISPLAYING COLOR TV PICTURES

INTRODUCTION

The color picture tube provides the outof the color TV system. Here three
electrical signals, representing the telecast

red
phosphor

put

1

green
phosphor
blue
phosphor

scene in terms of the selected primary colors,
are turned into the full -color image.
2-1. MEANS OF DISPLAYING COLOR TV
PICTURES

red
phosphor
green
phosphor

The display device to be used with the
color TV system must meet several basic

blue

phosphor

requirements.
First of all it should be
compatible. For the display device, com-

patibility requires that it reproduce full color
pictures and standard monochrome pictures
with acceptable picture quality. The color
range should be large enough to reproduce
three -color pictures, of the order of quality
that we accept in high -quality color films.
In addition, the color display device should

superimpose the images displayed by three
separate picture tubes. Refer to Fig. 2-1.

comparable to modern black -and -white

The phosphors of the picture tubes are chosen

picture tubes in terms of picture size, contrast, and brightness.

so that each kinescope displays one of the
primary colors - red, blue, and green. In an

be

Fig. 2-2. Colored images may be combined by
breaking the images up into many tiny groups
of phosphors that cannot be resolved individually
by eye.

alternate arrangement, black -and -white kineMethods of Combining Colored Images.

The basic job of the color display device is
to combine the separate images in each of

the primary colors, so that the eye sees a
mixture of the primary colors. Some of the
early systems use an optical arrangement to
red
image
ER

/

/

/

/
/

/

/

scopes are employed with red, green, and
blue filters. The images are projected on a
common screen, and care is taken to make
the images fall in register, or exactly on top
of one another. The eye adds these images,
and sees the mixture of the three colors at
each point on the screen. Projection systems of this type are now used in theaters.
Other optical systems, employing dichroic
mirrors similar to the mirrors used in the
camera, were used in early developmental
receivers. Optical systems are too large
and bulky to be used in home instruments. In
addition, great care must be taken in the

green
image

deflection systems of the three kinescopes
to ensure identical picture size and linearity

to

in each tube.
Another way to combine images is to construct the image from adjacent colored

blue
image

elements so small that they cannot be resolved as individual colored elements. The

E8

full

\\

color image

Fig. 2-1.

An optical system to combine
primary -color images.

elements may be arranged in triangular groups
of phosphor dots, or in the form of thin strips
of phosphor. The basic arrangements of
individual groups of phosphors may appear

as in Fig. 2-2. Again the eye will add the
three colors, and a sensation corresponding

COLOR TELEVISION COURSE, LESSON 2
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to the mixture color of the three phosphors
will be obtained. The basic principle is the
same for either arrangement. During the
scanning of the raster, the red phosphors
are excited in those areas of the image corresponding to the red portions of the original

scene, the green phosphors are excited in
those areas corresponding to the green portions of the scene, and the blue phosyhors
are excited in those areas corresponding to
the blue portions of the scene. In those
areas of the image that correspond to a yellow portion of the scene, both the red-and
green phosphors are excited.

The phosphor

strips or dots should be so small that the
eye cannot perceive them separately, and
sees instead the mixture color of the two, or
yellow. Similarly, the red and blue phosphors
are excited to reproduce the magenta portions of the image, and the green and blue
phosphors to reproduce the cyan portions.
White or gray areas are produced by correctly
exciting all three phosphor areas. This
method of combining colors is employed in
the shadow -mask picture tube.

Fig. 2-3. A 21 -inch color picture tube.

vertical fields. A mechanical system, using
a rotating wheel of color filters in front of a
black -and -white

Methods of Presentation.

The color in-

formation may be presented to the eye in
either a simultaneous or a sequential manner.

If the primary -color components of the

scene are presented to the eye at the same
time, in such a way that they are effectively
superimposed, the eye and brain will mix
the colors, and a sensation corresponding to
the mixture color will be obtained.
If the primary -color components of the
scene are presented to the eye one after the
other, rapidly enough for persistence of
vision to be effective, the eye and brain will
still mix the three primary colors and a
sensation corresponding to the mixture color
will be obtained. For instance, the sensation of yellow can be produced by exciting

picture tube,

placed the

proper filter in front of the screen at the

proper time. For example, when the red field

was scanned, the red filter was placed before the kinescope. When the green field
was scanned, the green filter came into
place, and so on. A synchronizing system
kept the color wheel of the receiver rotating
in synchronism with a similar wheel in front
of the camera. A major drawback of this
system was that flicker became objectionable
unless the field rate was speeded up. Therefore,

the system did not use the standard

scanning rates, and was incompatible. Another problem was that colors would appear
to break up with rapid movement. If a man

rapidly across the viewed screen, he
might appear as a series of red, green, and
blue figures instead of one continuously
ran

the

red and green phosphors at the same
time, so that red and green light are pre-

moving colored image.

sented simultaneously to the eye, or by
exciting the red and green phosphors one

Present -Day Color Picture Tubes. Present-day technology has provided the industry
with direct -view color picture tubes. Several
types of single -gun tubes have been proposed
and developed in laboratories, but none have
so far met the test of production. This leaves,
then, the three -gun shadow -mask color pic-

after the other, so that the red and green
light are presented to the eye in rapid sequence.

An early color TV system was based on
the sequential system. Primary -color images
were transmitted sequentially on sequential

ture tube that has been in production since
1953 and, with improvements, is still in use

RCA SHADOW -MASK COLOR PICTURE TUBE

today.
Figure 2-3 shows a photograph of
an RCA 21 -inch color picture tube.

deflection
yoke

electron

2-2. RCA SHADOW -MASK

beam

COLOR PICTURE TUBE
Shadow -Mask Principle. The shadow -mask

principle can be understood quite easily
with the aid of the simple setup shown in
Fig. 2-4. Here a single light source is

3

deflection
center

A

Fig. 2-5.

The deflection center is the spot

inside the deflection yoke from which electrons
appear to emerge.

placed above a shadow mask, which is simply

a perforated plate or sieve. Light passes
through the holes in the sieve and causes a
polka-dot pattern to appear on a flat screen
placed below the sieve. If we mark the spots
on the screen, paint them red, and then reas-

semble the light source, sieve, and screen
in their original positions, only the red spots
will be illuminated by the light source. If
the light source is now moved to the side a

sufficient distance, the light rays will pass
through the sieve at a different angle and

will miss the red spots altogether. The new
illuminated areas could be painted green.
Now we could have two light sources - one
controlling only red output on the screen,
the other only green. This experiment can
be verified quite easily using a flashlight, a
sieve (or perforated shield), and a sheet of
paper. A third light source, at a new lateral
position, can be added to illuminate a new

set of blue spots.

The result will be a

screen covered with trios of small red, blue,
and green spots. The light falling on any of

the three primary colors can be altered by
controlling the light output of the light source
associated with a particular primary color.
In the shadow -mask picture tube, the light

sources are, of course, replaced by sources
of electrons. Just as light emanates from a
point in our simplified setup, electrons appear to be sprayed out from a point inside
the deflection yoke, as shown in Fig. 2-5.
The point from which electrons appear to be

deflection
yoke

electron

441116

guns
0

0o
deflection
centers

end view

of
electron
guns

':41111
shadow
mask

phosphor
screen

Fig. 2-6. Sideview shows the locations of the

Fig. 2-4.

A simple illustration of the
shadow -mask principle.

deflection centers for two electron beams in
relation to the shadow mask and the phosphor
screen.
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/ace plate
shadow mask

green
red (hidden
b/ue

phosphor
dots

Fig. 2-7. These enlarged side and front views of the shadow mask and phosphor screen show two
electron beams striking the shadow mask at the correct angles. The unshadowed portions of the
beams strike the center of the correct phosphor dots. One beam, from the green gun, is hidden behind
the beam from the red gun in the view. For simplicity, the individual beams are shown striking the
area surrounding a single hole in the shadow mask. Actually, each beam has a larger diameter, and
strikes an area on the shadow mask that includes about three holes.

deflected is called the deflection center. In
tile color kinescope, the deflection center
corresponds roughly to the point light source
used in our analogy. To serve as three controllable sources of electrons, three electron
guns are placed in the neck of the tube, as
shown in Fig. 2-6. They are grouped in a
circle, 120° apart, around the long axis of
the tube. The three guns are angled slightly
so that the three electron beams will naturally come together, or converge, at the face
of the tube. The electron beams from these
guns are shadowed through holes in a shadow

mask. See the enlarged side view of a small
section of the shadow mask and phosphor
screen in Fig. 2-7. Since this figure shows

that the an le of a roach of the electron
beam to t e s adow ipas alTOVS the unsh'adoivellipirpqq,Kthe ectron beam to strike
only the phosphor dots The unshadowed
portions of tbe electron beams from the green
and blue guns strike only their associated
One of the three guns produces one color, the second gun produces
phosphor dots.

the second color, and the third gun produces
the third color. Grid Number 1 of Bch

those ..g.gag,,..j,aagsof controllingthe

intensity of its associated color.. as rewired
by a color teevtston system.. Figure 2-8
S.hOwVilielisicarrangement of the electron
guns, the shadow mask, and the phosphor
screen.

a side view, only two electron beams are

visible, one of the two electron beams at the
bottom being hidden by the other. Note that
the electron beam is larger than the holes in
the shadow mask. The figure clearly shows

Shadow Mask Construction.

The shadow

mask itself is made from a flat sheet of
steel.
with

The surface of this sheet is coated
light-sensitive material that hardens

ELECTRON GUNS

electron
guns

shadow
mask

funnel

5

tube

location at the deflection center.

cap

method,

By this

approximately 1,000,000 phosphor

dots are located precise4raifli-e' fiCe of the
color picture tube.

neck

Color Picture Tube Assembly. The shadow

mask is now laid aside and the tube cap is
baked. After the baking operation, only pure

Fig. 2-8. Exploded view showing the relative
placement of the major parts of the color picture
tube.

when exposed to light. This coated steel
sheet is exposed to light through a master
dot pattern that permits light to strike it in
all areas except where the holes are to be
located. Unexposed material is then washed
off the sheet, leaving the steel sheet bare of
material at the places where the holes are to
be made. The sheet is next dipped into an
acid bath; where the sensitizing material
has been washed away, the acid eats through
the metal and produces the holes. By this
method,

approximately 330,000 holes are

produced in the flat sheer-The-iierforated
flat -steel sheet is then formed under pressure into a spherical shape, and a steel
frame is attached to it to complete the
shadow -mask assembly.
Phosphor Screen. The phosphor screen is

made by distributing red phosphor with an
added sensitizing binder on the inside surface of a tube cap. A shadow mask is placed
in position in the tube cap. Figure 2-8 shows
how the shadow mask and tube cap are assembled. A point source of light is placed
at the position where the red electron beam
would pass through the deflection center of
the deflection yoke. The material that has
been deposited on the tube cap is then exposed to light from the point source passing

phosphor remains. The tube cap is then
flashed with a thin film of aluminum over the
backside of the phosphor dots. The shadow
mask used for exposure of the phosphor dots

is next placed in position in the tube cap,
and the tube cap is sealed to the tube funnel
by means of a special glass sealant, called
frit cement, in a

high -temperature oven.

Finally, the three -electron gun assembly is
sealed into the neck of the tube, and the air
is evacuated from the tube.
2-3. ELECTRON GUNS

The elements of the electron gun are the
heater, the cathode, grid 1, grid 2, grid 3,
and grid 4, as shown in Fig. 2-9. The heater
is a coiled wire inserted into, but insulated
from, the cathode. When current is passed
through the heater, the cathode is heated to
a temperature that allows it to emit electrons. Grid 1, located immediately following

the cathode and very close to it, is used to
control the flow of electrons from the cathode. This grid usually consists of a small
disk with a tiny hole, or aperture, located in
GETTER
ASSEMBLY

MAGNETIC
SHIELD

RADIAL CONVERGING
POLE PIECES

GRID N2 4
GRID N2 3
LATERAL -

CONVERGING
POLE PIECES

through the shadow -mask holes. The shadow

GRID N2 2
GRID N21

mask is then removed and the unexposed
phosphor material is washed away, leaving
the red phosphor dots. The process is repeated using the same shadow mask as
before, but with green phosphor. The light
source is moved to a position where the

green beam would pass through the deflection center.

The same process is again

repeated for blue phosphor, with a light
position corresponding to the blue beam

Fig. 2-9.

The electron -gun assembly for a
color picture tube.
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its center. Grid 2 is of similar construction
but is used to control the cutoff characteristics of the electron gun. This element is
called the accelerating electrode or screen.

ple,

the red raster is pure when electrons

from the red gun illuminate only red phosphor

dots over the entire surface of the screen. If
no other phosphor dots are lighted, a pure
red raster results. (You may view the red
raster by itself by biasing off the other two

Giirr-aa"ne-rire-Tocus
usualTy a
long cylinder rather iVan a disk like the
previous two grids. It generally has one

guns.)

form or other of the blue --lateral convergence

For perfect purity, the nonshadowed portions of each electron beam must strike the
associated phosphor dots squarely in the
centers. This is illustrated in Fig. 2-10.

pole pieces attached to it. The function of
this element is to focus the electron beam
to a point at the picture tube screen. Grid

4, also cylindrical in shape, is callerreTITor. It is operated at a high voltage to

If a large error exists in the angle of

e7rarle it to speed the electrons to the picture tube screen. The radial convergence
assemblies, which will be discussed shortly,

approach co the shadow mask, the electron
beams may strike the wrong phosphor dots,
as shown in Fig. 2-11. In this case, individual color rasters, called fields, would be
contaminated with the wrong colors. A red
field may show a yellow area, for example,

are attached to grid 4.
2-4. PURITY

if both red and green phosphor dots are
struck. When color contamination shows up

The rasters produced by the red, green,
and blue electron guns are said to be pure
when electrons from each gun strike only
their associated phosphor dots. For exam -

on one or more of the individual primary color fields, the condition is referred to as
a purity problem.
face plate

shadow mask

1111

III

0

----A

green
red (hidden)

000
0000
00000
0$0000®
0000000
00000000
0000000
0100000
00000
0000
00CD

blue

phosphor
dots

Fig. 2-10. Correct purity is obtained when the unshadowed portions of the electron beams strike the
correct phosphor dots squarely in their centers.
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PURITY

face plate
shadow mask

green

----A

red (hidden)/

000
0000
0000®
000000
0000000
00000000
0000000
000000
00000
0000
000

blue

phosphor
dots

Fig. 2-11. An example of poor purity. The electron beams approach the shadow mask at the wrong
angles. Unshadowed beams miss their assigned phosphor dots and strike others as well.

A smaller error

in

beam landing also

introduces a problem with raster uniformity.

Figure 2-12 shows the effects of a smaller
beam -landing error. In this case, the correct

phosphors are struck, but the beam landing
is considerably off center. In areas where
this condition exists, the total light output
is diminished. Loss of light output for a
particular color may go unnoticed when the
primary -color fields are viewed individually,

but when the three fields are illuminated to

make w ite awe nTte 'color is seen._ For
eratiipte-, lisome part of the red raster lacks
red light output, that area of the white raster
will have insufficient red to make white and
will appear cyan. This problem, while resulting in a nonuniform white raster, is not
usually referred to as a purity problem. The

red raster would appear a pure red in this
case, but the area in question would appear
darker, or "dirty looking," due to the lack
of light output.

Factors that Affect Purity. As shown in
Figs. 2-11 and 2-12, purity problems are
caused by improper landing of the unshadowed portions of the electron beams. This
in turn is caused by improper angle -of approach of the electron beams. Therefore,

the attainment of good purity is =a io

the positioning of the deflection centers for
the electron beams at the precise locations
of the light sources used when the phosphor
screen was exposed. (Refer back to the
discussion of phosphor screen fabrication.)
To locate the deflection centers properly,
the electron guns must be aimed with precision and the deflection yoke must be placed
at one particular spot. Figure 2-6 shows the
effects of beam aiming and deflection yoke

position on the location of the deflection
centers. Various factors, such as the effects of stray magnetic fields and slight
errors in electron -gun alignment, can cause
displacement of the deflection centers.

8
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face plate
shadow mask

la

if

green

red (hidde>lE
blue

phosphor
dots

Fig. 2-12. A small error in the angle of approach of the electron beams causes this condition. The
unshadowed beams do not land on the centers of the phosphor dots, resulting in reduced light output.

Adjustments are provided to allow correctroirs-hrtilectrotFbeam aiming and yoke pgifloffing.-These adjustments are called purity
adjustments.

The position of the deflection yoke along the axis of the tube has
Yoke Position.

a great effect upon beam landing at the edges

of the screen, but practically no effect on it

at the center of the screen.

A somewhat
simplified and exaggerated demonstration of

this fact is shown in Fig. 2-13. In a of the
figure, the yoke is placed properly to cause
the unshadowed electron beams to strike the
centers of the phosphor dots. The yoke is
moved back towards the electron gun in b of
the figure. Note that the unshadowed beams
are approaching the parallel condition and
are missing the phosphor dots at the top and
bottom of the screen. However, the beams
that pass through the center of the shadow
mask continue to strike the phosphor dots in
the center. It is important to remember that
yoke position does not affect beam landing
in the center of the screen. The effects of

yoke position on beam landing, as viewed
from the front of the screen, are shown in
Fig. 2-14. Moving the yoke back towards
the guns caug-e-S-t-fie-Faiii-TaiiidiniS- at the

edge Of the screen ro"'move" towards` the
celifet-Of the screen. MOving.
too
far-fofiVard' C'aiiSe.g-the edge beam landings
to move outward. Note: Beam landings on

individual phosphor dots, as indicated in
Fig. 2-14, cannot be observed with the naked
eye. A low -power microscope can be used
for this purpose.
However, microscopes

invert the image so that the beam landings
appear to move in opposite directions. In
other words, when observed through a microscope, the beam landings at the screen edges

appear to move outward from the center as
the yoke is moved back towards the electron
guns.

Neck Purity Magnet. A device, similar
to the magnetic centering devices employed
on monochrome kinescopes, is used to adjust
purity and beam landing at the center of the
screen. This magnetic device is commonly

PURITY

9

mounted on the neck of the color picture

top

tube. It is adjusted to center the beam land-

ings on the phosphor dots in the middle of
the screen, where the yoke has no effect.
How the neck -purity magnet does its job can

be visualized by referring to Fig. 2-15. The
neck -purity magnet enables all three beams
to be bent silent) before the'y enter the
-FEe: This. permits precise adjustment of
Trie-angle at which the beams approach the

phosphor dot

*"'

**

green red

0

blue

shadow mask in the center of the screen,
and hence allows control of center -beam
landing. When center -Seam landing and yoke
TO -sit -ion are properly adjusted, the deflection

centers are in the correct positions.

bottom

The neck -purity magnet must be variable
in magnetic strength, and capable of being
rotated about the neck of the tube so that its
direction of field can be changed. It must
also be possible to reduce its field strength

(a) yoke moved back

top

to a negligible value, in case little or no

phosphor dot
beam

-*

electron
gun

**

green red

*-`*"'

0

blue

deflection
center

shadow \'
mask

phosp or
dots

bottom

(o)
(b) yoke moved forward

Fig. 2-14. The displacement of electron beams
landing at the edges of the screen as the yoke
position is changed.
It is essential that
field across the neck of the tube be

correction is needed.
the

-

uniform so that all three beams are affected
equally. The neck -purity magnet has one
major drawbact; adjustments change static
and dynamic convergence. We shall look
into these effects later.

(b)

This simplified drawing shows
what happens to the electron -beam landing
when the yoke is moved back towards the
electron guns. Note that beam landing does
not change in the center of the screen.
Fig. 2-13.

Post -Deflection Purity Device. The corrections accomplished by the neck -purity
magnet may be obtained by mounting a simi-

lar, but much larger, magnet between the

yoke and the shadow mask.

This device,
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neck purity
magnet,

electron
guns

deflection
yoke

KIS
neck purity device

bends all three
beams here

defle coon
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shadow
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phosphor
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Fig. 2-15. The neck -purity magnet is used to
position the three electron beams so that they
pass through the proper deflection centers.

mounted on the bell of the picture tube, is
called a post -deflection purity magnet. It is
more costly than the neck -purity magnet
because of its size and the difficulty of
obtaining uniform fields over a larger diameter. However, post -deflection purity magnets
allow purity adjustments to be made without
altering convergence. This feature becomes
more important as tubes with larger deflection
angles are developed.
Causes of Purity Faults. Although misalignment of the electron -gun assembly can

be a cause of improper beam landing, the
most usual cause of improper beam landing
is the effects of external magnetic fields.
External magnetic fields, such as the earth's
field and stray magnetic fields, can cause an
error in beam landing. They may also cause
the steel of the chassis and mounting assemblies in the receiver to become permanently
magnetized. The latter results in a "built-

in" magnetic field, which can be removed
by following the degaussing operations to
be described.
Earth's Magnetic Fields.
The earth's
magnetic fields have an effect on the landing
of the electron beams. One component of

the earth's magnetic field is perpendicular
to the surface of the earth. The strength of
this component is essentially constant over
the entire United States, and a fixed correction can be built into the color picture tube
to compensate for this field. The component

of the earth's magnetic field that acts in a
horizontal direction might be called the
compass field. As might be expected, this

field causes a change in the landing of the
electron beam when the picture tube (and
the receiver) are rotated in a .r-orizontal
ellarige can be eoiiicTeTwfiff
iie neck or post -deflection purity magnet.
A partial correction can usually be made by
eliminating the magnetism that has been induced by the compass field into the steel of

the picture tube, the chassis, or the steel
supporting members. This is accomplished
by degaussing the picture tube and its mounting assembly. Degaussing is a process of
applying a strong alternating -current field
by means of a coil, and slowly removing that
field. The field may be reduced to zero

slowly by moving the coil away from the
vicinity of the picture tube, as by walking
several yards from the set with the energized

coil in hand.

Experience has shown that

degaussing corrects aboueliatf OT ihe beam landing errcir thai iesults from rotating the

pidture tube in a horizontal plane.

Degaussing actually provides a "built-in"
correction for the purity error caused by the
earth's field. When the degaussing coil is
moved away from the steel components in or
near the picture tube, the tiny magnetic

elements in the steel tend to align themselves with the earth's field. In this way,
the

steel members become magnetized so

that the north poles of the local magnets
point towards the south pole of the earth's
field.
However, the field of these local

"built-in" magnets opposes the earth's field
and cancels, partially, the effect of the
earth's field.
Stray Magnetic Fields.

There are other

sources of magnetic fields that can cause
purity problems. For example, the framework
of a steel building may become magnetized or

may alter the local direction of the earth's
magnetic field. Certain types of d -c electrical machinery may cause strong local fields.

Lightning striking a nearby power line may
result in a strong local field that magnetizes
the steel in the receiver. The effects of a

child playing with, a toy magnet near the
receiver can cause a change in beam landing.
Some of these conditions can be completely
corrected by degaussing. Others might require a change in the purity adjustments.

CONVERGENCE
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with no color fringing at the edges. Normally

Edge Correction Magnets. In some early
receivers small permanent magnets were

the edges of the rasters are not visible because picture size is adjusted for some
degree of overscan. Thus, misconvergence

placed around the edge of the picture tube
to correct local beam -landing errors that
occurred near the edges of the screen. For
tubes where the beam landing at the edges
is poor after all regular purity adjustments
have been made, this correction method is
very difficult. Often, the magnets cannot
be oriented in the proper directions to give
the correction desired. This type of cor-

cannot be detected on a blank raster. But

when a picture is displayed, misconvergence
becomes visible in all the details of the
picture. To take a simple example, suppose

a small one -inch white square on a black
background is transmitted. This white square

is simply a small section of the complete
If the rasters are misconverged (do
not fall exactly on top of one another) the
displacement will be seen at the edges of
the square as colored fringes. When making
raster.

rection is no longer used due to improvements
in color picture tube design.

convergence adjustments, patterns of dots or

crossed lines are used to make the state of
convergence visible at all points on the

2-5. CONVERGENCE

The shadow -mask principle permits three

screen. Convergence is obtained by making

primary -color rasters to be traced out on a

the beams from the three guns converge, or

An important re-

quirepent is that the three rasters register
or converge on the screen. When properly

cross, at the same spot in the plane of the
shadow mask. This converged condition
must be maintained over the entire area of

registered, a single white raster is displayed,

the raster.

common phosphor screen.

face plate
shadow mask

000

ye//ow

!tinge

®®®®

01000®

00000®
000000®
r0e®CDO@CD
00000®
001000®
blue ® 00
0000

fringe

green
red (hidden)

®00

blue

phosphor
dots

Fig. 2-16. An example of misconvngence. Beam landing and purity are correct, but the beams do not
cross at the shadow mask. In this case a white picture element displays a blue fringe at bottom and
a yellow fringe at the top.
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Proper convergence is illustrated in Fig.
In this drawing the beam landing is
correct and the three beams cross or meet
right at the shadow mask. Since all three
phosphors are lighted in the same small
area, the spot appears white (when viewed

EXTERNAL
MAGNET

2-10.

from normal viewing distances).

MAGNETIC
FLUX

INTERNAL
MAGNETIC

SHIELD

INTERNAL
POLE PIECE

DIRECTION
OF BEAM
MOVEMENT

An example of misconvergence is shown
in Fig. 2-16. Note that the beam landing is
still correct, but the beams no longer converge
at the shadow mask. In this particular instance, the beams have crossed behind the
shadow mask, to the left of the illustration,

and are diverged again as they enter the

shadow mask.

The blue gun is uppermost in the electron -

gun assembly; hence, the beams must have
crossed for the blue beam to be below the
others as shown. Since the blue beam strikes
the phosphors below the red -green group, a
white spot would show a blue fringe on the
bottom and a yellow fringe (red plus green
light) at the top.
If convergence

is changed drastically,

the beam landing, or purity, will be affected.

The reason is that the effective location of
the electron -gun or guns is altered slightly.
This changes the location of the electron
centers and the angles at which the electron
beams pass through the shadow mask on their
way to the phosphor screen. However, a
large change in convergence is required to
cause a noticeable change in beam landing.
Thus, the effect of convergence adjustments
on purity is secondary.
Electron -Gun Convergence Assembly. The

electron guns are not parallel to one another,

but are aimed so that the three beams converge at the center of the shadow mask.
However, some means must be provided to
aim the beams electronically, since misalign-

ment may occur for various reasons.

In

addition, extra correction is required for the
screen edges, as we shall see. This aiming
arrangement is provided magnetically by a
converAencc.,,,Ass.prnhly that mounts on the
neck of, the, tube, over grid 4. Unlike the
neck -purity magnet, which moves all three
beams at once, the convergence assembly
ermits each electron beam to be aimed
in ivi ually.

Fig. 2-17. A cross section of the picture -tube
neck at the convergence -cage assembly shows
the internal radial pole pieces and the external
convergence magnets.

Figure 2-17 shows a cross section of
the neck of -the picture tube at the place

where the convergence assembly is mounted.

Three electromagnets are mounted around
the neck of the tube. The fields from these
magnets are collected and concentrated by
internal pole pieces that are mounted on the
grid 4 cylinders (refer back to Fig. 2-9).
Electron beams cross the fields of the magnets and internal pole pieces as they emerge
from grid 4. Since electrons are deflected
at right angles to the magnetic field, they
move as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 2-17.

A Y-shaped shield is positioned as shown
to keep the magnetic fields for the separate
guns from interacting.
Center Convergence. The electron beams
are converged in the center of the screen by
means of static magnetic fields applied to the
pole pieces. These fields may also be obtained by passing a controllable direct cur-

rent

through the windings of each of the

external pole pieces.

However, d -c current

sources are subject to fluctuations due to
line -voltage changes, component aging, and
other factors. Unless special, well -regulated

power supplies are employed, d -c electromagnets lack the necessary stability.
Several ways of using permanent magnets

have been devised.

At one time a small

rotatable permanent magnet was mounted in

CONVERGENCE
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the top -center of the external pole -piece
core. Modern receivers use a small perma-

INTERNAL
POLE PIECES

nent magnet located at the end of a plastic
tube.
This tube is mounted in a holder

DIRECT ION

attached to the external pole -piece assembly,

MOVEMENT

750
APPRO X.

OF BEAM k

and can be slid in or out from the neck of
the tube. In addition to their permanent
magnets for static convergence, all external
pole pieces have coils wound upon them for

PERMANENT
MAGNET AND
POLE -PIECE
ASSEMBLY

edge -convergence correction.
The

action of the static convergence

magnets is shown in Fig. 2-18a, which illusstrates how the beams appear to move when
viewed from the screen of the picture tube.

Note that if the electron beams land at the
corners of an equilateral triangle, as shown
in a of the figure, the adjustments permit
the three beams to converge at the point P.
However, if one or more of the beams is out

of position, the static convergence adjustments alone cannot secure convergence. In
b of Fig. 2-18, a possible convergence condition is shown. Note that the adjustments
allow the red and green beams to come to-

gether at point P, but the blue adjustment

DIRECTION

MAGNETIC
FLUX

OF BEAM

MOVEMENT

Fig. 2-19. A blue -lateral convergence assembly.

cannot bring the blue beam to this point.
However, if the blue beam could be moved
sideways, or laterally, convergence could
be obtained. If the blue beam could be
moved laterally, convergence could be
achieved for any starting position. For this
reason, an additional magnetic device is
added to the picture tube to permit lateral
adjustment of the blue beam.

4

P

Blue -Lateral Magnets. The blue -lateral
magnet assembly mounts on the neck of the
tube between the kinescope socket and the
convergence assembly. Refer back to Fig.

2-9 to see the location of the internal pole
pieces for the lateral convergence assembly.

(o)

Figure 2-19 shows a cross section of the
tube neck where the blue lateral magnet is
mounted. The effect of the internal pole
pieces is to distribute the magnetic field

The magnetic lines of force are
vertical where they cross all three beams,
but the field crossing the blue beam is opposite in direction to the field crossing the
red and green beams. This causes the red
and green beams to move left if the magnet
is poled to move the blue beam to the right,
as shown.

(b)

Fig. 2-18. (a) This view of the screen of the
picture tube shows how the static convergence
adjustments cause the electron beams to move.
Convergence is obtained at point P. (b) Slight
beam misalignment may cause this condition,

and vice versa. By moving the red and green
beams in the opposite direction from that of
the blue beam, less magnetic field strength
is required to properly position the blue
beam.

It

is desirable to accomplish con-

where the

vergence with as little magnetic field strength

be achieved by moving the blue beam laterally.

tend to defocus the beam.

three beams cannot be made to
converge at a single point. Convergence can

as possible, because strong magnetic fields

COLOR TELEVISION COURSE, LESSON 2
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direction of
beam movement
Pm

Pm

blue gun

magnet

magnet

I

/

I

magnetic

flux
red gun

green gun

magnetic
straps

This blue -lateral convergence
Fig. 2-20.
assembly employs two magnets.

Figure 2-20 shows another blue -lateral
This assembly
positioning arrangement.

does not employ special internal pole pieces,

but uses the straps that connect the grid 3
cylinders. Two magnets are used, as shown,
to obtain the desired positioning action.
This type of blue -lateral arrangement is less
common than the type shown in Fig. 2-19.

Figure 2-21 shows the over-all effects
of the static -convergence and blue -lateral
adjustments.

The static
Screen -Edge Convergence.
convergence adjustments permit the three

Fig. 2-21. Diagram showing the direction of
movement of each color spot on the screen of

the picture tube produced by the associated
static convergence fields. Solid lines show
action of radial convergence fields. Dashed
lines show effects of the blue -lateral convergence adjustment - the direction of movement
of the red and green spot is opposite to that of
the blue spot.

the beams are converged at the center of
the screen, the point of convergence will
fall short of the screen at the edges. Figure
2-22 shows a simplified view of this condition.

Since the beams cross at a point

before reaching the screen, they are spread
out again or pverconverged as they strike
the screen. This causes the positions of

the spots of light on the screen to be opposite to the way in which the guns are
positioned in the neck of the tube. The
blue beam is low, the green beam is to the
left and the red beam is to the right. Figure

electron beams to converge at the center
of the screen. However, unless special

screen

corrections are made, the edges of the raster
will remain out of convergence. The need

for these corrections is caused by several
factors. First, the deflection center is not
the geometrical center for the radius of
Qyvature of the tube face. If it were, all
points on the screen would be equidistant
from the deflection center, and beam convergence at the center of the screen would
result in beam convergence at almost all
points on the raster. But because of the
large radius of curvature of the screen, the
distance from the deflection center to the

edges of the screen is greater than the
distance from the deflection center to the
center of the screen. This means that if

electron
beams

deflection
centers

surface at which
beams converge

Fig. 2-22. Dynamic convergence correction is
needed because the distance from the deflection

centers to the screen is greater at the edges of
the raster than at the center.
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Note: Y (yellow) is made
up of red and green
lines superimposed.

Fig. 2-23. The appearance of a crosshatch pattern on the screen when the center is properly converged,
but no dynamic convergence corrections are applied.

white lines appears on the screen when the

those at the front, or screen side, of the
yoke. The result of this nonuniformity is

center is converged, but when no corrections
are applied to converge the edges.

from

2-23

shows how a crosshatch pattern of

Another factor affecting edge convergence
is the triple -gun arrangement. In the foregoing explanation it was stated that the three
beams would converge at almost all points
in the raster if the distance from the deflec-

tion center to the screen were equal over
the entire raster. The word almost is used
because perfect convergence actually could
not be obtained in this way. Remember that
the three beams are at different locations in
the deflection center, due to the electron gun spacing. Thus, the beam on the right
of the tube's axis must travel further when
deflected to the left side of the screen than
when deflected to the right side.
A third factor affecting edge convergence
is that the deflection fields produced by the
yoke are not perfectly uniform, particularly

that the deflection center in the yoke moves

the desired fixed location when the

beam is deflected. The greater the degree
of deflection, the more the deflection center
is shifted. This, in turn, changes the effective distance to the face of screen at the
screen edges. If the three beams could
somehow be superimposed as they passed

through the yoke, the field nonuniformity
would not cause a convergence error, as
each beam would be affected in the same
way. Thus,
bringing

this type of error is minimized

the electron beams as close
together as possible as they pass through

by

the yoke. It is very important to reduce the

spacing between electron beams in kine-

scopes built to operate with larger deflection
angles.
Dynamic Convergence. To correct convergence at the edges of the raster it is
necessary to alter the magnetic convergence
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fields when the electron beams are deflected

away from center screen. The fields are
altered so that the beams straighten out
slightly at the limits of deflection, and converge at the shadow mask at the screen
edges. To do this job, it is necessary to
alter the convergence fields in step with
the deflection signals. This a -c correction
of the convergence fields is called dynamic
convergence.
Waveforms Required for Convergence.

A

correcting magnetic field is supplied to the
three guns at the vertical and horizontal
scan rates. The fields are obtained by
passing currents, obtained from the deflection circuits, through windings on the external convergence pole pieces.
Proper
correction requires little change in the center
of the scan but maximum change as the deflected beam reaches the ends of the scan.
A parabola -shaped waveform, synchronized

with the scanning signal, provides this form
of correction. In addition, some means must

be provided to alter somewhat the shape of
the parabola waveform. This alteration is
needed to correct for the misconvergence that

occurs because of the spacing between the
deflection centers for the three beams and
because of other factors. A sawtooth waveform is added to the parabolic waveform to
obtain the desired change in waveshape.
Figure 2-24 shows the parabolic and saw tooth waveforms, and the resultant waveform when they are combined. The sawtooth
waveform is referred to as the "tilt" waveform. To illustrate the need for tilt correction, consider the electron beam for the blue
gun. This beam is above the central axis of
the tube as it passes through the yoke. It
therefore travels further when deflected to
the bottom of the picture than when it is
deflected to the top of the picture. Thus,
the field of the convergence magnet must be
a little stronger near the end of the vertical
scan (bottom of picture) than it is at the
beginning of the vertical scan.
The horizontal and vertical waveforms are
similar, and may be applied to the same coil

on the external pole piece for each gun.
parabolic convergence
waveform

sawtooth covergence
waveform

From a circuit standpoint, however, it is
more convenient in some cases to apply the
vertical waveform to one coil and the horizontal waveform to another coil on the same
pole -piece assembly.
This arrangement
isolates the vertical and horizontal dynamic
convergence circuits from each other.

Controls are provided in the receiver to
allow the amplitude of the horizontal and
vertical parabolic waveforms, and the tilt
components, to be adjusted separately for
each gun. This means that there are twelve

dynamic convergence controls.

When receiver dynamic convergence is
being observed or checked, only vertical
and horizontal lines passing through the
combined parabola

and sawloolh

convergence waveform

Fig. 2-24. Dynamic convergence waveforms.

center of the screen need be considered.
Convergence in the corners will be satisfactory when the centerlines are dynamically
converged. The extent to which convergence

is achieved in the corners depends a great
deal upon the quality of the deflection yoke.

ASSOCIATED PICTURE TUBE COMPONENTS
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2-6. FOCUS

To focus an electron beam is to cause the
beam to be compressed into as small a spot
as possible at the picture tube face. On the
color picture tube, focus is achieved electrostatically for each electron beam. An
electrostatic lens in each gun focuses each
individual beam on the phosphor screen. At
proper focus, the diameter of each beam is
such that each beam will pass through approximately three holes in the shadow mask.

the case of a white element, the red,
green, and blue beams light approximately
nine phosphor dots. Under conditions of
high video drive, where very bright picture
elements are being scanned, spot size beIn

comes somewhat larger.

Focus adjustments do not change purity
or convergence. The focus adjustment alters
only the diameter of the beams. Beam positions are not changed by the focus adjustment; hence, convergence and purity are
not altered. It is possible, in rare cases, to
see a slight convergence change when focus
is adjusted. This is caused by an electron
gun that is not perfectly aligned.

Fig. 2-25. Two types of neck -purity magnets.

2-7. ASSOCIATED PICTURE TUBE
COMPONENTS

Purity Magnets. Purity magnets can take
either of two forms. One type, called a neck -

purity magnet, is small in diameter and is
positioned on the neck of the tube. Figure
shows typical neck -purity devices.
The other type, known as a post -deflection
purity device, is shown in Fig. 2-26. It is
much larger in diameter and is placed around
the picture -tube funnel between the deflection yoke and the picture tube face. Both
devices consist of two circular permanent
magnets that can be rotated with respect to
each other or rotated simultaneously. The
2-25

individual magnets are poled to produce

a field that crosses the axis of the tube at
Focus Voltage. In the color picture tube,

there are

three focus electrodes, one for

each gun. See Fig. 2-9. These three electrodes are connected electrically, so that

right angles, as shown in Fig. 2-27a. When
the magnets are placed so that their poles
oppose each other, the fields cancel. If the

only one focus voltage is required for all

three guns. In tubes of modern design, the

volt ale required for best focus is between
16.8% and 20% of the ultor voltage. If the
ultor voltage is 25 kv (kilovolts), then the
maximum required focus voltage is 20% of
25 kv, or 5 kv. A focus adjustment must be
provided to handle the 16.8%- 20% design

If the ultor voltage changes in the
receiver for any reason, the focus voltage
must track. For instance, in the example
given above, where the receiver produced
range.

a 25 kv ultor voltage with a focus voltage of
5 kv, if the ultor voltage dropped for some
reason to 20 kv, the focus voltage would
still have to be 20% of the ultor voltage, or

4 kv, without any focus adjustment. The
focus supply does not have to deliver any
current to the focus electrodes, as they draw
no current.

A post -deflection purity device
Fig. 2-26.
consists of ring magnets mounted in a holder.
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PURIFYING MAGNET

yoke core at its top and bottom, are con-

TUBE NECK

nected in series, and a current is passed

ELECTRON
BEAMS

This current produces magnetic lines of flux running vertically from
the top coil to the bottom coil. The action
of the vertical magnetic flux lines is to
deflect the beams in a horizontal direction.
through them.

FIELD OF
FORCE

STRENGTH OF MAGNETIC FIELD
DETERMINES AMOUNT OF
LATERAL BEAM MOVEMENT

FIELD ROTATION DETERMINES
DIRECTION OF BEAM MOVEMENT
BY COIL CURRENT

(a)

Fig. 2-27.

(b)

Effects of the neck -purity magnet.

poles are placed together, the fields add.
Thus, rotating one magnet with respect to
the other will adjust the magnetic field to
any strength from essentially zero to some
maximum value.
If the two magnets are

When a sawtooth of current is passed through

this pair of coils, the beam will be deflected
from left to right across the tube as required
for television scanning.
Another pair of
coils is placed at the left and the right side
of the yoke core. These two coils are also
connected in series, and the magnetic lines
of flux that they produce lie in a horizontal

rotated simultaneously, the direction of the
magnetic field can be changed through a full
360 degrees, as shown in Fig. 2-276.
The magnetic flux lines produced by these
magnets must be uniform near the center of
the device. This is the area where the electron beams pass through the magnetic field.
It is very important that each beam be acted
upon equally by the magnetic field. These
purity devices will not produce a perfectly
uniform magnetic field over the entire inside

area of the device but, if they succeed in
producing a uniform field at the area through
which the electron beams pass, their design
is adequate. Of the two types of purity
magnets, the neck -purity device is the

(a) Front view

easier to manufacture with a uniform magnetic field, because the area through which

the beams pass in the neck of the tube is
much smaller than the area through which
they pass where the post -deflection purity
magnet is mounted. For this reason, neck
purity devices have been most commonly
used in commercial receivers.
Deflection Yoke.

The deflection yoke,

used to deflect the electron beams at the
horizontal and vertical scanning rates, consists of two pairs of coils and a ferrite core.
Ferrite is a magnetic material capable of
conducting magnetic flux. A typical color TV
deflection yoke is shown in Fig. 2-28.

An undeflected converged beam trio will
land approximately in the center of the picture tube screen. Two coils, placed on the

(b) Rear view

Fig. 2-28. A 70° deflection yoke for a color
picture tube.
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This flux will cause the beams
be deflected in the vertical direction.

direction.
to

When a sawtooth of current is passed through

these two coils, vertical deflection is produced as required by the television system.
When both pairs of coils are energized by
their proper current waveforms, the television raster is produced.

The design of the yoke and its coils is
such that most of the flux is produced at
approximately halfway between the front and

the back of the yoke, near the deflection

Fig. 2-30.

center. Unfortunately, the ends of the coils

also produce magnetic fields. These fields
produce an additional deflection to that
produced at the deflection center. The magnetic fields at the deflection center are
quite uniform while those at the ends of the
yoke are, to some extent, nonuniform. The
beams at the back of the yoke are still close
to the center of the neck and are not greatly
influenced by the nonuniform fields. At the
front of the yoke,

the beams have been

deflected by the main deflection center and
are no longer located close to the center of
the neck at the extremes of scanning. In
these areas, the nonuniform front field of
the yoke causes a condition called pincushion distortion in addition to convergence
errors. The larger the deflection angle, the
greater these errors will be. A raster that is

Radial convergence pole piece
excitor assembly.

convergence coils. The open end of the
ferrite core is placed as close to the neck of
the picture tube as possible. Usually, a
thin layer of plastic protects the neck from
being scratched by the ferrite. Three of
these assemblies are placed in a holder
around the neck of the picture tube so that
the magnetic poles are directly over the
internal pole pieces. If a permanent -magnet
convergence device is used, it is located

either as a part of the external pole -piece
exciters, or in conjunction with it. In one
system using PM magnets, a small, rotatable
magnet is placed at the top of the U-shaped

Figure 2-31 shows how the
small magnet is arranged. Note that the
poles are at the sides, and not at the ends,
ferrite core.

pincushioned has the appearance of an
old-fashioned pincushion, as shown in
Fig. 2-29.

of the small magnet. Maximum field strength
occurs when the small magnets are turned to

The radial con-

of the magnet in the top pole -piece assembly

Convergence Assembly.

vergence pole -piece exciters employ U-shaped

the positions shown in the drawing. When
the magnet is turned 90° (so that the poles

ferrite cores, shown in Fig. 2-30. Wrapped
on each leg of the ferrite core are the dynamic

STATIC CONVERGENCE
MAGNET
CONVERGENCE
MAGNET CORE

MAGNETIC
FLUX

KINESCOPE
CONVERGING
POLE PIECE

DIRECTION OF
BEAM MOVEMENT

Fig. 2-29. Pincushion distortion as it appears
on the screen of a black -and -white receiver.

Fig. 2-31.

A static convergence adjustment

using rod -shaped permanent magnets.
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MAGNET IN

referred to as a push magnet, that can be

PLASTIC TUBE

CONVERGENCE MAGNET

POLE PIECES CENTERED
OVER KINESCOPE POLE
PIECES.

Fig. 2-32. This convergence assembly uses a
small permanent magnet mounted in a plastic

The magnet is held against the rear
surface of the external pole piece by a small
tube.

clip.

face up and down) the magnetic field strength
in the gap is almost zero.

In a later system, the magnet is placed
outside the external pole -piece assembly.
See Fig. 2-32. The small magnet is placed

moved in or out from the neck of the tube.
When the picture tube has a large angle of
deflection and is therefore made with small diameter neck, two push magnets are usually
required, as shown in Fig. 2-34. For this
blue lateral device, the magnetic strap
usually is nearer 240° in length, and the
magnets are placed symmetrically 120° apart.
This places the magnets approximately halfway between the blue and the green gun, and
half -way between the blue and the red gun.
In some cases it may be desirable to apply a

dynamic blue lateral correction. For this
purpose, coils are wound around the position

through which the permanent magnets are
adjusted.
A horizontal scan sawtooth of
current, similar to but smaller than that used
for horizontal deflection, is passed through
the coil or coils. Usually, the amount of
current used is a fixed value, because the
correction required is primarily determined
by the deflection yoke characteristics.

in a plastic tube that can be slid in or out
perpendicularly from the neck of the tube.
The holder for this plastic tube is usually
clamped onto the ferrite core.

The strength

of the magnetic flux into the internal pole
pieces is controlled by the in or out adjustment of the plastic tube containing the
magnet. If the direction of the flux needs to

be changed, the plastic tube is pulled out of
the holder and rotated 180° (not end for end).

Fig. 2-34. Small -neck blue -lateral convergence

magnet for use on picture tubes with a large

The blue
lateral convergence assembly usually consists of a magnetic strap mounted on the
neck of the picture tube. See Fig. 2-33. It
Blue Lateral Convergence.

cTfirapproximate-ly span the 120 degrees between two electron guns. Mounted in this
strap is a small rotatable permanent magnet,
or a small bar permanent magnet, sometimes

deflection angle.

Magnetic Shielding. Magnetic shielding
can be achieved in many ways. One of the

simplest ways of shielding is to place the
color picture tube in a metal cabinet; the
metal cabinet serves as an excellent magnetic shield.
Another type of magnetic
shield is a formed piece of thin steel that
extends back from the face of the tube over
the funnel for several inches. When a shield

of this type is used, it also serves to support the tube in the cabinet. Another form of

shield is a large, flat sheet of steel placed
Fig. 2-33. Two types of blue -lateral convergence magnets for 70° picture tubes.

back from the front of the tube, with a large
hole in it to clear the funnel of the picture
tube. A "wrap -around" chassis also will
serve as a magnetic shield.

COLOR PICTURE TUBE CIRCUIT REQUIREMENTS
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The magnetic shield reduces the effect

change in high voltage results in a change

of the earth's magnetic fields. This lessens
the amount of purity -magnet correction re-

in convergence. Remember that the effect of
the convergence magnets is determined by

quired for proper beam landing. It also makes

the strength of the magnetic field and the
speed at which the electrons are traveling.
If the accelerating voltage increases, for
example, the bending action of the conver-

the receiver less sensitive to changes in
beam landing when it is rotated in the earth's
magnetic fields. Some form of shielding is
needed in order to achieve the full benefits
of degaussing. Degaussing is necessary to
remove any residual magnetic fields that
might have been induced into the picture

tube or any other steel parts adjacent to it.
Degaussing will correct approximately 50%
of the beam -landing error caused by rotating
the picture tube in the earth's magnetic field.
This correction feature cannot be adequately
utilized without some form of magnetic
shielding.
2-8. COLOR PICTURE TUBE CIRCUIT
REQUIREMENTS

At this point, let us see what the color
picture tube needs in terms of operating conditions such as high voltage, focus voltage,

deflection, centering, and so on. In later
lessons we shall study the circuits that
supply the operating voltages and currents.
High Voltage. The color kinescope demands greater power from the high -voltage
power supply than does a black -and -white
kinescope. A large part of the energy in the
three electron beams is absorbed by the
shadow mask; only the remaining portion
reaches the screen and produces visible
light. Hence, for a light output comparable
to that produced by black -and -white kine-

scopes, higher accelerating voltages must
be used. Accelerating potentials range between 20 and 25 kv.
Current

demands

on

the

gence magnets is diminished and convergence
changes.
All color receivers employ an
electronic voltage regulator in the high voltage supply.
In modern receivers the
high -voltage supply is adjusted to 24 kv

when beam current is zero (black picture).
Regulation is considered adequate if raising
the total beam current to 1000 Ica results in
a drop in high voltage of no more than 1 kv.
Focus Voltage. Focus voltage requirements were discussed earlier in the lesson.
Focus voltage is approximately 20% of the
ultor voltage.
The focus -voltage supply
must have an adjustable output.
Deflection. The horizontal and vertical
deflection circuits in the color receiver are
basically the same as those found in black and -white receivers. The strength of the
deflecting fields must be somewhat greater,
since higher accelerating voltages are employed. In addition, the diameter of the neck
of the picture tube is large, and hence the
gap in the magnetic circuit between pairs of
deflecting coils is greater. The deflection
circuits are also required to supply power to

the convergence circuits.
Pincushion Correction. Pincushion distortion is not a problem in picture tubes with
deflection angles of 70°. However, the distortion is

easily visible when tubes with

larger deflection angles are used. Correction
is achieved in black -and -white receivers by
embedding magnets in the circumference of

high -voltage

supply are also greater, since three electron
guns are involved. The total ultor current
includes the current collected by the shadow
mask, and is in the range of 1000 microamperes, or 1 milliampere.
Besides supplying greater power, the
high -voltage supply in the color receiver

must be well regulated. This means that
high voltage must not change appreciably
when beam current (brightness) is varied.

A

Fig. 2-35. An exaggerated drawing showing
how the raster lines are bent due to pincushion
distortion.
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the forward edge of the deflection yoke assembly. This type of correction cannot be
applied in color receivers, since the magnets
would upset convergence and purity. Instead,

pincushion correction is obtained by modulating the horizontal deflection signal with
a signal obtained from the vertical deflection circuit, and vice versa. Look at the
simplified illustration of pincushion distortion in Fig. 2-35. Note that the raster sides
could be made straight if horizontal deflec-

deflection current
without pincushion
correction

tion is made greater in the vertical center

and is reduced at the top and bottom. This
can be achieved by applying a parabola shaped waveform, obtained from the vertical
deflection circuits, to the screen grid of the
horizontal output tube. The polarity of the

parabolic waveform is chosen so that the
gain of the horizontal output stage is reduced at the top and bottom of the picture,
but is increased at the time that the vertical
scan is at midposition.

The top and bottom edges of the raster
can be corrected by altering vertical deflection at the horizontal rate. Consider the top
of the picture, at the start of the vertical
scan. A parabolic waveform, at the horizontal frequency, is added to the vertical
deflection current. The polarity of the parabola is chosen so that total vertical deflection
is reduced somewhat at the beginning and
end of the horizontal scan, but is Licreased
at the mid -point of the horizontal scan. This
acts to straighten the raster lines at the top
As the vertical scan proof the raster.
gresses downwards, less and less pincushion
correction is needed. At the center of the
vertical scan, the raster lines are normally
straight, and no pincushion correction is
needed. Correction must increase again as

the vertical scan passes the center point.

Vertical deflection current waveforms showing the addition of a horizontal -rate
Fig. 2-36.

parabola to correct for pincushion distortion.

Dynamic Convergence. The fields of the
convergence magnets must be altered at the

horizontal and vertical scanning rates to

correct the misconvergence that occurs at
the screen edges. The waveform needed in
both cases is a parabola. Parabolic waveforms are derived from the vertical and horizontal deflection signals by means of wave shaping networks. The amplitude of both
the horizontal and vertical parabolic waveforms applied to each convergence magnet
can be adjusted independently. This means

that there are three vertical -amplitude and
three horizontal -amplitude controls. In addi-

tion, provision is made to alter the shape of
each parabolic waveform by adding a saw tooth component. The controls that permit
adjustment of the sawtooth component are
called tilt controls.
These controls are
arranged to allow the polarity of the tilt

waveform, as well as its amplitude, to be
The effect of changing the po-

changed.

larity of the tilt component is shown in Fig.
2-37. There are three vertical -tilt and three
horizontal -tilt controls; in all, twelve controls are used.

However, the polarity of the deflection cur-

rent changes at the center of the scan, so
that the polarity of the parabolic waveform
must also change. At the bottom of the
raster, maximum correction is needed again,
and the amplitude of the horizontal parabola
must reach a maximum. The resultant vertical -deflection current waveform looks some-

thing like the waveform shown in Fig. 2-36.
Time and amplitude scales have been deliberately altered in this figure to show the
nature of the waveshape.

In late -model receivers, the controls are
arranged to provide easier adjustment. Here,

a single control adjusts the amplitudes of
the vertical parabolic waveforms that are
applied to both the red and green convergence
magnets. Another control adjusts the dif-

ferential between the amplitudes of the parabolic waveforms applied to the red and
green magnets. Turning the differential control causes the amplitude of the signal applied to the green magnet to increase and
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green beams are moved in the opposite directions. The result is a misconvergence between red and green beams as shown in b of
Fig. 2-38. This convergence error is elimi-

nated by applying the correct amount of tilt
correction to the red and green dynamic convergence waveforms. The amount of error is
predictable, and fixed proportions of red and
green tilt are applied by the dynamic convergence circuits.
Centering. The magnetic centering devices that are mounted on the neck of the

Dynamic convergence waveforms,
lowing the effects of adding tilt waveforms of

ig. 2-37.

opposite polarities.

signal applied to the red magnet to de!ase, or vice versa. A similar amplitude
differential control arrangement is used
the red -green tilt circuits, and in the red !en horizontal -amplitude and horizontal circuits. Although adjustment proce-

es differ, the number of controls is the
ne - twelve.

kinescope in nearly all late -model black -

and -white receivers cannot be used in color
receivers. Such devices would interact with
purity adjustments and might upset conver-

Centering is accomplished in the
color receiver by adjusting the d -c component of current flowing in the vertical and
horizontal windings of the deflection yoke.
The centering controls are very similar to
gence.

the

potentiometer -type

centering controls

that were employed in the earliest black and -white receivers.

The circuits and their adjustment procees are described fully in later lessons.
A form of misconvergence occurs due to
magnetic coupling between the horizontallection windings of the yoke and the congence assembly. (The rear of the deflecyoke is quite close to the convergence
embly.)

Figure 2-38a shows how the

tical magnetic field of the horizontal
lection windings crosses the internal

e pieces of the convergence assembly.
e that the field is vertical where it
sses the blue beam so that any deflection
the blue beam remains in the horizontal
ction.

Note:

Dashed vertical lines denote

field from horizontal deflection
coils.
(a)

The field is collected and dis-

ed by the red and green internal pole
:es, however, and the red and green beams

caused to move in the directions indiby the arrows. This action imparts
ertical as well as a horizontal displace t. On one side of the raster the direcof the deflection field moves the red
m upwards and the green beam downds. At center scan the deflection field
zero and the beams are not affected.
N:1

direction of the deflection field reverses

the scan passes center and the red and

resulting red green
crossover
(b)

Magnetic coupling between the
Fig. 2-38.
horizontal deflection windings of the yoke and
the radial convergence assemblies causes the
red and green beams to be out of convergence
at the screen edges.
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Video Drive Considerations. In a comparison of the video drive requirements of

the black -and -white kinescope with those of

the color kinescope, the first general observation is that larger driving voltages are
The
required for the color kinescopes.
reason is that part of the total video energy

the electron beams is dissipated in the
shadow mask and does not produce useful
in

light output.

Another major factor is the way in which
the color video signals are applied. In very
early color receivers, the video signals applied to the color picture tube were the reconstructed ER, E8, and EG signals. The
process of adding the luminance signal, Ey,
to the color difference signals, E(R_y), E(G_y),
and E(R_y), was accomplished in special

adder stages. The adder stages supplied reconstructed color signals to the color picture
tube. This system was discarded because of

its cost and the drift problems associated
with the large number of stages employed.
Today, the luminance signals are added to
the color -difference signals in the picture
tube itself. In this method, the luminance

signal is applied to all three electron -gun
cathodes in parallel, and the separate E(R_y),
E(G_y), and E(g_y) signals are applied to the
appropriate control grids. The reconstructed

color signals appear only in the electron beam currents for each electron gun.

It is possible to obtain the. same mixing
action in the picture tube by applying the
color difference signals to the cathodes and
the luminance signals to the grids. However, fewer stages are needed in the chrominance circuits if the color -difference sig-

nals are applied to the picture -tube grids.
The reason for this is as follows. The chrominance signals are contained in a narrow
band of frequencies (0-600 kc in most reThis narrow bandwidth makes
ceivers).
possible large voltage gains in single stages.
Remember that gain is sacrificed in monochrome video stages to secure more bandwidth. The necessary voltage gain can be
obtained in the stages that couple the color
demodulators to the picture tube if these

stages can employ large load resistances.
Amplifiers with large load resistances can
be used to drive the grids of the picture tube,

but they cannot be used to drive the cath-

In cathode drive systems, the output
impedance of the video output stage forms
the cathode impedance for the picture tube.

odes.

A large unbypassed impedance in the picture
tube cathode circuit introduces degeneration

in the same way as it does in any ordinary
triode. Thus, the color difference signals are
handled by high -gain stages that are coupled
to the grids of the picture tube. The luminance signal is applied to the cathodes, and

is supplied by a driver stage designed to
have a low output impedance.

Both luminance and chrominance amplifiers are direct -coupled to the color picture
tube. The d -c component of the composite
video signals must be preserved in the color

receiver in order to reproduce colors correctly. We shall examine the need for direct
coupling, or d -c restoration, in later lessons.
Color Balance. As was explained in the
earlier lesson, specific ratios of light radiations of the red, blue, and green phosphors
are required to produce the desired white.
If a satisfactory gray scale is to be obtained, these ratios must be maintained at
all light levels. For any particular picture
tube the ratios of electron gun current must
remain constant or track for all settings of
the brightness control, and for all monochrome video signal levels. The ratios vary
somewhat among picture tubes due to variations in the efficiency of the phosphors.

The system used to maintain color balin modern color receivers permits
simplified tracking adjustments. Provision
is made to adjust the three guns to cut off
at the same bias voltage. Figure 2-39 shows
a simplified schematic diagram of the kineance

scope cathode circuits. The potentiometers,

R4 and Rs, permit level adjustment of the
video signals applied to the blue and green
electron guns. The full output of the video
amplifier is applied to the red gun. Most
color picture tubes require greatest video
drive to the red gun. Provision is made, in
the receiver, to interchange the red cathode
lead with either the blue or green cathode
leads in case the blue or green guns should
require maximum drive. A service switch is
provided to permit cutoff adjustments. It
functions as follows. In the service position, the video drive to all three guns is
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A picture element that is a
very dark gray is very close to this equal
cutoff position, and will not contain any
The drive characteristics of
coloration.
each of the electron guns are nearly idenvideo drive.

8

5.6 kn.

5.6 k_rl.

27 k.n.

switch shown in
normal position

video

amplifier

R4
5 k.n.

to blue

to vertical output
tube grid

cathode
R5

to red
cathode
R1

to green
cathode

is plate resistor which is shunted by
R3

R2, R4,

in normal operation

R3 establishes equal voltage on cathodes for
adjusting cut-off when the switch is in the
service position

Fig. 2-39. The coupling circuit between the
plate of the luminance video amplifier and the
cathodes of the picture tube.

removed, and all cathodes are placed at the
same d -c potential. No current flows through
R. and Rs, so there is no voltage drop across
the controls when the switch is in the service
position. A fixed cathode voltage on all

three guns establishes equal bias voltages
for the three guns. An individual grid 2
(screen) control is provided for each of the
guns. The grid 2 controls are adjusted to
turn off the electron beams for all three guns.

To make this point of cutoff easier to see,
a second section of the service switch
shorts the grid of the vertical -output stage
to ground.
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This reduces the raster to a

single horizontal line, which remains visible
when beam current is very close to cutoff.
Cutoff adjustments are made with the switch
in the service position. The grid 2 controls
are adjusted to produce a neutral gray line.
The switch is then thrown to the normal
position and the drive controls R4 and R5 are
adjusted to produce the proper black -and This completes the color
white picture.
balance, or tracking, adjustments. This

system works well because all three electron guns are cut off at the same level of

tical when all guns cut off at the same bias.
Drive adjustments are made to compensate
for differences in light output of each of the
Once the drive
primary -color phosphors.
ratios are set, they will remain constant,
from low light to high light. In addition,
color balance does not change as the brightness control is turned. The brightness control is in the grid circuit of the direct -coupled
video amplifier, so it controls picture tube
bias by controlling the plate voltage of the
video amplifier. A change in plate voltage
appears at the cathodes of the color picture
tube through the drive -control system that
includes R4 and R5.

In older receivers, color balance is more
difficult to set up. Video signal levels are
applied in fixed monochrome drive ratios.
The video drive is preset to three predetermined levels by means of fixed resistors.
Color balance adjustments are made by individual grid 2 (screen) controls, and individual bias controls, called background
controls. The procedure for adjusting color
balance in a receiver using fixed monochrome

drive ratios is as follows. The individual
background controls are adjusted for maximum bias. The grid 2 (screen) controls are
preset to the near maximum voltage position
as recommended in the service notes of the
receiver. The brightness control is turned
down until the picture is very dark. Grid 2
controls are then adjusted to give a neutral
black -and -white picture. The brightness control

is then turned up until the picture is

fairly bright. Background (bias) controls are

next adjusted to obtain neutral white highlights. These adjustments interact with the
low -light adjustment, however, so that the
brightness control must be turned down

again and the grid 2 controls reset.
perienced

technicians

Ex-.

learn to overcom-

pensate the control settings so that a minimum of back -and -forth adjustment is required.

An understanding of the action of the
2 and background controls may be
gained by referring to Fig. 2-40. The curves
grid
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atmospheric pressure pushing in on the device is tremendous, and would cause all
parts of the tube to be pushed towards the
center and then out from the tube if a fracture of the glass occurred. The pieces of

glass would be thrown from the tube at a

high speed. When this happens, the tube
is said to implode. Consumers are protected from an implosion of the tube in
their color receiver by a large plate of safety
glass in front of the picture tube and by the
natural protection of the television cabinet.
Modern tubes have the safety glass sealed
directly to the face plate of the tube. This

grid voltage

bias
A

bias
8

method of providing a safe tube when mounted

Fig. 2-40. Static characteristic curves for the

three electron guns show the need for color
balance controls.

offers many advantages besides safety to
the consumer.
The picture tube can be
placed further forward in the cabinet for

represent the grid voltage -beam current characteristics for each gun. For simplicity, we
shall neglect video drives, and just see
what happens when the master bias, or
brightness control, is varied.
At a low
setting (high bias) of the brightness control,

as shown by bias A, the grid 2 controls are
adjusted to give a neutral gray. The beam
currents for the red, green, and blue guns are
as shown. Note that this particular ratio of
beam currents does not cause all the guns
to cut off at the same grid voltage. In addition the slopes of the characteristic curves
differ somewhat. As the brightness control
is turned up, the master bias advances to
position B in the drawing. Note that the
ratio of beam currents is different at this
bias. Green and blue beam currents have
increased more than the red beam current.

This condition can be offset by applying
additional bias to the blue and green guns
individually. When the grid 2 and background

controls have been adjusted properly, the
ratios of beam currents remain nearly constant over the range of the brightness control.

Similarly, beam current ratios remain
constant over the range of video signal
levels.

wider viewing angles, the contrast of the
picture is improved, and the consumer can
clean the front of the picture tube without
having to remove any parts. The tube is
somewhat safer to handle, but it still can
implode under impact.
Installation Methods. A 70° color picture
tube with the integral safety plate weighs 43

This is a considerable weight to
handle, and care must be taken not to strike
the tube on any object while removing it
from the television receiver or installing a
new one in the receiver. The neck of the
picture tube is particularly vulnerable to
damage if struck against some object in the
receiver. One of the easiest ways to install
the color picture tube is to place a television
receiver face down on a pad and lower the
picture tube into its mount by grasping the
bulb at the face -plate area. See Fig. 2-41.
pounds.

Most mounting systems will allow the picture

tube to rest on the mount without any holding devices when the receiver is in this
position. The retaining device can then be
either loosened or tightened as required
without having to hold the picture tube in
place. Some mounting methods allow the
picture tube to be installed while the cabinet
is in the upright position; however, it is still

easier to install the picture tube with the
receiver positioned face down.

2-9. COLOR PICTURE TUBE
HANDLING AND SAFETY

The color picture tube is a large bulb
that is completely evacuated of air.

The

Safety. When a color picture tube requires
handling, safety should be considered at all
times. The best safety measure is to handle
the picture tube with extreme care. The tube
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may result in an electric shock. The shock
itself may not be dangerous, but the reaction to
to drop

the shock may cause the person
the picture tube, resulting in an

implosion. It is good practice to ground the

ultor button to the external coating to remove

the electric charge, and then keep fingers
away from the ultor button. Fingers should

also be kept away from the clear glass area
around the ultor button, as dirt and salt left
from the fingers sometimes produce a conductive path for the discharge of high voltage. During humid weather, arcs from the
ultor button to the outside coating may
result.

It is a remote possibility that an implosion
can occur for no apparent reason. This being

true, shatter -proof safety goggles are mandatory at all times when handling the picture
tube. See Fig. 2-42. It is recommended that
long -sleeve shirts, or other protective clothOther people not properly
ing, be worn.
protected should be kept away from the area
when a tube is being handled.
Fig. 2-41. Correct way to handle the color
picture tube when installing it or removing it
from the color receiver.

should never be struck against any object,
and anything that might scratch the tube in
handling should be avoided. A scratch in
the seal area of the picture tube is particularly dangerous.

It should be remembered that the inside
and outside coatings of a color picture tube
form a capacitor capable of storing a considerable electric charge. Contacting the
ultor button after the tube has been operated

Fig. 2-42. Shatterproof safety goggles.
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REVIEW OF THE COLOR TV SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION

In this lesson we shall examine the ways

in which the color TV receiver processes

along with the normal black -and -white synchronizing signals and the 3.58-mc color
burst.

the r -f signal to reproduce black -and -white

or colored images. Two basic functions are
involved; we must study both. First, we will
learn how the receiver reproduces monochrome pictures on the tricolor kinescope.
Secondly, we will see how the chrominance
signals are sorted out in the receiver, and
how they are added to the brightness, or
luminance, signal to reproduce the three
primary -color signals.

3-1. REVIEW OF THE COLOR
TV SYSTEM

At the receiver, the luminance signal is
detected and amplified as in black -and white receivers. The combined chrominance

signal is separated from the luminance signal by a bandpass filter, and applied to the
enriTcjinators or synchronous detectors. Also

applied to the demodulators are two locally
generated carriers, supplied by the 3.58-mc
oscillator in the receiver. The color burst
signal, in conjunction with an automatic
phase -control circuit, maintains this osciTlator in frequency and phase -lock with the
3.58-mc signal source at the transmitter.
The output of each demodulator depends
the amplitude of the 3.58-mc chro-

At this point, it is worthwhile to review
the basic characteristics of the over-all system. Let us briefly trace the picture from
the color camera to the kinescope.

upon

The color camera is shown at the left in
Fig. 3-1. A selective filter arrangement is
placed in front of the camera tubes, so that

demodulator responds to that component of
the chrominance signal that is in phase, or
180° out of phase, with the locally generated
3.58-mc carrier. The phase of the carrier
signals may be adjusted in the receiver to
make them coincide with the phase angre-sof the E, and EQ signals. The demodulators
will then reproduce the E1 and EQ chrominance signals. The phase of the locally -

only red light is admitted to one camera tube,

only green light to another, and only blue
light to the third. Thus, the output of the
color camera consists of three voltages which
correspond to the amounts of red, green, and
blue

in each element of the scene being

These three voltages, called ER,
EG, and ER, are applied to a resistive mixer
By
in the transmitter called the matrix.
taking certain proportions of each of these
voltages, the matrix produces the luminance
or brightness signal (Ey), and the two chrominance signals. The two chrominance signals, called E1 and EQ, are applied to two
balanced modulators, and each modulates a
3.58-mc subcarrier. The subcarriers supplied to the two modulators are suppressed,
and the output of each modulator consists
only of the sidebands produced by modulation. These two output signals, which are
ninety degrees out of phase, are added to
produce a single signal whose instantaneous
scanned.

phase
with

and amplitude vary in accordance

the hue and saturation of the color

being scanned at each instant. The Ey signal and this combined chrominance signal
are added and applied to the transmitter,

minance signal, and also upon the instantaneous phase of the chrominance signal as
compared to the phase of the locally supplied 3.58-mc CW signal. In this way, each

generated carrier signals may also be adjusted to demodulate the chrominance signal

on any desired pair of phase axes.

Color
difference signals, E(R_y) and E(B_y), may be
demodulated directly. However, the demodu-

lators may be adjusted to resolve the 3.58mc chrominance signal into components that

lie along any pair of phase axes, as long as
the demodulated signals are added together
in the correct proportions to reconstruct the
color difference signals E (R_y), E(R_y), and
E(G_y). We shall look into these processes in

detail in this lesson.
The matrix section in Fig. 3-1 is a group
of adder stages. Here, the chrominance signals are added together in the correct proportions to produce the color -difference signals.
In receivers that demodulate E. (R_y) and E(B-Y)

directly, the matrix section is employed to
obtain E (G.y) by adding negative quantities
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Fig. 3-1. A block diagram of the over-all color TV system.

of E(R_y) and E(B.n. From a previous lesson

we learned:

Modulation of the subcarrier with chro-

minance signals results in sidebands extending on either side of the carrier, as in

E(G_y) = -0.51 E(R.y) - 0.19 E(B..Y)

any amplitude modulation process.
ever,

The matrix section may be used to add
the color -difference signals to the .luminance

signals so as to produce the final product the red, green, and blue video signals. However,

in most cases, this addition is

formed in the kinescope itself.

per-

Chrominance Signals. The position of
the color subcarrier in the video passband
is shown in Fig. 3-2. The subcarrier is

How-

as can be seen from Fig. 3-2, only

about 0.5 me of spectrum space is available
for the upper sidebands. Thus, when the
subcarrier is modulate
in nce si

na s w ose frequencies exceed 0.5 mc the
upper sideband will be cut off. Now, it is
an important fact that when ot______Issfile side -

bands is missing in two-phase modulation,
ire-Fr-las-e of the resultant of the sideband
signals changes. This phase error introduces

erroneous signals at the output of the demodulators and results in a loss of isolation,

placed about 0.5 me below the high -frequency

end of the passband, and is synchronized
with the horizontal scanning frequency to
operate at an odd multiple of one half the
scanning frequency. This system, called
frequency interlace, allows the color side band signals to be transmitted inside the
normal video passband with minimum interference between the monochrome and color
signals. The interference takes the form of
a barely perceptible beat pattern in the
picture.

color subs rrier

1
Fig. 3-2. The color subcarrier is placed near
the high end of the video passband. There is
sufficient spectrum space for approximately
500 to 600 kc of double-sideband chrominance
information.
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or crosstalk, between the two chrominance
channels. Let us assume, for instance, that

the subcarrier shown in Fig. 3-2 is being
modulated by video signals from 0 to 0.5 mc,
so that sidebands extending 0.5 mc on either
side of the subcarrier are formed. In the
frequency range from a to b, both chro-

minance signals are present with both sidebands. No phase distortion occurs in this
frequency range. If we now increase the mod-

ulating frequencies so that they range from 0
to 1.5 mc, sidebands extending 1.5 mc on either side of the subcarrier are formed, as
shown in fig. 3-3. In the region from b to c,
both chrominance signals are present but the
corresponding upper sideband has been cut
off, as shown by the dashed line. eLase dis-

tortion will occur in this frequency range,
resulting in incorrect reproduction of colors
in the frequency range from b to c.

Fig. 3-4. This response curve shows how the
chrominance signals are distributed in the video
passband. The
signal is a full doublesideband signal extending 500 kc above and
below the color subcarrier. The I signal has
both sidebands intact in this range, btit retains
only the lower sideband between 500 kc and
1.5 mc.

3-2. BLACK -AND -WHITE RECEPTION

ON THE COLOR TV RECEIVER

The phase error is prevented by limiting
the bandwidth of one of the chrominance

Figure 3-5 shows the basic block diagram

signals to about 0.5 mc, as shown in Fig.
3-4. TjT_gnal chosen to have the wider
sidebanc is e I signal; the one chosen to

of a color receiver. The black blocks represent the stages that -e7EFT process the

raTe the narrower bandwidth is the Q signal.

As you can see, the color TV
receiver appears basically the same as the

The I signal alone is transmitted in the frequency range from b to c. But one chrominance signal cannot reproduce the original
colors exactly. The I signal, therefore, is
made up of the correct proportions_of ER, EG,
and EB so that when it is transmitted alone,

in the frequency range of about 0.5 mc to
1.5 mc the colors it re roduces for the
sma 1 areas correspon ing to that frequency
range come c osest to satisying the eye.
In other wordsTThe I signal is so constituted that, by itself, it reproduces_all colors
as mixtures of orange and cyan, which is
how the eye tends to see such small colored
areas.
both chromo signals,

the color

kinescope.

familiar monochrome receiver, if we simply
disregard the stages that are added for
color. Let us briefly review the functions

of the monochrome stages of the color receiver, an -d- see what changes or special
considerations must be made.
The Tuner. The tuner in the color receiver is no different essentially from the

familiar tuners found in black -and -white receivers. However, the requirements of an
r -f unit for color are more exacting than for
black -and -white receivers.
Each channel

position must present a flat response to the
incoming signal, so that the chrominance
subcarrier is not attenuated.
Gain and
signal-to-noise ratio are just as important
to the color receiver as they are to monochrome receivers. Some r -f units employ a

for weak signals, so
that as the signal strength decreases the
carrier -shift feature

-an

t5 MC

Fig. 3-3. By using part of the lower sideband
of the 3.58-mc carrier, we can extend the color
bandwidth to about 1.5 mc.

response of the r -f unit shifts toward the
picture carrier, and picture sensitivity is
increased. This feature is not desirable for

color, however, since emphasis of the picture carrier would mean de -emphasis of frequencies near the sound carrier. The chro-
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sound

sound

2nd
detector

r -f
unit

video

i-f

AGC

H

sound
detector

i-f

video

detector

i-q1.1

audio

amplifier

luminance

amplifier

sync

color

co/or

separator

sync

demodulator

tricolor

color
matrix

kinescope

Ivertical
oscillator

and output
low -voltage
power

supply

horizontal
oscillator

high voltage
supply

horizontal
output

dynamic
convergence

and focus

Fig. 3-5. The basic block diagram of a color TV receiver is very similar to that of a black -and -white
receiver. The additional stages needed for color are shown in black.

minance subcarrier would thus also be deemphasized on weak signals, where attenuation could not be tolerated.

Another important factor in the selection

of a tuner for color is its ability to handle
strong signals without overload and cross modulation.
Crossmodulation in an early
of the receiver can produce a low frequency beat signal from the mixing of the

sound i-f and chrominance signals. Once
this beat signal were formed it would be impossible to remove it in later stages. We
will look more closely at the sound-chrominance beat problem in the next few paragraphs.

Video I -F Section. Figure 3-6 shows the
basic block diagram of the video i-f section
of a color receiver. Again the basic arrangement is similar to that of monochrome receivers, but the requirements are more
stringent. Bandpass, flatness of response,
and gain are very important.

When studying black -and -white receivers,

we learned that the precise placement of the

video carrier on the i-f response curve is
very important, in order to compensate for
the effects of vestigial sideband transmission. In the color receiver we have two
carriers to place accurately, one at the low
end and another at the high end of the video
to sound i-f detector

tuner

-0-

1 st i-f

amplifier

O AGC

adjacent

sound and
picture traps

2nd, 3rd,

i-f
amplifiers

sound

video

trop

detector

video

0 AGC

Fig. 3-6. The i-f section of a color receiver, shown in this block diagram, differs from that of a

black -and -white receiver only in the way in which the sound r -f signal is routed.
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passband.

A flat response must be mainFa-ined in the region of the color subcarrier
frequency to ensure that the chrominance
sidebands receive uniform amplification.
Refer to Fig. 3-7. Some early color receivers
employ more i-f stages than are found in the
black -and -white receiver, in order to meet
the special gain and bandwidth requirements.
These i-f stages, in addition to maintaining
a flat response to the high -frequency end of
the video passband, must also greatly attenuate the sound carrier. Note the steepness
of the curve near the sound i.f. This means
that very efficient traps and precise align-

42.75 mc 85

45. 75-mc

video if

42. /7 mc 50%

color

subcorrier if

- frequency

4/. 25-mc

sound if

(o)

kc

3.58 mc
50%
(b)

ment techniques must be employed.

frequency \

4.5 mc

Another approach to i-f amplification is
to design the i-f section to have a response
curve shaped as shown in Fig. 3-8a. The
3.58-mc subcarrier frequency, which occurs
at 42.17 mc in the video i-f range, is placed
at the 50% point on the slope of the curve.
So that the correct relative amplitudes of the
upper and lower sideband signals may be
restored, one of the stages that handles the
separated chrominance signal is designed to
provide a sloped response. The slope is
reversed, as shown in b of the figure, to
complement the shape of the i-f curve. Note
that the upper sideband receives greater

amplification, offsetting the attenuation of
the upper sideband in the i-f section. This
system is similar to the receiver's system
for correction of vestigial-sideband transmission. The resultant over-all response for
the chrominance signals is shown in c of the
figure.
Uniform response is provided for

3.58 mc

frequency Fig. 3-8. (a) Most modern receivers use this
type of i-f response curve; (b) the response of
the bandpass amplifier is adjusted to compensate
for the distortion introduced by the i-f amplifier;

(c) the resultant over-all response to the chrominance signals.

both sidebands to about 600 kc. (This system is not used in receivers designed to demodulate the E1 and Ec, signals.) The i-f

response curve shown in Fig. 3-8a can be
obtained with the same number of tubes
found in the i-f section of black -and -white
receivers.

42./7-mC

color
subcorrier
45.75-mC
50%

\V

video if

4/.65 mC

Intercarrier Operation. In color receivers,

specialized circuits are needed to employ
520 kc

the intercarrier principle. Note, in Fig. 3-6,

that the sound i-f signal is extracted from

frequency

41.25-mc

sound
i. f.

Fig. 3-7.

The r -f response curve of a color

receiver designed to demodulate / and 0 signals.

video i-f section ahead of the video detector.
This is the only difference between the block
diagrams of black -and -white and color receivers.
The sound i-f signal must not
reach the video detector because a beat signal is produced between the sound_i-fsignil
and the color subcarrier
signal. The beat
etween t e 3.58-mc and 4.5-mc
signals is approximately 920 kc.
frequency

6
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A 920-kc trap cannot be inserted in the
video circuit, since there is also important
vi eo ormation at t is frequency.
et t e

chrominance signals are absent when black and -white objects are scanned, and are lower
in amplitude when pale or unsaturated colors
are scanned. When the fine-tuning control is
set correctly, the sound intermediate frequency coincides with the trap frequencies,
and the beat disappears. Color receivers
are always tuned for minimum sound -beat
interference.

beat between the chrominance subcarrier and
the sound i.f. must not be allowed to appear

on the kinescope.

If

the sound i-f signal

were suppressed beforiedthe video
detector, this beat would be minimized. However, the sound carrier cannot be suppressed

before the video detector since the inter carrier sound principle depends on the 4.5mc beat produced between picture i.f. and
sound i.f. Most color receivers handle this
problem as o osf-11-7,7sicTaw plate of the final
i-f amplifier fEe signal (both sound and picture) is split. One leg supplies signal to
the picture video detector, while the other
leg supplies signal to a separate sound i-f
detector (either a crystal diode or an electron tube). The separate sound i-f detector
beats the sound and picture i-f signals together to produce a 4.5-mc second sound i.f.
that carries the audio intelligence. The output of the leg of the final i-f amplifier that
feeds the picture video detector goes through

After the 4.5-mc sound i-f signal is produced in the separate sound detector, it is
amplified by a 4.5-mc i-f amplifier stage
before being applied to the FM detector.
Refer to Fig. 3-9. The sound signal at this
point is similar to that found in black -andwhite receivers, and any of the various
methods of detection and audio amplification
may be used.
Video Amplifiers. The composite video
signal is developed at the output of the
video detector and applied to the first video
amplifier.
The composite signal, at this
point, contains the luminance _signal, the

a series of traps and filters that eliminate
the sound i-f signal before it arrives at the

sync and blanking pulses, the ,3...58:Incchrominance signals, and the bursts or color -

video detector. It might be well to note that

synchronization signals. The first video
amplifier provides part of the total ampli-

the elimination of the 920-kc beat in the
picture Is dependent to a great extent on the
fine-tuning adjustment, since the sound trap
operates in the i-f amplifier. The fine-tuning
control adjusts the relationship of the picture and sound i-f carriers with regard to the
response, by changing the i-f frequency
produced. This varies picture definition and
sound i-f attenuation, but in an intercarrier
sound system the sound i.f. at the output of
the Isounddetector is always 4.5 mc. Thus,
fine tuning has little effect upon sound.
The most noticeable effect of the fine-tuning
control is a variation in the visibility of the
color -beat signal. The beat looks like FM
interference, and appears only on color telecasts in those parts of the picture that contain highly saturated colors. The 3.58-mc

fication needed to obtain sufficient7iko
drive for the kinescope. In addition, it is
the feedpoint for the sync, AGC, chrominance, and burst circuits. Refer to Fig. 3-10.

Note that the composite video signal
takes four paths-upon leaving the first video

amplifier. It is applied to a second video
amplifier for further amplification of the

luminance signal; to the bandpass amplifier
for extraction of the 3.58-mc chrominance
signals; to the burst amplifier for the separation of the 3.58-mc synchronizing signal;
and to the sync separators and AGC detector
for the recovery of the synchronizing pulses,
and the development of an AGC bias.

4.5-mc sound
sound I. f.
(41.25 mc)

sound

2nd
detector

sound
1,0.11110

amplifiers

sound
FM

detector

11111..

audio

amplifiers

Fig. 3-9. Block diagram of the sound system.

sound output
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to sound
system

to noise cancelling
system (if used)
H4-5-mc

sound
detector

ist

video
detector

i-f input

video
output
stage

delay

video

line

amplifier

0

contrast

to sync separator
and
A

Gc detector /
11,

to
c nrominonce

brightness

circuits

J14.

color
kinescope
cathodes

to

burst
amplifier

Fig. 3-10. Block diagram of the luminance video stages shows the location of the luminance delay line.

The contrast control is not incorporated
into the first video amplifier, because it is

important that the feeds to the sync, AGC,

and burst circuits have a nearly constant
amplitude.
A video amplifier with fixed
gain, and a highly efficient AGC system,
ensure constant -amplitude input signals to
scanning
circuits.
the

and

color synchronization

video detector is arranged to provide an output signal in which sync and blanking pulses
extend in the negative direction. This affords some reduction in impulse -noise inter-

ference, as noise pulses will act to drive
The

signal at the plate of the first video amplifier has its sync and blanking pulses extending in the positive direction. In those
receivers that employ noise cancellation
circuits to protect the sync circuits, a signal
containing noise pulses is obtained from
some point preceding the first video amplifier. Feed for the noise cancelling circuits
is obtained
the- video detectc:r, or from
the' 4.51mc sound detector.

A delay line,
a coaxial cable especially constructed to give it the properties of a long
The Luminance Delay.

which is

video amplifiers. The delay line has uniform
characteristics throughout the

17irFlituele

video range of frequencies, but delays the
total signal in time by a fraction of a microsecond. The time delay is needed because
the chrominance
Undergoes a time
dela,y, in passing, through the narrow -band
chrominance circuits. Both the chrominance

As is the case in all TV receivers, the

the first video amplifier into cutoff.

piece of transmission line, is placed in the
signal path betwpen the first and second

signal and the luminance signal must arrive
at the color kinescope in their original time
relations if the colors are to "fit" properly
into the black -and -white picture. An error

in the relative time delays will cause the
color information to be displaced to the left
or right of the monochrome picture.

The reason for the natural delay in the
can be

narrow -band chrominance circuits

understood by the following simplified analogy. Figure 3-11 shows a source of rectangular purses -'feeding two parallel branches,
one containing a wide -band resistive network,
the other a simple RC low-pass filter. The

output of the resistive divider is an undistorted replica of the input signal. The capacitor in the low-pass filter takes time to
charge to the applied voltage, so that the
leading edge of the pulse at B follows the
familiar exponential charge curve. At the

COLOR TELEVISION COURSE, LESSON 3
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first video amplifier. In some cases, an ad-

ditional driver stage is used to drive the
delay line. In all cases, the polarity of the

signal at the input to the delay line is the

same as that of the detector - sync and

pu/se

source

blanking pulses extend in the negative direc-

The video output stage inverts the
signal, so that the output signal applied to
the kinescope cathodes has its sync pulses
extending in the positive direction. The
delay line must be terminated properly at
the input to the video output stage, to pretion.

vent ringing and line reflections in the
monochrome picture.

A

(

-On

H

delay

Fig. 3-11. A simplified illustration of the need
for the luminance delay line. The time delay

line is inserted in the upper circuit to match
the natural delay introduced by the low-pass
filter of the lower circuit.

termination of the input pulse the output at
A falls to zero. But the capacitor in the
low-pass filter takes some time to discharge,
as shown. Note that both leading and trailing

edges of the output at B are delayed.

A

delay line inserted into the output of the A
circuit makes the centers of both output
pulses coincident in time. The rectangular
pulse, which represents luminance information, preserves the fast leading and trailing
edges needed to produce good resolution.
The signal from the low-pass filter, which
represents chrominance information, cannot
resolve sharp edges, but injects color into
the larger areas of the picture.

The D -C Component. Loss of the d -c
component of the video signal may go unnoticed in black -and -white receivers, especially if retrace blanking is applied to the
kinescopes. In a color receiver, however,
loss of the d -c component can cause incorrect colors. This can be explained as follows. Consider the color kinescope grid
signals needed to produce the simple picture
of a white vertical bar on a red field. The
correct waveforms are shown at the top of
Fig. 3-12. Note that the red signal is "on"
between blanking pulses, but the blue and
green signals remain at the blanking level,
except when the white bar is scanned. (For
simplicity, let us assume that all three input
signals to the kinescope are equal in amplitude.) If the d -c component of the signal is
lost, by passing the signals through an a -c
coupled stage, the resultant signals average
themselves about zero. These are shown at

the bottom of Fig. 3-12, where the grid signals
are averaged above and below the kinescope

bias voltage. Comparing the height of the
signals above and below the bias voltage,
we see that the red signal does not extend

far in the positive direction as do the
green and blue signals. As a result, the
white bar lacks red, and appears cyan.
as

During the remainder of the picture the blue

and green grids do not swing sufficiently
negative to reach cutoff. The red field is
then diluted with blue and green and appears
pink.

The, delay cable has an impedance of
roughly 1500 ohms, and is fed from a low impedance point in the cathode circuit of the

To preserve the d -c component of the
video signal, direct coupling is employed in
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red

green

9

blue

overage ----

blanking

kinescope
bias

Fig. 3-12. Loss of the d -c component in the three color signals results in incorrect color reproduction.

all video stages, and between the color demodulators and the kinescope. As an alternative to direct coupling, d -c restorer circuits
are employed at the kinescope control
elements.
Contrast and Brightness Controls.

The

block diagram of Fig. 3-10 shows both the
contrast and brightness controls associated
with the video output stage. The brightness
control is a master bias control for all three
guns of the kinescope. It may be placed in
the grid or cathode circuit73nreTin-e-scope.
However, if the -video output stage is direct coupled to the kinescope, the brightness

grid bias on the video output stage causes
the plate voltage to swing in a positive direction. This makes all the cathodes of the
kinescope swing towards cutoff. In short,
the bias on the video output stage is transfered directly to the three kinescope guns.
Placing the brightness control in the grid
circuit of the video amplifier effectively
makes the master bias control operate through

the coupling circuits to the cathodes of the
picture tube. Thus, any color -balance corrections applied to the video signals in the
coupling system are applied to the bias
voltages as well.
The contrast control usually applies
variable degenerative feedback to the output

control may be a bias control in grid circuit
of the video output stage. Increasing the
AGC

burst

sync

t
video
detector

lst video

amplifier --P1 delay line

bana'poss

amplifier

Fig. 3-13.

2nd video

to

amplifier

kinescope

chrominance signals
to demodulators

Ganged contrast controls have been used to make the gains of the luminance and
chrominance sections "track".
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composite
video input
AGC

bias to

r -f and

sync

AGC

separator

stages

sync
output

integrator

t

to vertical
oscillator

to horizontal

horizontal

AFC

pulse

Fig. 3-14. Basic block diagram of the sync and AGC sections of the receiver.

stage to control stage gain.

The range of
the controTisriErifie-d-foaboiit 3:1. Note that

a change in luminance signal level upsets
the proper addition of luminance in chrominance signals. Thus, a change in contrast
requires a change in the setting of the color
saturation control.
For this reason, the
contrast control is grouped "with thoseviewer

controls, that do not need frequent adjustAn alternative setup for the contrast

ment.

control is shown in Fig. 3-13. Here, ganged
controls allow the amplitudes of the luminance and chrominance signals to be altered
simultaneously.
Sync and AGC. The sync separator and
AGC circuits in a color receiver perform the
same
functions as in black -and -white re,
ceivers, and the requirements are approximately the same. These circuits are shown in
Fig. 3-14. The AGC circuit develops a bias
proportional to the height of the sync pulses
received, for controlling the gain of the receiver. Keyed AGC circuits are usually

employed, since trey provide better noise
immunity. Whether a telecast be in color
or black -and -white, deflection circuits require clean, constant -amplitude sync for all
usable signal input levels.
positive feedback

from
integrator

Vertical Deflection. This section of the
receiver has the same function as in black and -white receivers, and its design is not
greatly different. As shown in Fig. 3-15, a
sync pulse from the vertical integrating network in the sync section keeps the vertical
oscillator operating at the vertical scanning
rate. The output of the oscillator is amplified by a power amplifier and applied to the
vertical deflection coils on the kinescope.
The vertical power output stage also provides
feedback for the oscillator section. k pv..4e,
taken kom, the, versical output stage, may be
applied to the kinescope for retrace-hla4ing
purposes. In color receivers the vertical
output stage provides the source of vertical -

scanning signals for the dynamic convergence
circuits.
Horizontal Deflection and High Voltage.

Basically, the horizontal section is similar
to the horizontal deflection section in a
monochrome receiver. However, the elec-

trical demands on this section in terms of
power, additional pulse outputs, and high
voltage, are greater. The basic circuit consists of a sawtooth generator or oscillator
Ca -trolled by an AFC system. An AFC systeiii compares the frequency of the oscillator
retrace blanking
pulse

vertical
oscillator

vertical
deflection

and

coils

dischor e

to vertical
convergence

circuits

Fig. 3-15. Block diagram of the vertical deflection circuit shows the source of the vertical
dynamic convergence signals.
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with the frequency of the separated sync
pulses, and applies a corrective d -c voltage
to the oscillator when a frequency error
exists. The sawtooth output of the oscillator drives the horizontal output stage,, a
conventional flyback circuit employing a
lamper tube. Deflection current for the

regulator. The shunt regulator is effectively
iii -Parallel with the load formed by the kine-

horizontal deflection coils, as well as the
retrace or flyback pulse used to generate
high voltage, is obtained from the flyback

scope. It acts to maintain the total load
current on the high -voltage supply nearly
constant. A simplified version of the shunt

circuit. Refer to Fig. 13-16.

regulator appears in Fig. 3-17. A special
triode is in parallel with the kinescope.

accelerating voltages.

The high -voltage

supply therefore contains a regulating system to maintain a steady high voltage despite
variations in kinescope -beam loading. High

voltage is controlled by means of a stunt

Part of the high -voltage supply is tapped
off and applied to the grid of the triode. A
voltage divider holds the cathode at some

High -voltage pulses from the flyback cir-

cuit are applied to high -voltage and focus voltage half -wave rectifiers. Color kinescopes require a greater high voi7g-e-TiTior
voltage) than do menochrome kinescopes 18 to 25 kv. In addition, the high -voltage
supply must meet treFeam.-current demands

*NUM

reTe-rence voltage. If high voltage increases,
due to a drop in kinescope beam current
perhaps, the tapped -down voltage at the grid
of the regulator likewise increases. This
causes increased conduction of the regulator,

pi-oViaed by three kinescope guns instead of

and the total current load cn the supply

one.

remains nearly constant.

Properly regulated high voltage is impor-

tant in color receivers, since proper focus
and convergence depend upon fixed, stable

In addition to the high -voltage demands,
a number of other voltages and signals must

h -v

h -v

to kinescope

rectifier

regulator

u/for terminal

focus

rectifier

horizontal

to focus anode

AFC

sync

sync

input

discriminator

horizontal
oscillator

/0 AGC detector

to burst amplifier

horizontal
output
and
damper

horizontal
deflection
coils

flyback
pulse

delay
to convergence circuits

blanking

amplifier

to chrominance circuits

Fig. 3-16. Block diagram of the horizontal deflection and high -voltage sections of the receiver.
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internal resistance
of high -voltage supply
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regulated
high voltage

DEFLECTION YOKE
NOR. COILS
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VER'ri
COILS

1104
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C10

100

TRANS

8101

VERT

4100

CENTERING

C108 COG

814,0RALN-REO-

560 560
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(kinescope)

IBGRAM
RE0 Vox,

C105

BIA-NAT

47

L 3

2

ORM BLU

unregulated
high -voltage
input

RED

0135

80 !AFT R134
1500

+ 405 V.

390v

Fig. 3-17. The high -voltage shunt regulator
acts to keep a constant load on the high -voltage
supply.

d -c resistance

of p704
secondaries

be supplied by the horizontal deflection circuit. These include focus voltage for the
kinescope and B+ boost voltage for the kineFlyback
scope and de-Frearm circuits.
pulses are routed to the keyedAGC.system,

and a delayed flyback Pulse is used as a
keying pulse for the burst amplifier. Flyback

pulses are also used for blankiog,gulpszsgs
in the chrominance circuits, as will be explained later. Finally, a pulsed waveform
is fed to the convergence circuits where the
horizontal convergence waveforms are developed. A blanking amplifier is sometimes

used to isolate some of these pulse loads
from the flyback circuit.
Centering. The picture centering devices
commonly found in late -model monochrome

receivers cannot be used in color TV receivers. This type of permanent -magnet cen-

tering device would upset the fields of the
purity magnet or the convergence -magnet assemblies. Centering sytems are similar to
those found in very early black -and -white
sets. A controllable and reversible d -c cur-

rent is passed through both sets of coils in
the deflection yoke. An alternative system
louse special_permanenin16.grts that
caired-rn'Side the deflection yoke. To illustrate the centering systems in use, consider
the vertical output circuit shown in Fig. 3-18a.

The circuit is redrawn and simplified in b of
the figure. Note that the centering control,

#386v

Fig. 3-18. (a) A section of a schematic diagram
showing the vertical centering control; (b) a

simplified diagram of the centering control
showing the d -c bridge circuit.

forms one side of a bridge circuit connected between +390 volts and +386 volts.
The other side of the bridge is formed by the
d -c resistance of the bifilar secondary windings of the vertical output transformer. When
the control is set at midposition, the bridge is
balanced and no d -c current flows in the
deflection coils. Current is made to flow in
either direction through the coils by moving
the arm of the control away from center. A
bifilar winding is used in the transformer so
chat the transformer fields resulting from the
d -c centering current cancel; core saturation
RIB,,

is therefore minimized.
Convergence Signals.

For a satisfactory

black -and -white picture on the color receiver,
the three primary -color rasters must be registered, or converged, on the screen of the

picture tube. As we learned in an earlier
lesson, the magnetic convergence fields for
the three guns must be corrected at the edges.
When proper correction is made, the spherical
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vertical
output
tube

vertical

convergence
magnet

output
transformer

vertical

tilt

w

vertical
amplitude
control

Fig. 3-19. A simplified diagram of the vertical dynamic convergence circuit for one of the three
convergence magnets.

Correction is achieved by varying the strength

Three circuits of the type shown in Fig.
3-19 are needed, one for each gun. Thus,
there are six adjustments to be made for

of t e
gence magnets in step with the
deflection signs s.
e current nee ed In

ve7trcaT convergence. InTaTer-receivers the
adjuSiinents-161- "the red and green guns have

the convergence magnets must be parabolasEaped; it is obtained from the deflection
circuits.

been coordinated to simplify their operation.

surface at which the three kinescope beams
converge coincides with the shadow mask.

The details of these systems and of their
adjustments will be given in later lessons.

A simplified diagram of the vertical
dynamic convergence circuit for one gun is

shown in Fig. 3-19. A parabola -shaped wave-

form, synchronized with the vertical scan
frequency, is obtained from the cathode of
This waveform is
the result of the integration of the sawtooth
wa-verorm at the cathode by the cathode bypass capacitor. The amplitude of the vertical -Parabolic waveform is adjusted with a
the vertical -output tube.

vertical -amplitude potentiometer.

(a) vertical parabola and - sawtooth

A correc-

tion waveform, called vertical tilt, is added
The distortion
to the parabolic waveform.
added by the tilt waveform corrects, for,qatu-

i-ar Triegularities that arise in the convergriee system. The tilt waveform is a vertical sawtooth obtained from a winding on
the vertical output transformer. When the
vertical tilt control is at midposition the
sawtooth component provided by the transformer is zero. In that case, the undistorted
parabola is

applied to

the convergence

Moving the tilt control towards or
away from the midposition adds a sawtooth
component of either polarity to the parabolic
magnet.

waveform.

(b) vertical dynamic convergence parabola

The effects of adding the tilt

waveform are shown in Fig. 3-20.

(c) vertical parabola and * sawtooth

Fig. 3-20. Vertical dynamic current waveforms
showing the effects of adding the tilt sawtooth.
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enough to the parabolic curve to give satisfactory results. Corrections in waveshape
are made by positioning the tuning slug in

winding
on

flyback
transformer

horizontal

L1, which adjusts the phase of the waveform.

amplitude

Later color receivers use the horizontal
convergence waveshaping system shown in
A pulsed waveform, obtained
Fig. 3-22.
from a winding in the flyback transformer, is
applied through Cc to the waveshaping network. The coupling capacitance, Cc, is a
large capacitor and acts like a short circuit
to the input signal. The coil, 1.1, presents
a large impedance compared to that of the
remainder of the circuit to the right of L1.
Therefore, the total current flowing in the
circuit is determined to a great extent upon

1\1

horizontal
phase

Fig. 3-21. An early system used to develop the
horizontal dynamic convergence current.

L1.

An early method used to obtain a parabola
at the horizontal scanning frequency is shown
simplified in Fig,. 3-21. A pulsed waveform,

When a rectangular waveform of voltage
is applied to an inductive circuit, the current
waveform is that of a sawtooth. The total

taken from a winding on the flyback transformer, is tapped down by the horizontal
amplitude control and applied to a resonant
circuit consisting of C1 and L1. Due to the
action of the resonant circuit, a sine wave
of voltage is developed across L1 and applied to the horizontal winding on the con-

current flowing to the right of the coil has
the waveshape designated

iT

in the diagram.

For a study of the effects of the remainder
of the network, it is convenient to think in
terms of current rather than of voltage. To
the right of the coil, we see three parallel
branches. The current flowing in all of the

vergence magnet. Although the waveform is

not parabolic in shape, the portion of the
sine wave that is used during the active
scan (between blanking pulses) is similar

branches must add up to the total current iT.
Therefore, if we find the currents flowing

it

0

total current

/3

convergence
magnet

__0

12

/3-

center
scan

Fig. 3-22.

A system used in late -model color receivers to produce the horizontal dynamic
convergence waveform.

CHROMINANCE CIRCUITS

in branches 1 and 2, we may subtract these
currents from iT to find the current flowing
in the convergence coil.
The current in
branch 1 has the waveshape designated
since the capacitor integrates the sawtooth
waveform. Rheostat R controls the amplitude of the current flowing in branch 1. The
diode rectifies the sawtooth waveform, and
conducts only when the input waveform is
positive with respect to zero. To find the
resultant current, i3, we must invert the current waveforms it and i2 and add them to
This performs the necessary subtraction.
The resultant convergence waveform is a
parabola, as shown by i3. Note that the current waveform is entirely negative, and approaches zero at center scan. This is an

15

Fig. 3-22 is employed for each of the three
convergence magnets.

Static convergence is achieved by means
of small permanent magnets attached to the
convergence magnets. In some receivers,
static convergence is achieved by passing a
controllable direct current through the windings of the convergence magnet. Permanent
magnets have the advantage that the strength
of the field does not change with line -voltage
changes or other factors that affect d -c
currents in the receiver.

3-3. CHROMINANCE CIRCUITS

advantage, since the dynamic waveform does

not alter convergence in the center of the
picture. As a result, the static convergence
adjustments do not interact with the horizontal dynamic adjustments. In addition, R1 has

most effect upon the left side of the picture
and very little effect upon the right. This
greatly

simplifies adjustments as L the

total amplitude control, is adjusted to converge the right side of the picture, and R1 is
then adjusted to converge the left side of the
picture. As in the vertical dynamic system,

a separate network of the type shown in
from

first

video

video

detector

amplifier

An over-all block diagram of the chrominance circuits appears in Fig. 3-23. In
this section the sidebands of the 3.58-mc
stbcarrier are extracted from the composite
video signal and are processed to produce
the color -difference signals E(R_y), E(B_y)
and E(G..o. Chrominance information, in the

form of 3.58-mc sidebands, is extracted from
the output of the first video amplifier. The

bandpass amplifier amplifies the sidebandsignals insTcre-ticecluominance, band and
rejects the remainder of the video signal.

E to luminance amplifier

bandpass
amplifier

demodu -[_o_

lator

M
A

r

E(B

demodula or

burst
amplifier

automatic
frequency
and phase
control

3.58

oscillator

keying pulse
from horizontal

output stage

Fig. 3-23. Basic block diagram of the chrominance section of a color TV receiver.
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The bandpass amplifier supplies 3.58-mc
chrominance signals to the inputs of both
Reference carriers are redemodulators.
inserted in the demodulators, and detection
takes place. The demodulators produce two
chrominance signals in the form of video
signals. Several pairs of chrominance signals may be obtained, depending upon the
phase relation of the reinserted carriers as
compared with the reference phase (burst).
The detected signals are routed to a matrix
section that combines the chrominance signals to produce the color -difference signals.
They are then applied to kinescope grids.

from
video

amplifier
to

horizontal
blanking

demodulators

pulse

color -saturation
control

to AFPC

system

keying

pulse

The color synchronization section, shown

in the lower part of Fig. 3-23, supplies the
reinserted carriers for the demodulators. It
consists of a local subcarrier oscillator that
is kept in phase lock with the reference or
burst signal by an automatic frequency and
phase control (AFPC) system. We shall now
look into these blocks in greater detail.
The Bandpass Amplifier.

This stage is

very much like a wideband i-f amplifier stage
whose center frequency is 3.58 mc. Both in-

put and output circuits are tuned, however,
and special coupling circuits are employed
to secure wide bandwidth (usually 1.2 mc)
at the relative low center frequency of 3.58
mc. In those receivers that place the color
subcarrier on the slope of the i-f response
curve, the input tuned circuit of the bandpass amplifier is designed to restore uniform
amplification of the color sideband signals.
In such cases, the input tuned circuit has a
response curve like that shown in Fig. 3-86.
The output tuned circuit provides uniform
amplification over the range of sideband
signals. In most receivers this band is
symmetrical about 3.58 mc, and extends
600 kc above and below this center. In those
receivers that demodulate the E1 and EQ si

nals, t e respo se o

an

is not symmetrical, but extends 600 kc above
3.58 mc and 1.5 mc below 3.58 kc.

The color saturation control, sometimes
called the chroma control, controls the gain
of the bandpass amplifier. See Fig. 3-24.

This is a viewer's control, and it adjusts
the saturation of color in the picture. When
the control is set fully counterclockwise,.

Fig. 3-24.

The bandpass amplifier and its

associated circuits and controls.

the bandpass amplifier is cut off no chrominance signals are produced and a black and -white picture results. Advancing the
control increases the gain of the amplifier,
and increases the amplitude of the color difference signals that are added to the
luminance signal.
Actually, this control

has only one correct setting, but it allows
t errors
the viewer to compensate for
in antenna response, or errors in the response of the r -f and i-f amplifiers. In some
receivers an automatic saturation control
system is employed (ACC for automatic color
control).

This is a sort of AGC system for

the bandpass amplifier. It regulates the Rain

of the bandpass amplifier, usin_whe an litude of the burst signal as a reference. If
color saturation is low, perhaps as the result
of poor antenna response, burst is also low
in amplitude, and the ACC bias voltage is
reduced. This allows the bandpass amplifier
to operate at greater gain, and color saturation increases.
In most receivers, the bandpass amplifier
is biased off when monochrome telecasts are
being received. Cutoff bias for this purpose
is obtained from the color -killer stage. This

stage senses the absence or presence of
burst signals in the burst amplifier, and

supplies cutoff bias to the bandpass amplifier when burst is absent. It is necessary
tv disable the bandpass amplifier during

CHROMINANCE CIRCUITS

monochrome telecasts so that the_ color circuits
__will
__,--not sample the monochrome in-

fai-ination and random noise that exists at
the -high end of the video passband. The
result of this sampling is colored noise
(snow) on very weak signals, or color in
areas of the picture where 3.5-mc information

is displayed.

The latter can be seen as

color in narrow vertical str_i_pes., such as the
vertical wedge in test patterns and the
fabric patterns in the clothing of performers.

A blanking pulse is applied to the bandpass amplifier to cut it off during_t_he transmission of the burst signal. This is necessary to prevent an output from the demodulators during the horizontal blanking period.
I.
'roduce colo
An output
uring retrace, and might also upset _the
-c restorers at the chrominance
o
OroErarroif-di
output circuits.
a
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"sub- fs

3.38- me
subcarrier
f sub

combined
chrominance
signal fs

-j-

8+

8+

Fig. 3-25. A basic synchronous detector or
demodulator.

The action of the synchronous detector
may be explained with the aid of the simplified waveform drawings of Fig. 3-26. The
3.58-mc subcarrier is supplied to the suppressor grid and may be considered, for the

sake of simplicity, as gating the tube into
conduction on the positive half -cycles and
out of conduction on the negative half -cycles.

Demodulators. The signal passed by the
bandpass amplifier is the vector sum of two
3.58-mc chrominance signals that are in
phase quadrature. illsshrominance signals
must now be recovered separately. This job
is accomplishes by two phase -sensitive detectors known as synchronous detectors,

or demodulators.

The demodulators are similar to the basic
amplitude -modulation detectors. In the familiar AM detector, a modulation envelope is

rectified to produce an output proportional
to the amplitude variations of the modulation
envelope. These variations in amplitude are

formed by the addition of the carrier signal
and those components of the sideband signals that are in phase, or 180° out of phase,
with the carrier signal. The major difference
between the familiar AM detectors and the
chrominance demodulators is that the carrier
signal is injected from a local source, and
does not accompany the received signal.
A basic demodulator circuit is shown in
The chrominance signal, consisting of sidebands of the subcarrier signal,
is applied to the control grid. The 3.58-mc
subcarrier signal, obtained from the color
sylichronizationsectiO-n in the receiver, is
Fig. 3-25.

applied to a high -mg suppressor grid.

The gating action of the 3.58-mc subcarrier
signal on the suppressor grid with no other
signal applied may be seen in Fig. 3-26a.
The plate current consists of half -cycle
pulses, whose average value is indicated on
the diagram. This average plate current may
be called the no -signal average plate current.
We can now examine the action when the
combined chrominance signal is applied to
the control grid. The result, when the signal on the control grid is in phase with the
suppressor signal, is shown in Fig. 3-26b;
the result w el-T-t-he two signals are ninety
degrees out of phase is shown in Fig. 3-26c.
A study of the in -phase condition shows

that the control grid is now more positive
whenever the tube is gated into conduction,
and, as a result, the pulses of plate current
are of greater amplitude. Thus, the average
plate current is increased, as shown, and an
output corresponding to the amplitude of the
control -grid signal is obtained. If the signal
on the control grid is 180 degrees out of
phase with the suppressor signal, the control
grid is more negative whenever the tube is
gated into conduction, and the pulses of
plate current are now of smaller amplitude.
The average plate current is now less than
the average plate current for the no -signal
condition. An output of opposite polarity is
therefore obtained.
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no - signal
overage plate
current

overage plate current

no - signal overage

plate current

reinserted
subcorrier on
suppressor grid

90

out of phase
signal on grid

in phase signal
on grid

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3-26. Waveforms showing the output current of the demodulator when: (a) no chrominance signal
is applied; (b) chrominance and CW signals are in phase; (c) chrominance and CW signals are 90°
out of phase.

A study of the 90 -degree out -of -phase
condition illustrated in Fig. 3-26c shows
that, during the half cycle when the tube
is conducting, the signal on the control grid
is both negative and positive. This causes
an approximately equal decrease and increase in plate current, and the average
change in plate current over the entire cycle
is therefore zero. Thus, it can be seen that

at all phase angles from zero to 360 degrees.
Note that the output of the detector may be
negative or positive, depending upon the
phase angle between the two signals.

when the signal on the control grid is 90
degrees out of phase with the suppressor
signal there is no change in plate current,
and consequently no output in the plate
circuit.

The output current of the demodulators,
then, varies from a maximum when the two
signals are in phase, as shown in Fig. 3-26b,
to the no -signal average value when the two
signals are in quadrature, as shown in Fig.
3-26c, and to a minimum when they are 180
degrees out of phase. This is summarized
in Fig. 3-27, which shows the output voltage

Fig. 3-27. Graph of output voltage versus phase
difference between chrominance and CW signals
Amplitudes are
applied to a demodulator.
considered constant.

CHROMINANCE CIRCUITS

Demodulation Axes. At the transmitter,
each of the two chrominance signals is applied to a separate balanced modulator. The
two- balanced modulators are supplied with
sacarrier signals that are in phase uadrature. I the burst signal is considered as
a reference, the signal applied to the E1 demodulator is 57° from it (measured clockwise), and the signal applied to the EQ axis
is rotated in phase an additional 90°, making
it 147° from the reference. A vector diagram

showing the locations of the E1 and EQ axes
appears in Fig. 3-28. The composite chrominance signal is the sum of the outputs of
bott raOdlirators; the transmitted signal may

assume any phase angle, depending upon
the relative amplitudes of E1 and EQ. These,

in turn, depend upon the color that is being
scanned at any particular instant.

pairs of demodulation axes may be chosen,
as we sliall see.
It should be mentioned, at this point, that
most late -model receivers are designed to
demodulate the color difference signals directly, or to produce some other pair of chro-

minance signals from which the color -difference signals can be obtained. Demodulation of the I and Q signals was accomplished in very early color receivers. Extensive field tests have shown that over7701
picture quality is abOut the same in receivers
that demodulate I and Q and those that demodulate the color -difference signals. Al the I -Q system provides an improvement in
color definition, it introduces problems with
time -delay matching, critical alignment, and
other factors that might tend to degrade
picture quality.

The demodulators in the receiver may be

adjusted to detect the Ez and EQ signals

19

I and Q Demodulation.

Demodulation of

and EQ signals krmirs maximum

directly. This is accomplished by arranging

the

the phase of the reinserted subcarrier signals supplied to the demodulators to be at
57° and 147° with respect to the reference
(burst) signal. By altering the phase of the
subcarrier signals in the receiver, to 0° and

talk shows up as incorrect hue in the small
areas of the picture. It occurs at modulating

90°, it is possible to directly recover the color difference signals E( y)and E(B.y). Other
E (R -Y)
+ EI

#E0

reference

subcarrier

Fig. 3-28.
Vector diagram showing phase
references for the major hues and the 1 and Q
axes. The reference subcarrier (burst signal) is
in phase with the -E(B_y) signal.

E,

color definition with a minimum of crosstalk
between the chrominance signals. The crossfrequencies above 500-77Where upper -side -

band attenuation causes the phase of the
resultant chrominance signal to be in error.

A block diagram of the I and Q demodulation section of a color receiver appears in
Fig. 3-29. The output of the demodulators
contains color video signals whose instantaneous frequency is the difference between
the frequencies of reinserted subcarrier and
the input signal. ti low-pass filter is employed at the output of the demodulators to
remove the 3.58-mc component, and allow
the color video signals to pass.

The low-pass filter in the output of the
EQ demodulator removes all signals above
500 kc, as shown by the response curve in
Fig. 3-30a. Because of band limiting in the
Q channel, any signals above 500 kc that
may be detected by the EG. demodulator are
rejected by the filter.
A low-pass filter in the output of the E1
demodulator cuts off above 1.5 mc as shown
in Fig. 3-30b. It should be noted, however,
that a uniform video response does not result
in

uniform output between 0 and 1.5 mc.
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video
amplifier

E y signal

bandpass

Ep

low-pass

amplifier

demodulator

filter

Ep

I4

E1

low-pass

demodulato

filter

subcorrier
oscillator

El

delay

amplifier --a-El

57°

Fig. 3-29. Block diagram of the chrominance section of a receiver using the I and the Q demodulation axes.

The reason is that the Er signal is carried
by two sidebands in the frequency range
between 0 and 500 kc, but only one side band, the lower, carries Er modulation signals between 500 kc and 1.5 mc. To restore
uniform output throughout the Er band, additional amplification may be given to that
part of the lower sideband between 500 kc
and 1.5 mc. This compensation may be performed in the bandpass amplifier or in the
Er amplifier. A bandpass amplifier responses
designed to compensate for the loss of the
upper sideband, appears in Fig. 3:11,.

EG = -0.28 Er - 0.64 E2 + Ey
Eg = -1.11 Ei -I- 1.70 EQ + Ey

The operations indicated in these formulas reverse the process at the transmitter,
where Ey, Er, and EQ are obtained from ER,
EG, and EB. Note that negative quantities
of Er and E,2 are needed. The basic matrix
system is shown in Fig. 3-32. Phase inverter stages provide the negative quantities
of Er and EQ; the resistive dividers proportion the signals properly. In addition, the
resistors restore the color -difference signals

A delay line, or delay network, is shown
in the, channel of Fig. 3-29. Ibis delay is

needed to match the_oveirale delay of
Er signal to the naturally -longer time
delay of the EQ signal. An amplifier stage
the

is needed in the I channel, since this amplifier channel has a wider bandwidth.
0

A matrix 'is a mixing circuit
that combines the outputs of the demodulators in the correct polarities and proportions to produce the color difference signals. In one early -model receiver, a matrix
was used to mix the Ey, El and Eo, signals
to produce the color signals ER, EG, and EB
directly. The matrix in this receiver produces the color signals by performing the
additions noted in the following formulas:
Matrixing.

ER = 0.96 Er + 0.62 EQ + Ey

500

kc

frequency

--

0

I.5MC

frequency-.-

Fig. 3-30. Low-pass filters limit the response
of the E.() and E1 channels to 0.5 mc and 1.5 mc,

respectively.
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Eyy

\A1-E4
E6

*E

kc

-500 kc

phase

Er

+500 kc

splitter

video
frequencies

#E0

Response curve of a bandpass
amplifier used to compensate for the loss of
Fig. 3-31.

phase

part of the upper sideband of the chrominance
signal.

splitter
-E0

ER

the proper relative amplitudes. Recall
that the chrominance signals are attenuated
at the transmitter to prevent overmodulation
to

of the transmitter by the chrominance signals.
The ER, EG , and ER signals produced by this

matrix are amplified further, and applied to
individual d -c restorer circuits before being
applied to the grids of the color picture tube.

Fig. 3-32. The matrix system used in a receiver
designed to demodulate the I and 0 chrominance
signals.

Identical low-pass filters are em3-33.
ployed in the outputs of both demodulators.

R-Y, B-Y Demodulators. By shifting
the phase of the CW signals applied to the
demodulators shown in Fig. 3-29, it is pos-

These filters are designed to pass video

sible to make them detect the E(R..y) and _E(3_y)

frequencies above 600 kc is therefore band -

signals directly. Referring to Fig. 3-28, you

limited in both channels (at some sacrifice
Since both chromiin color resolution).
nance channels have identical bandwidths,
the time delays are equal. No time delay

can see that a shift of 33° clockwise will
make the E (R_y) demodulator respond to the
E (R.y) signals. A block diagram of the chro-

minance section of a receiver designed to
demodulate E (R.y) and E(B_y) is shown in Fig.
video
input

signals of from 0 to 600 kc or slightly higher.

Phase distortion that occurs at modulating

matching is needed in the chroniirfance channels; only the Ey time delay system is

bandposs

E(R-Y)

low-pass

amplifier

demodulator

filter

E (R -Y)

90'
3 58-mc

subcorrier
oscillator

E1

E (G -Y)

ke)

amplifier

E(G-Y)

180'

HE (8-r)
demodulator

low-pass

filter

Fig. 3-33. Block diagram of the chrominance section of a receiver designed to demodulate the
E (R_y) and E(G_y) signals directly.

to
kinescope

grids
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directly, the relative amplitudes of the chro-

needed. In addition, no complex compensation need be made in the chrominance chan-

minance signals are adjusted by adjusting
the amplitude of the CW signals applied to

nel for the single-sideband condition that
occurs at chrominance frequencies between

the demodulators. If E(B-y) were demodulated, it would require the largest CW input.
Recall that the E(B.y) signal is attenuated by

500 kc and 1.5 mc.

the larger factor at the transmitter in order
to prevent overmodulation. Therefore, the

Matrixing. Since E(R_y) and E(B4e) are de-

modulated directly, it remains only to reclaim the E(Gy) signals. As shown in an
earlier lesson, the E(Gy) signal is related to
the remaining color difference signals by:

EBB -y) demodulator would have to operate at

greater gain in order to restore the E(B_y)
signal to its proper relative amplitude.
With E(R-y) and E(G-y) demodulated, less CW

E(G.y) = -0.51 E(R_y) - 0.19 E(B-y)

drive is required for the demodulators, and
a separate amplifier may be used to amplify

The matrix unit that performs the operations
indicated in the formula is shown in Fig.
3-33. The resistors attenuate the E(R-y) and
E(B-y) signals to 51% and 19% respectively.
This results in a negative E(Gy) signal. An

the E(B-y) signal.

A block diagram of the R-Y, G-Y system
appears in Fig. 3-34. The CW signals sup-

plied by the local subcarrier oscillator are
arranged to be on the R-Y and G-Y axis, at

amplifier inverts the -E(Gy) signal to produce a positive E(Gy) signal. Color -difference signals are applied to the girds of the
kinescope. 'he Y signal is applied to all
three cathodes. Addition takes place in the

90° and 304° measured clockwise from burst.
Note that these demodulators are not operated
in quadrature.

electron stream yielding red, green, and blue
beam currents for the corresponding guns.

The E(B-y) signal may be obtained from
the E(R.y) and E(G.y) signals by adding these
chrominance signals in the following proportions:

R-Y, G-Y Demodulation. Several early -

model RCA receivers were designed with
high-level demodulators. These are triode
demodulators that are capable of producing
video output signals large enough to drive
the grids of the kinescope directly. In such
cases there is an advantage in demodulating

E(BY) = -2.73 E(R_y) - 5.36 E(Gy)

The matrix unit shown in Fig. 3-34 proportions the E(R_y) and E(G.y) signals properly

to produce a negative E(B-y) signal. The am-

the E(R_y) and E(G.y) signals directly. Since

plifier inverts the signal and brings it up to

the demodulators drive the kinescope grids

video

input

bandposs
°mph' tier

E(R-r)
demodulator

low-pass

E

filter

R -Y)

90°

+(R -Y)

3.58-mc
sub carrier

-E

oscillator

0

E(B-Y)

amplifier

E

to

(8-y)

304
low-pass

filter

demodulator

+(G- r)

E(6. -Y)

H£(G-Y1
(o)

(b)

Fig. 3-34. Block diagram of

the

chrominance section of a receiver built to demodulate the
and E(c,_y) signals directly.

E

kinescc

grid
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the proper level to drive the blue kinescope
grid.

In receivers using this system, the

luminance signals and the color -difference
signals are added in the kinescope.
X and Z Demodulators. The demodulation

axes used in many RCA color receivers are
chosen to suit the needs of a special demodulator -adder system. The heart of the system is the unique three -tube adder, whose
simplified schematic diagram appears in

Fig. 3-35a. It consists of three amplifiers
with a common cathode resistor.
Feeds

from the demodulators are applied to the
grids of two of the tubes; the grid of the
third tube is grounded. Part of the signal
applied to the R-Y amplifier appears across

23

the common cathode resistor and is effectively applied to the cathodes of the G-Y and
B-Y amplifiers. Similarly, part of the signal

applied to the grid of the B-Y amplifier appears at the cathodes of the G-Y and R-Y
amplifiers. The signal voltage that appears
between grid and cathode of any of the adder
tubes is the input signal voltage minus the
voltage that appears across the common
cathode.

The demodulation axes are arranged as
shown in Fig. 3-35b. Note that the +Z axis

lies between the -(B-Y) and the +(G-Y)
axes. Thus, the output of the Z demodulator
contains -(B-Y) component and a +(G-Y)
component. The X axis lies between +(G-Y)

-(R-Y)

EXy+(G-r)
R -Y

amplifier

X

demodulator
E(G_ y)

c w input

bondpass

to

kinescope

amplifier

Cw input

grids

demodulator

B -Y

+(R-1')

amplifier

(o)

-(B -r)

+(B-rl

+Z

p
+(G -r)

x
-(R-r)
(b)

Fig. 3-35. Late -model RCA receivers are designed to demodulate two sets of chrominance signals
designated X and Z. This system uses a special three -tube adder circuit.
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and -(R-Y) axes, and so the X demodulator
output contains +(G-Y) and -(R-Y) information. Both X and Z signals are added across
the common cathode resistor in the adder
The demodulation axes are so
circuit.
chosen that a +(G-Y) signal is developed
across the cathode resistor. Since the grid
of the G-Y adder is grounded, and no phase
shift takes place between cathode and plate,
a positive G-Y signal appears at the plate.

keyed d -c restoration (to be discussed
sjizqtly) . This system employs a 15.75-kc

keying pulse to develop the d -c components
In ordinary
of the chrominance signals.

adder stages identical keying pulses must
be fed to each individual adder stage. In
the special adder circuit, employed with the
X and Z system, only a single pulse feed is
required; the keying pulses are applied to

all three adders through the common cathode
circuit.

Now consider the B-Y amplifier. A signal

containing -(B-Y) and +(G-Y) com-

ponents is applied at the input, and a +(G-Y)
component is developed at the cathode. To
find the grid -to -cathode signal, we must subtract the cathode signal from the input signal. The (G-Y) components cancel and a
-(B --Y) component remains. Since this sig-

nal is applied at the grid, a +(B-Y) signal
is developed at the plate of the B-Y amplifier. A similar action takes place in the
The (G-Y) components
R-Y amplifier.
cancel, leaving a -(R-Y) signal at the grid
The phase inversion that
of this stage.
occurs between grid and plate voltage produces a +(R-Y) output.

Several factors are involved in the choice
of demodulation axes for the X and Z system. The phase angles are chosen so that
the gains of the demodulators are nearly
equal and the gains of the three adders are
also equal. In addition, the basic system
provides color difference signals of the correct relative amplitudes to meet the drive
requirements of the picture tube. A derivation of the phase angles used for the demodulation axes of one form of the X and Z sys-

D -C Restoration in the Chrominance Circuits. It was pointed out earlier in this

lesson that the d -c component of the color
signals must be preserved if correct color
reproduction is to be obtained. Since most
receivers perform the addition of luminance
and chrominance signals in the picture tube,
the d -c component must be maintained in
both the luminance and chrominance channels. Direct coupling is employed in the
luminance circuits of most color receivers;
the video circuits between the video detector
and the picture tube are d -c coupled. ...In
some color receivers d -c coupling is employed in the chrominance circuits as well.
These receivers are made with "high-level"
demodulators, the outputs of which have
sufficient amplitude to drive the picture tube
directly. In this system, direct coupling is
used between the high-level demodulator
and the grids of the picture tube.
D -c coupling introduces drift problems, if

one or more amplifier stages separate the
demodulator from the picture tube. Drift
problems are more serious in the chromisince there are three
separate stages, and unequal drift may upset

tem appears in the Appendix.

nance

The X and Z demodulation system has
several advantages. The three adder stages
have equal gains, and identical components
in the plate, grid and cathode circuits. This

color balance. For this reason, receivers
using low-level demodulators use d -c restorers to reclaim the d -c component of the
chrominance signals.

renders the entire system relatively insensitive to changes due to component aging.
Another advantage is that the CW feeds

some early -model black -and -white receivers

toli6fhdemodulators are equa in amplitude,
so that setup adjustments are relatively
easy, and consist of phase adjustments and
one balancing adjustment. A third advantage
is that the adder system lends itself well to
a particular form of d -c restoration, called

amplifiers,

The type of d -c restorer circuits used in

cannot be used in the chrominance circuits
of the color receiver. These simple diode
circuits restore the d -c component of the
video signal by clamping the sync -tip level

at zero or some bias level for the picture
tube.

There is no such reference signal in
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of the a -c signal, developed across the grid
resistor, is zero, since the area of the video
signal above zero is equal to the area of the
signal below zero. Note that, in resolving

the output signals of the chrominance demodulators. During the sync and blanking pe-

riods there is no chrominance information
and the demodulator outputs are zero. It is

itself about zero, the signal interval that
represents zero at the input to the coupling
capacitor may have a negative or positive

this zero level that is used as the signal
reference in restoring the d -c component of
the signal. The following discussion shows
what happens when the d -c component is

value at the output of the coupling capacitor.
This condition may be corrected by making

lost, and how the d -c component is reclaimed.

sure that the charge on the coupling capacitor. remains fixed, and is not influenced by
the average value of the input signal. (If a
battery were used to couple the signal the
d -c component would be preserved.) The

Figure 3-36 shows how the output of an
E (R_y) demodulator appears when a predominantly red pattern is being transmitted.
Note that the output of the demodulator is
zero at the time the horizontal blanking
pulse is being transmitted. When this type
of signal is applied through a coupling capacitor to the next stage, the d -c component
is lost.

charge on the coupling capacitor is "set"
by applying a negative pulse to the cathode
of the adder amplifier during the horizontal
blanking period. This pulse makes the grid
positive with respect to cathode, and grid
current is drawn charging the coupling capac-

The coupling capacitor charges to the

itor.

average d -c voltage and retains that charge.
Fluctuations in d -c level take place at a
slow rate compared to the RC time constant
of the coupling capacitor -grid resistor cir-

Note that the pulse is applied during

blanking, when the output of the demodulator

is zero. Thus, the charge on the capacitor
is determined only by the amplitude of the
pulse waveform. The capacitor discharges
between the set pulses, establishing a bias
voltage for the adder stage. This bias volt -

cuit, so that the charge on the capacitor
remains equal to the d -c level. The average
output of E(R_y)
demodulator

grid signal if no d -c
restoration is applied

average voltage
O

zero output
during horizontal blanking

E(1? - 1')

demodulator
set pulses

bias
0

grid signal with d -c
restoration

Fig. 3-36. An illustration of the effects of loss of the d -c component in one of the chrominance signals.
The set pulses applied to the cathode of the tube make the tube act as a keyed d -c restorer.
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age has a fixed value determined by the amplitude of the set pulse. At the grid of the
adder -amplifier, the signal fluctuations simply add to or subtract from the bias voltage,
and zero output from the demodulator corresponds to the bias voltage at the grid of
the adder.

In the X and Z system, the set pulse used
for d -c restorer action is applied to the com-

mon cathode terminal of the three adders.
This establishes the bias for all three ad-

AFC system, which controls the frequency
of the horizontal -deflection oscillator in the
receiver. A sample of the 3.58-mc signal
developed by the oscillator is fed back to a
phase discriminator. Here, the locally generated signal is compared with the separated
burst signal. An error in phase causes the
discriminator to produce a d -c correction
voltage whose polarity is determined by the
direction of error, and whose amplitude is
determined by the amount of phase error.

horizontal deflection circuits.

The d -c correction voltage produced by
the discriminator is applied to a reactance tube circuit Here, the d -c correction voltage
effectively changes the reactance that shunts

3-4. COLOR SYNCHRONIZATION

the

ders.

Set pulses are obtained from the

The chrominance demodulators, discussed

the previous section, produce a pair of
chrominance video signals by a detection
process whereby the information carried in
the 3.58-mc sidebands is combined with a
pair of "reinserted" carrier signals. These
in

CW carrier signals are developed by an oscillator circuit in the receiver. An automatic

frequency and phase control system keeps
the local subcarrier oscillator operating at
the correct frequency and at the correct
phase with respect to she reference phase
signal sent out by the transmitter.,

frequency -determining network of the

oscillator. Oscillator phase then changes in
the direction that acts to reduce the correction voltage to zero.
The reference signal for the discriminator

is supplied by the burst amplifier. Burst
signals are separated from the remainder of
the video signal by the burst amplifier.
Separation is accomplished by gating or
keying the burst amplifier into operation
only during the time intervals that the burst
signals are being received.

known as the automatic frequency and phase

The Subcarrier Oscillator. The source of
the 3.58-mc CW signals in the receiver is a
precision oscillator. It must supply signals
at the correct subcarrier frequency, and with
practically zero error in phase. For this

Basically, the
AFPC system operates like the horizontal

crystal -controlled oscillator.

Figure 3-37 shows the basic block diagram of the color synchronization system,
control system (AFPC).

reason, the local subcarrier oscillator is a

separated burst signal
d -c correction
voltage

burst
composite
video input

amplifier

phase
discriminator

reactance
tube

Although the

phase - shift
network
CW feeds to
chrominance
demodulators
3.58-mc

subcarrier
oscillator

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111

15.75-kc keying pulse

CW feedback

Fig. 3-37. Basic block diagram of the AFPC system for automatic control of phase and frequency of
the local subcarrier oscillator.
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crystal maintains extremely good frequency
stability, it is possible to tune the oscillator
over a narrow range of frequencies by placing

a variable reactance in shunt with the oscil-,
iator It is useful to think of the crystal as
a very high -Q tank circuit.

The CW feed to one of the demodulators
is usually obtained directly from the oscillator circuit, as shown in Fig. 3-37. This

means that the oscillator must operate in
phase (or 180° out of phase) with one of the
selected axes of demodulation. In many

cases the axis of demodulation does not

have the same phase reference as the burst
signal. For example, when the demodulation
axes are the / and Q or the X and Z axes,
the oscillator does not operate in phase with
the -(B-Y) burst signal. This means that
there is usually some fixed phase difference
between the burst signal and the local oscillator signal. In practice, the correct oscillator phase is set up by looking at the reproduced colors. When they are correct the
oscillator is operating at the correct phase.
The AFPC system acts to maintain the fixed
phase e ay t at is set up etween oscillator
Pr3;77771 burst phase when color adjustments are made.

The feed to the remaining chrominance
demodulator is applied to a phase shifting
network to establish the phase difference
between the two demodulation axes.

The Reactance Tube. The reactance tube
and its load circuit are effectively in parallel
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with the frequency determining components
of the oscillator. Refer to Fig. 3-38. The
tube functions as a variable reactance wh;:i7evalue is determined b the d -c bias a lied
to t e grid.
One form of reactance tube
functions in the following way: Capacitor

C is a small capacitance and Rg is a very
low -value resistor. Since Cp is so small,
the effect of Cr, and Rg across the tank circuit is negligible. Capacitors Cc and Cd are
large capacitors and have a negligible impedance at 3.58 mc. Thus, the tube is ef-

fectively in shunt with the oscillator tank
circuit, and the bottom of the grid resistor
is at a -c ground potential. The function of
C, and Rg is to introduce the oscillator sig-

nal into the grid circuit of the reactance

Since the impedance of Cp is large
compared to the resistance of Rg, the circuit is predominantly capacitive, and current leads the oscillator voltage by about
90°. The voltage drop across Rg is in phase
with this current, and therefore the grid
voltage also leads the oscillator voltage by
90°. Since plate current is in phase with
grid voltage, the tube supplies a current
tube.

that leads the oscillator tank voltage by 90°.

In other words, the tube acts like a capacitance. If the gain of the tube increases,
more capacitive current flows, and the tube
produces the same effect as a larger capacitance.
Conversely, a reduction in tube
saiL1 has the effect of reducing the capacitance across the tank circuit. In this way
it is possible, by controlling grid bias, to
tune the oscillator.

d -c

correction
voltage

icp
ea

frequency determining

components of
oscillator

east
bias

Fig. 3-38. Simplified diagram of a reactance -tube circuit.
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The Phase Discriminator. A simplified
schematic diagram of a phase discriminator
appears in Fig. 3-39. The burst signal is
coupled into the circuit by means of a center tapped transformer. The secondary winding,
therefore, feeds equal and opposite polarity
burst signals to each diode. At the same
time, a 3.58-mc CW signal from the subcarrier oscillator is fed to both diodes. Thus,
the net voltage applied to each diode is the
sum of thiTh-urst voltage and the 3.58-mc
oscillator voltage. Referring to the vector

slowly through RI, causing a voltage drop
with polarity as indicated on the diagram.

diagram of Fig. 3-40a, it can be seen that

discriminator if the oscillator should shift
in phase; Look at b of Fig. 3-40. In this
case, the oscillator signal is shown shifted

cibT)-r- wh-en the burst signal and the oscillator

signal are 90° apart (in quadrature) will the
total voltage across each diode be equal.
If the oscillator signal should shift phase in
either direction, it will approach an in -phase

condition with the burst signal applied to
one of the diodes. This unbalances the voltage drop across the diodes, and one of the
diodes will conduct more heavily. Thus, the
rest condition (when no correction voltage is
produced) occurs when the applied burst
signals and the subcarrier oscillator signal
are 90° apart in phase.

The diodes are rectifiers that conduct
when the instantaneous sum of burst and
CW signals causes their plates to become
positive with respect to their cathodes.

Similarly, the conduction of V2 causes a d -c
voltage drop to appear across R2 as shown.
When the total a -c drives to both diodes are
equal, both diodes conduct equally, and the.
d -c voltage drop across R1 e uals the d -c
voltage drop across M. The output voltage,
which is the sum of the voltages developed
across R1 and R2, is zero.
Now consider the operation of the phase

away from the quadrature condition with the
burst signal. The oscillator signal is closer,

in phase, to the phase of the burst signal
applied to V1. Therefore, the total a -c voltage across V1 becomes greater. The voltage
applied to V2 decreases. As a result, the
d -c voltages across R1 and R2 are no longer
equal, and a net negative voltage appears at

the output terminal. The diodes are connected in such a way that the polarity of the
correction voltage shifts the oscillator phase
back towards the quadrature condition shown
in Fig. 3-40a.

Diode V1 conducts, charging C1. At the end

of each conduction interval, C1 discharges

e48
05C

C,

eAc
VI

(a)
3.58 -MC

cw
burst
eAB

eos
e V2

eAC
C2

to reactance tube

Fig. 3-40.
Fig. 3-39.

Simplified diagram of a phase
discriminator circuit.

Vector diagrams show the a -c

voltages across the diodes of the phase

discriminator for the quadrature phase and
phase error conditions.
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Burst Amplifier. Reference burst signals
are separated from the composite video signal in this amplifier, and are amplified to the
level required by the phase discriminator.
The amplifier is similar in many ways to a
narrow -band i-f amplifier designed to operate
at 3.58 mc. Single -tuned coupling circuits

edge is timed to be coincident with the lead-

are employed to maintain a narrow bandwidth.
c_ar_pn osite video amplifier by the burst ampli-

keying
pursough Rg,
developing a large bias for the stage.

fier being keyed into operation during the

to

The burst signals are separated from the

times that the burst signals occur in the

composite signal. The amplifier is held cut
off for the remainder of the time.
Figure 3-41 shows a simplified schematic

diagranburst amplifier 41so called a
burst keyer). This particular amplifier uses'
.a---171737-11 a grounded -grid arrangement.

Composite video signals are applied to the
cathodes from a low -impedance source.

(In

the receiver that uses this circuit, the burst
signals are obtained from the output circuit

of the bandpass amplifier. Tht---

ponent of the video signal -is absent, and
3.58-mc information predominates.)

A 470-

f capacitor in the grid circuit of the urst
amp i ter p aces the grid at ground potential
for 3.58-mc signals. Since the grid is effectively grounded, it acts like a shield between
cathode and plate, and the triode amplifier
requires no neutralization.

Keying pulses are applied to the grid of
the tube., A positive pulse, whose leading

ing edge of the horizontal sync pulse, is
obtained from a winding on the horizontal output transformer. The pulse is coupled
through the RC network, as shown, and
drives the tube into conduction. Grid current
is drawn on the peaks of the keying pulses,
charging the coupling capacitor C,. Between
Due

the large time constant of the Rg-Cc

the capacitor loses very little
charge between successive pulses. Thus,
the bias remains high, and the tube comes
into conduction only during the peaks of the
applied keying pulse. The keying pulse is
somewhat rounded so that the peaks of the
signal are delayed with respect to the leading edges. Hence, the peaks arrive somewhat later than the horizontal sync pulses
and are coincident with the burst pulses.

network,

Hue or Tint Controls. One of the viewers'

controls on a color receiver is labelled hue
or tint. This control is located in the color
synchronization circuit. Its function is to
shift the phase of the 3.58-mc oscillator in
the receiver so that the demodulation axes
occur at the proper phase angles. This can
be accomplished by controlling the phase of
the CW feed to the phase discriminator.

control can also be obtained by controlling
the phase of the separated burst signal in
the burst amplifier. Refer to Fig. 3-42a. In

this case, the plate tank coil of the burst

winding' on
flyback
transformer
phase
discriminator

video
input

Fig. 3-41. A burst keyer stage. Keying pulses are applied to the grid, which is effectively grounded
for the high -frequency burst signals.
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proper flesh tones are obtained, the demodu-

burst

amplifier
to phase
discriminator

lation axes are proper, and the phase shift
between the 3.58-mc oscillator and the
transmitted burst signal is approximately
correct.
With color test equipment, the
phase of the 3.58-mc oscillator may be
adjusted precisely, as will be shown in later
lessons.
3-5. COLOR KILLER

hue or tint
control

Bi-

The job of the color killer is to shut down
the chrominance
e receiver dur-

(al

/00%

ing monochrome telecasts. If the chrominance sections are permitted to operate, the
energy in the video signal near 3.58 mc is
processed by the chrominance circuits. The
result is extraneous color signals, which
show up as rainbows and colored patches in
the black -and -white picture. Color is usually
seen in the garments (especially neckties)
and hair of performers, wherever groups of
fine vertical or near -vertical lines represent
video information near 3.6 mc. No definite
color is produced because there is no coherent relationship between this 3.6-mc information and the 3.58-mc oscillator. (However,

the color educed is often predominantly
resonant

frequency

(b)

Fig. 3-42. (a) Possible hue or tint controls in
the burst amplifier; (b) a graph of phase and

amplitude response as the burst amplifier is
tuned through the subcarrier frequency.

If the plate tank is
the phase shift in the

amplifier is tunable.
tuned to 3.58-mc,

amplifier is zero (or 180. The phase of the
burst signal may be advanced or retarded by
resonating the plate tank on either side of
3.58 mc. Figure 3-42b shows the selectivity
curve and phase characteristics of a parallel -

tuned circuit, such as is found in the plate
circuit of the burst amplifier. Tuning may
be accomplished by a variable capacitor in
shunt with the plate tank, or by means of a
variable resistor in series with the tuning
capacitance.

To properly adjust the hue control, the
viewer looks at the end product - the picture.

He sets this control for proper flesh tones
(neither too yellowish nor too pink). When

This production of color in the
monochrome picture is particularly troublemagenta.)

some when weak, snowy pictures are received.

There is a good deal of energy in random

noise signs s,t

3.6-mc region. These
noise signals are demodulated in the chromi-

nance section, and appear as colored snow
(sometimes called confetti) on the screen.
Since the bandwidth of the chrominance sec-

tions is quite narrow, the colored snow appears as longer dashes than black -and -white
snow.

The color killer produces a bias voltage
that cuts off the baiiaF3ass7Ti.-7pliertiam

monochrome telecasts; it removes this bias
when color telecasts are received. To do

this job, the killer circuit must be able to
sense the presence or absence of color
signals.

The presence of separated burst si.nals
in the AFPC section of the receiver provides
the necessary indication that color telecasts
are being received.. Refer to Fig. 3-39. It

was shown earlier that the output voltage
applied to the reactance tube is zero when

COLOR SYNCHRONIZATION

the 3.58-mc oscillator is operating at the
proper phase and frequency. This is so
because the voltages developed across R1
and R2 are equal but opposite in polarity.

return of the bandpass amplifier.
These positive pulses cause grid current to
be drawn in the bandpass amplifier tube.
The time constant of the coupling circuit is
quite long, so that the grid -leak bias developed holds the bandpass amplifier cut off
between pulses. When color telecasts are
received, the presence of burst signals in
the
hase dis-criminator causes a large
negative bias to e .eve oped at the grid of
the cotor kilter. With the killer cut off,
positive pulses are no longer coupled to the
bandpass amplifier, and the source of grid
leak bias is removed.
the grid

However, the voltage developed across either
load resistor is maximum when burst signals
are received. When burst is absent, the d -c
voltage developed across either resistor

falls to the value determineTby the amOitude of the 3.58-mc oscillator signal alone.
Many early killer circuits use the voltage
developed across one of the load resistors
of the phase discriminator.
An example

appears in FL. In this system, nega-

tive pulses from the horizontal -deflection
:ircuits are applied to the grid of the killer
;tape. When no burst signals are received,

he negative grid bias (developed by the
hase discriminator) is low, and the killer
cage amplifies the pulses. Positive pulses
t the plate of the color killer are- applied

to
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Noise -Immune Killer. Early killer circuits
do not work well when very weak signals
are received. In such cases, large pulses of
noise signals are passed by the burst amplifier, and the noise signal itself may cause
the killer circuit to be biased to cutoff.

bandposs

amplifier

chrommance
signal input

Color

killer

winding on

flyback
transformer

B+

phase

discriminator

from

Ifs! amplifier
3 58-mc

oscillator

to

reactance
tube

Fig. 3-43. A simplified diagram of the color killer system.
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phase discriminator

cw
oscillator

from
burst
amplifier

oscillator

burst

signal

input

90'

to reactance

phase

tube

shift

CW input to

killer detector

burst

-Cw input

to grid of color killer

Fig. 3-44. A newer color killer system using a separate killer detector. This system works well when
very weak signals are.received.

Modern killer circuits are designed to discriminate between noise and burst signals.
Figure 3-44 shows the system employed in
A separate
late -model RCA receivers.

Blanking. It is important that burst signals be preverJtenrom reaching the inputs
to t e chrominance emodulators. If burst
signals are permitted to get to the grids of
demodulators,

the demodulators will

killer detector circuit is employe -Ito provide
bias for the color killer. This killer detector

the

CW input is shifted approximately 90° from
that of the 3.58-mc oscillator. Thus, when
the oscillator is operating at the proper fre-

applied to the demodulators. These demodu-

is just like the phase discriminator in the
AFPC system, except that the phase of the

quency and phase, the signals applied to
the killer detector have the phase relations
shown in the lower vector diagram of
-44. Since the burst signal applied to one
o t e diodes is in phase with the CW signal, maximum bias is developed at the output. When the oscillator is not operating at
the proper frequency and phase, the voltages

developed across the two load resistors are
equal and the killer -detector output is zero.

Thus, the killer detector not only detects
the presence of burst, but also determines
whether or not the AFPC system is operatin-g--correctly, Since the AFPC system cannot
operate correctly when only noise signals

are passed by the burst amplifier, the killer
system ignores the effects of noise on weak
signals.

produce color "burst" signals at their outputs. The amplitudes of these signals are
determined by the phase of the CW signals

lated burst signals result in color that appears on the screen during horizontal retrace.
receivers, the presence of
demodulated burst signals upsets the operation of the keyed d -c restorers. Recall that

In

the adders are "keyed" during the flyback
interval, when burst signals are being received. To prevent the effects of demodulated burst signals, the bandpass amplifier
is cut off during the horizontal blanking
interval. This is accomplished by a blanking

obtained

from

the horizontal

deflection circuit. (In the circuit shown in
Fig. 3-43, blanking pulses are applied to a
second bandpass amplifier.) In many receivers an additional blanker stage is added to
the receiver to supply some of the circuits
that use horizontal pulses. The blanket acts
as a buffer stage to prevent excessive loading of the horizontal deflection circuits.
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APPENDIX

amplitudes should be the same as the ratio
of the output -signal amplitudes, but of op-

1. DEVELOPMENT OF X AND Z
DEMODULATION AXES

posite polarity because of the phase in-

version in the amplifiers. The ratio of
grid -cathode signals therefore should be

The following is a derivation of the phase

angles of the demodulation axes employed

-1.25 for R- Y, -0.75 for B -Y, and +1.0 for
G -Y across the cathode resistor.

in a particular model RCA receiver.

"X" therefore must equal -1.25(R -Y)

In these receivers the luminance signal
is fed unequally to the three cathodes of the
kinescope to compensate for differences in
phosphor efficiencies. The luminance signal is applied to the cathodes in the following ratios: 1.25 for the red cathode, 1.0 for
the green cathode, and 0.75 for the blue

(G -Y )

Substituting -0.51 (R -Y) and -0.19 (B -Y)
for (G -Y)

"X" = -1.25 (R -Y) + [-0.51(R-Y)-0.19
-Y)]

cathode. The peak -to -peak amplitudes of

the luminance signal are approximately 125

X" = -1.76 (R -Y) -0.19 (B -Y)

volts at the red cathode, 100 volts at the
green cathode, and 75 volts at the blue

The transmitted signal is composed of
0.493 (B -Y) and 0.877 (R -Y). These reduc-

cathode.

tions are required to prevent chrominance
over -shoots in the composite signal. The
above formula for "X" must be multiplied

The color -difference signals must be cor-

rected correspondingly, so it is necessary

by the reciprocal of these reductions. There-

+1.25 (R -Y) to the red grid,
+1.0 (G -Y) to the green grid, and +0.75
to

apply

fore:

(B -Y) to the blue grid. Refer to Fig. 1.

"X" = -1.76 (R -Y )

1

0.877

-0.19(8-Y)

1

0.493

All three of the matrix amplifiers have
equal gain,

"X" = -2.01 (R -Y) -0.386 (B -Y)

so the ratio of input -signal

7704

V705

5('
sub -

R -Y

demodulator

corner
input

-125(R-Y1

-125

+125 (R -Y)

amplifier

red
grid

(R -Y1

+ (G -V)

matrix
balance

G -Y

T705

+10

amplifier

p

green

+10 (6-Y)

grid

(6-Y1

3.58-mC

-07503-Y1

oscillator

+ (G -V)

demodulator

-0.75
(13-Y1

B -Y

amplifier

V706

Fig. 1

blue

+0.75(8-Y)

grid
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1 -(R -Y)

The phase angle of "Z" is similarly
calculated:

"Z". -0.75 (B -Y)

(G -Y)

"Z" = -0.75 (11-Y)+ [-0.51(R-Y)-0.19
(B -Y )]

-0.94 (B -Y) -0.51 (R -Y)

"Z" = -0.94 (B -Y)
-0.51 (R -Y)

1

0.493
1

0.877

"Z" = -1.91 (B -Y) -0.581 (R -Y)
-(R-r)

Fig. 2

From

Fig.

2

it

can be seen that the

phase angle of "X" clockwise from burst is
280.9°.

From Fig.

2

it

can be seen that the

phase angle of "Z" clockwise from burst
is 343°. It can also be seen that the "X"

and "Z" axes are separated by 62.1° in

phase.
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Plate 1. An example of poor purity.

ate 3. The purity magnet is adjusted to center

te red area when the yoke is pulled all the

ay back towards the socket of the picture tube.

Plate 2. An example of poor convergence. This
case is somewhat exaggerated. To produce this
condition, the static convergence magnets were
pushed all the way in towards the picture tube.

Plate 4. Appearance of the transmitted color stripe.

GENERAL SETUP AND ADJUSTMENT CONSIDERATIONS

INTRODUCTION

Since the introduction of color television

several years ago, a steady progression of

new color sets has been developed and

released yearly to the public. Each one of
these has

1

that a color set is an unstable device constantly in need of readjustment, you have
been misinformed. The fact of the matter
is that a color set will normally require setup or adjustment only as a result of one of
the following four conditions.

incorporated improvements in

circuitry and design.

The color receivers

being produced today incorporate all of these
improvements.

In no single section of the

1. On Installation: A new receiver will
require some setup and adjustment.

receiver have these advancements been more

dramatic than in those areas related to the
setup and adjustment of the receiver.

2. When the Set Is Relocated: When a
receiver is moved to a new location, a re-

adjustment will be required.

Setting up the original 15 -inch color set
involved a continuous series of adjustments
and readjustments. In contrast, recent re-

ceivers can be set up by following a relatively simple and clean-cut procedure. Setting up and adjusting today's receiver takes
only a fraction of the time that was previously
required, and the final results obtained are
superior to those of the past.
While the circuitry has been improved and

the setup and adjustments simplified, one
basic factor remains unchanged. To make
even the simple adjustments required on
today's set, a technician must have a full
understanding of the setup procedures involved. This lesson will therefore cover all
steps involved in setting up and adjusting
the current color receiver. In addition, a
portion of the lesson will be devoted to a
review of the setup procedures used on
earlier models.

As each step of the procedure is discussed, the lesson will first explain why

3. Aging:
When the operating characteristics of different receiver components
change as a result of the normal aging process, a compensating adjustment may be
necessary.

4. Kinescope Replacement: Changing a
picture tube is the remaining occasion when
the color receiver will have to be set up and
adjusted.

How Extensive Are the Adjustments Required in Each of These Cases?
1. The jnitial setup of today's receiver
has been simplified by the combination of
improved design, and careful attention to
the final setup each receiver is given at the
end of the production line. It is not unusual,

for example, to unpack a receiver and produce

a good quality picture after only degaussing
and making center convergence adjustments.

the step is required. The action of the circuit or components used in the step will then
be reviewed. Finally, the procedure to be
used in properly adjusting the particular
section of the receiver will be presented. In
this manner, the lesson will give the student

an understanding of how to adjust a color
set, plus an insight into the theory of what
he is doing.
4-1. GENERAL SETUP AND ADJUSTMENT

2. Modern receivers usually require only
a degaussing. and minor center convergence
adjustments after they have been moved to a
new location.

3. The amount of readjustment required
as a result of aging has been greatly reduced.

The readjustments that are still required to
correct the effects of aging are usually of a
minor nature.

CONSIDERATIONS

When Does a Color Set Need to Be Set Up
or Adjusted? If you have been led to believe

4. A picture tube replacement is the one
instance where a complete setup and adjustment of the set is always required.

COLOR TELEVISION COURSE, LESSON 4
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4-2. COMPARISON OF ADJUSTMENTS
REQUIRED ON A BLACK -AND -

WHITE SET AND A COLOR SET

A number of the adjustments made when

1 are primarily yellow; however, purity mis-

adjustments can appear as any primary or
complementary color. Good purity exists
when the raster is uniform in color over the
entire face of the tube.

setting up a black -and -white set are also
made when setting up a color receiver. For
example, height, width, focus, vertical
linearity, and AGC are all adjustments that
are common to both types of receivers. These
adjustments are made on a color set in much
the same way that they are made on a black and -white receiver. There are two exceptions
to this rule; they will be discussed in detail
later in the lesson.

In addition to the standard adjustments
listed above, there are a number of different
adjustments that are found only in color
receivers. These can be broken down into
four main categories:
1.

Purity

2. Convergence
3.

Black -and -white tracking (Color Bal-

ance)

4. Color phase and matrix
Identifying the Different Color Misadjust-

Convergence Misadjustment.

Misconver-

gence can be identified by the presence of
color fringing around the edges of the video
information of a scene. Plate 2 illustrates
In
an extreme case of misconvergence.
proseparate
pictures
this instance, the
duced by each of the three electron guns can
be individually identified. When these three
pictures are made to overlap each other
perfectly, and a black -and -white picture free
of color fringing is produced, the picture is
properly converged. In Plate 2 all three
colors are misconverged. However, it is
possible to have a misconvergence condition
where the pictures produced by two of the
electron beams converge properly and only
the third beam fails to converge. In this
situation, a picture whose color is the complementary sum of the two converged beams
will be produced. For example, where green
and red beams are converged, a yellow picture is produced. Fringing the picture formed
by the converged beams will be the picture
produced by the third electron beam (blue in
this example).
Just as in the case of purity, convergence

and -white tracking are commonly referred to

misadjustments can occur at any point on
the screen. In addition, different combina-

as color adjustments, they are adjustments

tions of convergence errors can occur simul-

that are made to obtain a good quality black and -white picture on the color receiver. In
making these adjustments, the student must

slight red fringing at the center of the screen,

ments. While purity, convergence, and black -

first learn to distinguish the particular irregularity that is introduced in the picture
when each of the three is misadjusted.
Purity Misadjustment. A purity problem_
is indicated by a raster which is not uniform

in color over the entire face of the picture
tube. -Plate 1 illustrates one type of purity
problem. The areas of impurity in this case
lie in the center and at the sides of the
raster. Purity errors can, however, occur at

any point on the face of the tube. While a
blank raster provides the best means of
evaluating purity, the same nonuniformity
would be apparent with a picture added to
the raster. The purity errors shown in Plate

taneously at different points on the picture
tube. For example, it is possible to have a

at the same time that there is pronounced
green fringing in one corner of the screen.
Purity errors can be seen whether video information is present or not, as in the blank
raster of Plate 1. A convergence error, however, can be seen only when some detail of
tiTeirdeosigriAlers-iirth-e-ai-ea where misconvergence exists.
Black -and -White Tracking Misadjustment.

A black -and -white tracking error exists when

the over-all black -and -white picture has a
predominant tint and is not a true black -and White picture. The predominant tint may be

any one of the primary colors or any complementary combination of these.

TEST EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

Occasionally, a technician with little
color TV experience may have some difficulty
in distinguishing between a black -and -white
tracking problem and a purity problem. If the
tinted area is irregular in shape and occupies

reversing current creates a regularly expand-

only a portion of the screen, it is a purity
problem. On the other hand, if the entire

object.

screen is uniformly tinted, a tracking adjustment is required.

ing and contracting magnetic field around
th----e coil.

When a varying field of this nature

is placed adjacent to a magnetized object,
it tends to reorient the field found on the
By gradually reducThig the strength

the field the original magnetism is neutralized. Degaussing coils are available
through your local parts distributors or may
be constructed to the specifications given
in Fig. 4-1.

4-3. TEST EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

Having learned to identify the different
misadjustments which are found in a color
set, the next consideration is the test equipment that is required to correct these errors.
Degaussing Coil. When setting up purity,
the path of travel of the three electron beams
is adjusted to obtain a condition where each

beam strikes only its respective phosphor
dot.
Any magnetic fields present on the
metal elemeZt-77-of-The kinescope will tend
to bend these beams from their normal path
and cause them co strike incorrect dots. To
avoid this, one of __the early steps in the

purity procedure calls for the kinescope to
gnetized.

See Fig. 4-2. By greatly enlarging a small area of the screen, the microscope shows the actual landing point of each
of the electron beams. This establishes the
direction and amount that the electron beams
microscope.

must be moved, to get each beam landing
directly on the center of its respective dot.
The degaussing coil is an essential piece
of test equipment. The microscope, on the
other hand, can be classified as an optional
item,

since good purity can be obtained

without it in most cases.
Crosshatch/Dot Generator. From our pre-

coil (see Fig. 4-1) is used

A degaussing,

Microscope. An additional piece of equipment used when adjusting purity is the

for this purpose. The degaussing coil consists of many turns of wire, the two ends of
which are terminated in a standard a -c plug.
When connected to a 120 -volt outlet, an a -c
current flows in the coil. This constantly

vious discussion, you will recall that convergence errors can be seen only whe-n--d-e.tailed
video information is present ill the
--r- Tisconverged
area. Therefore, to adjust
convergence, a stationary picture which provides video detail over the entire screen is

The signals received from a TV
station are unsuitable for this purpose since
this type of video material is constantly
moving. In addition, there are often areas in
a televised screen in which no detail appears.
required.

400 TURNS

*20 WIRE

12"

Fig. 4-1. Degaussing Coil.

Fig. 4-2.
Microscope used to check beam
landing on the phosphor dots.
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The signals required for adjusting convergence are normally obtained from a dot/
crosshatch generator. The two common patterns produced by this type of generator are

illustrated in Fig. 4-3 and Fig. 4-4.

The

RCA WR-64A, shown in Fig. 4-5, is a good

1111111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111111111i

inlinnlinnill

example of the current trend in dot/crosshatch generator design. This unit is par-

111111111111111111111111111111

ticularly versatile in that it provides a color -

111111111111111111111111111111111

bar presentation in addition to the dot and
crosshatch patterns.
How It Works. To provide a stable crosshatch pattern such as that shown in Fig. 4-4,
sour separate signals must be produced by
the generator.

1111111111111111111111111011
1111111111111111111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111111111111111

1111111111111111
Fig. 4-4. Crosshatch pattern used for

Signal

900 cps
189 kc

15,750 cps

60 cps

Function

Produces the horizontal bars
of the crosshatch pattern.
Produces the vertical bars of
the crosshatch pattern.
Locks the pattern in sync horizontally.
Locks the pattern in sync vertically.

The WR-64A derives all four of these sig-

nals rom a master .189-kc oscillator. The
four signals are combined in a mixer stage
to produce a composite video signal. An
r -f oscillator, adjusted to operate on the
video -carrier

frequency of Channel 3, is

convergence adjustments.

Channel 3 oscillator to produce a sound carrier signal. The latter is used in adjustirjg fine tuning, in the receiver. Thus, the
WR-64A is a miniature transmitter. It provides a video carrier signal that carries the

full information needed by the receiver to
produce the dot or crosshatch pattern. No
external sync signals are needed. The only
connections required are those between the
r -f output jack on the generator and the antenna terminals of the receiver. A full description of the operation of the WR-64A
appears in a later lesson.

modulated by the composite video signal.
Another 4.5-mc oscillator beats with the

Fig. 4-3.

Dot pattern used for convergence
adjustments.

Fig.
The WR-64B color -bar dot/crosshatch
generator. This late model incorporates a built-

in grid shunt switch and an improved sound carrier signal

TEST EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

Operating the Generator.

To use the

WR-64A, the output cable is connected directly to the antenna terminals of the receiver. The channel selector on the receiver
should be set to Channel 3. (The WR-64A
is shipped pretuned to Channel 3.) Select
the desired pattern on the generator's function switch and the unit is ready for operation.

When usitil- tlie generator in areas where
there is a station on Channel 3, the antenna
lead-in must be disconnected from ale -se[,
or the output of the generator must be shifted
to Channel 4. Failure to comply with one of

these last steps will produce an unstable

5

receiver to the inputs of the two bar oscillators in the generator. The pulses obtained
in this manner serve to synchronize the generator pattern.
To Summarize.

When using a generator

zontal sync
and
which produces verticalhorizontal-

pulses, the antenna lead-in must be disconnected or the generator must be used on an
inactive channel to prevent jitter. When
using a generator which does not produce a
sync signal, the receiver must be tuned to an
active channel. Sync pulses must then be
coupled from the two deflection output stages
of the receiver to the generator to synchronize

pattern which will tear and roll. This lack

the bar oscillators.

two separate sets of vertical and horizontal
sync pulses. One set of pulses are those
produced by the generator and the other are

ferent points during the setup procedure, it
is desirable to temporarily bias off one or
two of the electron guns. The kinescope grid shunt switch provides a means of doing
this without disturbing any of the receiver's

of stability is the result of the receiver's
deflection oscillators trying to lock up on

those produced by the TV station on Channel
3. While these two pairs of sync pulses are

close in frequency, they are not identical
and the slight difference produces the rolling
pattern.

Earlier dot/crosshatch
Other Models.
models used two separate oscillators to produce the vertical and horizontal bars. The
output of each oscillator was shaped and fed
to a mixer, as in the WR-64A. In many of

these early units, the output of the mixer
could be fed to either an r -f modulator or a
video amplifier. These units could therefore
provide either an r -f or video output signal.
When used in the video position, the generator's output cable should be connected to

the common cathode of the color picture
tube. If additional video gain is needed
(pattern does not override the video signal

Picture Tube Grid Shunt Switch.

At dif-

screen or background controls, thereby avoid-

ing the need for readjusting these controls.
A diagram of the unit is shown in Fig. 4-6.
In use, the alligator clips are connected to
the individual control grids of the color
kinescope.

As each switch is closed, a

portion of the voltage present on the individual control grid is shunted to ground.
The change in control grid voltage is sufficient to drive the individual gun to cutoff.
The kinescope -grid shunt switch is also
available from your local parts distributor.
Mirror and Stand. Since many adjustments

on a color receiver are made from the rear
of the receiver, a mirror and stand will prove
to be a valuable aid to the technician. Refer
to Fig. 4-7.

from the station), the cable may be connected

through a socket adaptor to the control grid
of the second video amplifier in the receiver.

4 FEET LONG
RED

Since no sync pulses are developed in
this type of generator, an external sync signal must be fed to the generator to lock up
the two bar oscillators. The required sync
signals are obtained from the color receiver.

The set is tuned to an active channel and
the hold controls (vertical and horizontal)
are adjusted to obtain a synchronized picture. A separate lead is then run from the
horizontal and vertical output stages in the

'NA/W--0C

RED GRID

1AAN-aC

BLUE GRID

BLUE

GREEN

WiNe-OC GREEN GRID
SPST

1 00 K

SWITCHES

I WATT
RESISTORS

)1/
CLIPS

Fig. 4-6. Kinescope -grid shunt switch allows
individual fields to be viewed without upsetting
setup adjustments.
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What Is Normal?

Before proceeding with

a discussion of the individual steps listed
in the setup sequence, let's consider this
question of "what is_ normal?"

There are sections of a color receiver
where letter-perfect performance cannot be
achieved. For example, a very small amount
of misconvergence at the extreme sides of a
color receiver can often be considered normal.

Fig. 4-7. A mirror and stand is useful in making
purity and static convergence adjustments.
4-4. SETUP SEQUENCE

The key to successfully setting up and
adjusting a color receiver lies in following
a definite setup sequence. This is nothing
more than a specific series of steps by which
each section of the color set is checked and
adjusted where necessary. The recommended
sequence is listed below:
1.

Standard adjustments (height, width,

How, then, can an inexperienced technician
establish whether the amount of horizontal
misconvergence he finds on a given receiver
is normal or requires adjustment? The solution to this problem lies in practical experience. The student must first familiarize
himself with the correct setup techniques
for each section of the receiver. He should
then go through the entire setup procedure
on each of the initial sets he comes in contact with. As a result of the experience
gained in this manner, he will ultimately
learn to distinguish between what is normal
and what should be adjusted.
Preliminary Steps. When setting up a
color receiver, the set should be facing in
the direction it will face in its final operating position. This is important since the
earth's magnetic field, like any other ex-

ternal magnetic field, can influence the
purity of the picture.
The effect of the
earth's field, however, can be minimized

by degaussing the set.

AGC, etc.)
2.

Purity

3.

Center convergence

4. Vertical dynamic convergence
5.

Horizontal dynamic convergence

6. Black -and -white tracking
7.

Phase and matrix adjustments

The technician who does not follow a
planned setup sequence can ultimately set
up a color receiver. However, in haphazardly
jumping from one control to another, he will
waste valuable time. In addition, experience

has shown that he will seldom achieve a
top-quality end result.

During the degaussing process, a number
of the tiny magnetic elements in the metal
elements of the kinescope are aligned with
the earth's magnetic field. The combined
magnetic field produced by these particles
produces a weak local field whose direction
is opposite to the earth's field and provides
the partial compensation needed to counteract the earth's field. However, rotating the
receiver after it has been degaussed changes
the relationship between the two fields. As
a result, the compensating field is no longer
effective and purity may be thrown off. To

gain access to the rear controls the set

should, therefore, be pulled directly forward
from its normal operating position, rather
than swiveled around from this position.
After the adjustments have been completed,
the unit should be moved straight back to its
original position. In this manner the change

7

SETUP SEQUENCE

in the relationship of the two fields is held
to a minimum.

Position of the Kinescope Assemblies.
Throughout the setup procedure, adjustments
are made on a number of different magnetic

assemblies located on the neck of the kinescope. To achieve the desired results from
these adjustments, these assemblies must
be properly positioned with relation to a
series of pole pieces found inside the kinescope. These pole pieces are a part of the
three -gun assembly, and serve to concentrate
and conirain the fields of the individual
magnets. See Fig. 4-8. Figures 4-9 and

4-10 illustrate the correct position for each

The student should make it a
practice to check the position of these assemblies whenever setting up or adjusting
assembly.

a color receiver
Standard Adjustments. Another preliminary consideration is the standard black -and -

white adjustments such as vertical height
and linearity, width, focus, centering, AGC,
etc. It should be noted that there is some
degree

of

interaction between certain

of

these adjustments and the color adjustments.
For example, the vertical and horizontal out-

put stages develop the waveshapes that are
used by the dynamic convergence circuits

DEFLECTION

H.V. ANODE

LEAD

YOKE

YOKE MOUNTING CLAMP
CENTER CONVERGENCE
MAGNET ADJUSTMENT--

PURITY MAGNET
ADJUSTMENT TABS-

KINESCOPE SOCKET

-----

CONVERGINGF.

COIL AND

POLE -

ASSEMBLY
-------

LATERAL MAGNET ASSEMBLY

ASSEMBLY

LATERAL MAGNET ADJUSTMENT

Fig. 4-9. Positions of magnetic assemblies on
the color kinescope.

to provide edge convergence. If width or
vertical linearity is changed after dynamic
convergence has been adjusted, a change in
edge convergence will be noted. For this
reason, these standard black -and -white adjustments should be made prior to doing
convergence or purity adjustments. For the
same reason, the width and vertical size
controls are adjusted to provide an overscan
of one-half inch on all sides of the picture.
This overscan makes the occasional changes
in drive that occur in the two output stages,

GETTER
ASSEMBLY

and the accompanying change in convergence,

BEAM -

Color receivers also include a control for
adjusting high voltage. Since the correct

less apparent to the viewer.

CONVERGING

POLE PIECES
GRID NO ..4

GRID NO .3

4

BLUE-

CONVERGENCE MAGNET
POLE PIECES CENTERED
OVER KINESCOPE POLE
FRONT EDGE OF HOLDER
TO RE IN LINE WITH FRONT

PIECES.

EDGE OF BLUE POLE PIECE

POSITIONfNG

POLE PIECES
GRID

LEFT EDGE OF HOLDER
TO BE W LINE WITH LEFT
EDGE OF BLUE POLE PIECE

GRID NO. I

LATERAL MAGNET
ADJUSTMENT SLEEVE

Fig. 4-8. Electron gun assembly.

Fig. 4-10. Cutaway view of part of the neck of
the picture tube shows the blue lateral magnet
and the blue convergence magnet assembly.
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high

voltage might be different from one

model to another, the service data should be
checked to determine the correct voltage for
the set being adjusted.

The remaining "standard adjustments"

set. Obviously, the three guns cannot be
physically repositioned once the kinescope
has been sealed. However, the three beams
produced by these guns can be repositioned
through the use of another external magnetic

are all made in the conventional manner.

field. The source of this field is the purity
magnet.

4-5. PURITY

two permanently magnetized rings, mounted

Purity Magnet.

The purity adjustments provide a means
of compensating for any misalignment that
may exist between the position of the three
electron beams and the centers of deflection
in the fields of the yoke. The student might
find

it helpful at this point to review the

color kinescope construction details given
in an earlier lesson. Recall that a photographic process is used to position the
primary -color phosphor dots on the screen.
The proper positions for the dots associated
with each primary color are found by exposing
the screen to light passing through the

shadow mask. The sources of light are
accurately placed at three different positions
to locate the red, green, and blue phosphor
dots. For purity in the completed kinescope,
the path taken by electrons in traveling from
the three electron guns to the phosphor

This magnet consists of

in an assembly which permits independent
rotation of each ring. Refer to Fig. 4-11.
Each ring has two tabs mounted on it; these
provide a means of rotating the individual
rings and serve to identify the north and
south poles of each ring. Changing the
spacing between the tabs of the two rings
changes the polar relationship of the two
fields. This in turn changes the strength of
the combined field produced by both rings.
Rotating the entire purity magnet changes
the direction of the combined magnetic field.
This action is illustrated in Fig. 4-11. From
this it can be seen that the purity magnet
simultaneously positions all three electron
Setup Sequence for Purity. The following

procedure may be used on all 21 -inch color
receivers.

screen must coincide with the paths taken
by the light beams when the dots were being

By passing through the shadow
mask at the same angle as the light beams,
the individual electron beams will strike
only their respective phosphor dots, and
applied.

color purity will be obtained. rTo
establish the correct paths, the electron
good

Degauss the Set. Plug the degaussing
coil into a 120 -volt a -c outlet. Holding the
1.

coil parallel to the face of the tube, slowly
move the coil around the entire front of the
screen. Gradually back away from the set;
when at least six feet away, disconnect the
line cord.

beams must be aimed accurately, and the
deflection yoke must be positioned precisely.
Need for Adjusting the Electron Beams.

The three electron guns are aimed so that
their beams pass through the shadow mask
at

the correct angles at the center of the

(The position of the deflection
yoke has no effect here.) However, the de-

ROTATING PURITY
MAGNET MOVES

BEAM IN
CIRCULAR PATH

SPREADING TABS
INCREASES STRENGTH
OF PURITY MAGNET

AND MOVES BEAM
IN RADIAL
DIRECTION.

screen.

gree of precision required in aiming the guns

LOW -POWER
MICROSCOPE

mechanically is too great to be obtained in
mass production. In addition, slight variations between yokes would require slight
repositioning of the three -gun assembly.
What is needed, then, is a means of readjusting the position of the three -gun assembly
after the kinescope has been installed in the

Fig. 4-11. Action of the purity magnet.

PURITY
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2. Adjust Center Convergence.
Center
convergence should be adjusted next. Follow
the procedure outlined in the next section of

the yoke clamp and slide the yoke back until it almost touches the convergence coil

this lesson. To understand the need for this
step, consider the following: The path of
the three electron beams is influenced by
both the purity magnet and the convergence
magnets.
Some degree of interaction is
therefore inevitabie between these two magnets. If center convergence is badly misadjusted, it may be impossible to obtain
good purity by adjusting the purity magnet.
For this reason, center convergence is ad-

4-9.

justed as a preliminary step to adjusting

and pole piece assembly.

Refer to Fig.

Adjust the purity magnet to obtain a uniform red area in the center of the screen, as
shown in Plate 3.
Slide the yoke forward slowly until a po-

sition is found where the greatest area of
the screen is a uniform red. It is possible
to go too far forward, in which case the red

purity. Center convergence may again require reaci_histment after purity has been

area will begin to decrease in size again.
In this case, the yoke should be slid back
to the point where the greatest red area is

adjusted.

obtained.

3.

Bias Off the Green and Blue Guns.

Using the kinescope -grid shunt switch, cut
off the blue and green guns. The purity adjustment is simplified by first biasing off
two of the guns and making the adjustment
with only one gun active. Normally, when

good purity is obtained on the raster produced by this gun, it will simultaneously be
good on the other two rasters.
Traditionally, the red raster has been used

in setting up purity. Red was chosen because the red phosphor material used in
early kinescopes had a lower light efficiency
than the blue or green phosphors.
This

meant that a greater red beam current was
required to obtain the same light output produced by the green and blue phosphors.

Should this high -current red beam fall on
either blue or green dots, it would light
them vividly, making the purity error they
represent readily apparent on the red raster.
A change in the red phosphor material used
in recent color kinescopes (21FBP22 and
21FJP22) has improved the efficiency of the
red dots. However, red is still commonly
used as the raster for setting up purity.

Many technicians find video information

Readjust the purity magnet to obtain a
solid red raster. Occasionally, it may be
necessary to reset the yoke once more at
this point.
Before tightening the yoke clamp down in

its final position, check to see that the picture is not tilted.
This can be done by
throwing the normal/service switch (back

panel of set) to the service position. This
temporarily disables the vertical deflection
circuit and produces a single horizontal line
across the screen. This line can be used to
check for picture tilt. After the yoke is
tightened in its final position, return the
normal/service switch to the "normal" position; switch the blue and green guns back
on, and plug the cable back into the r -f unit.
Older Receivers.

On early receivers, a

group of "edge purity magnets" were mounted

around the outer circumference of the kinescope. Figures 4-12 and 4-13 illustrate two
such assemblies. On models equipped with

these magnets, purity is set up following the
procedure just outlined. As a final step,
these edge magnets are adjusted to eliminate
any edge impurity that exists after the yoke
and purity magnets have been adjusted.

on the screen annoying when adjusting purity;

a blank raster can be obtained conveniently
by pulling out the plug-in cable that links
the r -f unit to the picture i-f stages.
4.

Adjusting the Yoke and Purity Magnet.

Overlap the two red tabs of the purity magnet. See Fig. 4-11. Loosen the screw on

The edge magnet which lies closest to
the impure area is adjusted in the case of
the assembly shown in Fig. 4-12. The adjustment is made by rotating the knob provided. By turning the knob one way and
then the other, the magnet will be positioned
closer to or further from the kinescope. In

COLOR TELEVISION COURSE, LESSON 4
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this manner, the strength of the magnetic

field at the edge of the kinescope is varied.
In addition, the polarity of magnet is continually reversed by this same rotation. The
adjustment then provides a means of varying
the strength and direction of the magnetic
field. Starting in the extreme counterclockwise position, the knob is rotated in a clockwise direction until good purity is obtained
in the affected edge area. Before degaussing
a receiver equipped with this type of edge
magnets, each knob should be turned fully
counterclockwise. This_ positions the mag-

CLOSE-UP OF EDGE PURITY

MAGNETS (HAIRPINS) SHOWN

IN PARTIALLY OPEN
POSITION. MAGNETIC
INFLUENCE INCREASES AS
AMOUNT OF SPREAD

nets in a housing which prevents the de-

INCREASES.
(hoirpins are spread more than

gaussing coil fm partially demagnetizing

normally required for the
benefit

them.

Hairpin Version. This later version of
the edge magnet looks like a pair of oversized hairpins. Holders are located at different points on a mounting ring which surrounds the bell of the kinescope. Refer to
Fig. 4-13. Unlike the previous assembly,
these magnets are not fixed in one position
around the kinescope. These magnets can
be moved from holder to holder. With this

of

illustration)

KINESCOPE

OUTER COATING GROUNDING SPRING

Fig. 4-13. Edge magnet assembly (newer type).

flexibility, the magnets can be mounted on
the holder directly adjacent to the area of
impurity, thereby localizing the edge mag-

net's action to the area of impurity. The
strength of the field produced by these mag-

nets is varied by changing the spacing between the individual magnets. The direction of the field is varied by rotating both
magnets simultaneously.
4-6. CONVERGENCE

Each of the three electron guns produces
one complete picture. The black -and -white

(or color) picture seen on the screen of a
color set is actually these three separate
pictures combined to produce one composite
picture. When these three pictures are perfectly superimposed, one on top of the other,
the picture is completely free of color
fringing.

Fig. 4-12. Edge magnet assembly (older type).

The three pictures appear superimposed
to the human eye when the electron beams
from the three guns converge at the shadow

11

CONVERGENCE

sum of the three dots. Instead, it now sees

shadow

blue

electron beam

the separate picture produced by the misconverged dot pattern. In the case of Fig.

mask

4-15, the blue beam has not converged with
red and green; it has entered another group
of holes in the shadow mask and has lighted
the blue dots of other trios. This condition
would produce a yellow picture (red + green)
which would be fringed by the misconverged
blue picture.

green

electron team

red
electron beam
white
dot

front view

Fig. 4-14

Proper convergence is obtained when

all three electron beams meet or converge at
the shadow mask.

mask, enter the same group of holes in the
mask, and light the common dot trios that
lie behind that particular group of holes.
This condition is illustrated in Fig. 4-14.

Center Convergence. In an effort to obtain convergence at the center of the picture,
the three-electron guns are ritruciv ard-lhe
central axis of the picture tube, as shown in
Fig. 4-16. Mass production techniques, however, cannot produce a three -gun assembly
in which each gun is so precisely tilted that
the three beams automatically converge.
Once again, as in the case of purity, a means
of readjusting the path of the electron beams
is required. In this case, separate PM magnets are used, so that each beam can be in-

dependently adjusted to obtain the desired
center convergence.

The dots in a common dot trio are positioned so closely together that the eye does
not see them as individual dots. What it
does see is the composite sum of the three.
When misconvergence exists, the dots in
different trios are lighted as in Fig. 4-15.
Because of the increased spacing between
dots, the eye no longer sees the composite

are adjusted by sliding the sleeves up and
This varies the
down in their holders.
strength of the magnetic field applied to the
individual internal pole pieces, which in

turn, changes the path of the electron beam.
Figure 4-10 shows a more detailed view of
one of the plastic sleeves and its holder.

shadow
mask

blue

Center Convergence Magnets. The position of the three center convergence magnets
is shown in Fig. 4-17. The small permanent
magnets are mounted in plastic sleeves and

electron beam

shadow
mask
to

green

(0000

electron beam
red
electron beam

000
0000

yellow
white
blue

front view

Fig. 4-15. Misconvergence occurs when the
beams do not converge at the shadow mask. In
this case the blue beam is low. White areas on
the screen have a blue fringe at the bottom and
a yellow fringe at the top.

electron
guns

Fig. 4-16.

A simplified illustration of static
convergence.
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.41111M.

TOP OF CABINET

second path of
travel for blue
dot provided by
blue lateral
magnet

blue
CENTER CONVERGENCE
MAGNET ADJUSTMENT

converged red
and green dots

Fig. 4-19. Action of the blue -lateral magnet.

its holder. A later version consists of a
small bar magnet which is adjusted by

sliding it in and out of a holder.
Fig. 4-17.

Positions of static convergence
magnets.

The results of adjusting these magnets
can best be seen by displaying a dot pattern
on the screen. As each individual sleeve is
adjusted, the corresponding dots will travel
either forward or backward along the individual paths indicated in Fig. 4-18. The red
and green dots can always be made to overlap or converge (producing a yellow dot)

because of their diagonal paths of travel.
The blue dot will occasionally land to the
left or right of this pair, as in Fig. 4-19. To
correct this situation, a fourth magnet, the
blue lateral magnet, was added. Refer to

Fig. 4-10. This magnet provides a means of
moving the blue dot laterally to the left or

The lateral magnet, shown in Fig.
4-10, is adjusted by rotating the sleeve in
right.

Adjusting the center convergence and
lateral magnets will move all of the dots

on the screen. However, when doing center
convergence, attention should be focused on
the center dot in the pattern.
Setup Sequence for Center Convergence.

1. Obtain a Dot Pattern. Connect dot/
crosshatch generator and obtain a dot pattern
on the screen.

2. Bias Off the Blue Gun. Using kinescope -grid shunt box, bias off the blue gun.

The student will find it easier to converge
the red and green dots if the blue dots are
absent.
3. Converge Red and Green Dots. Adjust
the red and green center convergence magnets
until the centermost red and green dots overlap (converge). In making this adjustment,
keep the path of travel of each beam in mind.

Position either one of the dots in the anticipated path of travel of the other. Advance
the remaining dot until it converges with the
first. Reposition each dot slightly until a
perfect yellow dot is obtained.

D

4. Switch On the Blue Gun. Using the
blue center convergence magnet and the blue

lateral magnet, overlap the center blue dot
Fig. 4-18. Paths of travel of individual dots.

Note: The pattern may also appear inverted
(overconverged), with the blue dot at the bottom,

the green dot to the left and the red dot to the

right. In either case the paths of travel remain
the same.

with the yellow dot obtained in Step 3.

Adjusting the blue lateral magnet may
change the position of the red and green dots
If this occurs, repeat Steps 2
slightly.
through 4 until a white dot free of color

CONVERGENCE
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the center of the

the distance between the center of deflection

screen.

and the shadow mask are not the same in
these two areas. As a result, the three

Occasionally, one of the dots will not
move far enough along its normal path of
travel to converge with the others. To ex-

beams converge in front of the shadow mask

sleeve completely out of its holder, rotate
the sleeve 180° (turn the sleeve on iis long
axis, not end over end) and reinsert it in
the holder. This reverses the polarity of
the magnet and provides the required addi-

sides of the picture.

fringing is obtained in

tend the range of travel, pull the plastic

tional travel.
CAUTION:

Tie plastic sleeve can be

reinserted in the holder after it has been
rotated only 90°. However, with the magnet
in this plane, the dot movement will be
limited and it will not move along its normal
path of travel.
Earlier Models. The center convergence

magnets on earlier models differ somewhat
in appearance and method of adjustment.
However,

the same basic setup sequence

applies in all cases.
Need for Edge Convergence. The center
convergence magnets provide a means of
converging the three electron beams in the
center area of the screen. However, as the
yoke deflects the beams from this area, another convergence problem is introduced.
This is illustrated in Fig. 4-20. The distance between the centers of deflection and
the point of convergence remains the same,

as the yoke deflects the beams from the
center to the top of the screen. However,

at the top of the screen, resulting in misconvergence in this area. This same basic

problem exists at the bottom and at both
Making the radius of the shadow mask

and face plate equal to the radius of the
converged beams would appear to be a quick
answer to the problem. However, to keep
the curvature of the face plate practical from
a viewing standpoint would mean lengthening
the tube considerably.
Edge Convergence Magnets. The solution

to the problem lies in providing a means of
momentarily changing the point of convergence while the three beams are being deflected through the edge areas of the picture.
A permanent magnet is unsuitable for this

correction application since it produces a
constant field. What is required in this
instance is a magnet which will produce a
field only when the three beams are at the
extreme edges of the picture. The answer
lies in the use of an electromagnet which
is fed a parabola of current similar to that
shown in Fig. 4-21. You will recall that an
electromagnet produces a field only when
current is present in the coil. In addition,
the strength of the field produced is directly
proportional to the amplitude of the current
present. Referring to Fig. 4-21, it can be
seen that field developed by the parabola of

point of convergence

at top of screen
shadow

convergence assembly

mask

red

point of

convergence

of center of screen

blue
green

deflecting

glass
face
plate

yoke

centers of
deflection

Fig. 4-20. An illustration of the need for dynamic convergence.
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top of picture

face

plate
center of picture

normal
points of
convergence

convergence
points with edge
correction added:

shadow
mask

7
amplitude

current in vertical dynamic
convergence coil

Fig. 4-21. This drawing shows how the parabolic waveform corrects convergence at the screen edges.

current will be negligible in the center of
the _picture. However, it will build to an
appreciable level at the top and bottom of
the picture. The lack of an electromagnet
field at the center of the picture is no problem since convergence in this area is established by the center convergence magnets.

Since all three beams must be reconverged as the sweep reaches the top and bottom

of the picture, a se.parate electromagnet is

coils. They are known as the vertical amplitude and vertical tilt controls. It is these

controls which are adjusted when vertical
edge convergence is set up.

Vertical edge convergence is sometimes
referred to as vertical dynamic convergence,

since the correction field involved is constantly changing or in motion. The fixed
center convergence, on the other hand, is
occasionally referred to as static con-

required for each gun. These electromagnets
are commonly referred to as the convergence
coils. The position of these coils is illus-

vergence.

in Fig. 4-10.

1. Connect Dot/Crosshatch Generator.
Obtain dot pattern, check center convergence,
readjust if necessary. Switch generator to
crosshatch pattern.

trated in Fig. 4-9 and Fig. 4-17. A more
detailed view of one assembly can be seen
The peaks of the parabola shown in Fig.
4-21 should occur in step with vertical deflection if they are to provide the desired
correction at the right time. For this reason,
the vertical zuxt_piLL stage is

used as the

source of the parabola of current. .,_Signals
taken from the cathode of the vertical output
stage and the vertical output transformer are
c-ibined and shaped to produce the required
parabola.

Since both the amplitude and time of the
current peaks are critical, separate controls
are provided to permit each characteristic
to be adjusted. A pair of these controls is
provided for each of the three convergence

Setup Sequence
Convergence.

for Vertical

Dynamic

2. Move Dynamic Convergence Board to
Adjustment Position. The dynamic conver-

gence controls are mounted on a separate
printed board which is connected to the

receiver through two long extension leads.
Under

normal

operating

conditions, the

board is mounted inside the cabinet, and is
thereby hidden from the customer's view.
When dynamic convergence adjustments are
to be made, the board is moved to a pair of
screws provided on the top rear rail of the
cabinet. This arrangement permits the technician to make the dynamic convergence

CONVERGENCE

adjustments while standing in front of the
receiver.

Bias Off Blue Gun. Using the kinescope -grid shunt switch, cut off the blue gun.
3.

The

dynamic

on the

when

left side (see Fig. 4-22) are used
adjusting vertical dynamic conver-

gence. The top four of these are all desigThese controls
nated as R -G controls.

simultaneously converge red and green at
specific points on the screen. The adjustment of these controls is simplified by first
biasing off the blue gun.
VE RT
AMP

OFF

0

1/ORIZ

TILT

LEFT

RIGHT

A certain
amount of interaction exists between the two
controls. However, the action of each is

clean and decisive and the desired results
can be obtained within a few minutes.

0
B-2

6.

7.

Adjust

R -G

Differential Amplitude.

This control should be adjusted to obtain
best convergence between red and green on
the lower horizontal lines, in the center area
of the picture. Here again, the interaction
between controls may be noted. In addition,
some degree of interaction between the difencountered. But, again the decisive action

of the individual controls makes short work
of the entire process. Should center conver-

®"'
B-1

Fig. 4-22. Dynamic convergence control board.

Adjust R -G Master Tilt. Adjust control to obtain best convergence between red
and green along the upper portion of the center -most vertical line. (Figure 4-23 should be
referred to throughout this entire sequence.)
4.

gence be off at this point, readjust the red
and green center convergence controls. This
will throw vertical dynamics off slightly and
Steps 4 through
required.

Adjust R -G Master Amplitude. Adjust

the control to obtain best convergence between red and green along the lower portion

diff amp

diff till

master amp

master tilt

7 should be repeated as

8. Reactivate the Blue Gun. Open the
switch on the kinescope -grid shunt box.
9.

5.

Adjust R -G Differential Tilt. Adjust

the control to obtain best convergence between red and green on the upper horizontal
lines in the center area of the picture.

ferential and master controls will also be

-G-2

DOFF

R -G MASTER R -G MASTER A:,

BLUE

of the centermost vertical line.

convergence control panel

includes a total of twelve controls. The six

15

Adjust the Vertical Blue Amplitude

Control. Advance the control clockwise until a displacement between the blue and

yellow horizontal lines at the top and bottom

Fig. 4-23. Red and green vertical dynamic convergence. Look at vertical lines when adjusting master
amplitude and tilt. Look at horizontal lines when adjusting differential amplitude and tilt.
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of the center area of the picture is seen.
See Fig. 4-24a.
Adjust the Vertical Blue Tilt Control.
Set the control to equalize the amount of displacement between the blue and yellow hori10.

zontal lines at the top and bottom of the
picture. See Fig. 4-24b.
11. Readjust the Vertical Blue Amplitude
Control. Turn control in a counterclockwise

direction until the blue and yellow horizontal

lines converge at the top and bottom of the
Occasionally, either the top or
bottom may converge first. In this case,
divide the remaining displacement equally
between the top and bottom horizontal lines
by adjusting the vertical blue tilt control.
Next, reduce the blue amplitude control in a
counterclockwise direction until both areas

Note: A crosshatch pattern is used when
setting up convergence. For this reason,
vertical and horizontal lines are shown in
the drawings of Fig. 4-25. However, a dot
pattern is more helpful in explaining what
happens to the lines during the convergence
procedure. Thus, the drawings in Fig. 4-25
call attention to a particular spot on each
line. Remember that these spots are not
visible when viewing the actual crosshatch
pattern. They can be made visible, of course,
by removing the crosshatch pattern and
substituting a dot pattern.

picture.

converge.

The procedure used to set up vertical
dynamic convergence on the newer receivers

is very easy to execute and results in optimum convergence with a minimum of backtracking. But let us spend a few minutes

in considering what happens during setup,
so that we may see a little more about what
we are doing.

The R -G master amplitude control adjusts
the amplitude of the parabolic current waveforms in both the red and green convergence

When this control is turned, the
red and green spots at the top and bottom
of the screen move as shown in Fig. 4-25a.
Since the control currents are equal, the
spots move in equal increments. Although
the beams move towards convergence at
both the top and bottom of the screen, we
focus our attention at the bottom when admagnets.

justing master R -G amplitude. The master
tilt control is used to trim -up convergence at
the top. Tilt correction is needed at the top
of the picture because the red and green guns
are mounted below the center -axis of the
neck of the picture tube. Thus, the red and

green beams travel further when deflected
towards the top of the screen. The tilt component of the convergence waveform acts to
increase the convergence currents in the red
and green electromagnets when the vertical
scan is near the top of the picture.

BB

8

When either the master R -G amplitude or

tilt controls are turned, the red and green
(o)

spots move equal distances from their starting points. When adjusting these controls,

we converge the beams on a vertical line.
Figure 4-25b shows how the red and green
spots can be moved from two typical starting
positions to converge on a vertical line. But

notice that, in this case, one spot is above
the other. These two spots may be made to

8 ______ y

(b)

Fig. 4-24. Blue vertical dynamic convergence.

converge perfectly in this case if the red
spot is made to move further in its original
direction of movement and the green spot is
made to back up an equal amount. When this
is done, the spots will converge on point P
in Fig. 4-25c. The differential tilt controls
make this sort of adjustment possible. When

CONVERGENCE
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green

red
red moves further

(c)

;. 4-25. An illustration of the action of the red -green vertical dynamic controls.

the diffe

tial amplitude control is turned
e convergence current for tie red
:let increases, while the convergence c ent for the green beam decreases.
Revers station reverses this action. When
makinf ,fferential adjustments, we can tell
when
beams are converged by looking at
one way.
electron-

the I
zontal lines at the top -center and
botto :enter of the picture. Here again
diffe itial amplitude is adjusted to obtain
con' gence at the bottom; differential tilt
is i d to obtain convergence at the top.

green are adjusted to match blue.

VERTICAL

HORIZONTAL

CONVERGENCE

CONVERGENCE
CONTROLS

CONTROLS

ie blue dynamic convergence controls
quite simple as they are operated in -

a,
d

on these receivers, the centermost vertical
blue line is used as a reference and red and

..ndently.

Older Receivers. Red and green vertical
nvergence controls on the older receivers
ere

not interrelated as they are on the

As shown in Fig. 4-26, there
separate vertical amplitude and tilt

ewer sets.
sere

controls for both red and green. To adjust
these controls, a slightly different technique
is used. In adjusting vertical convergence

Fig. 4-26. Dynamic convergence board used in
older color receivers.
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Setup Sequence for Vertical Dynamic Convergence (Older Models).

The action of the vertical dynamic con-

trols on the older receivers can be sum-

marized as follows:
1.

Connect Dot/Crosshatch Generator.

Obtain dot pattern and adjust center convergence; switch to crosshatch pattern.

The tilt controls are

adjusted to equalize the displacement of
lines at the top and bottom in the center
area of the screen. The amplitude controls

are then adjusted to eliminate this displaceShort Out Red Gun. Using kinescope grid shunt switch, bias off the red gun.
2.

3.

Adjust Vertical Green Amplitude Con-

trol. Advance control fully clockwise. This

will introduce a displacement between green
and blue at the top and bottom of the center
vertical line.
4.

Adjust Vertical Green Tilt Control.

Adjust control to equalize the amount of
displacement between green and blue at the
top and bottom of the center vertical line.
5.

Adjust Vertical Green Amplitude Con-

Turn control counterclockwise until
green and blue converge at either the top or
bottom of the picture. (Occasionally they
will converge at both the top and bottom at
this point; in which case the adjustment is
trol.

complete.)
6. Readjust Vertical Green Tilt Control.
Reset control to equalize remaining displace-

ment between the top and bottom of center
vertical line.
Adjust Vertical Green Amplitude.
Continue turning counterclockwise until
7.

green and blue converge at the top and bottom of center vertical line.
8.

Reactivate Red Gun and Bias 0 ff

Green Gun.
9. Red Vertical Dynamic Convergence.
Repeat Steps 3 through 7, substituting the

appropriate red control for the green control
adjusted in each step. This setup sequence
for red and green may be used on any early
model color receiver.
Blue Vertical Dynamic Convergence.
The procedure previously described for blue
10.

vertical dynamic convergence is also used
on the older models.

ment.

Horizontal Dynamic Convergence.

Once

vertical edge convergence has been properly
adjusted, the next major step in the setup
sequence is horizontal dynamic convergence.
Figure 4-20 illustrates the misconvergence
which was introduced when the three electron beams were deflected from the center to
the top of the screen. A similar convergence
error develops when the beams are deflected

from the center to the sides of the picture
As mentioned previously, a separate
horizontal coil is incorporated in each of the
three dynamic convergence coils, to provide
a means of correcting this problem. As in
the case of the vertical dynamic circuits, a
group of controls are provided for adjusting
the amplitude and timing (tilt) of the individual parabolic waveforms in these coils.
tube.

The six controls on the right side of the
convergence control board (see Fig. 4-22)
are used when adjusting horizontal dynamic
convergence. The three along the extreme
right edge are coils; they are adjusted by
tuning the slug within each coil. A hexagon shaped "neut stick" is required for this
purpose. These coils have most effect upon

the horizontal dynamic convergence at the
right side of the screen. The remaining three
controls are the conventional variable potentiometers; they are adjusted to obtain horizontal dynamic convergence along the left
side of the screen.
Setup Sequence for Horizontal Dynamic
Convergence.

Generator to Dot Pattern.
1. Switch
Check center convergence; readjust if necessary. Switch generator to crosshatch pattern.
2. Bias Off Blue Gun. Using the kinescope -grid shunt switch, cut off the blue

gun.

As in the case of vertical dynamic

convergence, the top four controls (see Fig.
4-22) are combined red and green controls.

CONVERGENCE

Their adjustment converges red and green
simultaneously at specific points on the
screen. Here again, the adjustment of these
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right side of the picture converge with the
yellow horizontal lines (converged red -green

lines) in this area.

controls is simplified by first removing blue.
3.

Adjust R -G1. This coil should be ad-

justed to obtain the best convergence between red and green along the vertical lines
at the right side of the screen. (Refer to
Fig. 4-27 throughout this sequence.)

Adjust this coil to obtain the best convergence between red and
green on the horizontal lines which lie at
the right side of the screen.
4.

Adjust R -G2

5. Adjust R -G3. Set this control to obtain

best convergence between red and green
along the vertical lines on the left side of
the screen.
6. Adjust R -G4.

This control should be

adjusted to obtain the 'pest convergence

between red and green on the horizontal
lines found at the left side of the screen.
As in the case of vertical dynamics, some
degree of interaction exists between the four
horizontal dynamic controls. However, here
again, the easily identified and decisive
action of each control makes short work of
the entire sequence.

9. Adjust B2. Adjust this control to obtain the best convergence between the blue
and yellow horizontal lines on the left side
of the picture.

10. Final Over -All Convergence Check.
Check and readjust if necessary, center, vertical, and horizontal convergence.

Earlier Receivers. The horizontal sequence just outlined is applicable to all
receivers produced by RCA from 1956 to
date. Prior to that, a different technique
was employed.
As shown in Fig. 4-28,

separate red and green horizontal amplitude
and tilt (phase) controls were used on these
early receivers. This meant that red and
green horizontal -dynamic controls were each
adjusted separately.
Setup Sequence for Horizontal Dynamic
Convergence (Older Models). Space does not

permit a detailed setup sequence on each of
the early models. Instead, we will briefly
outline the basic technique which should be
used on these early models.

7. Reactivate the Blue Gun. Open the
switch on the kinescope -grid shunt box.

1. Set Dot/Crosshatch Generator for Dot
Pattern.
Adjust center convergence and
switch generator to crosshatch pattern. Bias
off green and red guns.

8. Adjust B1.
Set this control to the
point where the blue horizontal lines on the

Adjustment.

2.

Blue Horizontal Amplitude and Tilt
Alternately adjust the blue

Fig. 4-27. Horizontal dynamic convergence adjustments.
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HORIZONTAL

HORIZONTAL
AMPLITUDE

TILT

bars should be to the left of the blue bars in
every case. Readjust green center conver-

0

gence.
LI23
GREEN
HORIZONTAL
TILT

LII3

L112

L 12 2

GREEN
HORIZONTAL
AMPLITUDE

BLUE
HORIZONTAL
AMPLITUDE

BLUE

Red Horizontal Amplitude and Tilt

4.

HORIZONTAL

TILT

Adjustments. Bias off the green gun and reactivate the red gun. The red horizontal
dynamic adjustments duplicate the procedure
given in Step 3. The one exception being
that the center red vertical line is displaced
to the right of the center vertical blue line.

Fig. 4-28. Horizontal dynamic controls (early
receiver).

horizontal amplitude and tilt controls until
a straight horizontal blue line is obtained in
the center of the picture. See Fig. 4-29.

Note: When adjusting red and green hori-

zontal dynamics, concentrate on the vertical
lines in the area that extends about one inch
above and below the center horizontal bar.
Remember that convergence along the top and
bottom of these vertical lines is a function
of vertical -dynamic adjustments.

Since the vertical blue bars are not affected by the horizontal dynamic convergence

fields, they are used as a reference for red
and green adjustments. First the green and
then the red vertical bars are matched to this
reference.

5. Read just Horizontal Blue Controls.
Reset blue horizontal amplitude and tilt to
obtain the best convergence between blue

Green Horizontal Amplitude and Tilt
Adjustments. Reactivate the green gun and
adjust green center convergence to displace
3.

and yellow on the centermost horizontal line.

the center green vertical bar to the left of
the center blue vertical bar. (Hold displacement to a minimum.)

4-7. BLACK -AND -WHITE TRACKING

Alternately adjust the green horizontal
amplitude and tilt controls to obtain a uni-

in the color kinescope are not equally ef-

The red, green, and blue phosphors used

form displacement across the screen between
the green and blue vertical bars. The green

ficient. This means that different values of

beam current will be required to produce an

adjust horizontal green amplitude
and tilt for equal displacement

1
adjust horizontal blue
amplitude and tilt for
straight line

8
G

B

G

B

G

B

G

B

1
Fig. 4-29. Horizontal dynamic convergence adjustments for older receivers.
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equal light output from each of the three
phosphors.
Figure 4-30 illustrates this
action. (Foot Lamberts are the units of

18

measure of the brightness of a light source.)

UNEQUAL PHOSPOR

16

EFFICIENCY

It can be seen that to produce white light

UNEQUAL BEAM INTENSITY
61 2i.lo RED
GUN= 4.7 FT LAMBERTS
360po GREEN GUN= 4.7 FT. LAMBERTS
228yo BLUE GUN= 4.7 F T LAMBERTS
1200po TOTAL
14.1 FT LAMBERTS
WHITE LIGHT

14

(assuming equal light outputs for simplicity),

the red beam current must be 612 pa, the
green current must be 360 pa, and the blue
current must be 228 µa. Notice also that as
the light decreases from white, to gray, to
black (0 Lamberts) this same ratio of beam

12

cr
cr

currents must be maintained.

<10
1.-

0

Tracking Controls.
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Two variables are required in order
maintain the proper beam current ratio
as the kinescope is varied through the gray
guns.
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Black -and -White Tracking Circuit. Figure

4-31 is a simplified version of the current

2

kinescope circuitry used to obtain black -andwhite tracking. The brightness control in
o

400

200

600

1

000

1

200

1

400

this arrangement varies theIC bias on the
third video amplifier which produces a change

ULTOR MICROAMPERES

in the average B+ on the plate of this stage.

Since this stage is directly coupled to the
Fig. 4-30.

Light output versus beam current

kinescope cathodes, a corresponding change

(older 21 -inch kinescope).

in cathode voltage occurs.

This in turn

8-Y amplifier-0-AM-G-Y amplifier
R -Y amplifier
3rd video

blue
drive

amplifier

)normal

)4
'

green
drive
1

service

r

normal /service switch

to grid of
vertica -output
stage

08+

8+0
kinescope
bias

blue
screen

green
screen

Fig. 4-31. Detail of the tracking controls in late -model receivers.
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varies the bias on the kinescope producing
the desired change in brightness.

This switch is
used when adjusting the screen controls.
When thrown to the service position, the
Normal/Service Switch.

grid of the vertical output stage is grounded.
This temporarily disables vertical deflection
and leaves a thin-iTiTzontal line across the
screen. The sharp contrast of the thin white
line against the totally black background

provides the ideal means of adjusting the
screen controls. Also in this position, video
is removed from the kinescope cathode, the
two drive controls are shunted, and the cathodes are at equal potentials. This removes
the influence of the brightness, contrast, and
drive controls while the screens are being
adjusted. A black -and -white program, which
displays the full range of contrast from highlights to lowlights, should be used when
setting up tracking.
Setup Sequence for Black -and -White Tracking.

Initially turn all
1. Screen Controls.
screen controls (see Fig. 4-32) fully counterclockwise.

Kinescope Bias. This control should
also be turned fully counterclockwise
initially.
2.

3. Normal/Service Switch. Set switch to
service position.

4. Screen Controls. Advance each contrDl (in any sequence) until a horizontal
line, which corresponds in color to the

screen control being adjusted, becomes
barely visible on the screen.

Should no line appear after a given screen
control has been advanced fully clockwise,

leave the control set fully clockwise and
adjust the kinescope bias control until a dim
horizontal line appears. Any screen controls

that had been set up prior to adjusting the
kinescope bias control will have to be readjusted so that they will cause the line to
be barely lighted at the new bias setting.
5. Normal/Service Switch. Return switch
to normal position.

6. Drive Controls. With the contrast and

brightness controls set to produce normal
contrast and brightness, adjust the blue and
green drive controls to obtain a black -and white picture.
7.

Check Brightness Range.

Check the

picture at all brightness levels for proper
tracking. If the screens were accurately
adjusted in Step 4, no further adjustment
will be required. The key to properly adjusting the screen controls lies in getting each
line to just barely light. This makes the
three guns cut off at the same cathode -grid
potential.

CTP1OA

v--

REMOTE CONTROL
RECEIVER CHASSIS

RII2
HORIZ
CENT
TIOI
FOCUS

i

_u: imismiwAy
"zwitAre

A_JT

1101,0?0N0)k0I1C)P10'

CB Km CIRCUIT
BREAKER

RI54 GREEN
VIDEO DRIVE

3102 A.C.
INTERLOCK

RI53 BLUE
VIDEO DRIVE

R151

KINE BIAS
8104 SERVI
SWITCH

@

00
a
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,

RI56 REDSCREEN
RI55 GREEN
SCREEN

_

R157

BLUE SCREEN

Fig. 4-32. Location of black -and -white setup adjustments on the RCA CTC-12 receiver.
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Previous Models. Figure 4-33 illustrates
the kinescope circuitry on an earlier model
receiver. Three screen controls are provided
as in the previous case. However, the bias
on the individual guns is varied in this

instance by changing the control grid voltage.
Setup Sequence For Black -and -White Track(Older Receivers).

ing.
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at maximum. If it is yellow, leave the blue
screen at maximum.
d. If

the predominant lowlight color is

one of the three primary colors, slowly reduce

the corresponding screen control; the low light area will either become gray or one of
the complementary colors listed in Step c.
If the lowlight areas become gray, the screens

are properly adjusted, and both of the rePreliminary Steps. Turn screen controls fully clockwise and background controls
fully counterclockwise.
Set contrast and
brightness controls to obtain a picture that
is somewhat darker than the normal brightness level.
1.

2. Background Controls. Adjust the three
background controls to produce white in the
highlight areas (brightest parts) of the picture.

3.

Screen Controls.

To obtain optimum

performance one, or possibly two, of the
screen controls should be left at its maximum (fully clockwise) setting. To establish
which screen is to be left at maximum,
proceed as follows:
a.

Reduce brightness control to obtain

a dim picture.

b. Determine the predominant color in
the lowlight (darker) area of the picture.

c. If it
maximum.

is cyan, leave the red screen at
If it is magenta, leave the green

B+

B+
GREEN

BACK-

5.

Check

Brightness Range.

Check

tracking at all brightness settings. If readjustment is required, adjust the screen
controls to obtain gray in "iNe lowlight areas
of the picture and the background controls to

obtain white in the highlight areas. Do not
change the setting of the screen control that
has been set at maximum.
4-8. PHASE AND MATRIX

an ideal signal for checking the color per-

GROUND

B+

REDA
B+

4. Readjust Background Controls.
Increase brightness setting and readjust background controls for white in the highlight
areas.

should be checked and adjusted where necessary. A color program, of course, provides

4.--1

BLUE
BACKGROUND

BRIGHTNESS
CONTROL

The remaining two screens are then combined with the screen control set at maximum
to obtain gray in the lowlight areas.

When purity, convergence and tracking
have been properly adjusted, a good black and -white picture will be obtained. Following this, the color operation of the receiver

RED
BACKGROUND

B+

maining screens are left at maximum. If the
lowlights become one of the complementary
(cyan, magenta, or yellow) colors, the screen
listed for that particular color in Step c
should be left at maximum.

SCREEN

GREEN
SCREEN

BLUE
SCREEN

Fig. 4-33. Kinescope circuitry used in older
color receivers.

formance of a receiver. However, there are
occasions when a color show will not be on
the air. A number of TV stations across the
country attempt to solve this problem by
transmitting a color stripe along with their
daytime black -and -white shows. The stripe
provides a means of checking color performance, without interfering with normal
black -and -white reception. The correct use

of the color stripe will be covered later in
this section. Where neither a program nor a
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color stripe is available, a color bar gen-

erator will be needed to check color per-

formance. As a signal source, the color bar
generator has the advantage of always being

able to produce the required color signal.
In addition, it represents the ideal signal
for correcting any misadjustments that may
be encountered.
Color Bar Generator. Earlier in the lesson, we mentioned that the WR-64A could

subcarrier on and off at a 189-kc rate. This
produces 12 separate color bars (180 kc
15,750 cps = 12) accurately spaced at 30°
phase intervals. The output of the keyer is
fed CO the mixer and from there to the modulator.

One of the 12 bars produced is cancelled
by the horizontal sync pulse. The bar following it occurs during horizontal retrace
time and is therefore not seen on the screen.

provide a color bar pattern in addition to the
normal dot and crosshatch patterns. Color
bars are generated, in the WR-64A, through

This stripe serves as the burst signal for

the use of an offset subcarrier technique.
You will recall that different colors (hues)

quence shown in Fig. 4-34. From this figure, it can be seen that a signal is provided

are produced in a color receiver by shifting
the phase of the incoming subcarrier with

at each of the major demodulator axes.

relation to the phase of the local 3.58-mc
oscillator. If the relative phase of the incoming subcarrier is shifted from 0° through
360° the hue will vary from yellow to orange,

red, magenta, blue, cyan, and green. The
frequency of the subcarrier oscillator in the
WR-64A is reduced or offset by 15,750 cycles
below

the normal subcarrier frequency of

3,579,545 cps. The offset subcarrier and the
signal from the receivers local 3.58-mc

oscillator are applied to each of the color

the color bar pattern. The remaining 10 bars

appear on the screen in the color and se-

Using the Color Bar Generator. To obtain
a color bar pattern with the WR-64A:
1. Connect the output cable to the antenna terminals of the receiver (disconnect the
antenna line).

2. Set pattern selector switch to COLOR
BARS.

The difference in frequency
between these two (15,750 cycles) is equal
to the horizontal scanning rate. Therefore,
the relative phase difference between the

control varies the amplitude of the subcarrier
- the normal setting is 100%).

cycle (0° to 360°) during each horizontal
scanning period.

TERN PLUS SOUND position.

demodulators.

two signals will change by one complete

This difference of one cycle or 360° produces a rainbow of colors across the face of
the screen. In this application, the AFPC
circuit in the receiver locks up on the
average phase of subcarrier during the burst sync gate time interval.

A rainbow pattern can be used to check
for the presence of color and to demonstrate
color operation to a customer. However, this

type of presentation does not identify the
specific phase angle of the different colors.
As a result, it cannot be used for checking

the phase and matrix of a color set. The
WR-64A, however, generates a color bar pat-

tern rather than a rainbow pattern. The bars
are produced by feeding the offset subcarrier

to a keyer stage which keys or gates the

3.

4.

Set the CHROMA control to 100% (this

Turn the function switch to the PAT(The 4.5-mc

sound beat is added in this position.)
5. Tune the receiver to Channel 3 (unless generator has been returned to Chan-

nel 4).

A bar pattern should appear on the
Adjust the fine tuning control on
the receiver fully clockwise; this will introduce a sound carrier beat in the bars.
6.

screen.

Retune fine tuning counterclockwise to the
point where the sound beat is at a minimum.
At the correct tuning point, a small amount
of beat will still be present. This step is
extremely important since, if the fine tuning
is misadjusted, there may be no color or incorrect color. (The function switch may now
be switched to the PATTERN position to
eliminate the slight beat that remains.)
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Fig. 4-34. Color -bar pattern produced by the WR-64A generator.
7.

Adjust the TINT (hue) control on the

receiver to the center of its mechanical
range.
8. Adjust the receiver's COLOR (chroma
or color saturation) control, to obtain a low
level of color in the bars.

If the phase and matrix of the receiver
are prcperl adjusted, a color pattern which
corresponds to Fig. 4-34 should now appear
on the screen. If the color relationship of
the bars differs from that shown in this
figure, the phase of the receiver may re-

quire adjustment.
Checking Phase. An exact evaluation of

the phase characteristics of the set can be
obtained by connecting an oscilloscope to
the

individual

kinescope

control grids.

(Test points are usually provided for this
purpose.) The waveforms illustrated in Fig.
4-35 should be obtained at the appropriate
kinescope grids. In the case of the blue
grid, the sixth bar should be at maximum
amplitude while the third and ninth bars
should be at zero level. To understand this
amplitude relation, refer back to Fig. 4-34.
The sixth bar represents the B -Y signal and

will therefore be the bar with the greatest
amplitude at the blue grid. R-Y, on the
other hand, being 90° out of phase with B-Y,
will produce a minimum amplitude signal at
the blue grid. Referring again to Fig. 4-34, it

can be seen that the third and ninth bars represent the R-Y signal. A similar relationship between the phase and amplitude of the
bars exists at the red and green grids.
Checking Phase with the Kinescope
Switch. While an oscilloscope represents
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the ideal means of checking the phase of a
color receiver, it is a piece of test equip-

Adjusting Phase. If the phase relationship illustrated in Fig. 4-35 does not exist

ment which is seldom brought into the home.
The kinescope -grid shunt switch provides an
alternate method of checking receiver phase
in the home.
For example, to check the
phase of the blue grid, obtain a normal color
bar pattern and using the kinescope -grid
shunt switch, bias off the red and green guns.

when the tint (hue) control is near the center

This will produce a series of ten blue bars
which vary in brightness. Those bars which

are above the zero axis in the blue grid

of its mechanical range, the phase of the
receiver

will

require adjustment.

This

portion of the setup procedure varies considerably from model to model.

The proce-

dure used on the CTC-12 will be reviewed
here as an example. Each receiver's Service
Data should be referred to for the correct
phase sequence on all other models.

waveform (Fig. 4-35) will appear brighter
than the background (background being the

Sequence for Adjusting Phase (CTC-12).

area between color bars), while those bars
that fall below the axis will appear darker
than the background. Bars that fall at the
zero axis in Fig. 4-35 will blend with the

1.

background. If the receiver phase is properly

adjusted, the third and ninth bars s'hould
blend with the background, when checking
the blue grid. The phase at the red grid
can be checked by reactivating the red gun
and biasing off the blue gun with the kinescope -grid shunt switch. In this case, the
sixth bar should blend with the background.
The green grid may be checked in turn using
this same technique.
100%

BLUE KINE GRID

Obtain normal color bar pattern.

2. Using kinescope -grid shunt switch,
bias off blue and green guns.
3. With

the

tint (hue) control at the

center of its range, adjust the Burst -Phase
Transformer T702.
4. Rotate the tint control from one extreme to the other. At one end the seventh

bar should be the same brightness as the
background. At the other end, the fifth bar
should be the same brightness as the background.

Continue to adjust T702 until the
above condition is obtained.
By adjusting the burst -phase transformer,

the phase of the 3.58-mc local oscillator is
being adjusted indirectly so that proper

phase exists at the center of the tint controls mechanical range. On older receivers,
the phase relationship between the two CW

RED KINE GRID

r -r -n
2

,

signals being fed to the demodulators was

rr
9

3

4

10

5

adjusted next. However, on recent receivers,
this phase relationship is fixed and does not
require adjustment.

---- SYNC. PULSE

Matrix.

Notice that the maximum ampli-

that has been adjusted properly. These are
ideal waveforms. Actual oscillograms appear

tude of the bar signals present on the three
grids is not the same. Refer to Fig. 4-35.
The blue grid has the greatest amplitude,
the red grid is next and the green grid has
the least amplitude. These variations in
amplitude come about in the following way.
As you learned in earlier lessons, the chrominance signals are reduced in amplitude at
the transmitter so that the transmitter will

more like clipped sine waves due to the narrow
bandwidth of the color circuits.

signals.

GREEN KINE GRID
1

2

"V_

3

--LI_ 1

4

5

_U--

6

7-1-1-11-T1
10

SYNC. PULSE

Fig. 4-35. Waveforms produced by the WR-64A

at the grids of the kinescope of a receiver

not be overmodulated by the peak chrominance

The B-Y signal receives more
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attenuation than the R-Y signal. At the receiver, the original amplitude relations are

restored. Thus the B-Y signal receives
more amplification in the receiver than does
the R-Y signal. Now there is no chro-

minance-signal attenuation in the color bar
generator. Thus, the B-Y signal at the out-

Normally, no color appears on the screen

since the bandpass amplifier is biased to
cutoff by the action of the color killer. The
gating pulse shown in Fig. 4-36b regularly
pulses the burst amplifier stage into conduction. If burst is present at this time, a bias
will be developed which will cut the killer

put of the receiver is larger than the R-Y

off and in turn activate the bandpass am-

signal. In the very early receivers, provision
was made for adjusting the amplitude ratio
between the individual guns. These were
known as matrix adjustments. In subsequent

plifier.

receivers, a fixed matrix is employed and

4-36c, the

no matrix adjustments are required.
Alternate Color Check. The transmitted
color stripe provides an alternate method of
checking the color performance of the receiver. When used properly, it can establish:
a. If the set is making color.
b.

If

color sync section is operating

properly.
c. If color phase is approximately correct.
The stripe consists of two pulses of
3.58-mc information which appear just before
and after the horizontal blanking pulse.
See Fig. 4-36. When the horizontal phase

has been adjusted, the left bar will function
as the burst signal and the right bar will
appear in color on the screen.

If the receiver gate shown in Fig. 4-36b
can be shifted to the position shown in Fig.

left stripe will function as the

burst signal. The desired phase shift can
best be obtained by temporarily connecting
a 0.005-µf capacitor between the plate of
the sync amplifier (or sync separator) stage
and ground. The capacitor distorts the normal sync pulse, as shown in Fig. 4-37d. This
produces a shift in the phase of the horizontal output transformer pulse, as shown at e.
Since the horizontal output pulse triggers
the gate pulse, this in turn will also be
shifted as shown in f. With the killer de-

activated, a color stripe should appear at
Refer to
the right edge of the picture.
Plate 4.
(AI NORMAL SYNC. PULSE

(B) HORIZONTAL OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER PULSE

ICI GATE PULSE
SYNC

NORMAL BURST POSITION

(NOT TRANSMITTED)

RIGHT

rri

I-

LEFT
STRIPE

ST IPE

(D) MODIFIED SYNC. PULSE

oZ

LaLitt'

(A) TRANSMITTED
SIGNAL

Eicc

(E) HORIZONTAL OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER PULSE

Ow

(F) GATE PULSE

(e) NORMAL RECEIVER
GATE

NORMAL BURST
POSITION
RIGHT
STRIPE

(CI PHASE SHIFTED
GATE

(G) SIGNAL

7._SLTERFITPE

J

0137029

Fig. 4-36. Location of the color stripe signals
in the composite video signal.

Fig. 4-37. Action of the phase shifting capacitor
installed in the sync circuits to make the color
stripe visible.
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Sequence for Checking Color, Using the
Transmitted Stripe.

used to check color operation. The follow-

ing sequence should be followed
case:

Tune in the channel transmitting the
stripe and carefully adjust fine tuning.

in this

1.

2.

Connect the 0.005-µf capacitor from

the plate

Tune in the channel broadcasting the
color show and adjust fine tuning carefully
1.

for minimum sound beat.

of the sync amplifier (or sync

separator) to ground. Slight readjustment of
the horizontal hold control may be required

at this point to stabilize the picture.

2.

Set brightness and contrast controls

for a normal black -and -white picture (chroma

control should be fully counterclockwise in
this step).

3. Position the tint control to the center
of its range.

4. Advance the color control until color
just appears in the stripe. A normal receiver
should produce a solid yellow -green stripe
at this point.

3. Adjust chroma control until color
saturation appears normal (neither too vivid,
nor too pale).
4. Adjust hue control to obtain normal
flesh tones.

No color would indicate failure of a color
stage. A barber -pole effect would indicate
a color sync problem. If yellow green can-

Failure to produce color would again indicate a problem in the color circuits.

not be obtained at or near the center of the
range of the tint control, a phase problem
is indicated.

color picture indicates a color sync problem.

Diagonal color stripes in place of a solid
Inability to make flesh tones at or near the
center of the tint control indicates a need
for adjusting phase.

While the color stripe can be used
to check color phase, a color bar generator
is required to adjust phase accurately.
Note:

Using a Program to Check Color.

When

a color program is in progress, it may be

Instructing the Customer.

The sequence

of steps listed in the previous paragraphs
should be followed when instructing the
customer. Be sure to spend adequate time

in properly instructing the customer.
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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
The

development of commercial color

television in the early nineteen fifties required the creation of a considerable number
of new engineering concepts, components,
and circuits. New words came into being,

and some older but not generally familiar
scientific terms had to be used to define
and describe certain parts of the system. In

years since the introduction of color

the

television, considerable engineering work

has been done resulting in color receivers
having very high performance characteristics. It is the purpose of this lesson to
familiarize the student with recent receiver
designs so that he will know what is presently being done. In addition, the lesson
will provide a working knowledge of why and
how certain things are done so that you will
be in a better position to understand future
developments.
The Color Signal. Before beginning the
technical description of the receiver, a brief

review of the transmitted color signal is in
order. Four basic signals are combined to
These are:
form the transmitted signal.
(1) the chrominance signal, which is the color
video signals modulated on a 3.58 -megacycle
subcarrier; (2) the color sync signal, or

"burst," which consists of about eight
cycles of the color subcarrier and occurs
immediately after the horizontal sync pulse;
the horizontal and vertical deflection
sync pulses; and (4) the luminance signal,
(3)

specialized color signal processing circuits,
the receiver contains many sections related
to those of a black -and -white receiver. Since
it may be helpful to those students who are
already familiar with black -and -white receiv-

to divide the receiver into these two

ers

parts, the over-all block diagram shown in
Fig. 5-1 has those blocks which have a
black -and -white function drawn shaded.

However, we must be careful to realize that
although

the shaded blocks are related to

the black -and -white receiver functions, the
actual circuits are somewhat different for
reasons which will be brought out later in
the lesson.
Block Diagram Description.

In order to

permit a broad view of the over-all operation

of a color receiver, let us follow the signal
path indicated on the block diagram of Fig.
5-1

R -f signals are picked up at the antenna,
amplified, and converted to i-f signals in the
tuner. The i-f signals are amplified further
Separate sound and
in the i-f amplifier.

detectors are used at the i-f output.
The output of the video detector is applied
to a three -stage video amplifier whose output, the luminance signal, is applied to the
video

cathodes of the color kinescope.

The first video amplifier, in addition to
providng Fifininance signal drive to the
second video amplifier, provides signal

to the sync separator and noise-inverter-

The phase of the color video subcarrier
relative to that of the burst determines the
hue of the transmitted color (whether it's

The outputs of these blocks
noise
-immune
AGC control of the
provide
tuner and i-f amplifier, and sync signals to
lock in the horizontal and vertical deflection
systems. Another output from the first video
amplifier is passed through the bandpass
amplifier zvhich selects and amplifies the
chrominance signal in the vicinity of 3.58

orange or green or purple), whereas its ampli-

mc.

which is made up of certain fixed proportions

of the red, blue, and green camera signals,
but is generally similar to the video signal
of the black -and -white transmissions.

is indicative of the saturation of the
color (whether it is vivid red or pale pink).
Consequently, absence of the color video
subcarrier indicates that only shades of gray
are being transmitted.
tude

AGC system.

The
General

Receiver Considerations.

The

receiver is capable of reproducing
black -and -white as well as color signal picConsequently, in addition to the
tures.

color

This signal is then passed on to the

demodulators which extract the color video
information and apply it to the R-Y and
B-Y amplifiers. Portions of the R-Y and
B-Y signals are added together to form G-Y
in a zazi.2s.at the input of the
three color

video signina-re key -

clamped to restore their d -c components by
means of a pulse from the blanker and are
applied to the control grids of the color
kinescope.

noise

negative

convergence

sync and scan

H Gado',

sync

noise inverter

video

phase

detector

detector

...Ikiller

burst

to kinescope

sync

separator

sync

detector

HV

focus

dc.

color
killer

f

demodulator

shunt regulator

oscillator

3.58-mc

delay
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H key pulse
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amplifier
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# 25k v
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Fig. 5-1. Block diagram of the color receiver showing all major interconnections between color circuits.
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TUNERS AND ANTENNAS

Since a part of the color video information
is transmitted as the phase of the chrominance signal, the demodulators must be

provided with phase reference carriers in
addition to the chrominance signal. The
reference carriers are generated in a 3.58 -me
oscillator that is synchronized in the following way: The same chrominance signal that

is applied to the bandpass amplifier is applied to the burst amplifier. This amplifier
is normally cut off, but is pulsed on for the
short burst interval immediately following
each horizontal sync pulse. Any burst signal
present is amplified and applied to the phase

detector which compares the phase of the
transmitted burst with that of a locally generated reference carrier. If these phases
are not.at the correct phase difference, a d -c

"error" voltage is generated by the phase
detector. The error voltage is applied as a
correction voltage to the reactance tube.
The reactance tube tunes theOTETITator.

A separate phase detector is used to
determine the presence or absence of burst,
and its output is used to operate the col?!
killer.
It provides a noise -immune color
killer signal. In the absence of burst, which
indicates absence of color signals, the killer
is

turned on and it cuts off the bandpass

amplifier, thereby preventing colored noise
from getting to the kinescope.

The sound, horizontal and vertical circuits

drive their respective output devices as in
Convergence
receivers.
waveforms, required to keep the hi -7e beams
black -an d-wh i te

of

the color kinescope converged

at the

screen edges, are obtained from the horizral and vertical circuits. They are applied to the convergence yoke which is
mounted behind the main deflection yoke on
the neck of the kinescope. Q.separate focus

schematic diagram of the CTC-12 is being
discussed.
5-1. TUNERS AND ANTENNAS

As was pointed
in the introduction, the color signal is

Antenna Requirements.
out

transmitted as modulation of a 3.58-mc sub carrier. Consequently, to achieve_good :color
reception it is very important that the frebocy response of the antenna -tuner system
---

-

vary

at across the channel bandwidth and not
from channel to channel. Antennas

which may be satisfactory for black -and -white

viewing may not be -adequate for color. In
particular, some antennas of the Yagi types
may not give satisfactory results,"Til builtin or ",rabbit ear" types are definitely
troublesome. Depending upon location, -good
quality conical or in -line types can generally
be used with good results. Caierul aiming
of
of the antenna is necessary since ghosts
and reflections may have the same effect as
rFoor frequency response. Whenever distribution systems or TV boosters are used it is
important that they too have adequate bandwidth.

Another type of problem may occur if the
receiver is installed in an area which is
very close to a transmitter. If the signal is
strong enough to overdrive the r -f amplifier,
a phenomenon calleTZTO-Ss-modulation takes

place in addition to treclipping of signal.

The usual consequence of cross -modulation
is flat looking pictures and the appearance
of a 920-kc beat signal in the picture which
is the result of the inter -modulation of the
3.58-mc color signal and the 4.5-mc sound
5. 75 mc

rectifier is provided. A shunt regulator is
used in the kinescope high -voltage or ultor
supply to maintain a constant high voltage.

The block diagram shown in Fig. 5-1 is
that of the RCA CTC-12 color receiver.

Since much of-the material covered in this
1,esson,is based on this receiver, a complete
schematic is included at ihe end of this
lesson. If, in the following sections, specific
reference is not made to some other figure,

the student may assume that the complete

maximum tilt between video and sound carriers -30%
maximum difference between peak and valley - 30%

Fig. 5-2. Tolerances on the response curve of a
tuner employed in a color receiver.
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signal. When the beat signal results from
cross -modulation in an early stage, it cannot

tuned out by adjusting the fine-tuning

the turret and the switch types, are also
used in color receivers. They are generally
similar to black -and -white designs but in

control. This problem can usually be solved

general are subject to more careful align-

placing a resistive attenuator between

ment and inspection for the reasons given in
the discussion on antennas.
Figure 5-2
shows the r -f response required of the tuner.
In the RCA CTC-12 tuner, shown in Fig. 5-3,
antenna signals are passed through a balun

be
by

the

receiver

antenna terminals

and the

lead-in wires.
Tuners. The two tunermes which are
most common in black -and -white receivers,

transformer T1 which converts the signal
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Fig. 5-3. Schematic diagram of the KRK-103JK VHF tuner used in RCA color receiver.

I-F AMPLIFIERS

from the push-pull form in the antenna system to the single ended form at the receiver
input.

5-2.

The signal then passes through a

I -F AMPLIFIERS

A variety of i-f amplifier designs have
been used in the design of color receivers.
However, the trend in recent years has been
to use designs which are basically similar

high-pass filter which is arranged to have

eztra attenuation at the i-f frequencies, and
is applied to the antenna tuning circuit &1:D.
This switch is arranged to provide a tapped capacitor pi network for the low VHF channels and a tapped inductor for the high VHF
channels. The signal then passes through a
double -tuned, over -coupled interstage network using the coils on Sl_c -and Si_g with
the low and high band couplings substantially
A triode .r -f
independent of each other.
amplifier V1 is used. It is a nuvistor type
tube and is neutralized by means of C6. Lzp
is arranged as a Colpitts oscillator. Oscillator injection to the mixer, V 2_ A takes place

to those of black -and -white receivers. How-

ever, the design provides a slightly greater
bandwidth, and more trapping of undesired
interfering signals. Typical of recent design practice is the i-f amplifier used in
RCA CTC-12. Refer to Fig. 5-4.
I -f signals from the mixer plate are passed
the link cable to the i-f board,
PW 300. After passing through coupling
capacitor, C301, the signals enter the first
picture i-f grid transformer T301, which is
through

by a combination of Ci4 and the interelectrode capacitance of V2. The -i-f output is
taken from the plate of the mixer, in which

tuned near the center of the i-f passband at
44 mc. Very heavy attenuation of the adjacent -channel sound signal, which appears at
47.25 mc, is achieved in T801. The trap is
quite complex and a rigorous analysis is not
warranted for our purposes. It is sufficient
for us to observe that the circuit does not

L11 is tuned to the i-f frequency with C17 and

the capacitance of the output cable.

5

The

oscillator is designed to be stable and is
compensated to provide essentially drift free operation.
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Fig. 5-4. Video i-f amplifier and detector section of the RCA CTC-12 receiver.
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employ conventional shunt- or series -connected traps. Instead the circuit effectively
develops two 47.25-mc signals of opposite
phase in the feed to V301. The control, R301,
is
to produce almost complete can.-adjustedof the signal. Coil L301 is adjusted
cs111tion

to set the frequency at which cancellation
occurs to 47.25 mc, the adjacent -channel
sound frequency.

Coupling between the first and second i-f
amplifiers is conventional. The plate transformer, T302, is tuned to the i-f picture carrier
frequency of 45.75 mc. T303, which couples

the second and third i-f amplifier, is tuned
just above the i-f color -carrier frequency at
42.5 mc. The last i-f transformer is T304. It
is double tuned, with a center frequency near
the middle of the i-f band. Sound i-f signals
are taken from the plate of the 3rd picture i-f
amplifier, V303, and are coupled through C324
into the diode CR301. Here the -sound inter carrier at 4.5 mc is detected. This 4.5-mc
signal, developed across C319 and R314, is
passed through i-f filters pib and L109 into
the sound board PW 200. The ,waund system,

consisting of a pentode amplifier, a locked oscillator quadrature-grid sound demodulator
and power output stage, is sufficiently similar to that of RCA black -and -white receivers
to make additional description unnecessary.
Other signals, in addition to 4.5-mc sound
signal, are taken from CR301. The d -c and
lower video -frequency components are preserved in the diode load circuit. They are
filtered and applied through R209 as the main

input signal to the grid of the keyed AGC
amplifier V503A.

Since sound is taken off in a separate
detector, the sound attenuation at i.f. and

4.5-mc in the video detector circuit, CR302,

may be made very much greater than that

cancellation
filter.

occurs at the output of the

The sound signal is further rejected in
the video detector by minimizing the amount
of 41.25-mc signal that is applied across

This is accomplished by means of
the tapped secondary winding on T304. By
simultaneously adjusting the tuned portion
of the secondary of L304 and the resistance
R315, the total 41.25-mc voltage developed
across the diode detector can be reduced to:
CR301.

a very low value.
Figure 5-5 shows the over-all r -f, i-f
response. The picture carrier, at 45.75 mc,
and the color carrier, at 42.17 mc, are aligned
at the 50% response points on the curve.

The top of the response is substantially flat
from 45 mc to 42.75 mc.

If you trace the path for d -c current through

the rirst and second i-f stages, you will find
that the first two stages are in series across
a high -voltage tap on the power supply. This
has been standard practice in RCA black and -white receivers for some time. In this
system, AGC voltage applied to the grid of
the first stage is direct coupled to the cathode
of the second stage. Thus, both stages are
controlled by AGC. The series arrangement
allows the AGC controlled i-f stages to be
fed from a high -voltage tap on the power
supply.
Improved power -supply regulation
is obtained because there are no large

voltage -dropping resistors between the output side of the rectifiers and the varying
load represented by the AGC controlled i-f
stages.

In early color receivers, an attempt was
i-f passband flat to
beyond the color subcarrier at 42.17 mc. It
was found, however, that several factors
made to maintain the

used in black -and -white receivers. The trap

circuits in the video detector are also complex. In addition to the conventional lowpass filter, C320, a special notch filter made
up of the added components C321, L305, and
R317 provides sharp attenuation of the 4.5-atc.
signal. This filter functions by effectively
providing two paths to the grid of the video

amplifier at 4.5 mc.
polarity

of

One path inverts the

the signal so that complete

MAX. SAG 5%

95%

MC

50%

85%
t15%

45.00
42.7
MC

4V5

50%

42.17
MC

Approx.

20%
41.65
MC

Fig. 5-5. Over-all r-f/i-f response curve of the
RCA CTC-12.

SYNC AND AGC

combined to make this appear to be a less
attractive solution to the problem than the
one just described. These factors include
the loss in i-f gain due to the increased
bandwidth, more unsymmetrical color transients due to upper sideband distortion, and
greater difficulty in removing 3.58-mc dots
from the luminance signal.
5-3. SYNC AND AGC

The basic functions of sync separation
and AGC in a color receiver are generally
similar to those of black -and -white receivers.
However,

since color receivers are high -

quality products, additional care is taken in
their design. To this end, noise immunity
provisions have been incorporated in most
chassis to maintain excellent vertical and
horizontal sync despite high noise levels.
Two systems will be described in this lesson.
RCA CTC-12.

This circuit is closely

related to the fairly common pentode keyed
AGC amplifier and triode sync separator of

7

black -and -white practice.

The AGC portion
is shown in simplified form in Fig. 5-6a. To
obtain an understanding of this circuit,
imagine first that R3 is shorted so that the
screen grid is connected directly to B+, and
that C3 is open and R4 shorted so that the
suppressor is tied directly to the cathode.
The cathode is held at a fixed potential
since it is tied to a low -impedance source of
positive voltage from the R5-R6 bleeder.
Composite video signals, with sync extending in the positive direction, are d -c coupled
to the control grid.
Horizontal frequency
pulses, obtained from the high -voltage transformer,

are applied to the plate through a

coupling capacitor C1. If the tube is cut off,
C1 does not take an average charge. If there

is conduction in the tube, electrons will pile
up on the plate side of C1 whenever the pulse
is present. The electron pile-up is proportional to the tube conduction and results in
an average negative voltage at the plate.
Since the tube is a pentode, any variations
which might occur in the plate pulse amplitude do not affect plate current. Thus, the
average negative voltage is a function only

B#

600v

AGC output

horizontal flyback
pu/se

noise

anti -nose feed
to sync separator

pulses
fi

20v

1

control grid screen current
transfer curve

video signal
input

screen

screen
current

grid
Current

C4

eg input

tops of
sync pulses

(a)
sync
video

noise pulses

(b)

Fig. 5-6. Operation of the noise -protected AGC detector in the RCA CTC-12.
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of the d -c level of the sync tips on the grid
relative to cathode potential. The average
negative plate voltage is filteredo-and then
used to supply the AGC control voltage for
the r -f and i-f amplifiers. With typical r -f,
i-f amplifiers the AGC will keep the sync

tips constant at a level which is a little
lower than the d -c voltage level at the

cathode for antenna signal variations from
about 7 microvolts to about 1 volt.

If impulse noise pulses should be added
on top of the signal as shown in Fig. 5-66,
pulses occurring on top of sync cause a

large plate current to flow which makes an
abnormally large AGC voltage. This in turn
the receiver gain and v'TTi-gFe-s-olit
the pictUre. This undesirable condition is
tEedliCes

commonly called "setting -up" of the AGC
system.

To prevent, the full circuit as

it is shown in Lig. 5-6a is used. The tube
used is a pentode with an active suppressor
grid. Part of the cathode current flows to
the screen and part to the plate, the division
being a function of the suppressor grid

voltage. With a noise -free input signal, sync
tips cause a small amount of screen current
to flow as shown, developing a small negative voltage pulse on the screen. This small
pulse doesn't interfere with the AGC detection going on in the plate circuit. However,
if a noise pulse comes in on top of sync,

cathode current and hence screen current
become large, causing a large current pulse
on the screen as shown in Fig. 5-66. The
resulting negative voltage pulse is fed to
the suppressor grid through C3. A large
negative voltage on the suppressor grid
prevents plate current from flowing, and the
AGC system effectively ignores large noise
pulses. In addition, negative noise pulses
from the screen may be fed over to the sync
separator input to cancel the positive noise
on the signal feed to that tube. In this manner, the sync separator, as well as the AGC
system, is protected.
In the RCA CTC-12, the cathodes of AGC
and sync separator tubes (V503) are tied together internally and are returned to ground
through R130, the AGC control. This relatively low impedance resistor has a positive

voltage across it since it is tied through
terminal G on PW 700 to the plate of the 2nd
video amplifier V30413 . Sync -positive video

signals from the grid of the second video am-

plifier are applied to the control grid of the
AGC tube V503 A . Noise signals, developed
across R534 and 8535 in the screen, are
coupled to the suppressor grid by means of
C528, thereby protecting the AGC plate circuit. The AGC plate pulse is obtained from
a capacitive divider, C113 and C114, that is
returned to the high voltage transformer.
The d -c voltage developed in the plate is
filtered and fed to the r -f and i-f amplifiers
by means of the other components in the
plate circuit.
Negative noise pulses to
protect the sync separator are coupled to
the top of C527 from the screen through R533.

The sync separator is a more or less conventional triode type with a double time constant ac network in its grid current to
further improve its noise immunity. This RC
network contains Cs 26, 8532, C527 and R542.
The sync separator's grid resistor, R542, is
returned to the cathode of the first picture i-f
stage. The purpose of this connection is to
improve sync separator action when weak
signals are received. Under weak _signal
conditions the cathode voltage C7 r T

AGC-

controlled i-f stage increases, reducing the
bias on the sync separator. The output of
the sync separator is fed to the horizontal
phase detector, SR501, and also to the vertical -

scan input integration network consisting of
network R504

C504.

The circuit used in the Zenith 29JC20
color receiver is substantially the same as
that used in Zenith black -and -white receivA simplified version is shown in Fig.

ers.

5-7. The tube used has a simple cathode,
control grid, and screen grid. It has, however, 4sv221ates and two active suppressor

grids as is indicated in Fig. 5-7. Large
amplitude a -c coupled (sync -positive) sig-

nals are applied to the right-hand suppressor,
and separated sync is developed in its

associated plate in a manner similar to that
of the triode sync separator. D -c coupled
sync -positive signals are applied to the
left-hand suppressor and AGC voltage is
developed in the pulsed left-hand plate
circuit. The cathode is held at some positive potential. bliaLsx.Unmunity is obtained
by

applying video signals (and noise) in

which sync extends in the negative direction
to the common control grid. These signals

are applied from a high impedance source
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DEFLECTION AND HIGH VOLTAGE

AGC output

be -taken from the horizontal system to light
up the kinescope instead of the four or five
watts used in black -and -white sets. The

voltage supply in the color receiver
must also be regulated and must supply a
high

separate focus voltage.

OU

sync separator
Output

A

Excellent high -voltage
Regulated H V.
regulation is an important necessity in color
TV receivers. It is needed to provide constant picture size and convergence in spite

of variations in average scene brightness.
The dotted curve in Fig. 5-8a shows the
+ 30 v

+ 30

V

regulation characteristic of the high -voltage
power supply with the regulator tube itself
disconnected. When 1 ma of kinescope current flows, the voltage is 25 kv, but if a
dark scene is transmitted, such that the

kinescope current falls to near zero, the
high voltage rises to about 35 kv. In order

Fig. 5-7. AGC/sync separator operation in the
Zenith 29JC20 color receiver.

4030-

that is returned to a d -c potential which is
positive with respect to the cathode. As a
result, grid current is drawn and very little
of the applied voltage is dropped across the
grid -to -cathode impedance. Large negative
noise pulses, however, can overcome the
positive bias and cut the tube off so that no
cathode current flows. Thus, noise _pulses
shut down the AGC detection and sync
separation processes.

u-$

o

-- (7,

--

regulated

20-

/02

kinescope current (mat
(a)
25kv

5-4.

DEFLECTION AND HIGH VOLTAGE

In general, the circuits for both horizontal
vertical deflection in color receivers
quite similar to their black -and -white
Balanced -diode horizontal
counterparts.
AFC combined with some form of sine -wave
stabilized multivibrators are used to develop
and
are

horizontal scan, and a sync -triggered
multivibrator is used to generate vertical
scan signals. The principal point of departure is the ,power required in the deflection
and high voltage circuits, which is considthe

from
B# boost

#700v

*390v

erably higher in color than in black -and -white

receivers. The reasons for the increased
power are the larger kinescope neck diameter
and the higher high voltage. In addition,
about 25 watts of high -voltage power must

(b)

Regulation graph and simplified
schematic diagram of a typical high -voltage
Fig. 5-8.

shunt regulator.
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prevent this rise, a regulator tube is
placed in shunt with the kinescope high voltage electrode as shown in Fig. 5-8b. It
functions to maintain a constant total load
to

main focus
voltage tap

current on the power supply regardless of
variations in kinescope ultor current. This

focus
voltage

happens in the following way: the cathode of

the regulator is tied to the fixed +390 -volt

power supply tap, and its plate is tied to

the ultor supply. The grid is connected to
an adjustable bleeder on the B+ boost supply. B+ boost varies in proportion to the

Tiot

high -voltage

focus adjust
transformer

transformer

amount of current drawn from the high -voltage
supply.
Consequently, with a change in

scene that makes the kinescope draw more
current, B+ boost voltage falls, driving the
grid of the regulator in the negative direc-

Fig. 5-9.

tion, and thereby reducing the regulator
current. If the scene changes so as to reduce

kinescope current, B+ boost rises, thereby
increasing the regulator current. Thus, the
total current remains the same. The final
regulation curve is shown as the solid line
curve of Fig. 5-8a. Jj_lie kinescope draws
more than 1 ma, the regulator is cut off and
can no longer maintain a constant high
voltage. At this point the picture "blooms."
In the RCA CTC-12 a specially designed
high -voltage regulator tube, 6BK4, is used
for the shunt regulator. Resistors R1o6A and
R1o6B and R105, an adjustable resistor used
to set the operating level of high voltage,
form the bleeder from boost B+ to ground.
The cathode return to the +390 -volt line is
made through a test jumper and the secondary
of the vertical output transformer, T104. The

A simplified diagram of the focus adjust transformer.

output is available. In older RCA receivers,

adjustment was made by means of potentiometers in either the pulse feed or the d -c
output.

On RCA receivers, models CTC-11

and 12, a circuit has been used which can
apply either a positive or negative pulse of
variable amplitude to the cathode of the
focus rectifier. Refer to Fig. 5-9. This
pulse voltage either aids or opposes the
main pulse applied to the plate. In the
CTC-12, focus adjust transformer T101 is
used. The three windings are interconnected
in such a way as to make the pulses across
the total winding either add to, or subtract
from, the main pulse from the focus tap, as
determined by the position of the slug.
About 1000 volts of variation is available.

test jumper may be opened and a milliamrfieler inserted to measure the

tautaar tube

current, which should be about 1 ma when
the kinescope screen is black.
Focus. Variable focus voltage is usually
obtained from a separate high -voltage recti-

fier that is connected to a suitable tap

on

the high -voltage transformer. The required
d -c voltage is about 5000 volts, and it must
be adjustable. In the Zenith 29JC20 a tuned
circuit is placed between the tap and the

plate of the rectifier to provide the adjustment. The awed circuit develops a sine
wave of a few thousand volts across it and
by varying the tuning, by means of the slug
in the coil, the phase of this sine wave can
be shifted so that more or less rectified

5-5. CONVERGENCE CIRCUITS

The horizontal and vertical deflection
circuits supply the current waveforms needed
for edge convergence. Composite waveforms,

consisting of parabolic and sawtooth com-

ponents, must -b plied

windings

on the convergence pole pieces.
The circuits that supply the vertical
dynamic convergence currents for the CTC-12

are redrawn in Fig. 5-10. The circuit has
three inputs: a-parabcolic waveform is-obtained from the cathode of the vertical- awtput
tube. Saw_tooth waveforms, to add the tilt

component, are obtained from two separate
windings on T104, the vertical

secondary
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CONVERGENCE CIRCUITS

red /green amplitude

8811

7104

blue
8808

amplitude
8812

8813

green
magnet

red/green
differential

tilt

red/green
differential
amplitude

c.

red
ok magnet

T104

R8/4

red /green tilt

blue
R815

Fig. 5-10.

b/ue till

magnet

Simplified schematic diagram of the vertical -dynamic convergence system in the RCA
CTC-12 receiver.

output transformer. We have drawn T104 as
two transformers in Fig. 5-10 to avoid complicating the drawing. Only the windings on
T104 that are involved with convergence are
shown.

The blue convergence circuit is straightA vertical parabolic waveform is
tapped off -a-t R808, the blue amplitude control, and applied to the vertical winding on
the blue pole piece. The bottom of this coil
is returned to ground through the blue tilt
control, R815. Thus the current in the windings of the blue nia-gnet is determined by the
suni-Of the voltages picked off by the blue
amplitude and blue tilt controls.
forward.

The vertical red/green convergence circuits are somewhat more complicated.

The

master red/green amplitude control,

R831,

supplies the total parabolic waveform input.
Thus, current is applied to the red and green
windings in series. A parallel path for the
parabolic feed is provided by R812. Let us
assume for the moment that controls R812 and
R813 are set at midposition, and that R814 is

at the ground end of its travel. In that case
we have a simple balanced bridge circuit
consisting of the red/green coils on one side
and R812 on the other. The bridge is balanced when R812 is at midposition and no
current flows between the arm of R812 and
the junction of the red/green coils. Thus,
R811 controls the amplitude of the parabolic
waveform in both the red and the green coils,
and equal currents flow in these coils. By
advancing R814 , the sawtooth component of
current is added to both the red and the
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green coils.

Thus, R811 controls the parabolic component, and R814 C01 -1601S the tilt
component in both coils. Now consider the
red/green differential controls R812 and R813.
Note that R813 and the tapped winding of T104
form another bridge circuit. If R813 is set at
midposition this bridge is balanced and there
is no difference of potential between the

arm of R813 and the tap on the secondary
winding of T104. Since there is no voltage

drop between these points, we may consider
them shorted for now.
This effectively
places the short between the arm of R812 and
the junction of the red/green coils. Now we
may see the action of R812 by itself. If R812
is turned away from its midposition the
bridge circuit consisting of R812 and the

red/green coils becomes unbalanced. If the
arm of R812 is moved all the way to the top,
the green coil becomes shorted and maximum
current flows through the red coil. Similarly
if the arm of R812 is moved below the mid position current Tiicrases in the green coil

as the current in

red coil decreases.
Thus, adjustment of the red/green differential amplitude control causes current to
increase in one coil while current decreases
the

by an equal amount in the other coil. (Refer

to the setup and adjustment lesson for the
effects of these controls on the picture -tube
screen.)
Finally, consider the red/green differential tilt control, R813. Moving the arm of R813

from the midposition unbalances the bridge
consisting of R813 and the tapped secondary
of T104. Sawtooth current then flows from the
top of the transformer.
The direction, of

current flow depends upon the direction in
which the shaft of R813 is turned. But this
sawtooth component of current flows in the
junction of the red/green coils. The saw tooth current divides in the red/green coils
and flows back to the transformer through
R812 and R813.

When R813 is turned in one

direction, sawtooth current flows up in the
red coil and down in the green coil. Turning
R813 in the opposite direction has the opposite effect. This means that the differential
red/green tilt component of sawtooth current
aids the red/green tilt component in one
coil and opposes it in the other coil. Thus,
the total tilt or sawtooth component in the
red coil can be made to increase while the
green coil decreases by the same amount.

Reverse rotation of
conditions.

R813

reverses these

Amplitude and differential control of
and sawtooth currents in the

parabolic

red/green magnets makes the job of adjusting convergence easier. In older receivers,

circuits provide individual control of
In these
sets, the convergence job could be done in
the same way that it is now, but the technician must learn to manipulate the red and
the

parabolic and tilt components.

green controls simultaneously.
The horizontal dynamic convergence
circuits used Tri-tRe-C.1 c -i1 and 12 are
shown redrawn in Fig. 5-11. Here again the
blue convergence circuit is simple and
straightforward. A positive pulse, obtained
from the high -voltage transrOfFner, is applied
to the blue amplitude coil through a coupling
capacitor. The impedance of T801 is large

compared to the impedance represented by
the blue magnet and the shunt components
including the blue tilt control and the diode.
This makes the circuit appear predominantly
inductive and a sawtooth of current is developed. The amplitude of the sawtooth is
controlled by means of the slug in T801. The
current flowing in the blue magnet's winding
is this sawtooth minus the currents that flow
in the two shunt paths provided by the diode
circuit and the blue tilt control. (Refer to

the discussion of the basic circuit in
earlier lesson.)

an

As in the vertical circuits amplitude and
differential controls are used to control the
red/green correction currents. The master
amplitude control is L801. It cgiii-Ois the
roTaTcurrent flowing in both red and green
coils. Coil L80.2_2 rovides the differential
adjustment. The position of the core determines the impedance in series with the
red and green coils. When the core is centered in L802 the currents in the red and green
magnets are equal. When the core is moved

away from midposition, the current in one
side of L802 increases while the current in

the other side of L802 decreases by the same
amount. The amplitude controls are labelled
R in the receiver since master and differential
an-TM-Ede are adjusted to converge the right
side of the picture. When the right side of
the picture has been converged, the tilt

CHROMINANCE SECTION
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Fig. 5-11. Simplified schematic diagram of the horizontal -dynamic convergence system in the RCA
CTC-12 receiver.

controls, marked L, are adjusted to converge
the left side of the picture. Control R804 ad-

5-6. CHROMINANCE SECTION

cii-gTh the peak amplitude of the current wave-

Earlier discussions have shown the basic
function of the stages in the chrominance
section. At this point we will examine these

form applied to the red and green magnets at
the beginning of the horizontal scan (left side
of picture). These currents are equal when
R805 is set at midposition. After the arm of

is moved away from midposition the
peak current that flows during the early part

functions as they apply to actual, late -model
circuits.

R805

of the horizontal trace increases in one of
the magnets and decreases in the other.
Thus, R805 provides the differential red/green
adjustment for the left side of the screen.

One item remains to be explained in Fig.
5-11. Note that the red and green coils are
returned to ground through a centertapped
secondary winding on Tgoi. This system
couples an additional sawtooth component
liPitirfliFered and green coils. Since a centertapped winding is employed, the additional
sawtooth components are 222.2Eit! in phase
in the red and green coils. The purpose of
the extra correction is to correct for the

Bandpass Amplifier. The liza.g.j223 of the

bandpass amplifier is to separate the 3.58mc chrominance signal from the composite
Zirdec signal, and amplify it to the level
needed by the color demodulators. Figure
5-12 shows the bandpass amplifier, V701,4, for
the RCA CTC-12.

Signals from the plate of the first video
amplifier are taken and passed through the
i-f trap Lam, the coupling capacitor C132 and

impressed across the chroma transformer
L701. The transformer is tuned to resonance
wIth

stray capacitance at a frequency of

lesson for a description of this cause of

about 4 mc. This resonant peak, in combination with the high -frequency roll -off of the
i-f response, produces the swept frequency
curve shown in Fig. 5-13a at the grid of the
bandpass amplifier. Resistor L52 helps to
damp L701 to provide the proper Q and band-

red -green tilt.

width.

Fe -T. -green tilt that results from coupling be-

tween the deflection yoke and the convergence pole pieces. Refer to the picture -tube
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Fig. 5-12. The bandpass amplifier.

The bandpass transformer, 17121., in the
plate circuit of V701,4 is double tuned and is

designed to be overcoupled. Its response is
shown in Fig. 5-13b. The over-all flat response (antenna to secondary of T701) is
shown in Fig. 5-13c. The signal from the

secondary of T701 consists principally of
3.58-mc sideband signals. They are passed
through the color control, R145, to the control grids of the demodulators V704 and V709.

Control flw is a front -panel control used by
the viewer to adjust the saturation (or intensity) of colors in the picture. In this circuit
it is a simple variable voltage divider, which
works like the familiar volume control.

The second additional function of the
bandpass amplifier is to provide a place in
the receiver circuitry where the color section may be "killed" during black:a-rid-white
reception. To accomplish this, a d -c voltage

the killer stage, is
applied to the control grid of the bandpass
from the plate of V70113

amplifier through the bottom of L701. This
voltage is designed to provide proper operating control -grid bias for the bandpass amplifier during normal color reception but is
highly negative and beyond cutoff when
Mack -and -white signals are received.
DEMODULATORS

5-7.

Two additional functions are performed
in .F;(3 -1--A.-.
The first is to prevent the burst
from getting to the demodulators. This is
necessary in order to prevent the appearance
of the detected burst on the kinescope during
horizontal retrace. By blanking the bandp_ass amplifier, a clean interval is provided
during which the clamping of the chrominance output amplifier may take place. This
is tied in with d -c restoration and will be
discussed later. Burst blanking is accom-

Demodulators have been described by a
variety of names, such as sampler, decoder,

4GSMC
SSMC

'MT'

SET TwO

(a)

95%

75.411

MASHERS AT
EQUAL HEIGHT

plished by pulsing the cathode of 11701A with

a positive pulse that cuts off the amplifier
during the burst interval. Pulses are shaped
horizontal -flyback pulses provided by the
blanker stage.

'MT

3.09 MC

95%

3.09 MC

4.00 MC
5% -.2.1

100%:,.

MAL SAG
SAG 2.1:11. 110%

15%

SET TWO
MARKERS AT
EQUAL HEIGHT

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5-13. (a) Response of the input circuit of

the bandpass amplifier; (b) response of the
output

circuit of the bandpass amplifier;
(c) over-all r -f, i-f, bandpass response.

DEMODULATORS

synchronous detector, etc. The reason for
the many names is that there are many ways

of picturing what it is these circuits do,

15

outputs when we instantaneously sample a
3.58-mc wave with two samplers separated
by about 90°. Figure 5-14b shows the average

as well as the way in which they do it.

values of the pulsed outputs that result when

Since the color information we are seeking
is contained in the amplitude and phase of
the 3.58-mc signal, we must do more to get
this information than simply detect the 3.58mc signal in the familiar way. We must find
something related to the phase of the signal.
One way to learn about demodulators is to
consider them as two separate and independent "detectors", which in effect look at, or
"sample", the modulated 3.58-mc signal at
slightly different times. Consider each de-

the pulses are passed through a low-pass
Each independent demodulator can
put out positive or negative signals depending on the phase (hue) of the input 3.58-mc
signal. It can be seen that the output of
sampler 2 is positive and that of sampler 1
is negative with the particular phase of
input wave shown in Fig. 5-14a. When the
filter.

phase of the input signal changes relative
to the sampler phases, the amplitudes and
polarities of the samples will change.

modulator as a sort of quick -acting voltmeter

that measures the amplitude of the chrominance signal once during each complete sub carrier cycle. The exact time at which the
signal is sampled is determined by the phase

Visualize the 3.58-mc chrominance signal as starting with the phase shown in Fig.
5-15a. At the instant that sampler 1 examines

of the 3.58-mc CW signal that is supplied
by the local 3.58-mc oscillator. Since there
are two demodulators, the signal is sampled
at two time intervals. The time difference
between these samples is stated in terms of
the phase difference between the CW signals
applied to the demodulators. This difference
is usually between 70° and 110°, or about
0.07 microseconds:- Figure 5-14a shows the

3.58 -mc
chrominance

signal

/

\

sampler I

sampler 2

\.......___,/ //

/

/

/

(0)

sampler 2
output

sampler
output

3.58-177c

chrominance
signal

sampler i

(a)
current pulse

from 2

0

sampler I sampler 2
filtered or overage
value of sampler outputs

(b)
Fig. 5-14. Action of a narrow -pulse sampler.

0°

phase

360'

sampler 2

(b)

(a) Phase relation between two
sampling pulses at one particular phase of
Fig. 5-15.

input chrominance signal; (b) d -c outputs of

the two samplers as the phase of the chrominance signal is shifted through 360°.
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signals needed to drive the color kinescope.
It is accomplished in the matrix which is the
subject of a following section.

the chrominance signal the chrominance sig-

nal is zero. Sampler 2 looks at the signal
90° later and finds a positive signal with
maximum amplitude.

Now suppose we vary

tc_phase 'of the chrominance signal while
the phase of the samplers with respect to
burst is held constant. Visualize chrominance signal of Fig. 5-15a as moving to the
left one complete cycle. As the wave pro-

"Samplers" to accomplish the phase
sensitive defection can be built in a variety
ef ways. Usually ihem sampling" pulse is

gresses the output of sampler 1 will increase,
while the output of sampler 2 will diminish.
A graph showing output versus phase may be
plotted, as shown in Fig. 5-15b. If only the

pulse by means of a narrow flow angle from

not the sharp square pulse shown in Fig.
5-14a, but rather approximates a square
the top of a 3.58-mc sine -wave reference
signal.

amplitude of the input signal changes indicating a change in color intensity, the

Triode Demodulators. In RCA receivers
CTC-7 through CTC-11 demodulation based
upon the principle discussed in the previous
paragraph was used. A typical circuit from

output level of both "samplers" will change
in direct proportion. In other words, if we
inspect the two signals that come out of the

the CTC-9A receiver is shown, somewhat

two "samplers" we can tell exactly what

simplified, in Fig. 5-16a.

phase 7h-ue) was transmitted and what intensity (related to saturation) the hue had.
Fortunately, it is rather a simple procedure
to convert from these signals to the color

The 3.58-mc

chrominance signal is applied to the grids
of the two triode demodulators. The cathodes
of the demodulators are driven with 3.58-mc

carrier signals separated in phase by about
*270v

R7Il
3900_n.

R719

3900.n.

L 70/

to R -Y

v7034

620,07

"X"demodula tor

111

amplifier

620Arb

0743

bandpass

L 703

to 8-Y
amplifier

C744
33,u,u f

T.33,40 f

color
saturation
control

V7038
"Z" demodulator

3.58-mc

carrier

(40 v p -p )
L705

r(fOr

o

,4u

1,1736i

1000703 6

39..eL

Y)

z

75'
approximately
R739
820.n.

0745

I40,41f

(a)

Fig. 5-16. Triode demodulators using a common cathode impedance.

(b)

DEMODULATORS

The carrier level into the cathodes is
high so tn77---ie -triodes conduct heavily
during the tip of the negative going peak.
The plate current of each triode is therefore
a narrow pulse whose amplitude is determined by the phase and amplitude of the
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8*

75°.

Cri-C7nrr-iance signal, in much the same way

of the preceding para-

as the
graph.

150 V

demodulated
output
to kinescope
filter

C,

high-level
bandposs
amplifier

In the CTC-9A... the high -frequency

components of the current pulse are filtered
in C743, L701 (X demodulator) and C747777;

(Z demodulator) leaving the average component of the

pulse, which contains the

color video information. The network drawn

below the demodulators determines the 75°
phase difference between the 3.58-mc CW
feeds to the cathodes.
Another form of narrow conduction angle
"sampler -type" of color demodulator is
shown in Fig. 5-17a. It was used in an early
RCA color receiver model 21CT662 as well
as in receivers of other mani6TrZtu-rers based
on that design. In the circuit, 3.58-mc chrominance signals from the coupling transformer
T1 are impressed upon the plate of the triode
Reference
through coupling capacitor C1.

carrier signals from the 3.58-mc oscillator
are applied to the control grid. The carrier
signal power is relatively high and its source
impedance is low so that the control grid is
driven strongly into the positive grid region

of its control characteristic for a relatively
short period at the positive peak of the
reference carrier. When there are no chromi-

nance signals applied, VI conducts in short
bursts and an average of about +25 volts is
developed at the plate.

Figure Zia shows the situation when a
chrominance signal that is in phase with the
oscillator signal is applied. The dots on
the waveform indicate the intervals during
which the tube is conducting heavily. At

the instant that the tube fires, the chrominance signal is at its positive peak. Since

the tube effectively grounds the plate side
of C1, CI first discharges and then charges
rapidly to the positive peak voltage. At the
end of the conducting interval C1 is left with

a negative charge on the plate side that is
equal

to

the

positive peak value of the

chrominance signal. The a -c chrominance
signal adds to the voltage across the capacitor resulting in the situation shown in b of

(a)

average charge
on Cl

average charge
on CI is zero

is positive

.25 v

average charge
on CI is negative

in -phase

90*

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5-17.

out -of -phase

(d)

Operation of a high-level triode
demodulator.

Fig. 5-17. Note that the part of the signal
that occurs during the conducting interval is
clamped to the normal plate voltage for V.

The vadrature condition is shown in c of
the figure. In this case the tube "fires" as
the chrominance waveform goes through zero.

The situation is the same as if there were
no chrominance signal at all, and the charge

on the capacitor is not altered. Thus, zero
on the chrominance signal is clamped at +25
volts. When the chrominance signal is out
of phase with the CW signal, the tube fires
at the negative peak of the input signal. In

this case the capacitor does not discharge
completely during the firing interval, but

retains a charge equal to the peak voltage of
This charge is
the chrominance signal.
positive on the plate side of C1 and results
in a positive swing in average plate current.
As the waveforms show, the part of the input
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waveform that occurs when the tube conducts
is effectively clamped to +25 volts. A Jow-

pass filter to the right of V, filters out the
3.58-mc component, leaving the video signal
indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 5-17b,

c, and d. It may be noted that the circuit
has unity gain, because lug_ triode acts as_a

io

switch that is turned on only for short periods
during which its plate resistance is very low.

Finaermore, reasonable variations in tube
characteristics or carrier -drive levels do not
substantially affect the performance of the
circuit. As a result, this circuit is used as
a high-level demodulator, handling as3758-mc
chrominance Signal of such level that it is
high enough, after demodulation, to provide
_

direct drive to the kinescope with good a -c
and d -c stability.

Pentode Demodulators. In RCA receivers
CT -100 and CTC-12 p.entode demodulators
are used. In the earlier CT -100, tube type
6BY6 is used, while in the CTC-12 the

6GY6 is used. However, the circuits and
functions are generally the same. Theprindifference between the triode sampler
demodulators and the pentodes is that in the
former the tube is driven into a nonlinear,
narrow angle switching mode in order to
provide demodulation, while in the latter the
tube characteristics themselves provide the

the plate current will increase causing a
negative going average voltage across the
plate load. On the other hand, if the control
grid is positive when the suppressor is
negative most of the current goes to the
screen grid so that plate current decreases
and the output voltage swings positive. The
average output voltage, available when the
plate signal is passed through a low-pass
filter, is the color video signal. The screen
supply is usually obtained from a well regulated voltage source to prevent signal current
variations from affecting its potential, which
if permitted would interfere with normal
operation of the tube.

the CTC-12, 3.58-mc chrominance
signals are taken from the front -panel color
control, passed through i-f trap L111 and
In

applied to the control grids of the demodu-

lators V704 and V709. Refer to tig,..5-18.
Cathode resistors R749 and- R762 serve two
functions. tfirst they improve the linearity

of the control grid characteristic. Second,
since the resistors are of unequal size, they
make the output of the

R140

demodulation mechanism.

the pentode demodulator tubes, the
rid no. 3, or suppressor, is designed to be
active so that it can 2antrol plate current.
Its action is not quite the same as that of
the control grid. The control grid voltage
In

demodulator smaller

that of the Z demodulator. This is
necessary so as to provide proper relative
signal amplitudes for the matrix operation.
than

COLOR

V71:14

6f. (6

*le 011200.

1706

.1.

620.1

3.58-mc
chrominance
input

to R -Y

1.111

01

5.6110-11

C120

35

53
$27011.

determines the numETt---- of electrons leaving

C/25

I .01

the cathode, whereas the suppressor determines the percentage of these electrons that
will

CW feed

7236
'5100

to phase
discriminator

strike the plate, as against the per-

centage iliai will end up on the screen grid.
In a well designed pentode demodulator tube,
the suppressor only affects the division of
cathode current between plate and screen,
but not the actual amount of cathode current,
while the control grid affects the actual
amount, but not the division of, cathode
current. Consequently, if we look at the
plate current it is the product of the signals
on the control grid and suppressor.
For
example, i,f_the phase of the signal on the
suppressor is positive at the same time the
signal -prase on the control grid is positive

adder

IW

1.704
12,

G20...

clz to B -Y

0E', adder
.1.3v.
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Fig. 5-18. The X and Z demodulators of the
RCA CTC-12 receiver.
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Beam -Deflection

The screen grids are returned to B+ through
the
R761.

by means of two 6JH8 beam -deflection tubes.

The 6JH8 is constructed with a cathode,
control grid, and screen grid which perform
more or less in conventional fashion. However, the electrons, which in conventional
pentodes move toward the plate in a cloud,
are directed and focussed into a beam. After

was the case with the triode demodulators,

but rather to be sure that at the positive
peak of the carrier all available cathode

passing the screen grid, the beam may be
deflected by a pair of deflector electrodes in
such a way as to cause the beam to land on
one or the other of the two plates.

curreni-flows to the plate. Similarly, at the

negative peak all cathode current flows to
the "screen. This mode of operation improves

stability since any variation in the carrier

Chrominance signals are applied to the

level produces only minor changes in output.
The desired --low-pass filtering of the X
demodulator output is provided by the coin42.7_ L 7 0 5 and the input cap,acibinattion of
twice of the R-Y-37-Iniger, V706A. Related
components exist in the output circuit of the
Z demodulator. The &modulator plate loads
are limited to 3900 SZ primarily by the need
for a bandwidth of about 500 kc. These

control grids of the demodulators V14 and
V15 through transformer L27. Refer to Fig.

The signal to the R-Y demodulator
V15 is taken from a tap at reduced level to
provide proper levels for the subsequent
Horizontal blanking is
matrix operation.
also applied to the control grids by means
This pulse appears
of a positive pulse.
negative at the plates to blank the kinescope
grids during retrace. Control -grid linearity
is aided by means of cathode resistors R115
5-19.

resistors must be small to attain this bandwidth since they are shunted by the large
input capacitances of the triode adder stages.
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In the

chassis, the demodulation is accomplished

two CW signals, approximately 75° apart, of
raerence carrier from the 3.58-mc oscillator
circuit. High -amplitude carrier signals are
applied to the suppressor grids. The purpose
is not to provide a narrow sampling pulse as

390V

Demodulators.

Zenith color receivers using the 29J C20 -type

small parasitic suppressors R760 and
The suppressor grids are driven by

112
22 K

C125
100 MMF

-..- ME

C 26
001 MJ

TO ACC. KILLER II-.

0 DET. (0')

TO AFC. 0 DET.

(901
FROM 3.58 MC OSC.

Fig. 5-19. Beam deflection demodulators employed in the Zenith 29JC20 receiver.
(Courtesy Zenith Radio Corporation.)
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and R124. The deflectors are driven pushpull by means of the balanced outputs of the
3.58-mc oscillator transformer T12. When the

video

composite

input chrominance signal is in phase with
the 3.58-mc carrier on say the left-hand
deflector of V14, the average current to the

3 58-mc
carrier

left plate will increase, with a corresponding
negative -going change in plate voltage. If

the signals are out of phase the left-hand
plate average voltage rises. Once again
this change in average voltage is the demodulated color video signal. Since the switching action caused by the deflectors is
between the plates only, the output current
of the right plate is equal in amplitude, but
opposite in polarity, to that of the left plate.
Thus, both plus and minus B-Y signals are
available from the two plates of V14. The
left-hand plate (pin 9) is connected to the
control grid of the blue gun of the kinescope
through a low-pass filter consisting of
C75-L36 (3. 58-mc trap), L28, L29, L30 and
stray capacitances.
Related components
exist in the other kinescope grid drive

circuits.

The relative angle of the 3.58-mc carriers in the two demodulators is 90°, and the
input levels are chosen to provide B -Y
color video at pin 9 of V14 and R-Y color
video at pin 9 of V14. Lq__..order to obtain
proper G-Y signal the minus R-) and minus
B-Y signals, available at pins 8 of V14 and
V15, are added across R120. Filtering and d -c
level setting are accomplished in a manner
generally similar to that of the B-Y and
R-Y outputs.

The basic block diagram of the Autgujult,i;

chase control type of color sync circuit is
shown in Fig. 5-20. It is generally similar
to that of the horizontal AFC circuits and
perE-q-1 -ns for color sync the same functions
that the horizontal AFC system does for
horizontal deflection system. Broadly speaking, the synchronizing burst

is separated
from the rest of the signal and applied to a
phase comparator, or detector, which compares the phase of 3.58-mc carrier that is
generated in the receiver with that of the
separated burst signal. If there is an error

phase
detector

3.58-mc
oscillator

reactance
control

to demodulators

Fig. 5-20. Block diagram of the basic AFPC
system.

in phase between the two, a d -c error voltage
is generated by the phase -aet-ect6.-r7 This

error voltage is applied to a reactance tube
which corrects the phase of the oscillator.
ATEROTigE The- detailed. description that follows

is concerned with the RCA CTC-12 receiver,

all receivers using AFPC color sync use
generally similar circuits.
Burst Separator. The burst separator does

the same operation for the color synchronizing burst that the sync separator does for
deflection sync signals. Burst always occurs
right after the horizontal sync _pulse. In
order to separate it from the rest of the
signal, the composite signal is applied to a
gatin, tube. This tube is normally cut off
but is gated on during burst time. In the
CTC-12, the function is performed by V702
Refer to Fig. ..1:21.

A signal, which is

principally the 3.58-mc chrominance signal
including the burst, is taken from the top of
the chroma take -off transformer L701, passed
through C705, and applied to the control grid

In addition, the gating pulse, taken
winding on the fiigh-voltage transformer, T102, is passed through R709, and
applied to the control grid. R705, from the
control grid to ground, completes the circuit. As a result, a 60 -volt positive pulse
is applied to the control grid with the burst
from the 3.58-mc chrominance signal riding
on top of it. The cathode of V702 has a large
bypassed resistor (R706, C706) as a ground
return. Since the cathode resistor is large,
the tube is nearly at cutoff when there are
no signals applied. The positive grid pulses
drive the tube heavily into conduction. During these conduction intervals C706 charges
through the tube towards B+. At the end of
the conducting interval, C706 is left with a
of V702

5-8. COLOR SYNCHRONIZATION
CIRCUITS

burst
separator

ram-
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100K

video
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M
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BURST TR.

V7064
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n

C74%

k
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These resistors are a watched pair so that
at their junction the voltage that is present
is the precise sum of the rectified voltages
at the plate (pin 1) and the cathode (pin 3).
An understanding of the operation may be
aided by reference to the vector diagram

shown.

347.

ISO
f4714NRmss

MR MAUR.

cathode and plate) is the 3.58-mc carrier signal from the local 3.58-mc oscillator. To complete the description, resistors R716A and
R716/3 are tied from plate to cathode on the
burst -input side of the phase detector diodes.

Els..1-22. The phases of the push-pull burst
signals are shown in Fig. 5-22a. Let us
assume the peak amplitude to be 30 volts as

03

C745 R,,,
.001 I100j:

21

R748

zxo

(722
10

error voltage
to

reactance tube
CW feed
from 3.58-mc

oscillator

Fig. 5-21. Burst amplifier and phase detector
of the CTC-12 chassis.

Now if there were no oscillator

signal on On 2, rectification of the burst by
itself would cause d -c voltages of +30 at the
cathode (pin 3), -30 at the plate (pin 1), and
0 at the junction of R716,1 and R71613. Now let

a 3.58-mc oscillator signal be applied to pin
2. Assume that the oscillator is locked -in in
frequency, phased at 90°, and at a peak level

of 10 volts as shown in Fig. 5-22b.

The

voltage available for rectification in the

upper diode is the vector sum of the burst
at 30 volts and the carrier at 10 volts. By
the geometric laws of triangles

large charge and begins to discharge through
tlie-Taige cathode resistor. The voltage de-

veloped across the cathode resistance by
the discharge of C706 kial.ds the burst am-

plifier cut off until the next positive pulse
arrives at the grid. As a result conduction
in 1702 can take place only at the peak of
the pulse, when the burst appears. Amplified

and separated burst is taken from the plate
of V702 and applied to the primary of the
burst transformer T702.
Phase Detector.
The phase detector,
shown in Fig. 5-21, is basically similar to
the simple phase detector shown in an
earlier lesson. The secondary of T702 is
balanced with its centertap grounded. The

burst signal is transformer -coupled into the
phase detector circuit by T702. Burst signals
4)1 one polarity are applied through C714 to

the plate of the upper diode of the phase

An inverted burst signal is
passed through C715 to the cathode of the
lower diode of V705A . The remaining plate
and cathode are tied together and returned
to ground through the 220-a resistor R 748.
Also applied to R 748 (and to the remaining

\/(30)2 + (10)2 = 32 volts.

The lower diode will rectify +32 volts, and
the junction point of R716A and R716B will
remain at zero. But suppose now that the
oscillator frequency tried to change a little;
the frequency lock -in would still remain but
the phase of the oscillator might try to change

to that shown in Fig. 5-22c. Now the result-

ant, which is the signal available for rectification on the upper diode, is say -35

I hresultant

resultant

,f)

30 v

oscillator

oscillator 30 v

30 v

resultant

resultant

30v

30v

30 v

c.)
co

detector 1/705A.

(0)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5-22. Phase relations between CW and
burst signals in the phase detector.
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volts while that on the lower diode is only
+28 volts. As a result a negative voltage

oscillator frequency. The plate of V703A is
across C717, and connected from the plate to

appears at the junction of R716A and R7168.
This negative error signal is filtered and

the grid is a small (4 /LA capacitor C709.
The grid return for a -c signals is through the
1500-Q resistor R746. The impedance of the
small capacitor is high compared to 1500 Q

applied to the grid of the reactance control
tube.
In

the discussion of Fig.

so that the voltage coupled from the plate

at the

5-13

will have a leading phase shift of about +90°
as it is applied to the grid. Plate current,
which is in phase with grid voltage, is therefore advanced 90° with respect to the plate
voltage. Thus the tube supplies a leading
current and acts like a capacitor. Further-

beginning of this section it was pointed out
that when the error signal is applied to the
grid of the reactance control tube it changes

the frequency of the oscillator to bring it
more nearly to the correct phase. Consequently, when the d -c error signal appears,
it causes the oscillator to shift back in frequency toward the frequency that results in

more, since the plate current is controlled
by the a -c grid bias, the effective size of
the "capacitor" can be made to change as

zero_ error signal.

desired.

Resistor R711, which is bypassed
in conjunction with R713 form a
..bleeder bias circuit that maintains the corby

In practical circuits the AFPC system
can't bring-Mut a perfect phase correction,
but the resultant error may be reduced to

a_dy a tenth of a volt or so, indicating

rect "rest" or no -signal bias for the reactance tube. The network of C703, R707, and
C707 form a low-pass filter and anti -hunt net-

a

very small sustaining phase error.

work for the J -c correction voltage that is
applied to the grid.

The hue or tint control afkcts the tuning
of the secondary of T702, and so alters the

3.58-mc Oscillator. In the oscillator used
in the CT( -12_ (V7038) the screen grid acts

phase of the burst signals applied to the

phase detector. Tuning is accomplished by
fza. and the series rheostat R143. Altering
the resistance of R143 effectively controls
the amount of capacitance across one half

as the oscillator plate. Refer to Fig. 5-23.
A large load resistor, R721, is used (47,000-Q)

so that the a -c screen current is forced to
flow into the pi -network consisting of C724,
the 3.58-mc crystal, and the combination
of C717, L702, and the plate of the reactance
control tube. There is a 180° phase shift
across the crystal due to its effective

of the secondary of T702.
Reactance Control Tube.

C710,

is the

V703A

reactance control tube of the AFPC system
shown in Fig. 5-23. It operates in the fol-

pi -configuration, as is required to produce
oscillations.
The phase -shifted signal

lowing way. C 17 and L702 form a part of the

resonant circuit that determines the exact
OZEilTator frequency. A variation of capaci-

is applied to the control grid through
the grid -leak network of C718 and R719. Output is taken from the plate of V703/3 through

tance across C717 will therefore change the

CW feed to

phase detector

d -c control voltage
from

0722

phase detector
07030

V70384

a

6GHB

0709

62.4CrAnc2 cOmIt

3.56 OSC.

TRANS.

009
.01

C716

1300

0707 -.50.

"0

33
C107 +,

B

0.no

2711

.0,

11

1:107.
REACTTAR.IACe

CON

C719

R716
4717

.01

w

1703
17725

3

2

0726

6719

47

to Z demodulator

270

-Y701

Cill

073
GAO

-

A

-260.

to X demodulator

2705

3.56 MAW

7.:

2.58
,
AI.
ArALI62

C727

/.0%
17722

GB 00

S

+270 v.

Fig. 5-23. Oscillator and control circuit in the AFPC section of the CTC-12 chassis.
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A

weak -signal color reception, the color chain

small portion of the plate output is fed to

must not be disabled until all vestiges of
the burst have disappeared well into the
noise. In that case the color circuits continue to function when weak color signals

the 3.58-mc oscillator transformer, T703.

the phase detector, V705A through the small,
10-iyf capacitor C722. The 3.58-mc reference

carrier drive for the X -demodulator is taken

directly from the secondary of T703. The
drive for the Z -demodulator is first phase -

are received. Lite key to both demands,
therefore, is the ability of the color killer to
differentiate between burst signals and
noise. To provide noise immunity, a synOronous killer detector is used in receivers

delayed in the L703, C725, 8725 network, which
phase -shifts it by about 70°, and then is
applied to the suppressor grid of the Z demodulator.
5-9.

such as the RCA CTC-12 and the Zenith
29JC20. Broadly speaking, the killer -detector circuit closely resembles that of the
phase detector described in the preceding
section. The single exception is that the

COLOR KILLER

There are two basic demands made on
color killer: g_first, during black -and white reception, it must prevent high -frequency noise or signal components from

phase of the internal 3.58-mc that is compared with the burst signal is in phase with

the

ihe burst .signal rather than 90° out of phase.

passing through the color demodulator chain.
If this is not done, Doist_components in the

To provide the in -phase 3.58-mc signal a
connection is made to the feed point that
drives the Z -demodulator. Refer to Fig.

vicinity of 3.58-mc will be "demodulated"

5-24.

This signal then passes through 0735
and is developed across R757 to be applied
to pin 8 of V705/3 the killer detector. Burst
is taken, in push-pull form, from T702 and

and appear as low -frequency blobs of colored
noise during weak -signal black -and -white
reception. In addition, during strong -signal
black -and -white reception, fine black -and white detail will be "demodulated" and

applied through coupling capacitors C740 and
C741 to the cathode and plate of V705B . The
output is taken from the junction of a zgatcLled
pair of resistors R705A and R70513. The am-

show up as color rainbows which degrade
the appearance of the fine detail and edges.
The second consideration is that during

plitudes and relative polarities of the burst

V 70121
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GE W6
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Fig. 5-24. Partial schematic diagram showing the circuits of the phase detector, the killer detector,
the color killer, and the blanker.
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signal and 3.58-mc CW signal are designed
to provide a high negative output voltage
when normal burst is present. To underS-tancr
this refer to the vector diagrams of Fig.
5-25. As shown in a of the figure, the signal
obtained from the CW oscillator (c.. -777-711e
AFPC system is working correctly) is in

phase with the burst signal applied to the
diodes.
The resultant signals that are
applied to the killer -detector diodes are
shown in b of the figure. This causes unequal conduction of the diodes, and the
circuit connections are such that a negative
voltage appears at the junction of R705,1 and
and R7058.

When burst is absent, or if the

gAzillator signal is du -t Of lock, the average

voltages applied to the killer diodes are
equal, and the d -c output of the circuit is

Noise immunity is obtained because burst,

if it is present, makes a negative d -c out-

put as long as the color sync circuit is
On the other hand, random noise
signals will be either out -of -phase causing
a positive output, or in -phase causing a
negative output. Consequently, wise averworking.

ages to zero when integrated over a long
time period by the output -filter capacitor
C701

The killer itself, V701/3, is operated in a
manner similar to that of keyed AGC amplifier circuits. Its only plate voltage is a
positive horizontal -frequency pulse, which
is obtained from a tap on the high -voltage
transformer.

These pulses are shaped in

passing through R737 and C730, and are applied to the plate of V713113 through capacitor

.42Lca.

If normal burst is present, the grid of
the killer tube is negative beyond cutoff so
that no plate current can flow, and no d -c
voltage is developed at the plate. However,
C733.

The d -c output voltage of the killer detector is filtered by C701 and passes to the
grid of V7ou which is the killer tube. The
d -c return for the grid of V7012 is made
through a large resistance, R738, to the arm
of the killer threshold control, R144. This
potentiometer has a positive d -c voltage,
Obtained from the cathode of the burst amplifier, Connected to one end, and a negative

d -c voltage, obtained from the grid of the
blanker tube, at the other. The arm of the
potentiometer can therefore be varied from
plus to minus d -c volts. The arm of the
potentiometer is factory set at a voltage
which permits the killer tube to conduct
when the burst signal becomes smaller than
some predetermined level, or disappears

in

the absence of burst, the bias on the

killer is reduced enough to permit plate cur-

rent to flow during the peak of the plate voltage pulse. The resulting plate -current
pulse causes electrons to pile up on the
plate side of C733 resulting in an average
negative voltage at that point. This negative
d -c voltage is filtered in R743, C7,32, and R703,

and applied toit7Trid of the bandpass amplifier. The bandpass amplifier is cut off
by the bias supplied by the killer.
5-10.

COLOR VIDEO OUTPUT CIRCUITS

entirely.
Requirements.

There are four basic

rg-

uilements for the color video output circuits.

First, in receivers using kinescope adding,
hrominance circuits must be capable of
delivering over 180 volts p -p of color video
signals without undue distortion. §cspncl,
the d -c component of the signal must be
substantially maintained. 3.1j14, d -c drift,

40v

30v

I /0

push -pull burst

oscillator
20 v

30v

individual signals

(0)

resultants

added signals

(b)

Fig. 5-25. Phase relations in the killer detector
circuit when the AFPC system is working
normally.

such as may occur during warm-up, must not

cause an objectionable shift in kinescope
white balance. ,ourth, they must provide
the matrix operation to produce the final
R -Y, B -Y, and G -Y color video signals
needed to drive the kinescope.
Output Level.

The 180 -volt p -p output

level comes about as follows.

See Fig.

COLOR VIDEO OUTPUT CIRCUITS

The kinescope typically requires 100
ioriS of black -to -white drive for the blue
gun. If a high intensity blue signal is transmitted, the blue component of the luminance

volts. In order to make a saturated yellow,
the red and green guns should have maximum

luminance
signal
10v

f

+-90v

-10V

chrominance

video

0v

(8

other hand, if the transmitted signal is an
about 90% of the white level or about 90

green gun

0v

signal is about 10% of the white level or

intense yellow, the luminance signal is

red gun

blue gun

5-26.

about 10 volts. The luminance signals applied to the three gun cathodes are approximately equal. In order to bring the blue gun
up to full drive (100 volts) the chrominance
video signal must provide an additional 90
volts to the grid. See Fig. 5-26a. On the

25

)

T

(R-1")

signals

(6-Y)

F

+/CO v

total gun
signals

0

drive and the blue gun should be cut off.

( a) blue signal transmission

However, since the 90 -volt luminance signal

is applied about equally to the three cathodes, there is a 90 -volt drive on the blue

red gun

blue gun

green gun

cathode. Therefore, it is up to the B -Y chro-

minance video signal to provide a -90 volt
signal to the grid, so that there is zero
signal voltage between grid and cathode.
Since both saturated blue and yellow signals
may be transmitted, the B -Y color video
amplifier must be able to deliver at least
±90 volts, or 180 volts p -p. This is a minimum figure. Due to differences in drive
characteristics between the kinescope cathode and grid circuits, the chrominance video
signal must be somewhat larger.

#90v

L

[luminance
signal
+10V

tLif

chrominonce
rZ video

(G -r1

(R

signals

-90v
(B Y,

F

Matrix Operation. All modern receivers
use two demodulators that provide only two
of the three required chrominance video
signals. The third signal is usually G -Y
and it is made by combining proper amounts
aiid polarities of B -Y and R -Y signals. The
amounts of R -Y and B -Y required are obtained
from the equation

+100v

total gun
signals

(b) yellow signal transmission

Fig. 5-26. Signal construction at the kinescope

inputs for a fully saturated blue and yellow
signal.

Eta -y) = -0.51 EAR -y) - 0.19 E(B-y)

Therefore, if we take 51% of a negative E(R_y)

signal and 19% of a negative E(B_y) signal
and add them we get E(o_y). Actually, we
could demodulate any two outputs and get
the third by means of a matrix but ,Q- Y is
usually chosen to be produced by the matrix
because it is the smallest of the three chrominance signals and is therefore easiest
to construct.

There are
Output System Approaches.
three general approaches to the color video
output circuit: (1) Demodulation may be done

at high level and the resulting color video
signals may be fed directly to the kinescope
grids. This was done in the early RCA 660

color receivers and in more recent Zenith
29JC20 type receivers. (2) Demodulation
may be done at a relatively low level. The
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resulting color video signals are amplified
to a level required to drive kinescope grids.

#(R -Y)

axis

RCA receivers IcS;2_.through CTC-12 employ

this system. (3) The demodulation may be
idazet_low level, with the luminance signal
added to each of the three demodulated color

video signals in special adder stages. In
this case complete, red, blue, and green
color signals are applied to the kinescope

+(8-Y)

grids. This is done in the early RCA CT -100
color receiver.
High Level Demodulation. The operation

of the Zenith type demodulators has been
discussed in Section 5-8. Matrixing is obtained by adding the proper amounts of
-(B -Y) and -(R -Y) available at the second

axes

1. Common cathode crosstalk due to R -Y signals
appearing in B -Y plate circuit.
2. +(R -Y) from B -Y demodulator to cancel crosstalk.
3.

Corrected B -Y demodulation axis.

plates of the demodulators. In the demodulators of the early RCA 660 receivers ma-

4. Common cathode crosstalk due to B -Y signals
appearing in R -Y plate circuit.

manner by taking two demodulators like the
ones shown in Fig. 5-17 and returning their
cathodes to ground through a common resistor. The G -Y signal is taken from the top of
the resistor. The reason this works is that
since there is +(R -Y) and +(B -Y) at the
respective plates, the cathode circuits
have some proportions of -(R -Y) and -(B -Y)
developed in them. Consequently, by select-

6. +(B -Y) from R -Y demodulator to cancel crosstalk.

trixing is obtained in a generally similar

ing proper input levels and circuit components a +(G -Y) signal is obtained. Although
proper R -Y, B -Y, and G -Y signals are ob-

tained at their respective output points the
rAlatiye phase between the carriers on the
grids of the demodulators cannot be 90°.

The reason is that once the cathodes are

tied together, and a portion of the demodulated signal from the R -Y demodulator appears in the common cathode, this R -Y
signal, in effect, drives the cathode of the
B -Y demodulator so that a -(R -Y) signal
appears in the +(B -Y) output. This "cross-

talk" is balanced out by setting the j-Tre
of the carrier which drives the

B -Y

demodu-

lator at an angle which produces not only
+(B -Y) in its output but also just enough
+(R -Y) to cancel the "crosstalking" -(R -Y).
A similar cancelling operation is performed
in the R -Y demodulator. The resulting demodulator carrier phases are therefore less
than 90° apart as shown in Fig. 5-27. This
same reasoning may be applied to the X and
Z demodulation system employed in current
RCA models.

5.

Corrected R -Y demodulation axis.

The circled numbers show the order in which the
construction is made to find corrected B -Y axis.

Fig. 5-27.

Construction of the demodulation

axes when there is crosstalk in the demodulators, or in the adder amplifiers.

Amplified Low Level Demodulation.

In

the RCA CTC-12, the general situation in
regard to -demodulator angles described in
the previous paragraph also exists even
though the matrix operation is performed in
the output amplifiers (adders). Refer to
Fig. 5-28. Color video signals from the X

demO=tor are filtered in

C720

,

L705

and

are applied to the grid of V706A, the R -Y amplifier. A similar circuit exists in the Z
demodulator B -Y amplifier chain. No direct
demodulator signal is applied to theF-Icr of
the G-1' amplifier 1'707A. However, the cathod-e-s-of the three output amplifiers are tied
together and returned to ground through the
common resistor R728. As a result the G -Y
an:Fifier is cathode driven by a portion -74
the signals in the R -Y and B -Y amplifiers.
These signals not only produce the G -Y signal at the plate of V707 A but also cause the
kind of crosstalk described previously. Consequently, the demodulator angles were set
closer than 90° apart at phases which could

cancel this "crosstalk". This is why the
demodulators are called X arlid-Z instead of
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Fig. 5-28. Partial schematic diagram showing the chrominance circuits of the CTC-12 chassis.

R -Y and B -Y. Resistors R763 and R764 are
used mainly to a-p-Ply-rie-gative plate -to -grid
..MOO

reedback t o the R -Y and B -Y output amplifiers. This feedback increases the stability
Resistors
and bandwidth of the
R753
and
R726
were
included
to
provide
sub,.
stantiaffirre same function for the G -Y amplifier. The plates of the output amplifier are
actually 100% direct coupled to their respect --e
kinescopetiv grids. The parallel RC networks R751 - C736, R755 - C746, and R754 - C743

are included to £rotect the circuits should a
kinescope laia develOp. This may occur
inadvertently during servicing if one of the
kinescope grids should be shorted to ground.
Since there is no return to the kinescope
grids other than these RC pairs, they do not
affect normal operation.

One of the most interesting features of
this circuit is the way in which the d -c component is handled. The pentode demodulators, although quite stable for a -c gain, are
not sufficiently stable for d -c drift to be
direct coupled to the kinescope through the
output amplifiers. Therefore they are a -c

coupled to the output amplifiers by means
of RC circuits. For example, 0731 couples
signals from the X demodulator to the R -Y
amplifier grid. In order to restore the d -c
com onent, the cathode of ite output amplifier is riven by a negative pulse derived
from the high -voltage transformer and applied to the cathodes through the blanker
stage. This causes the grid to draw a short
peak of current which clamps the grid voltage to the cathode voltage. The clamping
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action insures that there will be a const.aAt
LAO voltage or bias between grid and cath-

ode which depends only on the blanking pulse level and not on the color signal. It
is re-established during every horizontal
blanking period so that the d -c component is
100% restored. Since the action depends

upon the instantaneous value of the signal
during the blanking period, it is important
that the burst signal be completely removed
from the signals applied to the demodulators.

This is done, as previously mentioned, in
the bandpass amplifier. Clamping action in

the output amplifier is very stable

f oiEffe-

fialTying reason: the principal cause of d -c
iziat19 a triode is the 17717:Fien t of ohmic
resistance either in the cathode material or
in the physical contact between the cathode
material and the metal sleeve upon which
the cathode material is deposited. When a

tube is new this ohmic resistance is low,
less than a few ohms. As the tube ages the

cathode is "poisoned" slowly by various
chemical processes which go on inside the
cathode material and the resistance starts
to increase, and may reach several hundred
ohms. This is what generally causes older
tubes to be "weak". Their emission capability is not really reduced, but rather it
is as though a large resistor were placed
between cathode and ground within the
tube.
As a result, the internal cathode

voltage rises so that the bias is much too
high and if a fixed bias is used, the plate

current is greatly reduced. Since the internal
resistance is the result of a complex chemical balance, it will vary as a function of
temperature, plate current, heater volts,
etc. However, when bias is obtained by
clamping, the bias is established with
respect to the actual internal cathode voltage

since the cathode will conduct to the grid
only when the internal cathode voltage is
driven negative with respect to the grid
regardless of the absolute voltage involved.
Consequently, the true bias is constant and

the plate current is stable despite aging
effects.
Blanker.

The negative clamping pulses

required to set the-Tc color video output
amplifiers are obtained from the plate of
1:7707. the blanker7=gee Fig. 5-28. The
are developed across R735 and fed
to the common cathode resistor of the output
pulses

amplifiers through the coupling capacitor

The grid drive is a 600 -volt positive
pulse obtained from the capacitive voltage
C739.

divider, C113 and C114, on the high -voltage
transformer T102. This pulse is fed to the
grid through C737 and R740, which in conjunction with grid conduction of the blanker shape

the top of the pulse. The flat portion between
blanker is biased beyond cutoff during that
period. Note that the blanker and the bandpass amplifier share a common cathode
resistor, R705. Thus, the positive pulses appearing in the cathode circuit (when the

blanker conducts) are applied directly to the
bandpass amplifier. This provides the blanking action that is required for the bandpass
amplifier during the burst interval. Nega-

tive d -c voltage for use in the color killer
and 3rd video amplifier are taken from the
grid circuit of the blanker. About -95 volts
is developed by grid -current action.
Luminance Adder Operation. In an early

color receiver, the RCA CT -100, the complete
red, green, and blue color signals were
produced in separate adder stages. Before

getting into the discussion of the output

circuits, however, there is another point of
interest which must be mentioned. In this
receiver, see Fig. 5-29, demodulation takes
place along the / and Q axes. As you may
recall from earlier
the designers
of the color TV system made certain special
provisions for I and Q operation. Thased
upon a number of viewer tests it was found
that the eye is more sensitive to color detail
along the orange -cyan axis (the / axis) than
along the green -magenta or Q axis. Because
of the difference in eye sensitivity it was
decided to transmit 1 -axis colors in a wide
band of about 1.5 mc. TheQaaxis colors are

transmitted in a narrow barabout 0.5 mc

A receiver properly designed to use
these signals may have, in theory at least,
some advantages in terms of the sharpness
of the edges of colored objects. Certain
wide.

practical difficulties with I, Q operation
have thus far limited the pop -it of this

system in receiver design. On7Orthese is
the need for time -delay equalizations between the I and Q signals. Another is the
fact that the simple matrix systems which
are used in modern receivers do not work out
so conveniently with
systems. In the
CT -100 these problems were overcome by

COLOR VIDEO OUTPUT CIRCUITS

VY,

A
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means of a special 1 -channel time -delay

(filter 2T123) an the use of iriode phase=
sFITEters to obtain +Q, -Q, and +1, -1 sigriaTg-.- A resistance adder including a con-

nection to the I (or luminance signal) was
used, as shown in Fig. 5-29, to obtain green,

blue, and red signals at the grids of the
green, blue, and red adders respectively.
These tubes formed the first half of a feedback pair which, with the respective output

4. Take -off points, at proper impedance
levels and polarities, for the 3.58-mc chrominance signal, burst, sync, and AGC (as
well as the sound i-f signal in some designs.)
5. Time -delay, so that luminance and demodulated chrominance signals arrive at the
kinescope at the same time.

6. Kinescope drive and white -balance

amplifiers, provided the video drive re-

controls.

quired by the kinescope. Feedback is provided from the cathode of.77-87-aput tube
to the grid of the adder stage. The green
amplifier feedback is accomplished by
means of resistor 4R229. The signal is a -c
coupled through the output amplifier. The

above requirements probably the least ob-

d -c component is reinserted by means of a d -c

restorer diode. A problem comes up in the
use of d -c restorers in TV in that iFey
by noise, with resulting blackouts and heavy streaks in the picture. In an
attempt to improve the noise immunity of
areeasily

d -c restore=-17atively narrow band of
rreTi-encies was applied to the restorers. In
the green channel, for example, resistor

4R324 and capacitor 4C200 supply signals to
the green d -c restorer. The higher -frequency
components were passed around the restorers
(through capacitor 4C199 and across resistor
4R235 on the way to the grid of the green gun).
5-11. LUMINANCE AMPLIFIERS

Many types of luminance amplifiers have
appeared in commercial color receivers.
One of the reasons for this variety in design
is the development through the years of

improved components and vacuum tubes.
Another is the large number of functions
which must be performed in the luminance
amplifier in addition to simply amplifying
the luminance signal. These include:

1. Provisions for brightness and contrast
controls.

2.

Passage of the luminance -signal d -c

component.
3.

Proper number of stages so that a

sync -negative signal at the detector is amplified and applied to the kinescope cathodes
with sync extending in the positive direction.

Time -Delay

Equalization.

Of all the

vious is the need for time -delay equalization.

The need is based on the fact that when
luminance and color video signals are added
together to form the drives for the electron
guns we are dealing with signals which have
passed through circuits having different
bandwidths. Figure 5-30a shows what happens to a video signal when it goes through
a narrow -band circuit.
Delay of square
waves is usually measured from the center
of the rise as shown in the figure. It is not

necessary to start with a sharp step to get
the time delay; any signal which passes
through the narrow -band circuit will be

delayed by substantially the same amount.
Consider the construction of a yellow bar.
Luminance and color video signals are added
at the blue gun as shown in the figure. Since

the bandwidth of the chrominance signal is
only about 500-kc, the drive to the blue gun
would appear as in Fig. 5-30b. On the kinescope, the yellow bar would have a broad,
bright, blue left edge and a fuzzy, black, right
edge. However, if we delay the luminance

signal in a wideband delay line, to match the
time delay of the B-Y signal, the wave of

Fig. 5-30c results. The "transients" are
still there but they are balanced between
left and right edges and are of shorter duration, resulting in a sharper color picture.

The delay line itself consists of a solenoid-woirtir coirwith a grounded strip of
copper running along its length. The strip

provides a distributed capacitance to the
distributed -inductance coil. A coil about 6

inches long is sufficient to provide the required delay of something less than a
microsecond.

LUMINANCE AMPLIFIERS

lime
delay

J
Lyellow

luminance

provides drive to the sync separator, V5038.
The third, through terminal T on PW 300,
provides an additional noise signal for use
by the noise inverter V503A. The fourth supplies the drive to the second video amplifier
V3048. The second video amplifier operates
in an unconventional manner. Since its cathode is grounded, and its grid is more or less
direct coupled (through R330 in parallel with
C326) to the positive voltage at the plate of

Linput to narrow

bond circuit

output

(a)

j._

Lyellow
luminance

delay
added

31

V304A, the control grid is always positive
with respect to the cathode. jhe principal
effect that positive grid action has is to

make the tube present a rather low input and

As such this stage provides a low source impedance to match the
input characteristics of the delay line. The

output_impe-dance.
yellow

yellow

(8-r)

(8-r)

blue gun
drive
blue gun
drive
with

yellow signal

time delay

uncorrected lime delay

corrected

(b

(c

resistor R 132 and is passed through TDioi
which is the luminance delay line. The
delay line is terminated in the network R745,
R733, and L708 which matches the delay -line
impedance, thereby removing reflections and
providing a substantially flat video frequency
response.

The a -c components of the signal are

Fig. 5-30. An illustration of the need for the
luminance -channel time delay.

RCA CTC-12 Luminance Channel.

plate output is developed across the load

Refer

to Fig. 5-31. In this circuit, detected video
signals are applied to the control grid of the
first video amplifier V304A . Sync extends in
the negative direction at this point. Bias
for V304A is provided by R326. The bypass ca-

pacitor, C323, is chosen to be 3300 lig, a
value which peaks the luminance signal in
the 1- to 2-mc region. The screen grid return

is made through a small isolating resistor,
R325, to the junction of R129, which is tied
to the screen B+ supply, and R535, which is

a part of the screen load of the keyed AGC
noise -inverter circuit. The common tie point
between the two screens helps the AGC

operation under conditions that may occur
when switching between strong- and weak signal channels.
Four outputs are taken from the plate of
V304A. The first, through L110, provides sig-

nals for the chrominance and burst portions
of the receiver. The second, through 8329,

passed through C729, then through L709 and
R759, which provide some video peaking, and

finally reach the grid of the third video amplifier, V708. After leaving the delay line,
the low -frequency andXC-signal components
are passed through R729 and into one end of
the front -panel brightness control. The other

end of the brigEess cOritrOl is returned to
the negative d -c voltage available at the
grid of the blanker, V70713 Consequently,
the low -frequency, d -c signal components are
translated downward from the positive poten-

tial at the plate of V3048 in the negative direction across the brightness control. The
arm of this control feeds the low -frequency,

=Gal components, to which a negative

bias has been added, to the control grid of
V708. Because of the high resistance of the
source of negative voltage (1.2 megohms
R741) only a small portion of the d -c component of the luminance signal is lost in
the brightness control circuit. The cathode
circuit of V708 provides mid -and -high frequency boost by means of R720, C750, C716,
and C125. Contrast control is also provided
in this circuit by R141, which forms the d -c

return for the catMe. An electrolytic bypass capacitor is connected to the arm of

I
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Fig. 5-31. The luminance amplifier section of the CTC-12 chassis.
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When the arm is at the top, R141 is
bypassed and causes no degeneration. As
the arm is slid down toward ground, an inR141.

creasing amount of R141 becomes unbypassed

and the resulting degeneration reduces the
gain of the stage. frrnay be noted that when
The arm is at the top, all cathode video
peaking is shorted so the over-all video

response narrows. This effect was designed
into the receiver. Normally the only time
the gain control has to be adjusted to maxi-

mum is when weak and noisy signals are
Under these conditions, reduced
high -frequency response provides a somewhat clearer picture. On the other hand when
strong clean signals are received, the conreceived.

trast control will be turned back and the
video signal will be somewhat peaked for
greater sharpness.

A vertical blanking signal is added to
the luminance output signal at the plate of
Blanking pulses are taken from the
V708.
late of the vertical output ture7The deflection signal then passes through a network
consisting of R518, 0711 and R702 on the way

to the plate. The network has a time constant which is a little too short to pass the
60 -cycle sawtooth part of the wave. Thus,
the sawtooth component is removed, leaving
only the positive retrace pulse which blanks
the kinescope during vertical retrace.

The luminance output signal is applied
through C127 and R146, which provide addi-

tional peaking to the peaking transformer

33

T106. A simplified schematic diagram of the

output circuit is shown in Fig. 5-32. From

it we can see that the eakitztLciluLitry is

similar to the more common series -shunt
peaking circuit. The Principal difference in
the CTC-12 circuit is the magnetic coup it

between the series and shunt coils. Since
the effective coupling is a function of frequency and can be controlled, the designer
has one more factor to take advantage of,
and can provide a more efficient peaking
circuit in the same sense that a shunt peaking circuit becomes more efficient when a
series coil is added. Drive to the cathode of
the red gun is taken directly from the output
°rite peaking circuit, whereas the blue and
green cathode drive signals are taken at
reduced level from the arms of the blue
drive (R153) and ALesn drive (R154) potentiometers. The control labeled Kine Bias
on the complete schematic diagram is a
service adjustment which can vary the d -c
potential of all the kinescope cathodes
gimultaneousiy and is used to optimize the
operating range of the front-pariLl brightness
control.

Zenith 29JC20 Luminance Amplifier.

In

this receiver (see Fig. 5-33) the output of
the video detector is developed across R20

and the shunt peaking coil L12. The signal
is further peaked by L11-R2, and applied to
the grid of V6A , which functions as the first
luminance amplifier. This tube is used as a

cathode follower, with R29 serving as the
main cathode load. R27 and C30, connected

distributed
copocitonce

Fig. 5-32. A simplified drawing of the coupling circuit between the third video amplifier and the
kinescope.
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Fig. 5-33. A partial schematic diagram of the luminance section of the Zenith 29JC20 receiver.

from the cathode to a tap on R29, are used to
correct the video response. R29 is a potentiometer used as the front -panel contrast
control. Video signals taken from the arm
R29 are passed through the luminance
delay line L 17 to the terminating network

of

L18, R30, and R31. R31 is adjusted to provide

proper termination. The output of the delay

line is then a -c coupled through C31 to the
grid of the Y amplifier, V7. Only the a -c
component is passed through the cathode
follower circuits and fed directly to the grid
of the Y amplifier, V7. The grid return for
V7 is through R28 and R20 Zo the load circuit of the video detector. Thus, the d -c
voltage developed at the detector is shunted
around V6 to the grid of V7. In this way

the total signal on the grid of the Y

am-

plifier contains both the a -c and d -c components. The grid return of V7 is also made
through R32 to the arm of R75A, which is the
front -panel brightness control. One end of
the brightness control is returned to ground

through R107; the other end is tied through
R131 to a negative 75 -volt point at the grid
of the horizontal output tube. Consequently,

by adjusting the brightness control, the grid
bias on V7 can be varied from about -1 to

-8 volts to produce the desired brightness

range. Vertical blanking is applied from the

plate of the vertical output tube through R35

to the plate of the Y amplifier,

V7.

The

luminance signal at the plate passes through
series peaking coil, L20, into the main load
resistor R36 and the shunt peaking coil L21.

The drive to the red gun cathode is taken
directly from L20, while the drive to the blue

and green gun cathodes is taken from the
service -adjustable controls

R43

and R37.

These controls are used in setting up the

white balance of the kinescope. A parallel
resonant 3.58-mc trap in the cathode of the
Y amplifier introduces degeneration at 3.58
me and minimizes the dot pattern in the
picture.

It may be of interest to note that in the
Zenith receiver both sound and sync are
obtained from a separate second detector
and amplified in a common tube. Chrominance signals are taken from the top of the
video detector load, R 20, by means of a small

REMOTE CONTROL

capacitor which passes the 3.58-mc signals
on to the color circuits.
Bootstrap 1st Video Amplifier. In RCA
receivers CTC-6 to CTC-11, an unusual type
of amplifier is used as the first video amplifier. A simplified version of the circuit is
shown in Fig. 5-34a. It is called a "bootstrap" or "Eathode loaded" amplifier.
Although it superficially resembles a cathode
follower, and its output has the same polarity as its input, it behaves quite differently
in all other respects. Its output impedance

is substantially equal to the cathode load
resistor. In addition, ,the stage provides
voltage gain. To understand the circuit,

consider the triode amplifier of Fig. 5-34b.
Notice that there is no ground return shown.
If the cathode is grounded we have a normal
amplifier. However, we can always ground

35

any point we care to. If, in Fig. 5-346, we

interchange the battery and load resistor,
and put the circuit ground between them, we

have the bootstrap circuit shown in Fig.
5-22c. The important thing to notice is that
the input signal remains applied between
grid and cathode (not between grid and
ground or the circuit would be a cathode
follower). A circuit arranged like this can

have the same gain as the plate loaded

circuit of Fig. 5-346. For most video applications it is not a very convenient arrange-

ment, but in circuits where the source of
input signals can be floated between grid
and cathode it is not too difficult to use.
The simplified circuit of Fig. 5-34a shows
how it can be done when the input signals are
obtained from a detector. In this case the
detected signal is developed across Rd with
the whole detector circuit connected between
the grid and cathode of the amplifier. In the

circuit used in the Z.cA CTC-9A (see Fig.
5-35), the detector circuit consists basically
of the third pix i-f transformer T304, the
crystal pix detector, CR302, the detector
capacitor, C317, and detector load which is
the parallel combination of R313 and 8314.

L309 and C324 keep i-f signals out of the
video amplifier, and the 41.25-mc and the
4.5-mc traps attenuate sound i-f and inter carrier signals severely. The top of the
detector load is coupled to the grid through
the peaking circuit L 307 -R318 .

The bottom

of the detector load connects to the bottom
of a small cathode bias resistor R405 and its
peaking capacitor C402.
(a)

out

output

input
signal

signal

R405 and L401 form

the cathode load to which the luminance
delay line is connected. Tlao-cirsairJaaA..
gain of about three. Signals for the sync
separator, chrominance channels, etc. are
taken from the plate circuit.
5-12.

REMOTE CONTROL

Remote control of color television receivers is related to that of black -and -white
to the extent that an ultrasonic transmission

is generally used to control the receiver.
Color, as usual, presents some additional
(b)

Fig. 5-34. A simplified approach to bootstrap
amplifiers.

complications primarily because it is generally felt that it is desirable to remote
control the color functions (hue and saturation) as well as channel, volume, and off -on
controls. Remote control receiver, CTP10A,
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Fig. 5-36. Remote control receiver used with RCA color receivers.

SERVICING FEATURES

is used in the RCA CTC-12. Figure 5-36
shows the schematic dia-gram. The sonic
band employed covers the frequency range
of 35 kc to 4t4 kc. The transmitter used by
the viewer consists of an oscillator which
drives a small loudspeaker. Depression of
one of the control buttons on the transmitter
sets the oscillator at a predetermined frequency in the band. For instance, depression of the Tint -Up button sets the oscillator

at 17.5 kc.-This signal is doubled by the
special nonpolarized speaker and is radiated
at 35 kc. The sonic signal is picked up by
a microphone connected to 71001 on the
receiver chassis. The signal is then ampliTea in a four -stage transistor amplifier
whose output appears in the transformer
The secondary of T1001 drives seven
T1001.
series -tuned circuits, each tuned to a specific frequency to provide a particular
function. The 35.0-kc signal is selected by
the C1013 -Lmoi circuit and causes conduction of the transistor Q1005. This operation
actuates relay K1201 which starts the tint control motor moving in the direction to increase tint. The motor continues turning

until the viewer releases the button on the
transmitter. The other operations are done
in a similar manner. Two "off" positions
are made available: In the first "Standby"
function, the color receiver is turned off but
the remote control receiver is left on, so
that the receiver can be turned on again from
the remote control transmitter. In the "Master -off" position the remote unit is also
switched off and the receiver has to be turned
on manually.
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U, etc.) or a test point (TP 501, etc.) designation. These same designations are also
printed on the printed wiring boards used in
the construction of the receiver. The receiver
schematic diagram included with this lesson
has on it oscillograms of the wave shapes of
the signals which exist at several key points
in the circuit. For instance, at TP-301 there
should be a 3 -volt sync -negative video signal

as indicated by the balloon 1. Normal d -c
voltages are also indicated on the schematic
for a variety of points. It is a good exercise
for the student to try to figure out why the
voltages are what they are.
Control

Location.

On the CTC-12 all

_controls are on separate shafts.. All viewer
controls are brought out to the front, and with

very few exceptions all service controls are
readily accessible from the back of the set.
Figurc5-.37 shows the locations of all controls and in addition the location of the
major receiver components.
Tuner and Chassis Removal. The follow-

ing procedure, taken from the service data
for the CTC-12, illustrates a typical chassis
removal -177

Recommended-taa5: Screwdriver (4" to 6"

shank), 1/4" and 5/16" socket head wrench
or nut driver, 5/16" "off -set" socket head.
1.

Pull all the front -panel knobs.

2.

Disconnect the antenna.

3.

Remove the back and disconnect the

antenna terminal board from the cabinet.
5-13. SERVICING FEATURES

Detailed servicing information may be
obtained in the form of Service Notes from
the manufacturer of the particular receiver of
interest. For example, "Color Television
Service Data - File: 1962 No. T6" published
by RCA Sales Corporation, covers the CTC12-Chassis in considerable depth. However,
some of the more important points are worth
pointing out in this lesson.

First, there are a variety of ,hest points
and interconnection points printed on the
circuit diagram* with either a letter(A, B, C,

4. Remove the four 5/16" hex -head bolts
securing the chassis to the cabinet shelf.
5.

Disconnect the speaker output cable

at the speaker terminal board.
6. Disconnect the convergence yoke plug
located forward of the high -voltage cage.

Disconnect all deflection leads at
the yoke.
7.

8.

Disconnect the picture tube socket.

* See end of book
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Fig. 5-37. Chassis layout for the CTC-12.

9. Remove the tuner assembly from the
front panel; six hex -head bolts are used.
Remove two bolts from the rear attaching the

10. Disconnect the high -voltage second
anode lead.

tuner to the side of the cabinet and loosen
but do not remove the four bolts attaching
the assembly to the front panel. Remove the
tuner assembly by lifting it upward to clear
the mounting bolts and transfer it to the

11. When reinstalling the chassis, brace
the cabinet to prevent accidental tipping and
leave the tuner mounted in the service position until the chassis is in the cabinet.

szLy ics position on the rear apron of the tele.-

Although the above procedure applies
specifically to the RCA CTC-12, it may be

vision chassis (see top -left of Fig. 5-25).

SERVICING FEATURES

adapted

to

the

requirements

Service

Position.

other

out of the cabinet, the first step is to follow
the steps in the preceding paragraphs. Use
of a work bench or table is desirable. After
removal, the chassis is placed behind the

Since the

cabinet. It is made to stand on edge, as
shown in Fig. 5-37, with the high -voltage

of

receivers.
Chassis

39

tubes and controls are for the most part
readily accessible without removing the
chassis, routine servicing does not involve
any complication. In the event, however,
that it is necessary to operate the receiver

cage at the bottom and the tubes pointing
toward the cabinet. In this position the sets
of leads to the kinescope socket, yoke,
high -voltage terminal, etc. can be connected.

NOTES

NOTES

NOTES
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PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

adjustments that apply to this stage are
like the adjustments made in the video i-f

INTRODUCTION

The word alignment, as applied to TV
servicing, refers to the general process of
adjusting the tuned circuits of the receiver
so that the over-all frequency response of
the receiver meets original factory specifications. Normally, the service technician
does little alignment except for the familiar
oscillator -tracking adjustments in the tuner.
Other tuned circuits, such as are found in
the i-f and video stages, usually do not drift
from their original settings. However, occasions do arise when it becomes necessary
to perform extensive alignment checks and
adjustments. For example, the video i-f
section may require alignment following the
replacement of defective components in that
unit. Alignment checks can actually save
time when it becomes necessary to evaluate

the performance of major sections of the
receiver to localize the cause of a "tough"
trouble.

Hence, although extensive alignment jobs

are rarely necessary, the professional service technician should be ready for them when

the need arises. The purpose of this lesson
is to present the principles of color receiver
alignment, and to help the beginner avoid

some of the common mistakes that cause
misleading

indications

and

waste time.

amplifiers.

Alignment of the color synchronization
section (the AFPC section) is somewhat like
alignment of the sound section. The AFPC
section contains a narrow -band amplifier,
the burst amplifier, and a phase discriminator. In addition, the local 3.58-mc oscillator
must be adjusted so that it runs at the correct
frequency and is locked -in by the AFPC system. Adjustments to do this job are similar
to the adjustments made in the AFC systems
that control the horizontal deflection oscillator.

Another portion requiring adjustment includes the high -voltage and horizontal -output
section. This workhorse of the color re-

ceiver must be adjusted for optimum performance to ensure that the system meets
the power and voltage demands of the color
kinescope, while not exceeding the power
ratings of the horizontal output tube. These
adjustments are not exactly alignment adjustments, since there are no tuning operations.
However, horizontal deflection circuit adjustments fall under the general heading of
"bench" or "shop" adjustments, and so
they will be covered in this lesson.

Finally, alignment of the tuned circuits
6-1. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS
What Circuits Require Alignment? As in
the black -and -white receiver, the circuits

that handle the r -f and i-f signals may require
alignment. The sections involved are the

in the remote -control system may be required.

Remote -control systems in color receivers

are designed to handle a larger number of
control functions (usually eight) than black and -white

receivers, and zo use a larger

number of ultrasonic control frequencies.

tuner, the video (picture) i-f amplifier, and
the 4.5-mc intercarrier-sound i-f amplifier.
It is rarely necessary to check the response

ments in receiver design and tube tolerances

of the video amplifier in the monochrome receiver. However, the response of the video
amplifier in the color receiver is quite criti-

component aging. Alignment may be needed

cal and rather elaborate traps are used in
the video circuits to eliminate the 4.5-mc
p_ adjustment in the video sections is an important part of the alignment
signal.

procedure.
The bandpass amplifier

is very similar

to a broadband i-f amplifier. The alignment

When Is Alignment Necessary? Improve-

have minimized the possibility of drift in
tuned circuits due to tube replacement or
in case of actual component failure, or following extensive repairs in the tuned circuits. An i-f coil that has been smashed,
when handling the chassis on the bench or
in the truck, is a painful example of this
situation. But perhaps the most important
use of alignment procedures is in making
alignment checks to judge the performance
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of particular sections of the set. Troubles
that elude ordinary troubleshooting techniques can often be localized by making
sure that the tuner, i-f sections, and video
amplifiers are working properly. Alignment

checks allow the technician to check these
sections individually.
What Can Be Done in the Home? Most
alignment jobs are "bench" jobs. However

many touch-up jobs can be performed in the
home with a minimum of test equipment.

Tuner tracking adjustments, intercarriersound section alignment, AFPC alignment,

and some of the adjustments made in the
horizontal output/high-voltage section can
be done in the home.

While wide bandwidth is helpful for general troubleshooting in color receivers, it is
not required for alignment purposes. Nearly

all sweep generators operate at a sweep
repetition rate of 60 cps. This means that
the detected video signals picked up by the
oscilloscope vary in amplitude at a 60 -cps
rate. The oscilloscope need only pass a
narrow band of frequencies from about 10 cps

to 600 cps to display the response curve
correctly.

A vet useful feature of some oscilloscopes designed for TV work is a provision
for internal 60 -cps horizontal deflection.
This feature makes it unnecessary to make
wire connections between the sweep generator and the oscilloscope in order to get
horizontal deflection. Since nearly all sweep
generators employ a 60 -cps sine -wave modu-

6-2. EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

The basic tools for alignment work are
the oscilloscope, the sweep generator, the
iarker generator, and the VTVM. An additional major piece of equipment for color
work is the dot/color-bar generator. In addition to these major test equipments, a
number of accessories, such as various pads,
bias supplies, detector probes, and other
items are necessary. The following paragraphs discuss each item in detail. One item

that cannot be overlooked is the manufacturer's service notes or service manual for
the particular receiver being serviced. While
many jobs can be done without the service
manual, alignment work requires knowledge
of the specifications for each particular receiver model. For this reason no general

discussion of alignment can give the technician all he needs to do the job. This lesson is a general guide and supplement to the
procedures detailed in the service notes, but
the lesson cannot substitute for them.
Osci I I oscope.

For alignment work, the

basic requirement of the _oscilloscope is
high -deflection sensitivity. A high -gain CRO

is needed to amplify and display the low voltage signals that provide the response
curves for VHF and UHF tuners. A deflection sensitivity of 18 rms millivolts per inch
is usually adequate.

lating signal, the horizontal deflection signal required for the oscilloscope is a 60 -cps
sine -wave and can be obtained directly from
the power line. A phase control is included

on oscilloscopes that contain this feature,
so that the phase of the 60 -cps signal fed to
the horizontal deflection plates may be controlled.

By controlling the phase of the

deflection signal, it is possible to make the
beginning of a horizontal scan on the oscil-

loscope start out at the same instant that
the frequency -modulated sweep starts in the
sweep generator. (We will show later how
to make this phase adjustment.) Sixty -cycle
sine -wave deflection is obtained on oscilloscopes equipped with this feature by turning
the horizontal deflection function switch to
the line position.
Oscilloscopes like the RCA WO -78A, and
the RCA WO -91A shown in Fig. 6-1, are

well suited for alignment work.

A sweep generator is
a signal generator whose output frequency
moves across a selected range of frequencies. In most service sweep generators the
sweep action is repeated sixty times per
During one cycle the generator
second.
sweeps up and down over the selected frequency range. Usually the return sweep is
blanked by disabling the oscillator for one
half cycle. This prevents a double response
Sweep Generator.

EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
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Fig. 6-2. The RCA WR-69A sweep generator.

ment work. As an added feature, it provides
continuously variable bias voltages, thus
eliminating the need for separate battery or
rectifier bias supplies.
Fig. 6-1. The RCA WO -91A oscilloscope.
Marker Generator. The marker generator,

curve, and provides a horizontal zero reference or base line for the response curve.
The primary_ requirement of a sweep gen-

erator is that its output voltage remain constant at -all -frequencies in the selected sweep
range. Increases and dips in generator output at various frequencies produce misleading

humps and valleys in the response curve of
the device being tested.
For color television work the sweep gen-

erator srail2 have a continuously variable
sweep range, or sweep width, of 0 to 12 mc.
The frequency range of the instrument should
be such that this 0-12-mc range can be tuned
from zero frequency for video work to about
50 mc for i-f alignment. In addition, all 12

VHF channels should be covered by the
sweep generator.

The sweep generator should be equipped
with a "flat" output attenuator. This means
that unirirliou-t-put vortige is maintained in
the sweep range for all settings of the output attenuator.

The RCA WR-69A, shown in Fig. 6-2,
meets all the requirements for color align -

calibrator, is simply a precision signal
It is used to place reference
generator.
or

frequency markers or "pips" on the response
curve.

It

is also employed in peak align-

ment of the video and sound i-f amplifier.

peak alignment, the marker generator supplies an input signal to the amplifier under
test, and a VTVM is used to indicate detected output. The marker generator is tuned
to the designated frequency for a particular
coil (or trap) and the coil (or trap) is tuned
for maximum (or minimum) output. Peak
alignment is frequently used when a complete alignment job is to be done. Peak
alignment is very useful when the receiver
is completely out of alignment.

A separate marker generator is more advantageous than the marker generators that
are built into some sweep generators. A
separate marker generator allows the sweep
and marker inputs to be fed to different circuits. For example, when aligning the i-f
amplifier, it is sometimes better to feed the
sweep generator r -f output to the antenna
terminals, but feed i-f marker signals into
the i-f amplifier. This allows the i-f response curve to be marked at i-f frequencies
regardless of the channel to which the sweep
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generator and tuner are set.

The primary
requirement of the marker generator is accuracy.
Superior marker generators provide
crystal -controlled check frequencies at frequent intervals in the frequency range. The

range of the instrument should include the
i-f frequencies and the local -oscillator frequencies for all the VHF channels (approximately 30 mc to 260 mc). In addition, the
marker should provide an accurate 4.5-mc
signal with provisions for amplitude modulation of this signal.
A valuable feature of the marker generator

is the facility for using the instrument as a
heterodyne frequency meter. This requires a

(a )

built-in detector, audio amplifier, and speaker. To use the heterodyne frequency meter,

the signal whose frequency is to be determined is applied to an r -f input terminal on
the instrument. The variable oscillator of
the marker is tuned to produce an audible
zero beat, indicating that the marker oscillator and unknown signal are on the same
frequency. The marker dial is read to determine this frequency. The heterodyne system
is extremely useful in making local -oscillator
adjustments in the tuner.
All the features discussed in the preceding
paragraphs are found_in the RCA WR-99A
shown in Fig. 6-3a. This generator provides
crystal check points at 10-mc and 1-mc check
intervals throughout the range of the instrument.

UHF Sweep and Marker Generators. When

alignment includes UHF work, additional
sweep generators and marker generators are

The requirements are the same
except that the fre_quency range of these
required.

instruments should include from 470 mc to
890 mc. The RCA WR-86A UHF sweep generator is shown in Fig. 6-3b.
Special Color Equipment. A dot-crosshatch/color-bar generator is mentioned here
although it is properly classified as setup

rather than alignment equipment. The color
bar generator is employed in alignment of
the AFPC system. This piece of equipment
will be covered in detail in a later lesson.

(b,'

Fig. 6-3. RCA VHF and UHF marker generators.
Video Marker Box.

When aligning color

receivers, it is sometimes necessary to place
frequency marks in the video passband.
Marker generators are unsuitable for this
purpose. An absorption -type marker, like the
RCA WR-295B shown in Fig. 6-4, is used in
the video range. It is placed in series with
the output cable of the sweep generator and
provides frequency marks by making holes or
"suck -out" points at specified fixed frequencies in the video range.
Bias Supplies. The r -f and i-f sections of
the receiver are aligned with fixed bias

voltages; the AGC system is effectively disabled. The bias supply should supply three
continuously -variable d -c voltages.
The

REVIEW OF BASIC OPERATIONS

Fig. 6-4. The RCA WR-295C absorption -type
video marker.

voltage range at each tap should be at least
_Q-15 volts. These supplies may be constructed by the technician from "junkbox
parts." A schematic diagram of a simple
battery -powered supply is shown in Fig. 6-5.
Some sweep generators (such as the WR-69A)
provide variable bias voltages. Manufactured

bias supplies are also available. Examples
are the RCA WG-307B shown in Fig. 6-6, and
the Sencore Model BE3.
R -F Modulator. The r -f modulator is a
piece of alignment equipment that is not
usually associated with black -and -white
alignment work. It is used with the VSM

(video sweep Anodulation) system employed
to check the over-all r -f, i-f, and video response of color receivers. We will discuss'
this piece of equipment when the VSM sys-

tem is shown later in this lesson. Figure 6-7
shows the RCA WG-304B r -f modulator used
in the VSM system.

Fig. 6-6.

Commercial bias supply, RCA
WG-307B.

Other Accessories.

There are several

other items to be discussed, such as matching pads, detectors, load blocks, etc. Most
of these items are put together by the technician when they are needed. We will show
the necessary accessories as they come up
in the alignment procedures that are outlined
in the remainder of this lesson.
6-3. REVIEW OF BASIC OPERATIONS

Before we look into the alignment operations performed on color receivers, let's

review briefly some of the basic practical
considerations for any alignment job. As a

practical example, we shall look into the
test equipment connections and control
settings that are made in sweep aligning a
video i-f amplifier. Throughout the discussion, refer to Fig. 6-8.

on -off switch

two 9 -volt batteries of the type

used in transistor radios

Fig. 6-5. A battery -powered bias supply.

Fig. 6-7. The RCA -3044 r -f modulator.
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Fig. 6-8. Connections made to sweep -align the video i-f amplifier.

Oscilloscope Connections.
In sweep alignment of a video i-f amplifier, the,signal
being applied to the r -f amplifier varies between about 41 and 47 mc. The oscilloscope

must be connected to the output of the detector in order to display the over-all i-f
amplifier response. Here the output voltage
is a d -c voltage whOse amplitude is determined by the gain of the i-f amplifier at every

point in the frequency range being swept.
Since the sweep generator covers the sweep
range at the rate of 60 cps, the detected signal applied to the oscilloscope is a 60 -cps
signal. Hence the oscilloscope can be, and
indeed should IT 7 [farrow -band oscilloscope.

The oscilloscope is connected to the
detector 777 resistor as shown in Fig. 6-8.
Avoid connections to the output sideof a
coupling capacitor, as the capacitor may
phase shift
Tow -fre-

the oscilloscope leads, as radiation of the
i-f signal may occur, and lead to regeneration
problems.

The isolating resi7=iirther

isolates the oscilloscope leads, and forms
a simple low-pass filter with the cable capacitance of the oscilloscope. It is useful
to restrict oscilloscope bandwidth in this
manner, as frequency markers appear narrower

and more distinct on the response curve.
Remember that the marker pip is actually
the zero beat between the marker frequency
and the sweep frequency. By restricting
oscilloscope bandwidth we see only the low frequency beat signals that surround the
zero -beat point. If a wide -bandwidth oscil-

loscope is used, the marker pips may spread
out over a large part of the response curve,
as in Fig. 6-9a. In some cases a 0.01-af capacitor is added across the CRO's terminals
to reduce frequenc_y response. This results
in a clean, narrow marker pip, as shown in
Fig. 6-9b.

quency (60 -cps) signal. Connection is made

to the "cold" side of the peaking coil, since
we are interested in the low -frequency components of the signal. It is not desirable to
have high -frequency (i-f) signals applied to

Horizontal deflection required

for the

oscilloscope is the modulating signal applied to the FM modulator in the sweep generator. It is a 60 -cps sine wave. Unless
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r -f amplifier is biased off. This prevents
antenna signals from interfering with the
alignment job.

(a;

Sweep Generator Connections. There are
several factors to be considered in connecting the sweep generator to the amplifier.
First of all, the cable in the sweep generator
must be terminated- properly. If not, the
cable will introduce reactive effects of its
own and make the alignment curve meaningless. Secondly, the output impedance of the
sweep generator should not swamp out any

of the tuned circuits that make up the re(b)

Fig. 6-9. (a) Appearance of the marker pip on

a wideband oscilloscope; (b) appearance of
the marker pip on a narrow -band oscilloscope.

the CRO is equipped

for internal 60 -cps
deflection, With control of phase, the deflection' signal is obtained from the sweep generator. This signal is applied to the horizon-

tal input terminals of the CRO. The sweep
selector switch in the CRO is set to the amplifier position, in which the internal time base generator for the CRO is disabled. If
the CRO is equipped with a variable -phase
60 -cps deflection signal, the sweep selector
is simply set to the line position. Phase adjustments will be reviewed shortly.
It is a good idea to calibrate the oscilloscope to read peak -to -peak voltage when
doing an alignment job. By monitoring the
output voltage from the amplifier under test,

it is possible to avoid overload problems.
For example, in aligning an i-f amplifier we
can be sure that we are not overloading the
amplifier if the peak -to -peak output voltage
is kept below about 0.5 volts. Service notes
often dictate the maximum output voltage for
this reason. Overload is one of the most
common mistakes make by inexperienced
technicians in doing alignment work. We
will show other ways to avoid overload later.
Bias. Check the service notes for proper
bias connections and the recommended bias
voltage. Bias connections are usually made
to the decoupling networks that apply AGC
Sias to the controlled stages, as in Fig. 6-8.
Often, when aligning the i-f amplifier, the

sponse curve we wish to see. For example,
we cannot connect the sweep generator to
the grid of the first i-f amplifier in Fig. 6-8.
In that case the terminating resistor on the
sweep generator's cable would short out the
tuned circuit in the grid of that stage. Since
the coupling circuit between the mixer and
the first i-f amplifier forms part of the overall i-f amplifier, the sweep generator must
be connected to a point ahead of the mixer.
In most cases connections are made directly
to the mixer grid. A blocking capacitor is
used in series with the sweep cable, so that

the terminating resistor does not alter the
bias on the mixer stage. Some, but not all,
mixer test points are used for the injection
of alignment signals. Usually the test points
provided for the measurement of injection
voltage have a series isolating resistor and

are not suitable as points at which to connect the sweep generator. The service notes
usually tell of the best and most convenient
pint to connect the sweep generator.
In setting the controls for the sweep gen-

erator, start with the output attenuator set
Adjust the frequency
control to place the center frequency in the
range desired. Set the sweep -width control
to cover the range of frequencies desired.
For example, in sweeping the i-f amplifier,
set the main frequency control, or controls,
for minimum output.

to a center frequency of 44 mc and the sweep -

width control to sweep a range of approximately 6 mc. The generator then provides a
sweep output of 44 mc ±3 mc, or from 41 to
47 mc.
Advance

the output attenuator

sweep generator until a response c
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obtained. If the oscilloscope has not been
calibrated, set the CRO for maximum vertical
gain. Phase adjustments are made at this
point.

Phase Adjustments. The phase control
adjusts the phase of the horizontal deflec-

tion signal in the oscilloscope so that the
frequency sweep and the horizontal scan
start at the same instant. To make this
adjustment the blanking switch on the sweep
generator is switched to the blanking -off
position. Then you should see two response
curves, one as the frequency sweeps up the
band,

the other as it sweeps down, as in

gig. 6-10a.

The phase control on the unit supplying
the deflection signal is then adjusted to
superimpose the two response curves as

shown in Fig. 6-10b. When this adjustment
is completed, the start and finish of the fre-

quency sweep coincide with the start and
finish of the horizontal scan on the CRO.
The blanking switch on the sweep generator
is then switched to the blanking -on position.

This causes the sweep oscillator to be cut
off during one half of the 60 -cycle modulating
signal. Hence, there is no output from the

sweep generator during this interval, the
return frequency sweep is blanked out, and
only one response curve is displayed. The
return trace that occurs during the time that
the sweep oscillator is blanked provides a

Check Sweep Width. 4, frequent cause of
a misleading response curve is a misadjusted
sweep -width control. You should learn to

recognize the symptoms that result from a
misadjusted sweep -width control. Remember
that the horizontal deflection signal supplied

to the CRO is not affected by the sweep width control. It controls only the width of
the band of frequencies being swept. Consider the response curve of Fig. 6-11a; in
this case the sweep width is sufficient to
sweep over the entire i-f passband. If the
sweep width is reduced to 1 mc, only a
small portion of the passband close to the
generator center frequency will be swept.
Since the response curve is flat in this region the detected output voltage stays constant. The response curve appears as shown

.--

in b of the figure. If sweep width is adjusted
to cover a wider bandwidth than needed, the
entire response curve occupies only a frac-

tion of the total horizontal scan, as in c of
Fig. 6-11.
Check for Overload

To make sure that

the response curve is not distorted due to
overload somewhere in the i-f amplifier, the
following check may be made. Set CRO gain
(vertical amplifier) to maximum. Set the
attenuator on the sweep generator to provide
minimum output. Then, increase the sweep

generator's output slowly until a response
curve is observed. Continue to increase the

zero base line for the response curve, as

1MC

shown in Fig. 6-10c.

6 MC

(0)

(a)

/5

(b)
1 MC

(b)

(c)

(c)

Fig. 6-10. Phase adjustments; (a) incorrect
phase adjustment, blanking off; (b) correct
phase adjustment, blanking off; (c) blank-

Sweep -width control settings:
Fig. 6-11.
(a) correct sweep width for i-f response curve;
(b) sweep width too narrow; (c) sweep width

ing on.

too wide.
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output slowly until the curve changes shape;
it may square off at the top. This indicates
overload. Note the vertical amplitude of the

sweep generator

9

clip to insulated wire

curve at the point where the first sign of
overload can be seen. Reduce the output of
the generator until the curve is at least one
half the size at which overload was seen
and work at this level. Note: excessive
noise ("grass"), or tilt of the base line that
results ro=oo much hum pickup, may indicate excessive CRO gain. Reduce the
gain of ire-CR° an3 repeat the sweep attenuator adjustments outlined in the preceding
discussion.
Putting In Frequency Markers. Frequency
markers are inserted into the response curve
by coupling the marker generator to the am-

plifier under test. Coupling should be as
loose as possible to prevent detuning of the

i-f circuits and distortion of the response
curve. To avoid trouble, set up the sweep
generator and CRO to produce the response
curve before the marker generator is coupled
into the system. In this way we can see if
coupling of the marker alters the shape of
the curve. If it does, some other coupling
means must be found.

In some cases the sweep and marker generator may be coupled to a common point in
the circuit. In these cases adequate coupling
may be obtained by clipping the "hot" lead

of the marker generator's cable around the
insulated part of the hot or ground lead of
the sweep generator cable, as shown in Fig.
6-12. When checking the over-all response
of the tuner i-f system, the sweep generator
is connected to the antenna terminals, but
the marker generator still supplies i-f marker
signals to the i-f amplifier. To ensure loose
coupling, the hot lead of the marker generator
connected to a grounded pin on the

tube socket of the first i-f amplifier, or to
the insulated body of a grid resistor, or to a
ground lance near the first i-f stage. Some
experimentation is needed to find a point
that provides a visible marker pip but does
not cause the shape of the response curve

marker generator

Fig. 6-12.

A method of coupling the marker
generator into the circuit.

a...141.....nent of one or two stages by themselves.
For example, it is sometimes required to

sweep align the coupling system between
the mixer and the first video ) -f stage. To
do this, the detector must be moved up to
the first i-f stage. A demodulator probe is
a sort of portable detector that allows us to

insert the detector wherever we wish. If we
wish to check the coupling system between
the mixer and the first i-f stage, the sweep

generator is connected to the grid of the
mixer (the same input terminals as are used
when sweeping the entire i-f amplifier). To
avoid loading the coupling circuit with the
detector probe, the detector is placed in the
plate circuit of the first i-f stage, as in Fig.
6-13. A low -value resistor (180 to 300 ohms)

is placed across the tuned circuit in the
plate of the first i-f amplifier. The loading
effect of the small resistor eliminates the

selectivity of the tuned plate circuit, and
makes the first i-f stage act like a wideband
buffer amplifier. The plate circuit of the
second i-f stage may be loaded in a similar
manner to prevent any feedback effects. This
system is used in alignment of late -model
RCA receivers. Spe5j.11 "i-f load blocks"
consisting of a detector and i-f loading resistors are used, as we shall see.
Disabling Horizontal Deflection Circuits.

to be altered.

The horizontal deflection system often interferes with the sweep alignment job, as

Demodulator Probes. In some cases it is
necessary to check or adjust the sweep

largeFMTptilide -flyback pulses are picked up

on CRO leads and in the circuits under test.

to
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rr,,X e

1st

f amplifier

detector
probe

to CR0

180

loading resistor

-T- o ooi,uf

- blocking

tuned
coupling
circuits

capacitor

sweep

Fig. 6-13.

Use of loading resistors and detectors to check the response of the coupling circuit
between the mixer and the first i-f stage.

The result is a row of tightly packed spikes
that ride on the response curve.

These

spikes make it difficult to see the response
curve, and they may obscure the marker pips.
For this reason, technicians make a practice
of disabling the horizontal deflection system.
Removing the horizontal output tube, or
opening the cathode circuit of the horizontal
output tube is the usual way. However, disabling the horizontal output tube takes away

a very large part of the total load on the
power supply (200 ma or so) and all supply
voltages become abnormally high. To prevent

this a dummy load resistor is installed to
t"---ake the place of the horizontal output stage.
In late -model RCA receivers, a 2000 -ohm,

100 -watt resistor is connected be7v7ritre
+386 -volt buss and ground.

6-4. TUNER ALIGNMENT

The discussions that follow are based on
the alignment procedures for the RCA CTC-11
receiver. A complete schematic diagram of
this receiver appears at the end of this

lesson. Although this discussion is in terms
of a specific receiver, the general principles
apply to all receivers.

Figure 6-14 shows the setups used to
sweep align the VHF tuner. The procedures
are summarized in tabular form in Fig. 6-15.
The Setup. For sweep alignment of the
r -f amplifier and the coupling circuits to the

grid of the mixer, the sweep generator is
connected to the antenna terminals, the r -f
bias is set at -2.5 volts and the CRO input
is connected to the plate of the mixer through
.11. A detected response curve appears at J,
because the mixer acts like a gritl-leak
detector.

A pad is shown between the cable of the
sweep generator and the antenna terminals
of the tuner. TlzLirpose of this pad is to
terminate the sweep generator's cable properly and provide a balanced 300 -ohm source
for the tuner. Three such pads are shown in
Fig. 6-16. Choose the pad that matches the
termination requirements of your sweep
generator.

Step 1 (Fig. 6-15) is a preliminary adjustment to tune the r -f plate and mixer -grid
co Lingcircuit approximately. The instructions direct you to "knife" the coupling
coils (L, and 1.8 on the ICRK98) to produce

TUNER ALIGNMENT

KRK98 AND KRK99 VHF TUNER SERIES R -F ALIGNMENT
LIO(KRK98(
L15( KRK 99 )

LINE UP ELONGATED OPENINGS
IN INSULATOR AND 0 AL FOR
EACH CHANNEL OSCILLATOR

L6 I-L51(KRK99)
L47 -L 7( KRK 98)

ADJUSTMENT

LIO (KWH)
L15(KRK99)

TURRET SHOWN IN
CHANNEL 13 POSITION

'
MAKE ALL OSCILLATOR
ADJUSTMENTS THROUGH
ELONGATED OPENING IN

SET INDICES ON FINE
TUNING GEARS

DIAL (AT OUTER END ).

AS SHOWN

L47-L57(KRK98) L53(KRK98)
L61- L51 (KRK 99) L55 ( KRK 99)

bL53(KRK98)
L55(KRK99)

SET INDICES ON FINE TUNING
GEARS AS SHOWN- USE NONMETALLIC TOOL- USE OPENING
IN FRONT PLATE TO REACH

TURRET SHOWN IN
CHANNEL 13 POSITION

CAMS.

7,41AC

30%

lot

70%

NOT BELOW

90% OX PEAK

30 % MAX

OR SHOULDER

TILT OR
VALLEY
BETWEEN
MARKERS

SWEEP

GENERATOR
SCORE

OSCILLO-

TILT OR
VALLEY

S.F OUT

MAXIMUM
BANDWIDTH

MINIMUM
BANDWIDTH

SCOPE
VERT

DIRECT
PROBE

L6(KRK 98)
L13 (KRK99)

L7 (KRK9B)
LL1111(0(KRRKK99091

L14(KRK99)

0

A C6(C7)
CAUTIO

-2.5 V.

im ON
V

00

AGC

0

(0)

CONNECT ONLY
WHEN CHECKING ©
INJECTION

BIAS

AT T E NUATOR

PAD

L4

00

=

,0

51111

19.,3 C11(C12)

7n
.49

VTVM

L44(99999)
(TILT)

9 (KRK99)

L33(KRK9B)
L7(KRK99)

L12(KRK98)
L 6(8RK 99)

145(KR1(98)/
La (KRK99)

( FREQUENCY )

H. 13 SLUG

(BANDWIDTH)

* See Figure 6-15.

Fig. 6-14. Alignment equipment setup and response curves for tuner alignment.
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KRK98 AND KRK99 VHF TUNER SERIES R -F ALIGNMENT
TEST EQUIPMENT CONNECTIONS:
BIAS SUPPLY
OSCILLOSCOPE

SWEEP GENERATOR
SIGNAL GENERATOR
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER

Apply - 2.5 volts to AGC terminal on tuner. Ground positive lead to tuner case.
Connect to J1 as shown in Figure 25 using direct probe. Set scope for 11/2 to 2 v. peak to peak.
Connect to antenna terminals through pad shown in Figure 6-16.
Couple R -F output cable loosely to sweep cable to provide markers. Insert insulated wire into top
of Osc./Mixer tube shield. Connect other end to "R -F -IN" terminals of generator.
Connect to mixer grid at C11 (KRK98) or C12 (KRK99) as shown in Fig. 6-14. (Note: --Connect only
when checking injection.-Do not have connected during adjustment.)

ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE
See "General Alignment Instructions" Before Attempt' ng Alignment
SWEEP
GENERATOR

STEP

I

SIGNAL
GENERATOR

I

ADJUST
KRK98 T KRK99

REMARKS

Tuner shield must be in place with access shutter removed. Set channel selector at channel being aligned.

2

Preset R -F Plate
& Mixer Grid on
Chan. 10

Chan. 10

Adjust neutralization
on Chan. 10

Chan. 10
(Maximum
Output)

193.25 mc.
197.75 mc.

Refer to Fig. 6-14 for adjustment locations
for approx. correct
waveshape as shown in Figure 6 -14.

and responses. Adjust

L5

L5

(Knife)

(Knife)

spiked response or oscillation is obtained, adjust C6 (C7) for minimum response
C6
*C7
and repeat adjustment of L5 & L8 (L11).-Do
not adjust bandwidth].
Change the bias at the AGC terminal to approx. -12 volts.
L8

L11

&

&

C6

C7

*[If

Adjust C6 (C7) for minimum response.

Return bias at the AGC terminal to --2.5 volts. Set indices on fine tuning gears as shown in Figure 6,-14,

3

Adjust osc.
Chan. 13

4

Check, and if
necessary, adjust osc.
Chan. 12 downward
to Chan. 2
Dress R -F Amp.

--

257 mc.

L10

L15

Adjust for audible beat with Sig. Gen.

Osc. Freq. for
Chan. involved

L47

L61

Adjust for audible beat with Sig. Gen. from
Chan. 12 down to Chan. 2.

5

Grid. Input Coil

Chan. 12

205.25
209.75

6

Adjust R -F Plate, Mixer
Grid & Bandwidth
on Chan. 12

Chan. 12

205.25
209.75

to

to

L57

L51

L4

L4

L5,
L8

L5,
L11

Dress position of L4 for maximum amplitude
at center of response.

&

&

L7

L14

Adjust L5 (Freq.) and L8 (L11) (Tilt) for
response shown in Figure 6-14.
Dress L7 (L14) with respect to L6 (L13)
for bandwidth.

Check tracking and response on all channels from 13 to 7; if necessary, knife R -F plate and mixer -grid loops on channels 10, 9, 8
and 7 for flat response. Turn off generators, check osc. injection (-2.0 to -5.0 volts) on meter. See note above under VTVM.
Rep ace V2 if outside limits and repeat steps 1 to 6.

7

Adjust osc.
Chan. 6

8

Plate, Mixer Grid
& Bandwidth coils

129 mc.

L53

L55

Adjust for audible beat with Sig. Gen.

83.25 mc.
87.75 mc.

L12,
L33,
L44

L6,
L7,

Adjust L12 (L6) (Ampl.), L33 (L7) (Freq.), L44
(L9) (Tilt), and L45 with respect to L44 (or L8

L9
& L8

with respect to L9) (bandwidth), for response
in Figure 25. Check for injection within limits.

Adjust Ant., R -F

Chan. 6

Chan. 6

& L45

Fig. 6-15. Summary of the tuner r -f alignment procedure.

the response shown in Fig. 6-14. Knifing
means adjustment by spreading or compressing the turns of the coils.

Step 2 is the neutralization adjustment.
To do this job the r -f stage is biased beyond
cutoff.

Any signals that pass through the

SOUND I -F SECTION ALIGNMENT

PAD FOR

50A COAX.

51111.

PAD FOR
7211 COAX.

132A

PAD FOR

30011 BAL.
INPUT

4711.

13011

marker

CRO

4711
39011

130/1.

13011

13

13011.
4711

30011

30011

BALANCED
OUTPUT

BALANCED
OUTPUT

4711
300 11
BALANCED
OUTPUT

r -f
output

oscillator
tube

Fig. 6-16. Pads for terminating various types
of sweep generator output cables.
delecoor

probe

stage then couple through the separate paths
of the grid -to -plate capacitance and the
neutralizing capacitance. The neutralizing
capacitor is adjusted for minimum output
(zero response) on the oscilloscope. By
151-1-lik in g These' two "feedthrough" paths,

the "feedback" paths, formed by the grid -

Fig. 6-17. Method of presetting local oscillator when heterodyne frequency meter is nnoi
available. With the marker generator adjusted

to the proper oscillator frequency, the oscillator is adjusted for zero -beat response indication on the oscilloscope.

to -plate and neutralizing capacitances during
normal operation, are also balanced.

Steps 3 and 4 are made to preset the local
oscirritor to- the proper frequency on each
channel. To do this job, a heterosline frequency meter is employed. A sample of the

local oscillator signal is applied to the r -f
input terminals on the marker generator, and

the marker generator is tuned to the local
oscillator frequency for the selected channel.
With the fine-tuning control set at midposition, the appropriate local -oscillator tracking
adjustment is made until an audible zero

beat is heard in the speaker of the marker
generator If the marker generator does not
have provisions for use as a frequency meter,

the setup shown in Fig. 6-17 may be used
instead. In this case the oscillator sample
and the output of the marker generator are

developed across an external detector and
the CRO is used as an indicator.

trims up the coupling circuit betweTe r -f amplifier and the mixer on the
high VHF band. Coils L5 and L, tune the
double -tuned circuit, and are adjusted to
obtain flatness across the top of the response

In dressing L, with respect to L,,
the coupling between these coils is varied.
This adjustment sets over-all bandwidth.
curve.

At this point, a check of the amount of
injection voltage is made. Refer to the
VTVM connections shown in the lower left
of Fig. 6-14. If the injection voltage is not
as called for in Fig. 6-15, follow the procedure given in this table. Steps 7 and 8 are
similar to Steps 5 and 6, but they are made
in the low VHF band (Channel 6).
6-5. SOUND I -F SECTION ALIGNMENT

In all switch -type tuners (not turret -type)

Alignment of the sound section involves

tracking adjustments alwiyi begin with the
highest channeiTChannel 13). Adjust each
channel 'in reverse order, making the last

tuning of the 4.5-mc i-f amplifier and the

adjustment on Channel 2.

Step 5 adjusts the grid circuit of the r -f
This circuit tunes quite broadly
and is set for maximum output in the center
of the response.

sound detector. In addition, the 4.5 -m -C traps

in the video amplifier are adjusted at this
time. We shall refer to the typical alignment
job shown in Fig. 6-18.

The first few steps deal with aligning the

circuits that supply 4.5-mc signals to the
sound detector. Study the test equipment
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SOUND I -F, SOUND DEMODULATOR AND 4.5 MC TRAP ALIGNMENT
TEST EQUIPMENT CONNECTIONS:
Connect a 330 ohm resistor in series with a 2 mfd. capacitor from pin 5 of V201 to ground. Connect
the Sound Detector Test Block Fig. 6-21 as shown below to pin 1 of V202. Ground terminal "D" of
T203 with a short jumper. Use a "live" signal from local TV station for signal source.
Connect a -15 volt bias source to the AGC terminal on the tuner.
Connect to the output of the Video Detector Test Block ,Fig. 6-20 as shown connected below.

GENERAL

BIAS SUPPLY
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER

ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE
See "General Alignment Instructions" Before Attempting Alignment
STEP

ADJUST

REMARKS

Adjust T201 for maximum DC on meter. Set R -F bias at tuner AGC terminal to
Adjust Sound

produce 0.5 volt on meter when finally peaked. (Core set on peak at top end
of coil.) Note: If R -F bias does not reduce voltage to 0.5 volt on meter because
of a strong signal, bias the I -F section of the receiver by grounding terminal

T201

Take -Off. Trans.

1

"C" of PW300.

Remove the video detector test block, 2 mfd. capacitor, and the 330 ohm load at pin 5 of V201. Connect the meter to the output of the
sound detector test block as shown below.

2

Adjust Driver
Transformer Primary
and Secondary

Adjust T202 top & bottom for maximum deflection on meter. Adjust R -F AGC
bias to produce 1.0 volt on meter when finally peaked. Peak cores at open end
of coils. (I -F bias may be required as explained in step 1 if 1.0 volt cannot be
obtained with R -F bias adjustment.)

T202 (top
& bottom)

Repeat steps 1 and 2 if necessary to obtain maximum indication on the meter, maintaining 0.5 volt in step 1 and 1.0 volt in step 2.

3

Disconnect the sound detector test block and the jumper from terminal "D" of T203. Turn the R -F bias supply for 0 volts at the
tuner AGC terminal. Adjust the volume control for normal volume level. Turn the core of T203 flush with top of coil form.
Remove ground from terminal "C" of PW300 if used in step 1 or 2.

4

Listening to the audio output, adjust T203 clockwise to a peak. Continue clockwise to a second louder
peak and adjust T203 for a maximum on this second peak. Decrease the signal input by increasing
the R -F AGC bias (and I -F bias by shorting terminal "C" of PW300 to ground if necessary) until
signal distorts. Adjust T202 (top) for clear signal without distortion. Continue reducing signal input
and adjusting of T202 (top) until a very sharp point is obtained where the signal is clear, with distortion occurring as T202 (top) is adjusted the slightest amount in either direction. (Note: In extremely
strong signal areas, the R -F and I -F bias may not produce a weak enough signal to make the signal
distort. If so, further reduction of the signal can be obtained by loosely coupling the antenna to the

Adjust Sound
Demodulator
Transformer

receiver or by use of an attenuator pad in the antenna lead.)

Remove the R -F bias supply and the jumper grounding terminal "C" of PW300. Set the fine tuning to produce a 4.5 mc. beat on the
kinescope.

5

Adjust 4.5 mc.
Trap

Adjust L306 for minimum 4.5 mc. indication on the kinescope.

L306

PW200 SOUND I -F

a AUDIO ASSEMBLY
vto.

I.
T 203

1:,;.,

1

T to,
Di

01

T 202

330

VIDEO
DETECT.

OHMS

OUTPuT

ROUND

GROUND

ii

(TOP and
BOTTOM

I TOR )

It 'Cr:

2 MFD

ICORE

'in'

CORE

SOUND DETECTOR

./OIRECT

DETECT.

VTVM.'
GROUND

GROUND

;CP302
cN

.11302

PROBE

jM,37:%:k.

LI

130
C
<A, .,.*IY"

30*

4,

3" 7

,!,303
1303

111.1

6

C

iE

"41c.;,

'0,10,pers,s

PW300 PICTURE I -F ASSEMBLY

GROUND

Fig. 6-18. Summary of procedure, and equipment connections for alignment of the sound i-f amplifiers,
sound demodulator, and 4.5-mc video trap.
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Fig. 6-19. Partial schematic diagram of the sound section.

IN344

connections (Fig. 6-18) and refer to the

partial schematic diagram of the sound section in Fig. 6-19. The connections accomplish the following. The plate circuit of

TO POINT
UNDER

TEST

12,000

2400
MMF

82,000

impedance of the i-f amplifier, and the LOQD
detector is prevented from oscillating by
grounding the quadrature coil. Now, you are
ready to tune the sound Cale -off coil, T251.

T 470

47
MMF

the 4.5 me i-f amplifier is loaded and so
operates as a wideband amplifier. A Aisle
detector, the "video" detector shown in
Fig. 6-20, is placed across the loaded plate

OSCILLOSCOPE

MMF

Fig. 6-20. The "video" detector test block
contains loading resistors and a detector
diode. It is used for adjustment of the 4.5-mc
sound circuits and 4.5-mc video trap.

A "station" signal is used for the sip...ill
source. The set is switched to a local sta-

tion and the bias on the tuner is reduced
until a reading appears on the VTVM (Step 1).

Bias is set to produce a reading of 0.5 volts.
T201 is then tuned for a peak meter reading.

detuning the fine-tuning control until a 4.5mc sound beat is observed on the kinescope.
(On color telecasts the 4.5-mc beat produces
a strong-nrj-ic-c b. -ea t in the color picture.)
The 4.5-mc sound trap is then tuned for
minimum beat interference in the picture.

The load and detector are then removed
from the plate circuit of the i-f amplifier,
restoring normal amplifier operation.

The

6-6. VIDEO I -F AMPLIFIER ALIGNMENT

high -impedance sound detector shown in Fig.

641 remains connected to the grid of the

There are two ways of aligning the video

sound detector, however. This provides an
indication for tuning the primary and second-

or picture i-f stages - peak alignment and

ary of the plate transformer

procedure using a signal (marker) generator
as the signal source; a VTVM is connected

T202 (Step 2).

Step 2 completes alignment of the 4.5-mc i-f
stage. Step 3 is a presetting adjustment.

Step 4 adjusts the quadrature coil, T203, on
The LOQD sound detector. This detector
operates in a locked -oscillator mode when
weak signals are received. The signal is
therefore attenuated and the adjustment of
T202 is "rocked" to find the spot where the
oscillator continues to "sync" with the weak
sound signal. This completes the alignment
of the sound system. The remaining step,

Step 5, sets the 4.5-mc trap in the video

`Terector circuit.

This is accomplished by

sweep alignment.

lata_salignment is a simale

1N344

i560,000
TO VTVM

560,000

Fig. 6-21. The sound detector used in sound
section alignment.
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TEST EQUIPMENT CONNECTIONS:
GENERAL

Ground terminal "C" of PW400 with a short jumper. Set channel selector to channel 3. Picture I -F
shield must be in place. Disable the horizontal sweep section of the receiver (see page 11, "General
Alignment Instructions").

BIAS SUPPLY

SIGNAL GENERATOR

Short terminal "C" of PW300 to ground. Apply -15 volts R -F AGC bias to the AGC terminal on the
tuner. Apply -15 volts to pin 2 of V707 Blanker.
Connect in series with matching pad, to mixer grid as shown below.

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER

Connect in series with 10,000 ohms to 2nd Detector output at terminal "D" of PW400. Use
direct probe.

ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE
See "General Alignment Instructions" Before Attempting Alignment
SIGNAL
GENERATOR

STEP

Peak 3rd pix.

1

I -F

transformer

2

Peak 2nd pix.

3

Peak 1st pix.

4

Peak 1st pix.

5

ADJUST

REMARKS

T304

43.8 mc.

Peak T304 (bottom), T303, and T302 at their respective frequencies for maximum deflection on meter.

(bottom)

42.5 mc.

T303

45.75 mc.

T302

Avoid excessive signal input. Use peak with core
nearest printed board end of coil. Repeat steps 1,
2, and 3 maintaining signal generator output for
-1.5 volts on meter.

44.0 mc.

T301

Peak T301 and L11 (L17) at 44.0 mc. Use -1.5 v.

Peak mixer
plate coil

44.0 mc.

L11 (KRK98)
L17 (KRK99)

6

Adjust 3rd pix. I -F
sound trap

41.25 mc.

T304
(top)

7

Adjust sound
rejection control

41.25 mc.

R315

8

Adjust 47.25 mc.
traps

47.25 mc.

L301 & R301

I -F

transformer
I -F

plate transformer
I -F

grid transformer

on meter when peaked. Peak T301 with core at

LIT

board end of coil. Peak L11 (L17) with core at top
of coil.

Adjust T304 (top) and R315 simultaneously for minimum deflection on meter. Reduce I -F bias as necessary for sufficient indication. Adjust L301 & R301
for minimum deflection on meter. Keep cores of T304
and L301 at coil end away from board.

-(SHIELD OVER PIX BOARD MUST BE IN PLACE )

MIXER
PLATE

-,--4-

IKRK 99)

4725 MC
(SEE L301

LII
MIXER
PLATE
IKRK 9e)

440 MC

BELOW)

R301

c -a.
"4/

,

-

-.0,-.. ..,,

TO1:-.4

'
s

T302q2', 17-

C=a(r' / ,

30

C.71",

1.30

0 - C 1"
-0305

IT304V '14315',

i'

,

...

!...01.

TO

.PW300 PIX BOARD

1,

314.
I

CHANNEL 3

4125 MC

68

425 MC

SIGNAL
GENERATOR

430 MC
(BOTTOM CORE)

ISEE 5301

OHMS

0

ABOVE)

GROUND

TERM."C"

PRESET 15%
CLOCKWISE

4125 MC

OO

TOP CORE

10.000 OHMS
DIRECT
PROBE

PW400 VIDEO BOARD
1

C 40 3

C'401.?'

VTVM

r
-

:

GROUND

AGC TERM
-I5V.RF BIAS

Fig. 6-22. Peak alignment procedure for the picture i-f section.
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across the video detector load resistor as an
Each tuned circuit is
output indicator.
simply tuned for maximum output at the detector, with the signal generator set to the
tuned circuit's designated resonant freThe traps are tuned in similar
quency.
fashion to produce minimum output on the
meter.

Peak alignment does not show the results
of the alignment job. It only allows the coils

tole tunedto their correct frequencies.
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set to sweep the i-f range and is connected
through the special matching pad to the
mixer grid. The CRO is connected to the
output of the video detector (refer to Fig.
6-20 for the video detector and load block
Marker generator signals are
loosely coupled into the mixer circuit by
clipping the "hot" terminal of the marker

diagram).

generator to the insulated body of the 12 -ohm
resistor in the input matching pad. Response

curve t` A" in Fig. 6-24 is obtained by ad-

A

justing L11 or 1.17 on the tuner (mixer plate),

weak stage or incorrect tank -circuit loading

and the grid coil of the first i-f amplifier,

cannot be detected by this method. Peak
alignment is usually done when the set is

T301. The adjacent -channel -sound trap, L3o1
and R301, is adjusted for minimum output at
47.25 mc in Step 3. To properly tune this

so far out of alignment that sweep alignment
should not be attempted directly.
The picture i-f alignment instructions

from the CTC-11 Service Notes are shown
in Eig:±.22. The input signal is applied to
the grid of the mixer through a special matching pad. This pad terminates the generator

output properly and swamps out the tuned
circuits of the mixer grid. The VTVM is
connected across the video detector load
resistor. The tuner r -f stage is biased off
to prevent extraneous input signals, and the
i-f amplifier operates at maximum gain by
grounding the AGC input to the i-f stages at
terminal C of PW300. Note the instructions
regarding core positions. These must be
observed when aligning transformers with
two cores in' order to prevent interaction.

trap, the i-f stage is first made to operate
at maximum gain by removing i-f bias.

To align the remaining i-f stages, the r -f
detector load block is removed and the CRO
is connected through a 10,000 -ohm isolating

resistor to the "hot" side of the video detector load at point D in the PW400 video
Steps 5 through 8 are then followed
to obtain the over-all response curve shown
at "B" of Fig. 6-24. Note that tbs color
tulsarrier, at an intermediate frequency of
42.17 mc, is set at the 50% point on the
slope of the curve.
board.

The remaining steps of the video i-f alignment procedure allow an over-all r-f/i-f check.

The CRO remains connected to the output
of the video detector, but the sweep generator

Sweep alignment of the video i-f amplifier
is a-rEomplished in three major operations:

(IT the coupling circuit between the mixer
and the first i-f amplifier is aligned by itself; (2) the remainder of the i-f stages is
aligned by sweeping the over-all i-f section;
(3) an over-all check is made by applying the

sweep signal to the antenna terminals and
checking the over-all r-f/i-f response. Refer
to the instructions in Fig. 6-23 and the drawings in Fig. 6-24.

Steps 1-4 show how to align the double -

tuned coupling circuit between the mixer
and the first i-f stage. To check this circuit by itself, the first i-f stage is changed
into a broad -band amplifier by the i-f load
block and detector. The sweep generator is

connections are transferred to the antenna
terminals. The feed signal at the antenna
terminals must be in push-pull form, so fhespeCial pads shown in Fig. 6-16 must be
used. Remember to reduce the bias applied

to the tuner. The sweep generator, and the
tuner's channel selector, are adjusted to
sweep each of the 12 VHF channels in turn.

Any fault, such as a tilt in the over-all response curve, that appears on every channel
ilia -Cates a fault in i-f alignment. If only
orieoi- two channels display a faulty alignment curve, the tuner alignment should be
checked.

The over-all check is a good troubleshoOTing aid. A weak stage will show up as

ciiMficient response at the frequency to

COLOR TELEVISION COURSE, LESSON 6
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SWEEP ALIGNMENT OF PICTURE I -F
TEST EQUIPMENT CONNECTIONS:
The shields over PW300, picture I -F board, must be in place during alignment. Disable the horizontal sweep section of the receiver (see page 11, "General Alignment Instructions"). Ground

GENERAL

terminal "C" of PW400.

Ground terminal "C" of PW300. Apply -15 volts to the tuner AGC terminal. Apply -15 volts to

BIAS SUPPLY
OSCILLOSCOPE

pin 2 of V707 Blanker.
Connect to pin 5 of V301 using I -F Test Block shown in Figure 21. Load the plate of the 2nd picture
I -F, pin 5 of V302, by connecting to "LOAD" of I -F Test Block.

SWEEP GENERATOR

Connect in series with matching pad, shown in Figure 19, to strap on tuner wafer switch section
(SIB) at mixer grid.

SIGNAL GENERATOR
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER

Couple loosely to sweep generator output cable to provide markers.
Connect to AGC terminal on the tuner.

ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE
See "General Alignment Instructions" Before Attempting Alignment
SWEEP
GENERATOR

STEP

SIGNAL
GENERATOR

I

ADJUST

REMARKS

I

Set channel selector to channel 3
1

Adjust mixer
plate trans.

40-50 mc.

2

Adjust 1st pix.
1-F grid transformer

40-50 mc.

(I -F)

(I -F)

42.17 mc.
45.75 mc.
42.17 mc.
45.75 mc.

L11 (KRK98)
L17 (KRK99)

T301

Sweep set for 0.1 v. P -P on scope. Adjust

for max. gain and response "A" in Fig -

6 - 24 . Reduce I -F bias, if necessary, by
connecting a 6800 ohm resistor from terminal "D" of PW300 to ground.

Adjust for minimum response at 47.25 mc.
Use 0.0 v. I -F bias by shorting together
terminals "C" & "D" of PW300.
Recheck adjustment of L11 or L17 and T301 for correct response as shown in "A" of Fig. 6-24.Repeat steps 1, 2. and 3 if
necessary. Remove short between "C" and ' D" of PW300.
Remove the I -F test block from the 1st picture I -F plate and the load from the 2nd picture I -F plate. Calibrate the oscilloscope for 3
volts P -P and connect to PW400 at terminal "D" in series with a 10,000 ohm resistor. Remove 6800 ohm resistor at terminal "D" of

3
4

Check 47.25 mc.
I -F input trap

40-50 mc.
(I -F)

47.25 mc.

L301 & R301

PW300 if used in steps 1 and 2.

5
6

7

Align 3rd pix.

40-50 mc.

T304

I -F transformer

(I -F)

(bottom)

Align 2nd pix.

40-50 mc.

I -F transformer

(I -F)

Align 1st pix.

40-50 mc.

I -F transformer

(I -F)

Check 41.25 mc.

8

attenuation at
3rd pix. I -F

40-50 mc.
(I -F)

41.65 mc.
42.17 mc.
42.75 mc.
45.00 mc.
45.75 mc.

T303

Align T304 (tilts curve), T303 (affects
42.17 mc. side) and T302 (affects 45.75 mc.

side) alternately to obtain the response
shown in "B" of Fig. 6-244 Use 3 volts
P -P on scope.

T302

41.25 mc.

T304 (top)
& R315

Adjust for minimum at 41.25 mc. along
with response "B".

Connect VHF sweep generator to the VHF antenna terminals using pad shown in Fig. 646 . Decrease the R -F AGC bias to -3 volts.
(See Figure 30.)

Channels 13 to
Retouch slightly, if necessary, to correct
T304 (bottom)
2 Pix, and
for any overall tilt. Maintain response "B".
Sound Markers
NOTE:-In step 9 above, if only one or two channels are out of limits the tuner R -F alignment should be checked. However, any tilt
consistent to all channels may be corrected by I -F retouch. If any major adjustment is required, be certain to repeat step 8.

9

Check R-F/I-F
overall on VHF

Chans. 13 to 2

UHF/VHF MODELS ONLY

Connect the UHF sweep generator to the UHF antenna terminals as shown in Fig. 6-24 .

10

Check R-F/I-F
overall on UHF

Tune entire
UHF range

Channel
Markers

L16 & L10

on tuner

Retouch slightly to correct any overall tilt.

Do not retouch I -F adjustments on UHF
check of overall.

Fig. 6-23. Summary of instructions for sweep alignment of picture i-f section.
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UHF
SWEEP

VHF
SWEEP

GENERATOR

GENERATOR
OVT

68 OHMS

U
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.001 hi

410
1212

111

GROUND

OHMS

VHF

SIGNAL
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OUT

GROUND
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PAD (see text)

.,
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36
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,
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0
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0
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,
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Fig. 6-24. Alignment equipment setup and response curves for sweep alignment of picture
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which the stage should be tuned. An i-f coil
that tunes very broadly (several turns are
required before there is a very small change

in response) indicates a tuned circuit that
is loaded excessively. A shorted (damaged)

coil or a wiring short might be the cause.
An onen decoupling capacitor can also cause
a stage to tune broadly.
6-7. BANDPASS AMPLIFIER ALIGNMENT

The bandpass amplifier is the only amplifier circuit that requires sweep alignment in
the modern color receiver. Because the response of this amplifier works in conjunction
witl, the response of the video i-f amplifier
to produce a flat response for 3.58-mc side bands, a new alignment stem is needed.
This system,called video -sweep -modulation,
or VSM, may be unfamiliar to the veteran
technician.
Video Sweep Modulation. The procedure

for aligning the bandpass amplifier in the
RCA CTC-11 is shown in Fig. L:25. Step 1
shows how to align the circuit that couples
the separated chrominance signals to the
demodulators. The sweep generator is connected to the grid of the bandpass amplifier
through the absorption -type video marker
box (RCA WG-295C).

The sweep is set to
cover the video range of 3 to 5 mc (nc_

sweep width at a 4-mc center frequency)7To
detect this signal, and provide the zusonse
curve, the video detector of Fig. 6-20 is

connected to the grid of the demodulator.
Bias connections are made to disable the

color killer. In Step 1, the transformer T,01,
which couples signals to the demodulators,
is aligned to produce the double -tuned response curve shown at "A" of Fig. 6-25.

signal is applied to an r -f modulator where
it is impressed on the i-f signal at 45.75 mc.
One of the sidebands produced by the modulator then sweeps from 45.75 mc to 40.75 mc
(the i-f range). This signal passes through
the i-f amplifier to the detector. The detector
recovers the original modulation (0-5 mc).
This video -sweep signal passes through the
video system to the bandpass amplifier. At
the output of the bandpass amplifier, another

detector rectifies the 0-5 mc signal,

pro-

ducing a d -c voltage whose amplitude varies
at the sweep rate of 60 cps. This 60 -cps
signal provides the over-all response curve.
Note the difference between this system and
the familiar i-f sweep alignment system. In

the latter, the video i-f range is swept from
42.So 45 mc at a 60 -mss rate but the output

of the video detector is otg_._/-csi:nai
whose amp iu--T

a varies at O c_ns- no video

Signal is produced.

In Step 2 of Fig. 6-25 the plate circuit of
bandpass amplifier is loaded with a
330 -ohm resistor to broaden the output response. This allows you to see the effect
of the input tuned circuit by itself. The input coil, L,,, is tuned to produce the response at "B". Step 3 provides the over-all
check. The load is removed from the plate
of the bandpass amplifier, and you see the
over-all r-f/i-f/bandpass response.
the

Note that several circuits must be biased
correctly for proper alignment.
filler

and blanker stages must be biased off to
allow the bandpass amplifier to operate
properly. The J-1 amplifier must be biased

properly and the input signal must be set to

produce a ,normal detected voltage at the
output of the video detector.

Steps 2 and 3 show how to adjust the
tuned circuit in the grid circuit of the bandpass amplifier. Since the response of this
circuit complements the slope of the r -f response curve near the color subcarrier frequency, some means of checking the over-all
i-f and video response is needed. The setup
for the VSM system is shown at the lower
right of Fig. 6-25. The system functions as
follows. The sweep generator is adjusted
to sweep the video range of 0 to 5 mc. This

6-8. AFPC ALIGNMENT

Alignment of the AFPC system is not

unlike alignment of the horizontal AFC systems that employ diode sync discriminators.
Test equipment requirements include a color bar generator, an oscilloscope, and a VTVM.

An adequate job can be done with just a
VTVM when a color telecast is being received.
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TEST EQUIPMENT CONNECTIONS:
Ground terminal "C" of PW400 with a short jumper. Disable the horizontal sweep section of the
receiver (see page 11, "General Alignment Instructions").
Apply -6 volts bias to terminal "F" of PW400. Apply -15 volts on pin 2 of V707 Blanker. Ground
terminal "C" of PW300 (see Figure 30). Apply -15 volts bias to tuner AGC terminal.
Connect to Demodulator grids using Video Detector Test Block Figure 6-20.
Connect as shown below for steps 2 and 3.
Connect as shown below for steps.2 and 3.
Connect in series with Absorption Marker Box and .1 mfd. capacitor to pin 1 of V701. Set generator

GENERAL

BIAS SUPPLY
OSCILLOSCOPE
R -F MODULATOR

SWEEP GENERATOR
SIGNAL GENERATOR

for video sweep.
Connect through 10,000 ohm resistor to terminal "D" of PW400, ground lead to terminal "C".

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER

ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE
See "General Alignment Instructions' Before Attempting Alignment
SIGNAL
GENERATOR

SWEEP
GENERATOR

STEP

REMARKS

ADJUST

Adjust T701 (top & bottom cores) for re 3.5 mc. sweep
7701 (top &
sponse "A" shown below. Maintain equal
width at 3.58 mc.
bottom
cores)
bandpass trans,
marker height.
center freq.
and a 4 mfd capacitor in series from the plate
Turn brightness and contras controls fully counterclockwise. Connect a 330 ohm resistor
the
of 1st Bandpass Amplifier to ground, pin 5 of V701 (see below). Move the Video Detector Test Block to pin 5 of V701. Connect
sweep generator, signal generator, marker box and R -F modulator to the mixer grid, using input pad shown in Fig 6-16 ; refer to
drawing below for proper connection. Adjust sweep outputs for 1.5 volts DC at picture 2nd detector (terminal "D" of PW400). Then
Align Chromes

remove jumper at terminal "C" of PW400.
Align chroma

0-5 mc

take -off coil

(I -F)

4575 mc

Adjust L701 for response
shown in "B" below.
Adjust with core at chassis

L701

end of coil.)

Remove the 330 ohm resistor and the 4 mfd. capacitor from pin 5 of V701. Move the Video Sweep Detector Test Block and oscilloscope
back to the Demodulator grids, pins 2 & 7 of V704.

a

I

Check overall

0-5 mc

chromaV response

(I -F)

45,75 mc

3 08MC

4061/1C

VIDEO
I DETECTOR

-6

GND.

BIAS
TNI0

;i

188

L101
CAROM*

V704

9108

1;21

GOTS
AGES

OEMODUL AT

GND A

TB*
--11

0

5.511 MC. OSC.

SWEEP
GENERATOR

VIDEO
BOARD

C402 /R103

o Fiv

-6 VOLTS BIAS

T105

9105
SEWS
BURST

!

PW400

0106
607/6FCE1
9-11

2701

TRANS

4

L,-1

IJ
11-v AMP

BANDPASS

OHMS

5

SAVA
II' 2/ANOPASS

GROUND

VTVM
10,000

TI

)10, \ nom NV

4 IAA

c

c'.0,"4021-22

TAKE -022

'////

STEP
ONLY

'C"

"8.

N0102

VEST

VOLTS

FIGHT

EQUAL

"A"

DET CT

WG- 295B

15%

MARKERS AT

MARKERS AT
EQUAL REIGmT

SCOPE

MAR SAG

TS1L!Tt
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-
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Fig. 6-25. Test equipment setup and instructions for chroma bandpass alignment.
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TEST EQUIPMENT CONNECTIONS:
GENERAL

Set the tint control to the center of its range and turn killer threshold control R159 fully counterclockwise. Be certain the horizontal deflection circuits are operating and the AGC control is set
properly (see "AGC Adjustment", page 4).
Connect to receiver antenna terminals. Adjust receiver for normal color reception.
Connect as prescribed.

COLOR BAR GENERATOR
OSCILLOSCOPE
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER

Connect in series with a 470,000 ohm resistor to pin 1 of Phase Detector V705.

ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE
STEP

ADJUST

Short p'n

REMARKS

I

of V702 to ground with a very short jumper.

1

Adjust T703 (bottom) for maximum DC reading on the VTVM. If the
1

T703
(bottom)

Peak 3.58 mc. osc. transformer

3.58 mc. oscillator is not running, no reading will be obtained. If
necessary, adjust the reactance tube plate coil L702 to start the
oscillator. After adjustment is made, remove short from kill 1 of V702.

Adjust T702 for maximum DC reading on the VTVM. Make sure
the 3.58 mc. oscillator is running and locked in.
Ground the reactance tube input. This can easily be done by grounding the brown wire (TP701) protruding through the chassis in the

2

Peak the phase detector transformer

3

Adjust the reactance tube plate coil
for zero beat of the 3.58 mc.

T702

chroma section (see Fig..6-2 5, top view). Remove the VTVM from Phase Detector V705.
L702

oscillator

Remove

Observe the kinescope and adjust L702 for zero beat (Color bars
stand still on screen or drift slowly).

the short grounding the reactance tube input at TP701. Repeat step 3 using low level color signal. Adjust for zero
beat and best hold.

Connect the oscilloscope to R -Y output at terminal

4

Fig, 6 -2 7

Adjust phase detector transformer

,

1

of TB8 (see

top view) and observe the bar pattern. Check that tint

control (when rotated from one extreme to the other) provides for a
minimum of + and - 30 degrees from nominal phase. Refer to Figure
below left If necessary, adjust T702 to achieve this condition.
of demodulator phase adjustment, return the tint control to approximately mid-range (nominal phase position). The
6th bar (R -Y waveform) should be cancelled as shown at "A" below left.
T702

DEMODULATOR PHASE CHECKS:

Check the three color outputs at the kinescope grids (Fig. 6-27 for proper matrixing. The waveforms and amplitudes should conform

to those shown below at the right.
a. Check R -Y waveform at terminal 1 of terminal board TB8.
b. Check G -Y waveform at terminal 3 of terminal board TB20.
c. Check B -Y waveform at terminal 3 of terminal board TB 7 (phase should be correct within ± 1/2 bar).

5

Adjust killer threshold

R159B

Adjust with strong black and white signal. Adjust R159B so that color
just disappears from the picture on kinescope. Check with color signal
to assure setting is not killing on color.
BLUE

KINESCOPE

GRID (B -Y1

105144.5.1
-15%

PHASE

NOMINAL

i
BURST

9

8

3

2

4

5

BURST

10

6

PHASE MINUS 30'
BURST

8

9

GREEN KINESCOPE GRID
10

BURST

I

2

2

3

U-'

I

RED KINESCOPE GRID
NOMINAL PHASE
BURST

8
2

ID -Y)

3

3

5

6

Waveforms at "R -Y" Output

PLUS

30°

9

10

8

R -T)

BURST /

00%

9
2

3

4

Waveforms at Kinescope Grids

Fig. 6-26. Summary of shop procedure for color AFPC alignment.

tO

9

10

HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION ALIGNMENT

Read the alignment instructions given in
Fig. 6-26 and Fig. 6-27 carefully. In general,

23

6-26. Step 5 sets the threshold for the color

killer.

the procedure is as follows. The first job is
to secure maximum CW and burst drive to the

Figure 6-28 shows the "field" procedure

The VTVM is effectively

for aligning the AFPC system in the CTC-11.
The basic procedure is the same as the
"shop" procedure shown earlier.

phase detector.

connected across one of the two load resistors of the phase detector. The voltage
read at this point is proportional to the amplitude of the CW and burst Opals applied
to the detector. In Step 1, the burst amplifier grid is shorted to ground, 7-so that the
only input to the phan detector is that provided by the 3.58-mc 'oscillator. The transformer in the plate circuit of the electron coupled oscillator is tuned for maximum reading on the meter. To tune the burst amplifier

(Step 2) the short is removed from the grid
of the burst amplifier and T702 is tuned for
maximum. T702 is in the plate circuit of the
burst amplifier.
Following Step 2, maximum amplitude CW

and burst signals are applied to the phase
detector. The adjustments performed in the

next few steps set the correct operating frequency and phase.

In Step 3, the grid of reactance tube is
grounded. This simulates zero error voltage.
In this case, the oscillator should be normally
operating at the correct frequency and phase.
To tune the oscillator, L702 (the reactance

tube's output tank) is tuned to produce a
"zero beat". This means that the colors
on the screen should drift slowly through
the correct values. If the oscillator is off

6-9.

HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION
ALIGNMENT

The horizontal deflection circuit supplies 15.75-kc deflection power, regulated
high voltage, B+ boost voltage, and convergence currents. to ensure proper high
yoltage and maximum life of the hari7antal
output tube, the following adjustments should
be followed. Figure 6-29 summarizes the
procedure and shows the setup.

The first two steps set up the .horizontal
oscillator. Step 1 shows how to adjust the
sine -wave coil. The waveform shown at
the upper right in the figure depicts the correct setting of the sine -wave stabilizer coil.
This waveform is obtained at terminal G of
PW600. The sine -wave stabilizer coil, which

is the hold control in this case, is adjusted
so that the positive peaks of the waveform
are at the same voltage level. Next (Step 2)
the frequency of the blocking oscillator is
adjusted to the correct frequency. The short
to ground at TB -11-1 effectively reduces the
AFC correction voltage to zero. The oscil-

lator is made to "free -run" at the correct

frequency, the colors in the color bars will

frequency by tuning L601 until a single up-

divided vertically and will appear to
change. They look somewhat like multi-

across the screen.

be

colored "barber poles". As the correct frequency is approached, the number of vertical

bands of color in the color bars diminish.
At zero beat the bars are uniform in color
throughout their length, but change color
slowly. Step 3 completes the frequency -control part of the job. Step 4 adjusts the phase

right picture just floats from side to side
Next, the horizontal efficiency is adjusted (Step 3). The total cathode current of
the horizontal output tube is monitored, and

the horizontal efficiency coil is adjusted to
produce a minimum of cathode current. The

of the subcarrier oscillator to the correct

horizontal efficiency control is essentially
similar to the familiar horizontal linearity

value relative to the transmitted burst signal.

adjustment.

To do this the tint or hue control is centered, and the phase detector transformer is
tuned. Proper phase is indicated by observing the waveform at the R-Y output. Phase
is adjusted until the sixth bar goes through

zero, as shown at the bottom left of Fig.

In Step 4, the high voltage applied to the
kinescope is adjusted to the recommended
24 kv. This adjustment is made with bright-

ness set to minimum, in which case the

shunt regulator tube should be drawing almost

2.i
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CHROMA SECTION TOP VIEW
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NOTE: R701 MAY BE REMOVED

0704
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I
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Fig. 6-27. Test equipment connections for shop alignment of color AFPC section.
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To check the color demodulator phasing adjustment in the field, connect a color bar generator (WR-61A or WR-64A) to the antenna
terminals of the receiver and adjust for a normal color bar pattern on the screen of the color picture tube. Then proceed as follows:
REMARKS

STEP

1

Set the tint control to the center of its range, and turn the killer control fully counterclockwise. Shunt the green and blue kinescope
grids to ground through 100,000 ohm resistors at TB17-3 and TB20-3, (refer to Fig 6 27 for tube and TB locations.)

2

Observe the bar pattern on the kinescope. With the tint control at the center of its range, adjust T702 so that the sixth bar is about
the same brightness as the background.

3

Rotate the tint control from one extreme to the other. At one extreme the fifth bar should become about the same brightness as
the background. At the other extreme the seventh bar should be about the same brightness as the background.
Repeat the adjustment of T702 until the above conditions are obtained at or near the extremes of the tint control range. After adjustment return the tint control to the mid -position where the sixth bar is the same brightness as the background.

(Note:-this adjustment is identical to step 4 in Fig 6 26; however, the kinescope bar pattern is used instead of using the
oscilloscope bar pattern.)

4
5

Move the 100,000 ohm shunt on the blue kinescope grid and observe the bar pattern on the kinescope for correct B -Y output,
(third and ninth bars at same brightness level as the background).
Move the shunt on the green kinescope grid to the blue kinescope grid at TB17-3 and check for correct G -Y output. The first and
seventh bars should be the same brightness level as the background. Readjust the killer control, using a strong black and white
signal, so that color disappears from the picture on the kinescope. Check on color signal to assure setting is not killing on color.
Whenever V703 (the reactance control /3.58 MC. C.W. oscillator tube is replaced,

the color AF PC adjustments should be checked. A simple field expedient
for making these adjustments is outlined below.

O Connect Color Bar Generator to receiver
antenna terminals and adjust for low
level color bar signal.

°Ground

Adjust T703 81 T702
for max. indication on

TP701

adjust L702
(Zero beat)

R 408

V.T.V.M. at pin 2, V401

V401

6AW8A

10 MEG

1st. VIDEO

"X" and "Z'

COLOR KILLER

DEMOD.

R -Y

R -Y and

V706

B -Y

6CG7

AMPL.

/6FQ7

(PW 400)

Color signal and

0

0

V.T.V.M.

a

BURST" information

o

0°

T703
3.58 MC. OSC.
TRANS.)

B -Y

TEST
LEAD

(Brown)
G -Y

"COLOR"

0

4

e

REACT.
CONTR.

707

/6FQ7
G -Y AMPL.
and BLANKER

"BURST"

00000000000000

& 3.58 MC.

V

OSC.

6CG7

:

1

1st. BANDPASS :
TRANS.)

4+,

TP 701

T701

T702 1

L702

°°°°°°°

REACT.
COIL

PHASE DET.

BURST PHASE
TRANS.

I

..°

NOTE:

Center tint control
before adjusting
T702.

Field Color AFPC Adjustment

Fig. 6-28. Procedure and test equipment procedure for field alignment of color AFPC section.
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TEST EQUIPMENT CONNECTIONS:
Tune receiver to signal and synchronize the picture.
Open the jumper and insert a 0-500 ma. meter between pin 3 (cathode) of V105 (Horizontal Output)
and ground. Bypass meter with .47 mfd. capacitor.
Connect 0-1500
meter in series with cathode lead of V102 Shunt Regulator by opening jumper
between terminals 2 & 3 on terminal board TB27 as shown below.
Connect to terminal "G" of PW600 using low capacity probe.
Connect to H.V. anode lead through H.V. probe at kinescope.

GENERAL
MILLIAMMETER

MICROAMMETER

OSCILLOSCOPE

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER

ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE
STEP

ADJUST

1

Adjust horiz. sine wave

L108

2

Adjust horiz. frequency

L601

Short terminal 1 of TB11 to ground (see below). Adjust L601 to put
horizontal oscillator on frequency (picture will slowly drift). Do not
adjust L108. Remove short on TB11.

3

Adjust horizontal efficiency

L106

Adjust L106 (horizontal efficiency coil) for minimum current on milliammeter. Current should not exceed 200 ma.

4

Adjust high voltage

R104

5

Recheck of horizontal
efficiency setting

L106

REMARKS

Adjust L108 for correct wave shape shown below, keeping picture
in sync with horizontal frequency coil L601.

Adjust for 24KV. with R104. Check current on microammeter. Current
must not be less than 850 fla. with minimum brightness. If below

850 µa., turn L106 1/2 turn clockwise, while checking to see that
horizontal output tube current does not exceed 200 ma.
If foldover occurs after adjustment of R104, readjust L106 (horizontal

efficiency coil) clockwise to eliminate the foldover. Be sure that
current on milliammeter does not exceed 200 ma. Readjust focus,

height, and vertical linearity controls for proper focus and vertical size.

Be certain to replace jumpers when milliammeters are removed.

0

H.V

VTVM

PROBE

L108
HORIZ. HOLD
(SINE WAVE)

OSCILLOSCOPE

HORIZ. OSC.
WAVEFORM

GROUND,,

OPERATING CONTROLS
CHASSIS CTCI I C,D,E,F

7

0
GND

LOW

CAPACITY
PROBE

0-500 MA
METER

OPEN JUMPER
13104
N.V.

TER
G

L601
HORIZ.
FREO.
COIL

PW600
HORIZ. OSC.

BOARD -

BETWEEN

PIN 3 8 GROUND

ADJUST
IP
V102
SHUNT
REGULATOR

47 MFD

GND

GROUND

V105

HORIZ.
OUTPUT

so

GROUND

TB27
L106
HORIZ. EFF.
COIL
I-

Fig. 6-29. Procedure and test equipment setup for horizontal deflection alignment.
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HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION ALIGNMENT

TEST EQUIPMENT CONNECTIONS:
The illustration below and the CTP10A circuit schematic diagram Fig. 6-31. indicates adjustment
points 1 through 7 and the corresponding frequency and function to be adjusted. Depress the appropriate transmitter function button as shown below and hold depressed while peaking each coil (L1001
to L1007).
A CRK5A transmitter checked for accuracy by the beat frequency method shown in Fig. 6-32.or
checked with a CTP10A receiver known to be in correct adjustment, may be used as a signal standard.
The transmitter distance selected should provide a maximum v.t.v.m. reading of approximately -7
volts peak. Or, a strip of tape may be placed over all or part of the transmitter transducer and adjusted
to provide the correct attenuation.
Adjust the v.t.v.m. on the -15 volt d.c. scale, and connect the ground lead to terminal K (noted below). The meter probe is then connected progressively throLgh Steps to 7 in the course of the
alignment as indicated below.

GENERAL

SIGNAL SOURCE
TRANSMITTER
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER

1

ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE
CONNECTION

ADJUST FOR
MAXIMUM

K to J

L1001

V.T.V.M.

TRANSMITTER
TRANSMITTER
OUTPUT FREQUENCY FUNCTION BUTTON

STEP

Depress and hold

1

Adjust up tint

35.0 kc.

2

Adjust down tint

36.5 kc.

Depress and hold
button 2

K to F

3

Adjust up color

38.0 kc.

Depress and hold
button 3

K to D
TP3

L1003

4

Adjust down color

39.5 kc.

Depress and hold
button 4

K to A
TP4

L1004

5

Adjust up volume

41.0 kc.

Depress and hold
button 5

K to C
TP5

L1005

6

Adjust down volume

42.5 kc.

DepressL1006
and hold
button 6

K to E
TP6

7

Adjust channel selector

44.0 kc.

Depress and hold
button 7

K to H
TP7

button

TP1

1

1011

1005

01003
C100

002
011

C1007 1008

R101

y

R1008

3 R1004

CI

6

R1019

1018

I.

-12 V. TEST POINT

L1004

C1016

01009
R

7

013

1014

/M

L1001

VT V M
GROUND

C1014

C1015

J'
0 005

,f1.

C

C1017

A

L1003

C1C721

L1002

01008

01006

SR1002

sni

L1005

1004

R1018 I-,

C1011

L1007

01010

H

101

(<1:4

NOT

01011

ADJUSTABLE

R1015

I
R101

1002

1006

C1019

T1001

1009
016 1

41.KC

0

0

R1009

L1007

42.5KC

44.KC

R10130

L1002

TP2

01007

20

0
35. KC

0
36.5KC

GD

0

GD

38.KC

Fig. 6-30. Alignment procedure for the CTP10A remote control receiver.

a

0
39.5KC
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all of the current obtained from the high -

for remote control equipment in black -and white systems. The major difference is that
there are more functions, and hence more
channels and more tuned circuits to be
adjusted.

voltage supply. If the shunt regulator is not
drawing sufficient current (at least 850 pta or

0.85 ma), the horizontal efficiency coil is
reset slightly (Step 4). A final check is
made in Step 5 to make sure that there is no
foldover, and that the horizontal output tube
is not drawing excessive cathode current.
4cathode current exceeding 200 ma indicates

Receiver alignment techniques for the all transistorized CTP1OA remote -control receiver are shown in Fig. 6-30. A schematic
diagram of this unit appears in Fig. 6-31.

a potential danger to the useful life of the
horizontal output tube.

The signal source for alignment of the
receiver is the transmitter. The transmitter
should be checked for frequency accuracy
against a "standard" transmitter before the
receiver is aligned. "Standard" transmitters,
in this sense, are transmitters that are known
to be good - those that work with a number

6-10. REMOTE -CONTROL SYSTEM

ALIGNMENT

Alignment of remote -control receivers and

transmitters for color receivers is basically
the same as the alignment procedures used
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Fig. 6-31. Schematic diagram of the CTP10A remote control receiver.
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TEST EQUIPMENT CONNECTIONS:
GENERAL

SIGNAL SOURCE

TRANSMITTER STANDARD
TRANSMITTER BEING
ALIGNED

When depressing function buttons, depress fully and hold depressed as adjustment is made.
CAUTION: Do not change any adjustments of the TRANSMITTER STANDARD.
A separate CRK5A transmitter, checked for accuracy and proper operation, is recommended as a
signal standard to be used in aligning the transmitter. (Transmitters used as standards should be
checked frequently against a crystal standard or several receivers known to be operating properly.)
Remove the complete back cover from the transmitter. Loosely couple the transmitter to the Horizontal Input of the oscilloscope. To do this, place the probe of the oscilloscope approximately one
inch in front of the transducer opening at the end of the transmitter. Ground the oscilloscope to the
negative terminal of the battery.
Remove the complete cover from the transmitter. Loosely couple the transmitter to the Vertical Input
of the oscilloscope. Place the probe of the oscilloscope approximately one inch in front of the
transducer opening at the end of the transmitter. Keep the transmitter being aligned about two feet
from the transmitter standard. Ground the oscilloscope to the negative terminal of the battery.
Connect as shown below.

OSCILLOSCOPE

ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE
ADJUST

STEP

TRANSMITTER
FREQUENCY

TRANSMITTER
FUNCTION

(BOTH UNITS)

(BOTH UNITS)

1

Up tint

17.50 kc.

(35 kc. output)

2

Down tint

18.25 kc.

(36.50 kc. output)

3

Up color

19.0

(38 kc. output)

4

Down color

19.75 kc.

(39.50 kc. output)

5

Up volume

20.50 kc.

(41.01c. output)

6

Down volume

21.25 kc.

(42.50 kc. output)

7

Channel selector

22.0

(44.0 kc. output)

kc.

kc.

ADJUST FOR ZERO BEAT
(Circular "Scope" Trace)

Depress right hand
tint button
Depress left hand
tint button

Adjust T2001

Depress right hand
color button
Depress left hand
color button
Depress right hand
volume button
Depress left hand
volume button
Depress channel
button

Adjust 02009

Adjust C2003

Adjust 02006
Adjust 02013
Adjust 02010
Adjust C2014

TRANSDUCER

1"APPROX.

OSCILLO-

C2009

SCOPE

19.0KC

VERT.

HORIZ.

C2003
18.25 KC

C2006
19.75KC

C2010
21.25 KC

C2014
22.0 KC

T2001
17.5 KC

C2013

GROUND TO
NEGATIVE
TERMINAL
OF BATTERY

20.50KC

TRANSMITTER
UNDER TEST

GROUND TO
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\-
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AT LEAST 2 FEET APART

TRANSMITTER
STANDARD

Fig. 6-32. Test equipment setup and alignment procedure for the CRK5A remote control transmitter.
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of receivers, or transmitters whose frequencies have been checked against an accurate
frequency source.

Jo tune the receiver.; simply depress one

of the function buttons on the transmitter
and tune the associated frequency -selective
coil in the receiver to produce maximum d -c

voltage across the associated relay coil.
Each function is checked in turn as shown
in Fig. 6-30.

Transmitter alignment is illustrated in
Fig. 6-32. Two transmitters are employed,
one being the "shop standard". Signals from
the "standard" are coupled to the horizontal
amplifier of the oscilloscope (set horizontal
selector to amplifier X1 position) as shown.

A small electrical signal is picked up by

ciated function buttons are depressed and
held down on both units. The transmitter
under test is adjusted to Rive a zero beat
indication on the oscilloscope screen. Note

this "zero beat" indication is actually

a

Lissajous pattern.

When two signals are
exactly at the same phase and frequency, the
pattern is a straight line at 45°from the horizontal. At a 90° phase difference,the pattern
becomes a circle (if amplitudes are equal).
Thus as zero beat is approached, the pattern slows down and slowly revolves, oscillating between a line and a circle. At intermediate phases the pattern becomes elliptical. When the two signals are not close
in. frequency, the pattern becomes a square
or rectangle with sharp edges but a blurred
interior. If a stationary pattern is obtained,

placing the direct probe of the CRO near the
ultrasonic transducer. In a like manner, the

but the pattern never forms into a circle,
then one frequency is an even multiple of
the other. Such patterns may appear as a

input terminals of the CRO. Asso-

figure eight or some other pattern with multiple loops.

transmitter under test is connected to the
vertical
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Instructions:-PRINT your name, address, and student number assigned to you below.
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11° / 351 /9-

Date
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Student Number

221/6State

Zone

Answer all of the questions in each lesson. Send your answer
sheets to RCA INSTITUTES, INC., Home Study School, 350 West
4th Street, New York 14, N. Y. Use the self-addressed return en-

Percentage Grade:
Graded by:

%.

velope that is enclosed. To avoid delays, be sure to use enough
postage.

Each question in this examination is a statement that requires completion. Four possible answers,
each of which is lettered, are provided to complete each statement. Select the correct answer. In the
answer column at the right of the page, draw a line through the letter that corresponds to the letter of the
answer you have chosen. For example:

Two multiplied by five equals: (a) two; (b) seven; (c) ten; ( d ) fourteen.

a

9,

d

1. A primary requirement of the sweep generator is that: (a) the horizontal deflection
voltage be a linear sawtooth; (b) it should have a built-in marker generator; (c) its
output voltage be constant over the sweep -frequency range; (d) its output voltage
should exceed 100 volts.

a

2. An essential requirement of an oscilloscope used in alignment work is: (a) high deflection sensitivity; (b) calibration facilities; (c) wide bandwidth; (d) z-axis modulation.

3. In the VSM alignment system, the sweep generator is adjusted to sweep the: (a) r -f
range; (b) i-f range; (c) audio range; (d) video range.

b

b

I

5. In order to prevent overload of the i-f amplifier during sweep alignment: (a) turn the
sweep output to maximum; (b) turn the vertical gain of the oscilloscope to minimum;
(c) monitor the d -c voltage at the video detector and keep the output below about 0.5
volt; (d) keep the detected video voltage below 50 volts.
6. When tracking the local oscillator in a switch type (incremental -inductance type) tuner:
(a) tune the highest channel first; (b) tune the lowest channel first; (c) tune any channel
in any order; (d) tune the even -numbered channels first.

f

a

t
\MP"'

4. To make sure that injection of the marker signal does not alter the response curve
when sweeping the video
circuit: (a) couple the marker to the grid of the video
amplifier; (b) obtain the response curve first and then inject the marker signal; (c) connect the marker cable directly to the cable of the sweep generator; (d) mark the curve
at video frequencies.

d

d

2
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7. When making the neutralizing adjustment in a tuner that employs a neutralized -triode
r -f amplifier; (a) the r -f stage is biased at about -3 volts; (b) the r -f stage is cut off;
(c) tune for maximum output on the CRO; (d) tune for a flat response curve on the CRO.

a

8. When aligning the video i-f section, the sweep generator is connected to the: (a) grid
of the r -f amplifier; (b) grid of the mixer; (c) grid of the first i-f amplifier; (d) input of
the video detector.

a

9. To prevent interference on the sweep -response curve, the horizontal deflection circuit
is usually disabled by: (a) removing the damper tube; (b) removing the horizontal oscillator tube; (c) installing a resistor to keep a normal load on the power supply; (d) removing the rectifier tube.

i
)1

c

d

c

d

a

b

i

d

/

b

c

d

a

b

/

d

/

b

C

d

a

b

/

d

a

b

a

b

a

b

17. In the AFPC alignment procedure the purpose of grounding the grid of the reactance
tube is to: (a) disable the color killer; (b) simulate a zero error voltage; (c) short the
burst signal; (d) permit phase adjustments.

a

18. When aligning the bandpass amplifier the: (a) burst amplifier must be disabled; (b) killer
must be biased off; (c) 3.58-mc oscillator must be stopped; (d) bandpass amplifier must
be neutralized.

Ii

a

10. The video i-f detector shown in Fig. 6-20: (a) takes the place of the video detector;
(b) is used to measure oscillator injection voltage; (c) is used in peak alignment only;
(d) is used to check the response of one or two stages individually.
11. The sweep generator is not used in: (a) tuner alignment; (b) VSM alignment; (c) peak
alignment of the video i-f stages; (d) sweep alignment of the video i-f section.

12. The signal source used in alignment of the remote control receiver is: (a) the remote
control transmitter; (b) an accurate marker generator; (c) the sweep generator; (d) a dog
whistle.

13. When setting up the horizontal deflection circuit in a color receiver, the horizontal
efficiency control is adjusted for: (a) maximum high voltage; (b) minimum cathode
current in the high voltage regulator; (c) minimum cathode current in the horizontal
output tube; (d) best horizontal linearity.

14. The sweep generator must provide a balanced or push-pull output when it is to be
connected to the: (a) mixer grid; (b) r -f modulator; (c) tuner antenna terminals; (d) bandpass amplifier,

15. When the sweep response curve is a straight line about 1 inch above the' base line,
and you are sure that the amplifiers are not overloaded, the most likely cause is:
(a) insufficient marker amplitude; (b) sweep width set too wide; (c) sweep width set
too narrow; (d) CRO gain too high.

16. An essential function of the pads connected to the output of the sweep generator's
cable is that they: (a) attenuate the signal; (b) promote radiation; (c) terminate the
cable in its characteristic impedance; (d) prevent overload.

19. Killer threshold adjustments are made: (a) at any time during alignment of the AFPC
system; (b) after alignment of the AFPC system has been completed; (c) to make sure
that the bandpass amplifier operates when very weak black -and -white signals are received; (d) to make sure that the bandpass amplifier is cut off during color telecasts.
20. To check maximum burst and CW input to the phase detector, measure the d -c voltage
between ground and the: (a) CW feed point to the phase detector; (b) cathode terminal
of the phase detector on the burst -input side; (c) grid of the reactance tube; (d) grid of
the 3.58-mc oscillator.

a

b
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ISOLATING MONOCHROME AND COLOR TROUBLES

defects caused by a poor setup of the receiver, such as impurity, misconvergence,

INTRODUCTION

In this lesson, you will study the service
techniques used in servicing color television
receivers. Our primary objective is to show
you how to interpret trouble symptoms, and
make tests, in order to localize the causes
of trouble. Where applicable, we will examine actual field problems, and show the
service methods used as well as a step-by-

step diagnosis. In addition, the lesson will
suggest some service hints and short cuts
to localize the faulty stage and the defective
parts.

and poor gray-scare-Cracking: When a properly setup receiver is producing a good

monochrome picture, you may assume any
defects in color reproduction are due to

faults in the chrominance section of the
receiver. Egure 7-1 shows a color receiver

in a block diagram form. This diagram is
useful as a troubleshooting aid because it
shows the paths of the following signals:
1.

Monochrome (Y) signal.

2. Chrominance signal (color information).
3. Burst

7-1. ISOLATING MONOCHROME
AND COLOR TROUBLES

General
Servicing.

Approach

to

Color Receiver

Servicing procedures for color
television are basically the same as those
used on all other electronic equipment. The
serviceman must, through analyzing the apparent symptoms, isolate the problem first to
a section, then to a stage, and ultimately to
the particular parts involved.

When servicing the color receiver, the
technician should first divide the problem
into one of three general categories; the

monochrome picture, receiver_ setup, and the
color portion of the picture. A brief review

of the color signal development will help to
show how this can be done. In most modern
receivers, the chrominance signal is demodulated on the R -Y and B -Y axes or the
somewhat similar X and Z axes. These
systems permit simplified matrixing circuits.
The Y, or monochrome, portion of a color
signal is coupled directly into the cathodes

of the picture tube.

1

The color-_diffesence

signals R -Y, B -Y, and G -Y are coupled to
their respective control grids. The combination of the two voltages at the picture tube
produce the color picture. Correct color
reproduction requires undistorted chrominance and luminance signals. Any defect
that alters the color balance of the black and -white picture will affect color reproduction as well. A good monochrome picture is
therefore a prerequisite for good color reproduction. The technician must recognize

signal (color synchronization

signal).
This block diagram will be referred to
throughout the lesson.
Identifying Problems in Monochrome or
Color Circuits. Tune the receiver to a chan-

nel transmitting a monochrome picture and
observe the over-all quality of the picture.

Particular attention should be paid to the
items sometimes overlooked on a black and -white receiver. Some of these items
are frequency response, obvious alignment

problems, focus, and the physical size of
the picture (height, width, and linearity).
Certain defects which can be tolerated in
black -and -white receivers may cause severe
color deterioration in color receivers. Prob-

lems such as no picture, no sound, no sync
etc., should be handled in the same manner
as in black -and -white receivers. A detailed
explanation of the entire monochrome section

will be covered later in the lesson.

Receiver setup is important, and to a
great extent determines the final viewing
quality of the monochrome picture.

The

technician must be able to distinguish between a maladjusted and a malfunctioning
receiver. The setup must provide the following:

Red, green, and blue
1. Good purity.
rasters should be free of any color contamination. Good individual fields are required
to produce a clean white raster.
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Fig. 7-1. Block diagram of a color receiver showing signal paths.
2. Acceptable convergence.

This means

the best obtainable alignment of the three

electron beams over the entire surface of the
picture tube. Convergence is divided into
two parts: static convergence which covers
the center -screen area of the picture tube,
and dynamic convergence which covers all
other areas.
3. Black -and -white tracking. These adjustments provide a uniform gray scale in
both highlights and lowlights. The picture
should be free from color contamination
throughout the useful range of the brightness

control.

4. Proper operation of the regulated high voltage supply. High -voltage regulation is
required to minimize variations in picture

size, convergence, and focus due to the
varying load presented by the kinescope.

If we have determined that the black -and white picture is normal, a fault in color reproduction may be attributed to trouble in
the chrominance section. Problems in the
chrominance section generally show up as
one of the following defects:
1. No color or weak color. The receiver
should be able to produce highly saturated
color with the color control in the maximum

CW setting.

2. Wrong color or missing hues. Inability

to obtain correct flesh tones by adjusting
the hue or tint control would indicate this
type of problem.

3. No color sync or weak color sync.

This type of defect is identified by the
"barber -pole" effect, which appears as

alternate red, green, and blue bars moving

ISOLATING MONOCHROME AND COLOR TROUBLES

horizontally and vertically. Weak color sync
is indicated when the fine-tuning setting is
critical in obtaining color sync.
Antenna Effects on the Chrominance Sig-

3

when first exposed to color work, to evaluate
the antenna performance by the monochrome
picture, and assume equally good results for
color. This assumption is wrong, and may
cause extra hours of work. It is possible for

particular antenna installation to produce

nal. The prime consideration in selecting an

a

antenna to be used with a color receiver is
frequency response. The antenna should
provide uniform frequency response on the
channel(s) broadcasting color signals, as
shown in Fig. 7-2a. All local conditions

a good black -and -white picture without pro-

should be considered in selecting an antenna.
In areas where multipath reception is a
problem, or weak -signal conditions exist,

the gain and directional qualities of the antenna should be considered when making your

ducing acceptable color. If the frequency
response of the antenna system is severely
tilted toward the color subcarrier side, as
shown in Fig. 7-2b, a weak or no -color condition may exist. Since the color subcarrier
is in close proximity to the sound carrier,
a severe tilt toward the sound -carrier side
would indicate possible color deterioration.

When color is absent or weak and the

selection. There are several types of antennas available that have been specifically
designed for use with color receivers.

antenna system is suspected, the following

With the exception of obviously defective
antenna installations, such as loose or

the minimum position. This will cut off the

broken transmission lines, missing antenna
elements, and so forth, most existing antenna
installations that produce good black -and white pictures will provide satisfactory results on a color receiver. However, there is

a tendency on the part of the serviceman
picture

carrier

color
subcarrier

sound

carrier

procedure may help determine the cause.
1.

Adjust the killer threshold control to

color -killer circuits and allow the bandpass
amplifier to conduct at all times.
2. Substitute the existing antenna system
with an indoor V -type antenna, reception
conditions permitting. As an alternate, disconnect one lead of the antenna transmission
line at the receiver antenna terminals.

A substantial increase in the chrominance
level as the result of one of the above steps
would indicate a problem within the antenna
system.

Many faults in the antenna system may
affect color reception. Among them are:
Proper
1. Improper attenuation pads.
value "H" (300 -ohm line) or "T" (coaxial

frequency

(al
picture

cable) type pads should be used.

carrier
color
subcarrier
sound

carrier

2. Poorly

designed multiple coupling

devices that do not provide suitable frequency

response and sufficient isolation

between receivers.
3. Lightning arrestors that have become
corroded may cause a "suck out" on a color

frequency
( b)

Fig. 7-2. Antenna frequency response curves
(one channel).

channel.
4. Poorly aligned master -antenna distribution amplifiers.

4
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5. Overdriven master -antenna distribution
amplifiers. If these amplifiers are driven

into nonlinear operation by a strong signal,
it may not be possible to tune out the 92O-kc
sound beat with the fine tuning control.
6. Incorrect antenna orientation, particu-

larly in locations where more than one station
broadcasts color.
7. Stubs or "gimmick" r -f traps.

oscillation. Actually neutralization does
more than that. The triode amplifier exhibits
a large input capacitance due to the effects
of the feedback signal that is coupled from

the plate circuit to the grid circuit via the
grid -plate capacitance. Not only is the input capacitance larger than we might expect,

but it is also dependent upon stage gain,

since the amplitude of the feedback signal
depends upon gain. This is called the Miller
effect. Neutralization effectively cancels
the

8.

Improper termination of the lead-in.
When coaxial cable is used, proper balun or
matching transformers should be installed.

feedback signal, and the effects that

feedback produce. If an r -f stage is not
neutralized properly, the effects of the feedback may cause oscillation or regeneration,

but detuning of the stage and severe dis-

7-2. TROUBLES IN THE MONOCHROME
SECTIONS

R-F/I-F Troubles. The r -f units used in

the color receivers are essentially the same
as those used in black -and -white receivers.
However, due to the more complex nature of
the composite color signal, the r -f unit in a
color receiver must adhere to closer operating
tolerances. Care has to be taken to achieve
the wideband performance and uniformly flat

frequency response needed on channels receiving color signals. Low -noise triodes are
responsible for the improved fringe -area performance of modern TV receivers. To perform

correctly, however, most triode amplifiers
must be neutralized. We may be accustomed
to thinking of the neutralizing as a means of
preventing the r -f stage from breaking into

tortion of the r -f response curve can surely
be expected. For these reasons neutralization should be checked and adjusted when
the tuner is suspected of being the cause of
a color problem on one particular channel.
Refer to the alignment lesson for a typical
neutralizing adjustment. Figure 7-3 shows
a simplified schematic diagram of the cascode r -f amplifier used in an early -model
color receiver. The components of the neutralizing circuit are shown in the grid circuit
of V1. The second -stage is a grounded -grid
r -f amplifier and does not require neutralization. Late -model RCA tuners employ the
nuvistor tube in a neutralized triode circuit.
A simplified diagram of the neutralization
circuit for the nuvistor-equipped tuners appears in Fig. 7-4. Note that the normal feedback circuit and the neutralizing feedback

circuit form two arms of a bridge circuit.

AGC bios

s/roy

7

capacitance

4700y/
red lead
on lop of
tuner

neutralizing circudry

Fig. 7-3. Cascode r -f amplifier stages used in the RCA CTC-7 chassis.
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Fig. 7-5. R -f amplifier response curves.

I 0uu I

neutralizing
adjustment
capacitance

of coils

Fig. 7-4. Simplified nuvistor r -f circuit
resembles a balanced bridge.

defective black -and -white picture. Frequent
causes of loss of gain are a defective r -f
tube or intermittent contacts on the r -f portion
of the selector switch. A common cause of

low gain in one early color receiver is an
open R,, shown in Fig. 7-3. Failure of R,

When the bridge is balanced, the stage is

results from an internal short iii -717711 -a -r;:
plifier tube. This causes the resistor to
overheat and

neutralized properly.

R, may be easily determined by removing -The

Neutralization should be checked following repair work on the r -f amplifier. Normally, neutralization need not be checked
following replacement of the r -f amplifier
This is particularly true in tuners
tube.
employing nuvistor triodes since interelectrode capacitance and other characteristics
vary very little between nuvistor tubes of
the same type.
Uniform

frequency response of the

r -f

amplifier, as shown in Fig. 7-5a, is essential
for the color receiver. Since it is possible
for a tilt, as shown in Fig. 7-5b, to be compensated for in the i-f section of the receiver,
the r -f amplifier stage should be aligned
separately. It is necessary that all channels
on which color is transmitted be examined
and aligned in the same manner.
The most common trouble encountered in
the r -f amplifier is loss of gain. This
trouble is characterized by snow in the monochrome picture. Color program symptoms
would not be important since correct service
procedure would not allow you to ignore the

r -f tube from the tuner and connecting an
ohmmeter from pin 1 to the B+ (red) lead on
the top of the tuner. The low resistance of
L, may be disregarded and the meter should
read 4700 ohms.

The r -f oscillator and mixer stages are
often in series or "stacked" across the B+
supply voltage.

It should be remembered,

when servicing this type of circuit, that
failure in one stage will materially affect
the voltages applied to the other. As an
example, if T, in Fig. 7-6 opens, no voltage
will be pres'ent at the plate of V., or at the
cathode and grid of V and B+ will be present

on the plate of V,. A low voltage will be
read at these points (the plate of V., and the
cathode and grid of V,) due to the internal
resistance of the meter completing a circuit
to ground.

Operation of the r -f oscillator may be
checked by measuring oscillator injection
voltage at the mixer grid. A requirement of
the r -f unit that takes on additional importance in a color receiver is that of a drift free oscillator. Since the proper setting of
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L

to 1- f

amplifier

T39'
to converter
wafer

fine
tuning

IL2/

L10

000

/0,u/.if

11000

C20

1000_/-1_

-TVA f

C/6

5600.n.

1000.n.

4700.n.

470,011,
0

8*
Fig. 7-6. Stacked oscillator and mixer stages used in the RCA CTC-7 chassis.

the oscillator (fine tuning control) is essen-

tial to produce color, a drifting oscillator
may result in intermittent loss of color or
the appearance of the 920-kc sound beat in
the picture. Common causes of this problem
are:
1.

methods apply.

Dirty or intermittent contacts on the

oscillator or mixer wafers.
2.

With the exception of the items explained
in the previous paragraph, the i-f section is
a conventional three -stage stagger -tuned i-f
strip, of the type used in many black -and white receivers. Therefore, normal servicing

Defective capacitors (C2, and C, in

Fig. 7-6).

I -F Section.

In addition to the normal
requirements, the i-f section in a color re-

Video Amplifier Troubles. The video amplifier performs three functions: It provides
distribution for the chrominance, AGC and
sync signals. It supplies sufficient video
drive to the kinescope, and it introduces

proper time delay in the luminance channel.
Figure 7-8 illustrates signal distribution of
video amplifiers.

ceiver must provide a picture -to -sound -carrier

ratio of 2000:1. This high ratio is necessary
to avoid a 920-kc beat in the picture. The
4.5-mc sound intercarrier is produced by a
separate sound detector in the output circuit
in the last i-f stage. An additional trap is
inserted in the video detector circuit to
remove any 41.25-mc signal components.

Figure 7-7 illustrates the over-all picture
i-f response. The picture carrier is at 45.75
mc, color subcarrier is at 42.17 mc, and the
sound carrier is at 41.25 mc. The technician
should become familiar with the alignment
procedures of the color receivers. He will
find it a valuable aid in troubleshooting receivers whose performance is marginal.

The term "time delay" may at first seem
unfamiliar to the TV serviceman. However,
the technician has worked with it in various
forms.

For example, a TV signal passes

through coaxial cable at 0.66 x 186,000 miles
4 5 . 0 mC

42.75 mc

90%

picture
carrier

45.75 mc
50 %

42.17mC

50%
41.25 mC

co/or
subcarrier
sound
carrier

Fig. 7-7. Over-all picture i-f response.
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Fig. 7-8.

ACC

bandpass
omplif ier

Block diagram showing signal distribution from the video amplifier.

per second (speed of light). (0.66 is the
velocity factor for RG-59U coaxial cable.)
Therefore, the signal in a coaxial cable has
a "time delay" when compared to a signal
traveling in free space. In strong -signal
areas this condition becomes a problem,
known as "direct pickup". The television
set receives two signals: one signal from
the antenna through the coaxial cable; the
second signal is picked up directly at the
receiver or on the cable. Since the signal
from the antenna, through the cable, is generally strongest, lus weaker direct -pickup
signal results in a leading reflection (ghost),
as shown in Fig. 7-9a. The separation or
"time delay" of the two signals depends on
the length of the coaxial cable.
When the luminance and chrominance signals arrive at the kinescope simultaneously,

the color information is correctly "superimposed" on the luminance signal as shown
in Fig. 7-96. However, let's assume that
no time delay has been introduced into the
video amplifier. The luminance information
would then arrive at the kinescope ahead of
the chrominance signal. The chrominance
signal would be displaced to the right of the
luminance signal, as shown in Fig. 7-9c.

The time delay of a fraction of a microsecond is achieved by inserting a delay line,
as shown in Fig. 7-10, between the first and
second video amplifier stages. As shown in
Fig. 7-11, the delay line consists of a wire

wound on a core with an insulated shield
surrounding the coil. This simulates a long

piece of coaxial cable which has a characteristic impedance of about 1200 ohms. The
design of the video amplifier matches this
impedance at both ends of the delay line.

direct pickup
leading reflection

iiammmimmt
(a)

Fig. 7-9.

( b)

(c)

Incorrect time delays cause color
misregistration.

Fig. 7-10. Photograph of the delay line used
in the CTC-7 chassis.
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insulated wire
input

terminal

waxed protective
covering

wound
on form

closely -spaced ghosts. Substitution of a
new delay line would be the most conclusive
check if a problem of this type is suspected.

output

terminal

Currently, there are two basic types of
rigid
composition

coil form

video amplifier circuits in general use. One
employs two stages of amplification; the

copper foil and insulation
ground terminal

latest version utilizes three stages. The
following is a brief discussion of the two
stage video amplifier. As illustrated in Fig.
7-12, the chrominance, sync, and AGC sig-

nals are distributed in the plate circuit of
the first video amplifier. The Y or luminance
signal is coupled to the second video amplifier through the delay line. The luminance
sj1nal is amplified by the second video am-

symbol for delay line

Fig. 7-11.

Construction details of a delay
line.

plifier and coupled directly to the cathodes
of the kinescope. The brightness and contrast controls are both located in the second
video amplifier circuit. The brightness control varies the bias on the control grid,

Due to the rugged construction of the
delay line, and the low operating voltage,
the delay line seldom
under normal
operating conditions. failure of a delay line
would normally be an open condition, and in
most instances is caused by rough handling.
The symptoms are loss_oLvideo, and low or
no

the plate voltage of the

thereby varying

stage. This in turn varies the cathode voltages of the kinescope. Lontrast variation
is obtained by controlling the amount of
cathode -circuit degeneration.

brightness (this would depend on the

setting of the screen controls). The d -c resistance of the delay line is approximately
200 ohms. Care should be taken when measuring the resistance of the delay line in the
circuit, for there is a "sneak path" shunting
the delay line of approximately 3000 ohms,
as shown in Fig. 7-12. It is possible, however, for the line to become partially shorted.
The symptom of this condition is video
ringing with the appearance of multiple,

Figure 7-13 shows a diagram of the three stage video amplifier. All outputs are taken
from the plate circuit of the first stage. This

provides full tube gain for the video information as well as the sync, chrominance, and
AGC signals. Since the video information is

taken off at the plate of the first video amplifier, the video signal is inverted in phase.
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Fig. 7-12. Two -stage video amplifier circuit showing signal distribution.
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1st VIDEO

2nd VIDEO

68K
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TO
SYNC

a

AG C

CONTRAST
CONTROL
BRIGHTNESS
CONTROL

Fig. 7-13. Three -stage video amplifier used in the RCA CTC-12.

The second video amplifier shifts the phase
an additional 180°, thereby providing the
proper polarity of the video signal at the
grid of the output stage. Low d -c voltage on
the plate of the second stage permits direct
coupling, through the delay line, to the grid
of the third stage. The low impedance in
the plate circuit of the second stage provides
good matching to the delay line. The third
(output) video amplifier is quite similar in
design and operation to the second (output)
stage used in the two -stage video amplifier
circuit. Since the video section of the color
receiver employs two or three direct -coupled
stages, some troubles arise that produce unfamiliar symptoms. The following example
of a typical service call illustrates some of
the problems and their solutions. The RCA
CTC-10 chassis is used for this discussion;
a fold -out schematic diagram appears at the
end of this lesson.
Customer description of trouble:

1. No picture for the first 20 minutes.
2. Sound is good.

3. Poor color when the set is operating.
Since the customer has established a time related trouble, the technician should organize his approach before the receiver is turned
on. While there is no choice on this service
call, the technician should remember a good

monochrome picture is a prerequisite, before
evaluating the chrominance performance.

To help identify the cause of a no -raster
condition on a color receiver, the serviceman should train himself to listen for the
high y91s.age (approximately 24 kv) to "hit"
the kinescope. This is identified by a low

crackling sound, caused by ionization of the
air immediately surrounding the picture tube.
This will establish, without measurements,
whether the problem is one of no high voltage, or kinescope cutoff. On this service
call we hear the high voltage come up. At

this point the technician finds the no picture complaint is actually a no -raster (brightness) kinescope -cutoff problem. Therefore,

the second step would be to measure the

kinescope bias on one gun. It is not necessary to measure bias on all three guns, for
if one gun is operating we would see a red,
green or blue raster. We find approximately
185 volts bias on the gun(s). The 21CYP22

kinescope will cut off with approximately
130 volts of bias (the control grid being

130 volts negative with respect to the cathode). By measuring the kinescope cathode
and grid potentials, with respect to ground,
we find that the cathode is at the B+ voltage.
By examining the schematic diagram you can
see that cathode voltage is determined by
the amount of conduction of the video output
sage. Therefore, if the tube (12BY7) is not
conducting (filament open, no emission), B+
voltage would appear on the plate of the
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video amplifier as well as on the cathode(s)

of the kinescope. This can be checked
quickly by =oving the video amplifier from
the receiver and noting the change, if any,
in the cathode voltage. No change in the
cathode voltage indicates a nonconducting
video output stage. However, a defective
tube is not the cause of our problem. We
must now find what is causing the video

two lamps in series is about -160 volts) and
the lamps are normally lighted. In the re-

ceiver we are servicing, the lamps do not
light. An "open" neon lamp may be the

cause of our no raster condition. Note: The
neon bulbs are in series. Therefore, when
one bulb is open, neither one will fire.

A quick check of the bulbs can be made

output stage to be cut off. A voltage check
of the video output stage reveals a higher
than normal negative voltage on the control

by shorting out the bulbs one at a time.
When you short out the open neon lamp

stage, we find that the amount of negative
d -c voltage on the grid is determined by the
brightness control.
1T_Le B -minus supply to
the brightness control is obtained by filtering the grid -leak bias on the blanker tube.

Having located and corrected the cause
of the no raster condition (one neon lamp
open), we may now evaluate the color performance. We find the "poor color" complaint is insufficient level of color, with

grid, sufficient to cut off the stage. By
examining the schematic diagram of the

This bias is developed from high -voltage
pulses applied to the grid of the blanker
tube. To maintain the proper voltage required, two neon bulbs (NE -2 lamps) are

employed as voltage regulators. See the
simplified diagram in Fig. 7-14. The bias
developed at the grid of the blanker tube
approaches -220 volts with the neon lamp
disconnected. Therefore, there is sufficient
voltage to fire the lamps (firing voltage for

the remaining lamp should fire, and the set
should produce a raster.

the color saturation control in the maximum
position. After eliminating tubes as a cause
of the low color gain, a voltage check reveals
a slightly higher than normal negative potential on the grid of the first bandpass amplifier. In tracing the grid circuitry, we find
it couples through a 3.3-megohm resistor,
back to the neon bulbs. By measuring the
voltage across the neon bulbs, we find the
voltage higher than normal. We may assume,

blanker tube

-140 v

input
horizontal
pulses

voltage regulated
[nos supply

brightness control
neon

lamps

arm in grid

circuit of video
output stage

to grid of
bandpass amplifier

Fig. 7-14. Simplified brightness control circuit, RCA CTC-10.
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and in this instance be right, that the neon
bulb we did not change is firing at too high
a voltage, causing the low color problem.
The normal voltage across each lamp is
70 volts. This condition produces no noticeable effect on the monochrome picture, since

a slightly higher setting of the brightness
control would overcome the small increase
in voltage.
Synchronization Troubles. The synchronization circuits in color receivers and
black -and -white receivers perform the same
functions. Most color receivers use a noise

cancellation circuit in conjunction with the
sync stages to maintain good synchronization
despite impulse -noise interference.

Since the sync circuits for color receivers
are basically no different from the sync circuits in high -quality black -and -white receivers, the same troubleshooting procedures
apply. However, let us review some of the
basic concepts of troubleshooting sync
systems.

stage is overdriven (driven to cutoff or to
the point where grid current is drawn) the

sync signal will be attenuated.

We can

check to see if the sync signals are surviving the trip through the r-f/i-f/video sections
by rolling the picture to stop a vertical blank-

bar at midscreen and advancing the
brightness control, as shown in Fig. 7-15a.

If the hammerhead pattern, representing yell-

tical sync and equalizing pulses, is blacker
chan the blanking bar, then the sync signals
are not being clipped in the i-f or video sections. A severely clipped sync signal in
the video i- section resu is in the so t
dark blanking bar shown in Fig. 7-15b with
little or no evidence of the vertical sync
signals.

sync appears normal in the check
mentioned in the previous paragraph, the
trouble is isolated to some point between
If

Loss of sync is evidenced by vertical
and/or horizontal movement of the picture.
The first step in localizing the trouble is to
see if the fault lies in the deflection oscillators or the sync separation circuits., If, by
manipulating the hold controls, a single
upright picture can be produced, the deflec-

tion oscillators are capable of operating at
the correct frequencies and the trouble is

(o)

less of sync somewhere between the antenna
and the sync circuits. Hold controls that
require critical adjustment to maintain a
steady picture indicate weak sync. Erratic

pulling or tearing, of the picturepoints to
intermittent loss of sync or some extraneous
signal getting through the sync separators
to the deflection oscillators.

If the deflection oscillators can operate
at the correct frequencies (if a single, upright picture can be obtained, even momentarily), the next step is to localize the loss
or attenuation of sync pulses to the video
or sync sections. Since the tip of sync represents maximum modulation at the transmitter, sync pulses are at the peaks of the
signals in the r -f and i-f stages. If an i-f

(b)
Fig. 7-15. (a) Correct sync indicated on the
(b) sync deterioration due to
kinescope;
clipping in the i-f or video circuits.
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the .,1,zideo amplifier and the deflection oscilla-

Deflection Troubles. In addition to the
normal requirements of a black -and -white

tors. It is a good idea to check AGC and noise
threshold adjustments before proceeding.

receiver, the deflection circuits of a color
receiver must provide the following:

The sync -handling circuits may be checked by making voltage and resistance checks.

1.

Vertical convergence voltage

2.

Horizontal convergence voltage

3.

Pulse signals for the burst amplifier

If these fail to reveal any malfunction, the
technician should trace signals through the
sync section with an oscilloscope. Most
manufacturers show waveforms of the signals

at various key points in the sync system.
ote: To view the sync pulse at the input
e to either deflection oscillator, it is necessary to disable the oscillator. Normally the
ync pulse is quite small compared to the
deflection signal at the input to either the
vertical oscillator or the horizontal AFC

4. Pulse signals for the blanking amplifier

system.

5.

Regulated high voltage (24,000 volts)

6.

Pulse signals for the color killer

7. Electrostatic focus voltage.
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Fig. 7-16. RCA CTC-7 horizontal output and high-voltage circuits.
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figure 7-16 illustrates the signal distribution of the horizontal sweep circuit in the
RCA CTC-7 color chassis.

The horizontal oscillator circuit, shown
in Zig. 7-17, is a modified version of the
RCA synchroguide design. The stability and
good noise immunity of this circuit make it
an excellent choice for a color receiver.
PULSE
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parasitic oscillation. Parasitic oscillation,
in this case, shows up as a rhythmic blocking of the horizontal oscillator. The picture
appears out of sync horizontally, the raster
is ragged, and there is a rhythmic collapse
of horizontal deflection. This condition is
2.

C6o1

6e6617

CGII

8609

1.1012.070L0

Stabilizing (sine -wave) coil misalignment causing the picture to "break up" into
1.

often accompanied by a chirping sound.

TO
NOISE INV.
BRIGHTNESS
CONTROLS

L113

TERM
Ky TRANS.

The problems generally encountered in
the horizontal oscillator circuit fall into one
of three categories:

A misadjusted sine -wave (stabilizing) coil
results in a time -related (intermittent) type of
complaint. Familiarization with the symptoms will enable you to recognize the problem
with ease. The customer often complains

that the picture breaks up into jagged lines
after the set is on for a while. The "while"

(a)

can be anywhere from 10 minutes to 2 hours.
Alignment of the sine -wave coil may be
checked by one of the following methods:

Shop procedure. Attach scope lead
througlia-ro-w capacitance probe, to terminal
"E" of PW-600, as in Fig. 7-17a. Adjust
7-176. 'rigL 601 for waveform shown in Fig.
1.

(c)

(b)

-ures 7-17c and
alignment of

7-17d illustrate incorrect

L601.

2. Field procedure. Adjust the horizontal hold control (frequency coil) to move the

(d)

Fig. 7-17. (a) Horizontal oscillator circuit of
the CTC-7 chassis; (b) correct waveform
showing proper adjustment of the sinewave
coil; (c) incorrect waveform; (d) incorrect
waveform.

picture to the right, until the picture loses
sync and the lines slant toward the upper
right hand corner of the kinescope. The
sine -wave coil is correctly adjusted when
you are able to obtain three and one-half
bars before the oscillator "breaks up" into
parasitic oscillation. However, if you go
directly from a synchronized picture into

parasitics or you get less or more than three
and one-half bars before going into parasitics, a misadjusted sine -wave coil is indicated. Adjust the sine -wave coil until
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the correct condition is observed. The procedures explained in the foregoing pafa-referm:r the RCA CTC-4, -5, -5N, -7,

alia -9 chassis. Since the procedure may
vary on other receivers, the service notes

should be consulted. Some newer receivers
use the sine -wave coil as a horizontal hold

When troubleshooting the high -voltage
circuits, extreme caution should be used.

The loss of high -voltage regulation would
produce one or both of the following symptoms:

control.

1.

While the particular causes of insufficient

range on the horizontal hold control are
varied, it is generally caused by a mal-

functioning oscillator control stage.

For
example: if R607+ shown in Fig. 7-17a, were

to increase in value to 300 kit, grange of
the hold control narrows and the picture
locks only at one extreme end of the con-

Excessive change in the height and
width of the picture while varying the brightness control.
2. Corona discharge or arcing due to
excessive high voltage. With no regulation
the high voltage will increase to approximately 27,000 volts (with the kinescope cut

off). Arcing becomes more pronounced when

trols range.

humidity is high.

Lack of drive to the horizontal output
tube causes the plates of the tube to glow

Failure of the 6BK4 (no emission), or an
off -value resistor in the grid circuit of this
tube, are the main causes of no regulation.
A tube element short, cathode to heater or
grid to cathode, or a shorted Cui (refer to
Fig. 7-8) results in blooming and low high voltage.

red.

Oscillator operation may be checked
by measuring the grid voltage. A high nega-

tive voltage reading at the grid indicates
that the stage is oscillating. We can check
to see if the deflection signal is being
coupled to the horizontal output tube by
checking the grid bias on that tube. This
tube uses grid -leak bias, and a reading of
about -60 volts indicates proper drive to the
horizontal output tube. A low negative, or
slightly positive reading, indicates leakage
in the coupling capacitor, C60,, shown in
Fig. 7-17a.

The horizontal output and high -voltage
circuits used in the RCA CTC-7 chassis are
shown in Fig. 7-16.

The shunt regulator maintains the high
voltage at a constant potential under varying
load conditions. Regulation is accomplished
by using the voltage difference between B+
(as cathode voltage) and B+ boost (as grid
voltage) as bias on the 6BK4. As the high
voltage increases, the B+ boost voltage increases. As a result, the bias on the 6BK4
decreases, causing the stage to conduct more
heavily, thereby lowering the high voltage.
The high -voltage adjustment (in the grid
circuit) establishes the bias and operating

range on the 6BK4.

RzEulator cathode current can be checked

to identify faults in the regulation system.
A low current reading indicates poor or no
rein -Mon. Excessive current causes overregulation, resulting in low high -voltage.
Consult the service notes for correct regulator current and recommended high voltage.

The correct values for the CTC-7 chassis,

shown in Fig. 7-16, are 800 microamperes of
6BK4 cathode current at 22.5 kv. Figure
7-18 shows the component locations of
the horizontal output and high -voltage stages
on the CTC-7 chassis.

A separate multitap winding on the high voltage transformer provides the waveforms
required for horizontal convergence, AGC;
color -killer, horizontal blanking, and burst
amplifier circuits. If these circuits malfunction, the waveforms on the transformer
taps should be checked.

Focus voltage is obtained by rectifying
and filtering a pulse from the horizontal output transformer. The focLis control varies
the anvlitude of the pulse. Since the focus
anode in the picture tube also functions as
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SHIELD

TRANS.

DOTTED
LINE

Fig. 7-18. High -voltage compartment with cover removed.

an

accelerating anode, loss of the focus

voltage results in kno-raster condition.

Some receivers use a potentiometer to

control focus. Due to the high potentials
involved, there is a tendency for the control
to become pitted. A pitted control can cause
a poor, intermittent, or varying focus condition. A severely pitted focus control may
result in a no brightness problem. B,eaeated
failure

oscillator circuit. Refer to Zik.:7:30. This
type of circuitry is used in many black -and white receivers and can be easily identified
by the absence of a vertical oscillator transformer. The service methods used are exactly the same as those employed in black and -white receivers.
horizontal

pulse

of the focus control indicates an

intermittent short, causing excessive current
to flow in the focus control. If this condition exists, C108 should be checked. Refer
to Fig. 7-16. Note: Immediate replacement

E

focus

of a pitted focus control is recommended.

rectifier

Conventional cleaning and lubrication methods do not effect lasting repairs in this case.
RCA chassis(s) CTC-10, -11, and -12 use
a newer type of focus circuit. Refer toll".
7-19. This circuit employs the use of a coil
to control the focusing voltage. Variation

of the focus voltage is obtained by adding
to or subtracting from the amplitude of the
pulses that charge C1. Heater voltage is
supplied by a winding on the high -voltage

CI

L.

E

focus control

transformer. Since this circuit absorbs very

little power, focus control failures are practically eliminated.
Vertical Deflection. Most RCA color re-

ceivers use a two stage vertical blocking

Fig. 7-19. CTC-10 focus circuit.
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10.47
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Fig. 7-20. Vertical deflection circuit for the
CTC-7 chassis.
In a color receiver the vertical circuit
must provide vertical convergence waveforms.
The waveforms are obtained from
separate windings on the output transformer
and from the cathode circuit of the output
stage. These waveforms are coupled through
an octal socket to the convergence assembly.
When servicing the receiver without the
convergence assembly plugged in, pins one
and two on the socket must be shorted. This
will complete the cathode circuit to ground,
allowing proper vertical deflection. We will
discuss convergence problems later in the
lesson.

AGC Troubles. The AGC circuit for the
CTC-7 chassis is shown in Fig. 7-21. The
operation of the AGC circuit is quite similar

the keyed AGC circuits of

black -and -

white receivers. A large positive pulse (400
volts p -p), from the horizontal output transformer, is applied to the plate of the AGC
tube. When the pulse is present at the plate,

the positive sync tips that appear at the
grid will cause the stage to conduct. This
produces a rectified negative voltage at the
plate. The negative voltage is then filtered
and used as bias on the i-f and r -f stages,
thereby controlling the gain of the stages.
The AGC control establishes the signal
level at which the AGC amplifier will
operate.

TERM
NOROZ OUTPUT
TRANS

Fig. 7-21. Diagram of the AGC circuit used
the CTC-7 chassis illustrates signal
distribution.

in

Short this point to ground
when servicing chassis
without convergence yoke
attached.

to

GC

R 101- 6

R144 A
2.5 MEG

=

PUGS' MU

The amount of bias on the r -f and i-f
stages will vary in direct proportion to the
amplitude of the sync pulse. As the sync
level increases, the bias on the controlled
r -f and i-f stages increases, thereby lowering
the gain of the r -f and i-f amplifiers. When
the sync level decreases, the AGC amplifier
conducts less, the bias on the controlled
stages decreases, and the gain of the stages
increases. The over-all action of the AGC
system is to maintain a constant level of
viTio signals at the output of the video

detector.
control.

This level is set by the

AGC

Problems encountered in the AGC circuit
genet...727M into one of four categories:

1. No picture or sound. This is caused
by excessive bias on the controlled r-f/i-f
stages.

2. Weak picture. This is caused by
higher than normal bias on either the r -f or
i-f stages, lowering the gain of these stages.
3.

Overloaded picture with a loud buzz
in the sound. This is caused by insufficient
bias on the controlled r -f and i-f stages.
4. "Venetian

blind" effect, multiple
horizontal strips superimposed on the picture
or bending of the picture may be caused by

itizifficient filtering on the AGC bias line.
The horizontal lines are produced by oscillation in the AGC system.

Since it is possible for a defect in the
r -f, i-f or video circuits to give the "wrong

COLOR IN THE MONOCHROME PICTURE
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information" to the AGC amplifier, we must

location of a fault in this stage. If inade-

eliminate these stages as trouble sources

quate

when servicing an AGC problem. This can
be accomplished by substituting an external
bias supply in place of the AGC-developed
bias. Figure 7-22 shows the application of
external bias to the r-f/i-f stages. The bias
controls are adjusted to produce a normal
picture. If the picture does not change as
the bias controls are turned, we should check
the voltages at the grids of the r -f and i-f
stages to make sure that the bias distribution lines are not shorted. Inability to produce a normal picture by using external bias
indicates that the AGC problem is actually
a malfunctioning r -f, i-f or video amplifier
section. The_ next step is to establish the
2Lesence and proper amplitude of the horizontal pulse at the plate of the AGC tube.
The amplitude of the pulse must be within
M% of its stated value to obtain proper
operation of the AGC circuit. If a horizontal
sweep problem exists in conjunction with an
AGC defect, the sweep trouble should be
The sweep problem may
repaired first.
cause the AGC pulse to be of insufficient
amplitude. A check of the operating voltages
and bias (setting of the AGC control) on the
AGC stage should indicate the existence and

bins
supply

AGC

amplifier

i-f

amplifier

video

amplifier

horizon/ol
pulse

AGC block diagram showing
external bias supply being used.

Fig. 7-22.

A malfunctioning AGC circuit, or an improperly adjusted AGC control, could cause
color deterioration.
7-3. COLOR IN THE MONOCHROME
PICTURE

In this section we will discuss the troubles that cause color contamination of the
black -and -white picture. Since the consumer
will probably watch as much black -and -white
as he will color programs, a good setup becomes extremely important. In addition, any

color contamination of the black -and -white
picture will also be present when reproducing
a color program. Therefore, spoor black -and -

white setup usually results in a service call.

A thorough and complete understanding of the

fundamentals involved in setting up a color
receiver is required when attempting to
service a color receiver. (The complete setup procedure is covered in Lesson 4).

Purity and Shading. Purity, stated very
simply, is achieved when all the electrons
from the red, green and blue guns "hit" only
their respective phosphors (red gun to red
phosphor, etc.). Pure single fields are com-

015v

r -I unit

filtering of the r-f/i-f bias line is

suspected, the bias -line filter capacitors
should be cheCredWsTibstitution.

bined in proper proportion to produce a clean
white raster, free from color contamination.
Final purity evaluation should be made under
normal viewing conditions.
While purity is mainly an initial setup
function, the serviceman must be thoroughly
familiar with the causes of poor or changing
purity. Purity adjustments (purity magnet
and deflection yoke) once properly adjusted,
are rarely the cause of a subsequent purity
problem. The build-up of a magnetic field
on the metal shadow (aperture) mask, or a
strong varying external magnetic field, are
the general causes of purity problems.

A 1= power microscope is helpful in
analyzing purity problems. By seeing w- ere
the beam lands in individual phosphor dots,
we can differentiate between a misadjusted
purity magnet or a misadjusted deflection
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yoke. To check the adjustment of the purity
magnet, examine the beam landing in the
center of the screen. To check for proper
yoke adjustment, check beam landing at the
screen edges. For example, if the beam
landings are centered on the phosphor dots
in the middle of the screen, but fall on the
outside edges of the dots at the edges, the
purity magnet needs no adjustment, but the
yoke is positioned too close to the screen.
Note, the microscope will show the beam
landings at the edges to be on the inside

(towards center screen) edges of the dots
in this case, as the microscope inverts the
image. Figure 7-23 reviews the action of
the purity magnet and the deflection yoke

on beam landing as viewed with a microscope.

If the technician does not have a microscope, the most direct way to attack a purity
problem is to perform the routine purity adjustments. These are quite simple and can
be done quickly. If the normal, purity setup
procedure does not produce good purity, the
problem may be due to one of the following
causes:
1. Insufficient degaussing of the kinescope, particularly if the kinescope is a
metal type or the cabinet is made of steel.

2. A large convergence error may make
purity difficult, or in some receivers, im-

Rotating purity magnet
moves dots in circular

possible to obtain. Both dynamic and center

path

Spreading tabs increases
strength of purity magnet
and moves dots in
radial direction.
Low - power
microscope

convergence should be fairly close before
final purity adjustments are made. Since the
purity magnet will also affect center convergence, several readjustments of the center convergence may be required while making purity. If a closely spaced dot pattern

is used, it is possible to be one dot off.

Checking center convergence on a normal

black -and -white

condition.

picture would reveal this

If the receiver has edge magnets, they
should be set to their minimum -effect positions. Hairpin -type magnets should be super3.

(c)

imposed on each other, and rim magnets

Slide deflection yoke forward or
backward as required for best
edge landing.
(radial correction)

should be withdrawn into their magnetic

shields while preliminary purity adjustments
are made.
4.

Misalignment of electron gun(s) can
cause trouble. Generally this defect results
in two good single fields while the third
(bent gun) field will not make acceptable

Tangental
movement

Radial
movement

purity.
Low - power
microscope

1

(b)
Fig. 7-23. (a) Center landing adjustments for
optimum purity, using purity magnet; (b) edge
landing adjustments for optimum purity, using
deflection yoke.

5. A buckled shadow mask or a loose
phosphor backing plate will result in the inability to produce even a pure single field.
This type of defect will produce large
blotches of color in the raster. Poor purity,
due to the items mentioned in 4 and 5, is rare.
6. Color contamination sometimes occurs
in the white raster even though the individual
fields appear pure. Some of the causes are
discussed in the following paragraphs.
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A small error in beam landing might cause
contamination in the white raster. This

might occur if beam landing error is such
that the beam misses part of its designated

phosphor dot, but the error is not large enough

for the beam to strike the wrong phosphor
dot. Individual fields then display no impurity but certain areas produce insufficient
light output. This condition is most obvious
on a white raster. For example, if one area
of the raster lacks blue light, that area will
appear yellow when the remainder of the
raster is white. Although the individual
fields appear pure in this case, the standard
purity adjustments should be repeated to
correct the condition. 4. low -power microscope might be of help in examining beam
landing.
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Another cause of color contamination in
the white raster is shading caused by extraneous signals that find their way into one
or more of the chrominance channels. An

v108

21CYP22
KINESCOPE

example of this type of condition occurs
when C of Fig. 7-24 opens. C711 is in the
plate circuit of the (R -Y) amplifier.
absence of signals, the waveform at the grid

red gun contains negative pulses
that occur during the horizontal blanking
interval. These are caused by the "set"
pulses applied at the amplifier cathodes.
of the

Fig. 7-24. Demodulator -matrix sections of the
RCA CTC-7 chassis.

When C711 opens, the frequency response of

cuitry problem.

the coupling circuit changes and the waveform is integrated to appear like a sawtooth.
This signal causes the grid signal to swing
in the positive direction during the early
part of the trace. The result is red shading
at the left side of the picture. This condition may be observed by biasing off the blue
and green guns and reducing brightness until
the red field is dimly lighted. The left side
of the raster then appears definitely brighter
than the right side. A similar condition may
occur in the green or blue fields if C714 or.
C724

should open.

A dynamic convergence
prob em can almost be pin -pointed by observing the exact locations of the errors and
the colors involved. The serviceman must
be able to distinguish between a receiver
needing adjustment and one with a defect in
the convergence circuitry. In addition, he
must be able to recognize acceptable conConvergence is accomplished
vergence.
when all threeereCtron beams enter the same
group of holes in the shadow mask, over the

entire area of the kinescope.

Convergence in the center of the screen
is obtained through the use of PM magnets,

Convergence

or by controlled d -c currents on the con-

faults show up as color fringing of the objects being televised. Location of the color
"hangout" tells us which convergence function is defective or in need of adjustment.
For example, a misconverged center area of
the kinescope jadicates _a. problem in the
static convergence system, while misconverged outer areas indicate a dynamic cir-

obtaining center convergence, a small PM
magnet is installed in a nylon sleeve. The
sleeve is mounted in a holder which is attached to the external pole pieces of the

Convergence

Troubles.

vergence electromagnets. Figure 7-25 shows
the PM -type center -convergence and lateral
beam positioning (blue -lateral) controls found
in some older receivers. In this method of
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BLUE CENTER
CONVERGENCE
MAGNET
(slide in or out)

LATERAL BEAM
POSITIONING

MAGNET (rotate)

COrrect

incorrect

Fig. 7-26. PM magnet in the nylon mounting
sleeve.

GREEN CENTER
CONVERGENCE
MAGNET

CONVERGENCE

(slide in or out)

(slide in or out)

RED CENTER
MAGNET

Fig. 7-25. Center convergence adjustments.

lateral beam positioning assembly. In some
late -model receivers, the center convergence
magnet sleeve has an 1 -shaped form, and the
holder configuration is such that the sleeve
can be inserted in only the correct positions.

Figure 7-27 shows a simplified diagram
convergence circuits of an older
receiver. This receiver employs electromagnetic center convergence. Static adjustments are controlled by the d -c convergence
control in the cathode circuit of the horizontal output tube. Normal over-all beam moveof the

convergence coils. Convergence is obtained

varying the physical proximity of the
magnet to the electron gun. Lateral beam
by

movement is achieved by rotating the magnet

within the holder of the lateral beam -positioning assembly.

The normal amount of beam movement
with the PM -type adjustments is approximately 1.;.,1/2 to 3/4 inches. Insufficient

beam movement can be caused by a physical

restriction, limiting the travel of the sleeve.
The direction of beam movement can be
changed by rotating the sleeve 180° in the
holder. The sleeve is nearly square. Therefore, it is possible to mount it in the holder
in one of four positions, only two of which
are correct positions. If (by mistake) the
sleeve is rotated a quarter turn from a correct
position, the range will be limited. In addition, the path of beam movement will be abnormal. Rotating the sleeve 90° will reestablish correct operation in this case. If
rotating the sleeve produces little or no
change, the magnet itself may not be mounted
correctly in the sleeve. See Fig. 7-26. Insufficient range, or incorrect direction of

beam movement, of the blue beam during
lateral magnet adjustments, can result from
improper positioning of the lateral beam -positioning magnet assembly. Refer to the
service notes for the correct position of the

ment with this type circuitry is approximately
1 to 1-1/2 inches. Since the d -c convergence

voltage is obtained from the cathode circuit
of the horizontal output tube, a cause of insufficient static convergence range might be
low conduction of the horizontal output tube.
If the electromagnetic blue -lateral magnet
becomes defective in these early receivers,
it can be replaced with a PM -type.

6A05

6C B5 -A

HORIZ.
OUTPUT

f

VERTICAL
OUTPUT

-

5UF

VERT. AMP

DC CONV

100

0.47

00

_n_
+35V.

HORIZ.
AMPLITUDE

0.47

HORIZ.

TILT

Fig. 7-27. Simplified diagram of the CTC-5
chassis convergence circuits. The receiver
uses electromagnetic center convergence.
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Some of the controls shown in Fig. 7-28

Problems in the dynamic convergence
circuitry appear as color (fringing) in a mono-

are marked R -G; this means that the control
affects red and green simultaneously.

chrome picture, in areas other than the center of the screen. The technician should
first attempt to eliminate the misconvergence
by adjustment of the dynamic controls. If
the fringing is the result of a defect rather
than misadjustment, you will be unable to
correct the misconvergence. However, you
will then know which controls have little or
no effect. EL...analyzing the effect of the

This type of control circuitry greatly
simplifies the dynamic convergence setup
procedure and is employed in the RCA CTC-

RCA chassis
10, -11, and -12 chassis.
CTC-7 and CTC-9 use independent controls
for vertical dynamic convergence and combined R -G controls for horizontal convergence. Figure 7-29 shows a simplified convergence circuit with waveforms, for the
CTC-7 chassis. Waveform checks made with
an oscilloscope help to quickly locate any
problem in the convergence circuits. However, many component failures in the convergence circuitry can be located by simple

controls involved, and the color of the fringes,

the defect can be localized to the horizontal
or vertical circuitry. If the defect affects
convergence of all three colors in the vertical or horizontal areas, the controlling
waveform (vertical or horizontal) circuit
should be examined. Misconvergence of

resistance checks. In some cases a problem
of limited range or improper action of a
dynamic convergence control is caused by

both the vertical and horizontal areas indicates a common failure, such as an open
ground return. Figure 7-28 illustrates the
relationship of the controls of the newer
receivers to the areas of the screen they

improper positioning of the deflection yoke.
Black -and -White Setup. A requirement of

affect.

the color receiver is that it maintain a neutral gray -scale monochrome picture, with
color predominating, through the useful range

VERTICAL
CONTROLS
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Fig. 7-28.

each electron gun are used to obtain the
correct color balance. These controls set

the beam intensity required for each gun, to
produce an acceptable white. The sulphide
phosphors used in the 21FBP22 and 21FJP22
kinescopes, have more uniform phosphor efficiency in addition to greater light output.
Therefore, the black -and -white setup of
receivers using the newer kinescopes is
simplified.

HORIZONTAL
CONTROLS

PG0 '

of the brightness control. Since the color
phosphors do not have equal light output for
a given beam intensity, separate controls for

I\

111111114=14
miniumm
mg si
PI Fr
wig-

.1

r

Locations of areas affected by

each of the dynamic convergence controls.

Complete black -and -white tracking proce-

dures are covered in Lesson 4. The color
serviceman will find that a thorough knowledge of the tracking procedures will aid in

troubleshooting tracking errors. Many times
reference is made to the term "useful -range

of brightness control." By this we mean
the range from cutoff of the kinescope (no
brightness) to the point when the picture
blooms. Incorrect adjustment of the screen
controls may result in excessive blooming
(high setting) as well as the inability to cut
off the picture tube. Low screen settings
result in insufficient brightness. If either
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Fig. 7-29. Simplified CTC-7 dynamic convergence circuitry with waveforms.

of the above conditions exists, the technician

should retrack the receiver, compensating
(increase or decrease the screen settings)

for the original condition. The screen controls set the cutoff level for their respective
guns. The background controls, in older receivers, maintain color balance through the
useful range of the brightness control. Screen
controls should be adjusted while observing
low lights (low brightness condition) and the
background controls with highlights (high
brightness condition). When tracking the

receiver the technician should attempt to
"match," within reason, the white light produced by black -and -white picture tubes. The

correct white for the color picture tube is

specified as approximately 9300° Kelvin.

This means that the light produced by the
kinescope should match the light produced
by a "black body" when heated to a temperature of 9300° on the Kelvin scale. As
yet, there is no standard that the TV technician can use to reproduce this specified
"white." The technician should try to match
the light produced by modern black -and -white

kinescopes. You may, of course, be required
to yield to the customer's view of the proper
"white." Remember, however, that correct
color reproduction depends upon a correct
monochrome picture.
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Substantial variations in the hue of the
monochrome picture should be interpreted as
On indication of a defect. Measurement of

kinescope socket voltages will indicatethe
source of trouble. Small variations are generally due to tube aging in the (R -Y), (B -Y),

and (G -Y) amplifiers, or in the kinescope.
Small changes due to aging should be compensated for by retracking the receiver.
Figure 7-30 reviews the flocking adjustments
for the RCA CTC-11 chassis. Troubles that
cause large variation in black -and -white

tracking are covered in the following paragraphs.

The monochrome

Kinescope Failures.

picture in a color receiver consists of three
individual rasters: red, green, and blue.
Therefore, the color kinescope is actually
the equivalent of three picture tubes in one,
consisting of three separate electron gun
assemblies and three separate, but superimposed, screens. The technician can ob-

serve each screen, one at a time without

disturbing the tracking adjustments, by shunting the control grids of the unwanted guns to
ground through 100 k -ohm one -watt resistors.

This increases the bias sufficiently to cut
off the guns and allow evaluation of each
"kinescope" separately. At first the technician may feel that problems in the tricolor
kinescope might result in unusual symptoms.
However, the serviceman will find that color
kinescope failures are caused by the same

type of defects as are found in the

black -

and -white picture tubes.

Tracking or color -balance.

This type

of problem usually indicates a single gun
failure.
r'+1

2d Brightness problems. A low or no brightness problem ossurs when. all three
guns are affected equally. Therefore, a
voltage check at the common elements of the
kinescope, such as the ultor, focus grids, and
cathodes should reveal the defect. The guns
cut off with approximately -70 to -100 volts
of bias. At maximum brightness the bias
decreases to almost zero.

3.) Phosphor screen and shadow mask
These generally result in the inability to obtain good purity. A blocked
aperture in the shadow mask will cause a
de ects.

phosphor trio to be extinguished.
color kinescope problems can be localized
by considering the following facts:
rightness control varies the
1. The
cathode potential on all three electron guns
simultaneously. Therefore, if a single gun
does not react to brightness control variations, the gun or its remaining circuitry is
defective.

2. A white screen is produced by combining the three primary colors, red, green,
and blue. The complementary colors, magenta, cyan, and yellow, are produced when
a primary color is deficient. For example:
White minus red = cyan (blue and green)

Color kinescope failures can generally
be placed into one of three categories:

DRIVE'

SET-UP PROCEDURE

1.

.o

GREEN-..o
DRIVE

POSITION.

(Collapses Vertical Sweep 1

1

/ \R e\ \B

0 SET SERVICE SWITCH IN SERVICE

SINE BIAS
CONTROL

SCREEN CONTROLS

()SET KINE BIAS CONTROL AND ALL

White minus blue = yellow (red and green)

White minus green = magenta (red and blue)

Therefore, the color that is missing identifies the defective nonconducting gun or the
defective circuitry involved. When one of
the primary colors predominates, excessive

conduction (low or no bias due to leakage
between grid and cathode) of the corresponding electron gun is indicated.

SCREENS TO MIN (CCW1.

0 ADJUST RED, GREEN AND BLUE
SCREENS TO POINT WHERE SEAMS
JUST CUT OFF.

Note. Increase kine bias only as
required to support weakest
screen adjustment

The following is a discussion of some

® RESET SERVICE SWITCH TO NORMAL
POSITION.

0 ADJUST GREEN AND BLUE VIDEO DRIVE -

WHITE RASTER
(....

195005I

FOR BLACK AND WHITE PICTURE.

Fig. 7-30. CTC-11 tracking procedure.

common color kinescope failures and the
methods used to locate the defects. In this

discussion we will assume that a single
defect exists, and prior to the defect, a
normal black -and -white picture existed.
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Problem 1. Grid -to -cathode low -resistance

red /while

leakage in the red gun. Leakage between

green

the control grid and cathode reduces the bias
voltage on the (red) electron gun. Therefore,

red

green/while

the red gun will conduct heavily and the
screen will be predominantly red. The bright-

ness control will not cut off the red gun;
however, the blue and green guns will cut
Since the symptoms indicate a failure
in the red gun (red screen and no red cut off)
the bias voltage should be checked. Connect
a voltmeter, as shown in Fig. 7-31, and note
the voltage. Pull off the kinescope socket.
If the voltage reading increases, the kinescope is defective.
off.

Problem 2. Low emission in the green
gun. The screen will be magenta, indicating
a lack of green. In addition, the screen will

not track properly through the range of the
brightness control.
These symptoms are
most evident when the receiver is first
turned on.

Cut off the red and blue guns using the
100

Observe the green pic-

ture (video present) and rotate the brightness control. If the kinescope is defective,
a "silvery" effect will be apparent at maximum brightness. This condition is caused
by saturation of the electron gun during
bright signal excursions.
The cause of
trouble in this case is loss of emission in
the green gun.

Kinescope socket color coding is illustrated in Fig. 7-32 as an aid to identifying
electrode connections.

red/yellow

green/yellow-1
brown

J

--,

red

green

blue/ye/low

blue
focus block

blue

blue /while

Fig. 7-32. Color code used on the kine scope
leads.

Tracking Variations.

All color -balance

drift problems result in a change in voltage
readings at one of the kinescope elements.
In addition, the loss or predomination of a
primary color identifies the problem gun. By
properly analyzing the color change, and the
voltages on the gun involved, the technician
can locate the defective circuit. For example, suppose there is excessive red in the
monochrome picture. Since it is more likely

a single defect exists, we will assume the
problem is in the red gun. Excessive red

could be caused by a simultaneous decrease
in both blue and green. However, this sug-

gests two troubles at the same time, an

unlikely condition. A voltage check reveals
low bias on the red gun. By measuring the
voltages on the grid and cathode with respect
to ground, we find the grid voltage to be
high. We now know our problem is in the
(R -Y) amplifier or red kinescope -grid circuitry. See Fig. 7-33. Excessive voltage at
the plate of the (R -Y) amplifier indicates a
nonconducting stage. Therefore, the excessive red condition may be the result of a
defective (R -Y) amplifier tube.

Fig. 7-31. Measuring kinescope bias.

Consider a yellow monochrome picture.
The yellow screen indicates that the red and
green circuits are functioning properly.
Therefore, the problem is localized to the
blue circuitry. A higher than normal bias on
the blue gun is the cause of low blue -beam
intensity. A check of the kinescope blue
control grid voltage with respect to ground
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varying color balance

problems can be located by the methods outlined in the previous paragraphs. The loss
or excess of a primary color on a monochrome
picture identifies the defective gun, and
voltage checks will localize the problem to
the grid, cathode, or screen circuits. Nonuniform warm-up of the guns results in color
balance variations. A minimum of 3 to 57
minutes should be allowed for warm-up before
evaluating or adjusting black -and -white
tracking.

ROOST

Killer -Circuit Troubles. A defective killer

Fig. 7-33. Demodulator and matrix section of
the CTC-7 chassis.

reveals a low voltage. A voltage check of
the (B -Y) amplifier reveals low plate voltage, due to excessive positive voltage on
the control grid. The cause might be a leak'

-coupling capacitor or a shorted tube. To
check, measure the voltage between the
grid, pin 7 of the socket V, 04B and ground.

If this voltage swings
is removed from its
more positive when
socket, the coupling capacitor C722 is probably leaky. A resistance measurement of C722
shows a high resistance leakage of approxiRefer to Fig. 7-33.

V704

mately one megohm. However, if the coupling

circuit can produce undesirable effects in
the monochrome picture. If the killer stage
is held at cutoff continuously, by misadjustment of the killer threshold control or as a
result of a defect in the killer circuit, noise
and spurious signals will be amplified by
the chrominance circuits and appear at the
kinescope grids. The amount of colored
noise appearing in the monochrome picture
depends on the setting of the color saturaIf _adjustment of the killer
tion control.
threshold control cannot remove the color

noise, a defect in the killer circuit is

in-

dicated. Operation of the killer circuit will

be discussed later in this lesson.

capacitor C722 were shorted (low or no resistance) the symptoms would be considerably different. The picture would "bloom

7-4. LOSS OF COLOR

uF"This would be due to excessive positive
voltage on all three control grids of the
kinescope. When C, shorts, a high positive

countered in obtaining a good monochrome

out" almost immediately after receiver warm-

voltage is applied to the grid of the (B -Y)
amplifier. This causes excessive cur nt
drain through the stage. As a result R 733

the common cathode resistor for the (
(B -Y) and (G -Y) amplifiers, will burn open.
Since the tubes become cut off, B+ voltage
is applied to the kinescope control grids.
A shorted C722 also causes excessive current
to flow through (1i7:,; the plate load resistor
of the Z demodulator. This causes the resistor to overheat and change value.

The preceding sections of this lesson
discussed the problems which may be enpicture. The following sections cover chrominance problems and the servicing approach
that applies.

When servicing the color sections of the
receiver, the technician will find a color -bar
generator is an indispensable tool. Therefore, we will assume in the following sections that a color -bar generator is available
to the technician. The color circuits of the
receiver can be divided into three separate
categories for the purpose of localizing
color troubles. They are:
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1. Chrominance circuits.
This section
determines the level of all colors simultaneously.
Problems in this section will

result in weak or no color.

Color synchronization. The sync section maintains stable color. Loss of color
sync results in colored objects that change
color and are divided vertically into multicolored bands. The bars produced by the
color -bar generator resemble multicolored
barber poles.
2.

3. Demodulator matrix.
This section
"mixes" the reference 3.58-mc signal and

the chrominance information to produce the
three color difference signals. Problems in
this section can cause improper hues, weak
or missing single colors.
Causes of Absent or Weak Color. When a
weak color or no -color condition exists, the

serviceman must localize the area of the
defect to the antenna system, monochrome
circuits (r -f, i-f, picture detector video amplifier) or the chrominance section of the
receiver. The f011owing procedure will aid
in locating the defective area:
1.

Adjust color saturation control to its

maximum position.
2. Adjust the killer threshold control to
bias off the killer stage (maximum CCW rotation on most receivers).

(3) Rotate the fine tuning control through
its entire range. The range of the control
should include the ability to move the sound
i-f carrier up into the video response. This
is evidenced by the appearance of the 920-kc
beat.

Under the above conditions, the presence
of heavy colored snow, on an unused channel,
shoTii-tVat the bandpass amplifier is passing
color. Therefore, the problem may exist in
the r -f, i-f, picture detector, or first video

amplifier stages. If no colored snow can be

obtained, the defect is in the chrominance
Circuitry. Since it is possible that the antenna system may cause weak or no color, a
color -bar generator should be used to establish or eliminate the receiver as the cause
of the problem.

Let us assume that colored snow cannot
be produced
test mentioned in the
previous paragraph. The chrominance cir-

cuits are then at fault and a defect may be

in the color bandpass amplifier, burst keyer,
color killer, phase detector, or the 3.58-mc
oscillator circuit. The chrominance signal

actually passes through only the bandpass
amplifier(s). However, the bandpass amplifier(s) will only conduct when the killer

circuit is cut off. The killer circuit is held
in cutoff by a burst signal that must pass
through the burst keyer and phase detector
stages. Therefore, a defect in these stages
may result in color deterioration. These
stages may be eliminated as a cause 7-177v
Orno color, by shorting the killer biag line
Co- ground.
If normal color operation is
restored, the problem is localized to the
killer or its associated circuitry. Loss of
the local 3.58-mc reference oscillator will
cause the demodulators to be inoperative.
Therefore, no color reproduction would be
possible. Figure 7-34 traces the chromimance signal through the color circuits of
the RCA CTC-7 chassis.

The bandpass stages are similar in operation to a standard video amplifier. However, the bandwidth of the bandpass amplifier(s) is only about 1 mc, and the response
of the amplifier(s) is adjustable. The response of the bandpass amplifier(s) must

complement the i-f response curve and result
in a uniform over-all response on each side
of 3.58 mc. See Fig. 7-35. Problems such
as color smear, single color misregistration,
SET -Phase errors that cannot be corrected
with an AFPC alignment may be caused by
poor bandpass alignment. Most problems in
the bandpass amplifiers are caused by defective tubes or component failures that can be
located by voltage and resistance measurements.
If the

"colored -snow" test, mentioned

earlier in this section, indicates trouble in

the r -f, i-f or video sections, visual- or. sweep
alignment provides the most accurate means
of evaluating the performance of the sections.
The over-all response may be used to see if
there is a drop in response in that, region of

the receiver response that carries the chro-

minance signal. By examining the response
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Fig. 7-34. Chrominance signals traced through the CTC-7 color circuits.

of the tuner, mixer/i-f coupling, and i-f amplifiers separately, the defective section
may be pinpointed.
3.0 mc
3.58 mc

4/mc
4.5 mc

response of video i-f amplifier
(a)
3.58 mc

4 mc

3.0 mc

(/// 4 /mC

3.58 mc

3.0 mc
4.5 mC

response of chrome
toke-off coil in the
bandpass amplifier

combined over -ell
response

(b)

Fig. 7-35. The response curve of the bandpass
amplifier corrects the i-f response curve to
give the over-all chrominance response curve
shown at c.

Performance of the video bandpass cir-

cuits may also be examined visually by

using sweep alignment methods. Problems
such as color smear and certain phase problems might require sweep alignment checks
to be made. The serviceman would do well
to thoroughly familiarize himself with alignment procedures on a normal operating
receiver.

Tracing the Color Signal. A controlled
source of color signal (color -bar generator)
allows the technician to signal trace the
color circuits. Figure 7-36 shows the bandpass circuits including waveforms of the
RCA CTC-7 chassis. There are two methods
of signal tracing the color circuits; both
employ the use of a color -bar generator as
tom" signalsource. A VTVM used in conjunction with an r -f TeTaliir probe may be
used to signal trace in the field. To obtain
an accurate voltage indication of the color

signal, the technician must take two readings.
The first is made with-t1 generatoron, and
the second with the generator off. The difference between the two readings indicates

the amount of color signal present at the

The shop method
(4.5-mc)
oscilloscope
utilizes a wideband
with a low -capacitance probe. This method
allows the technician to check the gain of
each stage, by comparing the peak -to-peak

point of measurement.
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Fig. 7-36. Waveforms in the bandpass amplifier stages.

voltage of the waveform at the input and the

output of each stage.

Figures 7-37a to d

bar signal at several points between the picture detector and the kinescope grids.

The technician should try to gain some
experience in the use of the oscilloscope by
tracing the color signals through receivers
that are known to be operating normally.
Some precautions must be observed. A low -

capacitance probe must be used with
oscilloscope

color
burst

IMEgi
(a) picture detector

the

prevent detuning of the
chrominance circuits when the probe is
connected. However, even low capacitance
to

probes may affect some circuits. For example, if the probe is connected to the 3.58mc oscillator at certain critical points, the

(b) grid of bandpass amplifier

oscillator may become detuned, and may stop
oscillating.

Many stations that broadcast color programs transmit a color stripe during black and -white telecasts. The stripe enables the
serviceman to determine if the antenna system and receiver r -f unit are passing color
on the particular station.

The two vertical stripes of color sub carrier signal (both have the same phase)
are added

to a

standard black -and -white

signal at the transmitter.

The stripes are

(c) grid of demodulator

(d) grid of red kinescope

Fig. 7-37. Typical color -receiver waveforms
observed between the picture detector and the
kinescope grid.

LOSS OF COLOR SYNC

positioned immediately preceding and following horizontal blanking as shown in
Fig. 7-38. A properly adjusted color receiver will not produce color in the stripe
areas, since the normal burst signal is not
transmitted. Therefore, the killer stage will
bias off the bandpass amplifier. However,
the sync pulse may be modified to shift the
phase of the gate pulse sufficiently to accept
ale left stripe as a burst signal. In that
case, the right stripe will be handled by the
receiver as though it were a chrominance
signal.
There are two methods that may be used
to observe the color stripe:
1.

Quick check.

a. Adjust fine tuning on the channel
to be checked.
b. Adjust killer threshold control maximum CCW (cut off the killer stage).

c.

Set the color control at maximum,

d.

Adjust horizontal hold control to

and the hue control to the center of its range.
The stripe should be visible, but without
sync ("barber -pole" effect).
produce two and one-half steady bars slanted
from bottom left towards upper right of screen
(out of horizontal sync condition).

The

stripe should now appear as a solid colored
bar that responds to the color and hue controls.
2. Standard procedure.

a. Same as Step a in the quick check.

Connect a 0.005-0 capacitor
the sync amplifier output to chassis.
b.

BLACK & WHI TE

SYNC

from

SYNC

;

PICTURE INFORMATION
I
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Adjust horizontal hold control to
maintain horizontal sync. The stripe may
c.

now be observed.

Using either of these procedures, with the
receiver adjusted correctly (fine tuning, color
control almost maximum, hue control set at
midrange) the stripe should appear greenish yellow. If there is no color or the wrong hue
appears, the receiver should be checked with
a color -bar generator. If a receiver operates
normally with the .color -bar generator, but
does not produce the colored stripe, a defect
in the antenna system is indicated.

A condition might arise, in areas where
color is transmitted on several channels, in
which color may be normal on one channel,
but weak or absent on another. This condition suggests a faulty antenna system or
misalignment of the r -f sections of the tuner.
Before service work is attempted on the sections, the killer threshold control should be
adjusted using the channel that produces
insufficient color. It is possible that the
threshold control has been set too high and
the killer cuts off only on very strong burst
signals.
7-5. LOSS OF COLOR SYNC

The burst signal in addition to "unlocking" the bandpass amplifier, accomplishes
The burst signal
color synchronization.
consists of 8 cycles of 3.58-mc signal that
is transmitted on the back porch of the hori-

zontal blanking pulse as shown in Fig. 7-39.
This signal is a sampling (minimum of 8

cycles) of the color subcarrier used at the
transmitter. Burst is used in the receiver
to lock the local 3.58-mc reference oscillator, in both frequency and phase, to the
station color subcarrier. Since the color
information is a "separate" sisnal, loss of
color sync will not affect the monochrome
picture. An out of color sync condition is
shown in Plate 2. Note the "barber -pole"
effect. The methods used in servicing the
color sync circuits are similar to those employed in troubleshooting horizontal sync
problems.

LEFT STRIPE

Fig. 7-38.

RIGHT STRIPE

Positions of the color stripe

signals in the composite video signal.

Figure 7-4Q
form,
a typical
illustrates, in block diagram
A
malfunction
color synchronization circuit.

Causes of Sync Trouble.
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HORI ZONTA...

SYNC PULSE

BURST OF

3.58 M C

(MIN OF8 CYCLES)

HORIZONTAL BLANKING

Fig. 7-39.

INTERVAL

Position of burst signal in the

composite video signal.

in any of these circuits may cause a color
sync problem. However, with proper opera-

tion of the color killer, the loss of burst in
the burst amplifier or phase detector results
in complete loss of color. Therefore, it is

1

of the keying pulse results in no burst amplification. Loss of gain in the burst amplifier causes unstable color sync, while no
amplification causes the complete loss OT
color sync. Alignment of the burst phase
transformer, located in the plate circuit of
the burst amplifier, is part of the AFPC
alignment and will be discussed in the
following sections.

The phase detector compares the incoming burst phase to the output of the local
3.58-mc oscillator. If an error exists in
plisse or frequency of the local 3.58-mc
oscillator, the phase detector develops a
correction voltage that is applied to the reactance tube control grid:-When both the
incoming burst and local 3.58-mc oscillator
are of the same phase, no correction voltage
is developed. The phase detector stage
forms a bridge circuit, as shown in the simplified diagram of Fig. 7-41. Failure of
either diode in the bridge circuit will render
the detector inoperative. The resistors R,
4nd R2 are a matched pair. A variance in
value in either resistor unbalances the

important to remember that killer bias voltage
must be removed (killer control maximum CCW
or in older receivers the killer bias voltage

bridge and causes a constant, erroneous correction voltage. The presence of such a
voltage at the reactance grid results in unstable or complete loss of color sync, depending on the amount of change in resistance.

The burst amplifier, which is normally
cut off, is keyed into conduction only during
burst time, by a delayed pulse from the highvoltaze transformer. Thus, only the burst
signals are amplified by this stage. Loss

The reactance stage functions as a variable capacitor shunted across the 3.58-mc
Oscillator crystal. The amount of capacitance varies as the bias on the stage varied,
thereby changing the frequency of the 3.58mc oscillator. Component values are so
chosen that with no correction voltage on
the grid, the stage is in the center of its
frequency range. A defective reactance circuit results in no control of the 3.93-mc
osTllator.

shorted out) before servicing the color circuitry. Otherwise, we may spend time troubleshooting the wrong section.

composite
video

L
T

burst
amplifier

phase
detector

The 3.58-mc oscillator is a crystal -controlled, free -running oscillator. At this point
it should be remembered that no output from
the oscillator causes complete loss of color.

horizontal
pulses
color

killer

Fig. 7-40.

reactance
tube

3.58- me
oscillator

Block diagram of the color sync
circuits.

If the oscillator is operating at the wrong
frequency, beyond the correcting range of
the reactance and phase detector circuits,

color synchronization is impossible. We can

estimate how far the oscillator is olliTe:
quency in the same way as we judge the
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burst")

transformer

reactance

3.58-mc
oscillator

killer

tube

Fig. 7-41. Simplified color phase -detector circuit.

frequency error of the horizontal oscillator.
If the 3.58-mc oscillator is very close to the
correct frequency the entire picture changes
color slowly. As the error increases the
colors break up into horizontal bands (the
barber -pole effect). Large frequency errors
result in a greater number of narrower horizontal bands.

A color -bar generator is used as a color
signal source because it provides a stable

Localizing Problems in the AFPC Circuits. Figure 7-42 shows a schematic diagram of the AFPC circuits used in the RCA
CTC-11 chassis. Problems in the AFPC cir-

the hue control in the center of its range.

cuitry can be localized by signal tracing,
Using a color -bar generator and a wideband
oscilloscope. Typical waveforms for the

AFPC circuits are shown in the figure.
These waveforms allow us to check for the
presence of CW and burst signals at key
points in the circuit.

While signal tracing is very helpful in
establishing the cause of trouble in the
AFPC circuits, perhaps the most powerful
troubleshooting tool is the proper use of the
AFPC alignment procedure. By following
the alignment steps, we can check the operation of each circuit and combination of

circuits as they are made to work together.
Inoperative circuits that fail to respond to
alignment are quickly localized. In the following paragraphs we will illustrate the use
of the alignment procedure as a troubleshooting aid.

signal of known characteristics and constant
output. Ws_s.hall use the AFPC system of the

RCA CTC-11
Fig. 7-42.

in

our example.

Refer to

AFPC Alignment. Attach color -bar gener-

ator (r -f output) to the antenna terminals. Set

Set the color control at maximum, and turn
the killer threshold control fully CCW. Turn
the channel selector to Channel 3, and adjust
the fine tuning control for minimum sound
beat, using sound -carrier output from generator.

There are three adjustments in the

AFPC alignment of this chassis. They are:
1.

3.58-mc oscillator transformer, T.,o,

2. Burst -phase transformer, T702
3. Reactance coil, L,02

Step 1. Connect the probe of a VTVM

(positive d -c volts) through a 470 k -ohm resistor to pin 1 of phase detector V705. Adjust
T7o3, 3.58-mc oscillator transformer, for maxi-

mum output, as indicated by a peak reading
on the meter. Since we want to read only the
oscillator output, we will remove the burst

signal by shorting the burst amplifier grid

to ground. The 3.58-mc output can be measured at pin 1 of the phase detector. Low or
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Fig. 7-42. Color sync circuits in the RCA CTC-11 chassis.

no reading at this point indicates a defective
oscillator or phase detector. When normal
oscillator drive is applied to the phase detector, about +45 volts is developed at pin 1
of 1/705 (about -45 volts is developed at pin
2).
If no voltage is developed, loss of
oscillator drive may be the cause. We can
check to see if the oscillator is operating

by measuring grid bias at the oscillator.
The voltage at pin 2 of 1/703B is normally
about -6 volts.

Step 2. Remove the short from the burst

amplifier.

Adjust T702 for maximum voltage

at pin 1 of the phase detector. An increase
in the meter reading when we remove the
smart onthe burst amplifier grid, tells us
that the burst amplifier is operating. Failure
to obtain an increase in the voltage reading
when the short is removed, or no voltage
variation when adjusting T7027 indicates a
defect in the burst amplifier. Check for the
presence of horizontal pulses at pin 1 of
V702.

Step 3. Ground TP701 and adjust L702 for
free -running color sync (zero beat), the color
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bars should show solid colors (no barber pole effect) that change slowly. When we
from
g -round TP701, the correction voltage
the phase detector is removed and zero
correction voltage is simulated. The ability
to zero beat the color bars shows that the
T.58-mc oscillator is capable of operating at
the correct frequency when there is no correction voltage. If color sync is lost when
tTie short is removed from TP701, a defect in
the phase detector circuit is indicated. For
example, severe imbalance in the phase detector results in a steady, false correction
voltage. This false correction voltage acts
oscillator away
to shift the frequency
from the near zero -beat condition that is set
up in Step 3. To check for imbalance of the
phase detector, measure the correction voltage at TP70 with the grid of the burst amThis voltage
plifier shorted to ground.
If
it
is
not,
there
is some
should be zero.
fault that has caused the detector to become
unbalanced. An open secondary winding on
7702, a defective diode, or a change in one
of the detector's load resistors might be the
cause.

_

-

With minor variations (consult the service
data for the particular chassis involved) the
above procedures can be used on the RCA
CTC-7, -9, -10, and -12 chassis. The basic
considerations can be applied to all color
receivers.

Step 2. Tune reactance coil, L702.
a. Short

TP70,

to

ground (some re-

ceivers provide top -of -the -chassis access to

TP70 see service data).
b. Adjust L702 (reactance coil) for col-

or zero beat. Zero beat is obtained when a
colored object is of a solid hue and slowly
changes through red, green, and blue.
The stability of color sync may be determined by observing the effect and range of
t177Factance coil (remove short from TP700.
On a normal operating receiver, the range of
the reactance coil is approximately 3 to 6
turns. This is the number of turns required
to lose color sync on each side of the correct
(zero beat) setting. If color sync is weak,
the range will be reduced to 2 or 3 turns.
Each time a reactance/oscillator tube is
replaced the reactance coil should be adjusted for zero beat (Step 2).
7-6. INCORRECT COLOR REPRODUCTION

Color reproduction involves hue, saturation and brightness. A defect that upsets
any of these values results in improper color
reproduction. In the previous section of this

lesson we determined that a good monochrome
picture is required before attempting to evaluate or service the chrominance sections of
the receiver. Good monochrome reception

tells us that thePri-ihtness7Y) signal is

Two of the three AFPC
alignment steps can be done quickly and
accurately in the field, when observing a
color telecast.
Field Checks.

Step 1. Tune burst phase transformer,
T702.

a.

Set hue control

in

the center of

its range.
b2 Adjust T702 for proper flesh tones.

The burst phase transformer requires ac r)
justment when the hue control produces fleshi

tones only at one end of its range, or the,

t hue control has insufficient range.

In a color telecast the luminance
Milnel supplies the (Y) brightness com-

normal.

Correct hue and saturation characteristics are determined in the chrominance
sections of the receiver.

ponent.
_

Color hue is the result of the phase relationship between the reference oscillator
and the chrominance signals. When all hues
are present but are in the wrong71Taces pink
or green flesh tones), the phase relationship
between burst and the 3.58-mc oscillator is
incorrect. This type of problem is generally
caused by a defect or misalignment in the
AFPC circuits.
Saturation problems will be observed as
weak or no color, too much color or no control of color. When the symptoms affect all
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colors (assuming the r -f, i-f, and first video
stages are functioning properly) simultaneously, the bandpass amplifier should be
checked first. Incorrect killer or AGC bias
voltages also affect saturation. The blanking amplifier, burst amplifier, color killer and
phase detector are the circuits that are most
likely to be at fault when there is insufficient color.
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Problems that occur in the demodulator
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,
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circuits and adder -amplifiers (R -Y, B -Y, G -Y

amplifiers) usually affect only one color.
Some types of failures in these circuits

change the black -and -white color temperature
and are therefore serviced as a monochrome

defect. However, it is possible that a slight
tracking change may take place and be mistaken as some form of drift such as tube
aging. However, retracking the black -and white picture will not restore correct color
reproduction. In these instances, analyzing
a pattern produced by a color -bar generator
will reveal the cause of color error.
Use of the Color -Bar Pattern. The color -

bar pattern shown in Fig. 7-43 is produced
by the RCA WR-64A generator. The pattern
consists of ten color bars of different hues

accurately spaced at 30° color -phase intervals. Figure 7-44 illustrates the idealized
waveforms produced at the kinescope grids

+(R -Y)

-(R-v)

+C)

-(G-Y)

+1

+(B Y)

RED KINESCOPE GRID (R -Y)
100%

-BURST if

ri
2

3

4

Fig. 7-44. Waveforms at the kinescope grids
when the signal source is a color -bar generator.

by a color -bar generator. By analyzing the
waveforms in Fig. 7-44, it is easy to understand how the various hues are produced.
The fourth bar has approximately equal parts
of red and blue and therefore appears ma-

genta. The eighth bar contains both green
and blue output, and appears cyan. The
appearance of normal color bars is shown
in Plate 1.
When using the color generator, be sure
the saturation control of the receiver is not
set too high. An extreme setting of the control causes distortion of the color bars.

+(G -Y)

Troubles that affect hues are usually
caused by incorrect phasing of the color

1

demodulators or malfunctioning R -Y, B -Y or
G -Y amplifiers. Since the generator supplies

a known output (the hue of each bar), any
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variance in the pattern identifies the problem
circuit. Additional uses of the color -bar
generator are discussed in the following
sections.

4./
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270.

Normal color -bar pattern phase
relationship.

Color Demodulator Troubles. For proper
color demodulation, two input signals are
required. These are:

300.

constant amplitude of properlyphaSed 3.58-mc CW signal.
1.

A

2.

Amplified chrominance sideband sig-

i5
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Presence of both of the above signals

6th BAR BLENDS WITH

may be established by. examining the input
waveforms with an oscilloscope or with a

BACKGROUND.

!I= 3

VTVM..equipped with an r -f probe. Absence of
the 3.58-mc CW signal indicates failure of the

I

some receivers,
3.58-mc oscillator stage.
loss of the oscillator signal causes a severe
change in black -and -white tracking in addition to loss of color reproduction (the color
I,

bar pattern appears to have ten bars of the

COLOR BAR PATTERN

( BLUE AND GREEN BARS REMOVED)

same magenta hue). Loss of the color video

signal at the grid orfhe--- demodulators rest -11Th in no color repro-auction.

RED

BRIGHTEST RED (R -Y)

3rd

Figure 7-45
the demodu-

a

9th BARS BLEND WITH BLUE BACKGROUND.
BRIGHTEST BLUE (B -Y)

illfs-rates in simplifiid form
lators and their input waveforms (signal
source is a color -bar generator). Most late
model receivers use low-level demodulation
and demodulate on the X and Z phase axes.
In newer RCA receivers (CTC-10 and
late7)-- only one phase adjustment is made.
The burst transformer is adjusted to produce

COLOR BAR PATTERN

(RED AND GREEN BARS REMOVED)

the correct phase indications at the kine-

scope. Figure 7-46 shows how correct phase
is indicated by either waveform observation
or observation of the kinescope screen with

bandpass

demod-

amplifier

ulator

1st a 7th BARS BLEND WITH GREEN BACKGROUND.
BRIGHTEST GREEN

to R-Y
amplifier

COLOR BAR PATTERN
( RED AND BLUE BARS REMOVED)

Fig. 7-46. Correct phase, as observed at the
kinescope grids and on the screen of the
picture tube.
3.58 me

fixed

CW

phase

oscillator

shift

demod-

to B -r
amplifier

selected guns -biased neff. In these receivers

fixed phase -shifting network is used to
establish the phase difference between the
two demodulation axes. No adjustment is
required. Burst phase is tuned to produce a

ulator

a

correct output from the X demodulator. Refer
to Fig. 7-45. If the Z demodulator output is
incorrect after the phase adjustment has been

made, a fault exists in the fixed phase -shift
network.

oio

In earlier receivers, the phase difference
between demodulation axes is adjustable.
2

Fig. 7-45.

3

4

5

Waveforms at key points in the
chrominance circuits.

In that case burst phase is adjusted to obtain
the correct output signal from the demodulator that is fed directly from the CW oscillator. The phase -shift network is then adjusted to secure the proper output from the
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remaining demodulator. Service notes should
be consulted for the proper waveforms.

Refer only to the peak -to -peak voltage of the
color -bar portions of the waveform. Check
the service notes on each particular receiver
for the correct relative values of R -Y, B -Y,

Matrix Troubles. A schematic diagram of
the demodulator and matrix, or adder, ampli-

and G -Y.

fiers of the CTC-11 chassis, including typical waveforms, is shown in Fig. 7-47. Defects such as defective coupling capacitors
in the matrix amplifiers generally result in a

Plates 4, 5, and 6 illustrate the effects
on a color bar pattern when E(G_y), E(B_1,), or
E(R_y) is missing.

change in black -and -white tracking. Careful
1.-examination of the color -bar pattern in
addi-

Localizing Hum Troubles. Hum produced

tion to the information obtained by analyzing

by heater to cathode leakage in the demodulator and matrix amplifiers causes 60 -cycle
hum in both monochrome and color pictures.

the tracking drift (look_ for_ excess or lack of
a primary color) will enable the technician
Fo-FOCate the defective stage_ Correct gain
of the matrix amplifiers is essential for good
color fidelity. Proper matrix operation may
be checked by +paring the peak amplitudes
of the color -bar waveforms at the kinescope
grids. Figure 7-48 shows the correct relative

The defective stage can be easily located
by alternately biasing off the kinescope control grids. When the defective stage (red,
green or blue) is biased off, most of the hum
will disappear. Hum originating in the band-

pass amplifiers appears only in color pic-

amplitude of the three -color difference signals for the RCA CTC-11 chassis. To make
the check, monitor the R -Y signal on the
oscilloscope, and set the oscilloscope gain

controls so that the waveform fills

tures, and disappears when the color control
is turned to minimum position.
Blanker Troubles.
The blanker stage
I/707B, shown in Fig. 7-47, has two functions:

some

reference deflection (10 divisions). Use this
deflection to represent 100%, and compare
the amplitudes of the B -Y and G -Y with the
reference. For example, if R -Y is set to

yield 10 units of deflection, the G -Y signal
should fill about 4 units. Note, do not look
at the sync pulse when making these checks.

1. It cuts off the bandpass amplifier
during horizontal retrace time. This is done
to prevent burst signals from being demodu-

lated and appearing on the kinescope as a
yellow stripe on the left side of the screen.
Note, the burst take -off is usually in the grid

,1Z
C739
0.12
R'13 -A
39011

386

GCOY07
6.9 Am,

1172, 0732
RN31

GRM 411i0

,6

WM-5
3900

90 ',PK
936

.01

3300

v906.5

.3000

6CG7/6F41)7

A.,

Fig. 7-47. Waveforms in the CTC-11 demodulator and matrix circuits.
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Fig. 7-48. In comparing signal amplitudes at

the kinescope grids, the R -Y signal is used
as the reference.

circuit. In some receivers the burst take -off
is in the plate of the first bandpass amplifier.

In this case the second bandpass amplifier
is blanked.

(hue).

successive bar -position represents a phase
variation of 30 degrees. Therefore, if we
count the number of bar positions through
which a particular hue moves, we can calculate the phase shift in degrees (a two bar
30° = 60°). For example, a normal receiver produces a magenta hue in the
fourth bar position (hue control in center of
its range). If we turn the hue control fully
clockwise, the magenta hue should be in the
fifth bar position. This represents a +30
degree phase shift. Setting the hue control

movement 2 x

maximum CCW should put the magenta hue in

2. The blanker applies the set pulse that
restores the d -c component of the signal at
the input to the adder amplifiers. This is
accomplished by applying a negative pulse
to the common cathode circuit of the adder
amplifiers, causing the plate voltage of the
stages to be lowered. Since the stages are
d -c coupled to the kinescope grids, the bias
on each gun is increased, resulting in kinescope cutoff.

the third bar position, representing a

-30

degree shift from normal (hue control midrange) phase. By placing an oscilloscope
on the R -Y output (kinescope red grid) you
can "see" the phase shift, as shown in
Fig.

7-49.

Field Checks. It is unlikely that the
serviceman will carry both a color -bar generator and an oscilloscope on a house call.

However, accurate phase adjustments and

failure of the
Symptoms produced
blanker stage vary from model to model. The
by

following liQt of symptoms will aid in recognizing blanker troubles.
1.

trol range of 60 degrees. While a maximum
shift is seldom specified, an over-all shift
of more than 90 degrees is considered excessive. Fxcessive hue -control range is also
indicated when adjustment of the fine tuning
or chroma controls cause a change in phase
The amount of phase shift may be determined by observing the color -bar pattern and
roTfing the hue control. We know that each

00%

BURST /

indicates misalignment of the AFPC circuits.
Most receivers require a minimum of ±30 degrees phase shift from the nominal-ph-1;e
position. This amounts to an over-all con-

Retrace line visible on the top 1/3 of

picture.

2. Yellow stripe on left side of picture.
3. Insufficient or no control of color.

9 Insufficient or no brightness (depends
on tracking setup).
Hue Control (Phase -Shift) Troubles. Lim-

iced or excessive range of the hue control

roughmatrix checks can be made by using
the color -bar generator and the patterns it
produces on the kinescope. A working know-

ledge of the color -bar signals is needed;
refer to Fig. 7-43 and Fig. 7-48. The following points should be kept in mind when looking at the complete color -bar pattern on the
screen.
f: E(B..y) has maximum amplitude.
sixth bar produces the brightest blue.

The

2. E(R_y) has the second highest amplitude. The third bar produces maximum red.
3.

E(G,)

has the lowest amplitude. The

tenth bar produces maximum green.
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NOMINAL

with this demodulation is then actuated and
the phase -shift network is adjusted for the
proper indication. (Service notes must be
consulted to see which color is associated
with each of the demodulators.)
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7-7. INTERFERENCE EFFECTS
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9
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7

Hue control Max. CW

Fig. 7-49.

Effect of hue control at red
kinescope grid.

Steps are taken in the design of the color
receiver to ensure that the additional color
circuitry does not introduce interference effects. In addition, the extra care that goes

into the design and manufacture of color receivers renders them less likely to be troubled with the familiar forms of interference.
However, the technician should be familiar
with the symptoms encountered as a result
of the color circuitry.

To adjust phase, turn the hue control to
put the brightest blue bar in the sixth position. A rough check of the matrix section

Cochannel Effects. Cochannel interference appears when two stations operating on
the same carrier frequency are received
simultaneously. The interference appears

bars second, and the blue bars should be

covering the entire screen. During a color
telecast, the bars are rainbow-crAored. Re orientating the antenna may reduce the interfering signal amplitude.

can be mZe-B7- turning down the brightness
and color -saturation controls simultaneously.
bars should cut off first, the red

the last to be extinguished.

More accurate phase adjustments can be
made by viewing individual red, green, or
blue fields. Master phase is usually adjusted by viewing the field associated with
tie-demodulator that receives its drive
directly from the 3.58-mc oscillator. For
example, in the RCA CTC-10, -11, and -12,
the 3.58-mc oscillator feeds the X demod 1;73r7.71v
which produces the R- signal. .To
check phase on these receivers, we bias off
the blue and green Runs, and view the red
field alone, Phase is adjusted to make the

third bar (see Fig. 7-48) brightest. Since
maximum brightness may be difficult to
determine accurately, some other parts of

the signal may be used as a reference. For

example, the center of the sixth bar goes
through the zero -signal level. Therefore, the

center of the sixth bar should produce the
same brightness as the spaces between the
bars when phase is set correctly. Another
alternative is to adjust phase until the fifth
and seventh bars produce equal brightness.
In older receivers, the phase -shift network
that drives the remaining demodulator is
adjusted next. The electron gun associated

as horizontal bars (Venetian blind effect)

920-Kc Beat. This interference is the
result of the color subcarrier beating with

the sound carrier (42.17 mc - 41.25 mc = 920
kc) (4.50 mc - 3.58 mc = 920 kc). The 920kc beat can be easily recognized. It appears

only during a color telecast and re";Finles a
coarse 4.5-mc beat pattern. The beat appears strongest in those areas that represent
highly saturated colors. In a normal operating receiver, the 920-kc beat is eliminated
by correct adjustment of the fine tuning contfol. IL the beat cannot be removed by adit...1j1Lg the fine tunine control, the receiver

alignment should be carefully checked. Lge-

model receivers virtually eliminate the beat

problem by separating sound in the plate
circuit of the third picture i-f amplifier and
inserting a highly effective 41.25-mc trap in
the picture detector circuit.

Interference sometimes produces colored

bands or streaks in the picture. This can
happen if the beat signal produced by the
interfering signal is close to the color sub-

carrier frequency. Color is produced in this

64744
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case because the receiver processes the
beat signal as though it were a color signal.
The symptoms are multicolored bars or rainbows. They might appear in either a color
or a black -and -white telecast. Color may be

produced because the killer can mistake the
interfering beat signal for the burst signal.
Remember that interfering beat signals are
present during the blanking intervals as well

as during the visible parts of the picture.
Thus they are present when the burst amplifier is keyed into operation. In some

cases the interfering signal may lock -up the
3.58-mc oscillator. This can come about if
the beat frequency is some multiple of 15,750
cps above or below the subcarrier frequency.
The symptoms are vertical, stationary, rainbow patterns. The color -bar generator is an

example of the results of this form of interference. Here, the chrominance signal is
supplied by a crystal oscillator that operates
15,750 cps below the color subcarrier frequency.

The result is a beat signal that

completes one complete cycle in the time
taken by one complete horizontal scan.
When interference is encountered, the
folliiwing items should be checked:
1.

Missing or loose shields

2. Tube shields not grounded
3.

Improperly grounded r-f/i-f link cable

4. Poor ground returns in the

i-f stages.

NOTES

11 I
Plate 1. Normal picture.

Plate 2. Loss of color sync.

Plate 3. Incorrect hue control adjustment.

Plate 4. Green missing.

Plate 5. Blue missing.

1I
Plate 6. Red missing.
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EXAMINATION
Instructions:-PRINT your name, address, and student number assigned to you

Date

Name

Student Number

Street Address
City

below.

Zone

State

Answer all of the questions in each lesson. Send your answer
West
sheets to RCA INSTITUTES, INC., Home Study School, 350
Y.
Use
the
self-addressed
return
en4th Street, New York 14, N.
enough
avoid
delays,
be
sure
to
use
velope that is enclosed. To

Percentage Grade:
Graded by:

postage.

completion. Four possible answers,
Each question in this examination is a statement that requires Select the correct answer. In the
each of which is lettered, are provided to complete each statement.
corresponds to the letter of the
answer column at the right of the page, draw a line through the letter that
answer you have chosen. For example:
a

Two multiplied by five equals: ( a ) two; ( b) seven; ( c) ten; ( d ) fourteen.

1. In an area having two operating color channels, the technician finds one channel producing satisfactory color signals while the second station produces no color. A probable
(c) an incause is: (a) a cut off killer circuit; (b) a defect in the antenna system;
operative bandpass amplifier stage; (d) misalignment of the AFPC circuits.
should first: (a) align
- 2. In appraising the performance of a color receiver, the technician
(c) check the monochrome

the AFPC circuits; (b) adjust the killer threshold control;

picture; (d) replace the local 3.58-mc oscillator tube.

3. A loss of focus voltage at the kinescope results in: (a) improper picture focus; (b) poor
color reproduction; (c) no brightness; (d) poor monochrome picture and distorted sound.
4. The second video amplifier (refer to Fig. 7-12) has an open filament. This would result
(c) brightness but
in: (a) limited range of the brightness control; (b) no brightness;
monochrome
picture.
(d)
excessive
brightness
(blooming)
and
no
no picture;

5. If correct center convergence cannot be obtained (receiver uses PM centering magnets)
the technician should check for: (a) bent electron gun; (b) an open dynamic convergence coil; (c) improper placement of the center convergence magnets or incorrect
placement of the magnets in their holders; (d) a defective purity magnet.
6. The symptoms produced by a cathode to grid short (one gun only) in the kinescope are:
(a) loss of a primary color and a lack of contrast in the monochrome picture; (b) excessive primary color and limited effect of the brightness control on the affected primary
the brightness control has no effect;
color; (c) a normal monochrome picture but
(d) poor purity, focus, and center convergence.

a

a
a

a

a

a

b

¢

d
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7. An open delay line results in: (a) no picture but normal brightness;
(b) poor high frequency video response and excessive brightness; (c) normal monochrome picture
but no color reproduction; (d) no picture and low or no brightness.

a

8. Low emission in the red electron gun produces the following symptoms:
(a) no noticeable effect on black -and -white reception but a lack of red in flesh tones;
(b) a cyan
monochrome picture and improper color reproduction; (c) a magenta monochrome picture
and normal color reproduction; (d) excessive red in both monochrome
and color picture.

a

b

I

c

d

b

c

d

a

b

d

/

/

b

c

d

/

b

c

d

a

b

/

d

c

d

9. Misadjustment of the killer threshold control may cause: (a) weak or no color;
(b) weak
color sync; (c) limited hue -control range; (d) improper flesh tones.
10. Using a color -bar generator as a signal source, failure of the 3.58-mc
oscillator would
be indicated when: (a) B -Y is shifted 90° from its proper phase;
(b) a "barber -pole"
effect is apparent; (c) there is no color reproduction and all bars have the same magenta

hue; (d) the color control affects brightness.

11. Limited range of the hue control indicates: (a) incorrect AFPC alignment; (b)
delay line; (c) inoperative 3.58-mc oscillator; (d) incorrect r-f/i-f alignment. defective
12. An inoperative color -killer stage may cause: (a) random color noise in the monochrome
picture; (b) improper hues; (c) color misregistration; (d) loss of color sync.

13. Color problems that produce symptoms affecting a single color, are generally caused
by:
(a) a failure in the burst amplifier; (b) a loss of gain in the bandpass circuits;
(c) a defect in the demodulator or matrix amplifier circuits; (d) a failure in the power supply.

14. A defect in the matrix amplifiers will generally affect: (a) only the color pictures;
(b) both color and monochrome pictures; (c) only the monochrome picture;
color phase.

(d) only

15. If L701, in Fig. 7-34, opens, the following indication would be present at the kinescope
(using a color -bar generator as a signal source): (a) no red bars and the
would have insufficient amplitude; (b) R -Y phase would be incorrect and all green bars
other bars
normal; (c) all bars would be cyan; (d) the bar pattern would be normal
but
color
sync
would be unstable.
16. If capacitor C703 (grid circuit of the reactance tube) in Fig. 7-42 shorts, the result would
be: (a) no color; (b) no color sync, but L702 tunes normally;
(c) poor range of the tint
control; (d) no color sync and no effect from L702.

17. If 1/703A in Fig. 7-42 has leakage between pins 8 and 9 the symptoms will be:
(a) loss
of 3.58-mc output; (b) severe black -and -white tracking change;
(c) improper flesh
tones; (d) unstable or no color sync.

a

/

/

b

c

d

a

1(

c

d

a

b

c

/

b

c

d

18. Refer to Fig. 7-42. The ability to produce free running color
sync (zero beat) by adjusting L702 with TP-701 shorted to ground indicates: (a) the reactance tube and
oscillator stages are functioning properly: (b) the burst amplifier is defective; 3.58-mc
(c) the
reactance and 3.58-mc oscillator stage are malfunctioning; (d) a defective demodulator
stage.
19. Considering that a zero beat can be obtained in Question 18, and the frequency
of the
3.58-mc oscillator changes considerably when the short is removed from TP-701, the
stage that is probably defective is the: (a) reactance stage; (b) bandpass amplifier;
(c) 3.58-mc oscillator circuit; (d) phase detector circuit,
20. The presence of a 920-kc interference pattern (present only during color reproduction)
indicates: (a) a defective 3.58-mc oscillator; (b) misalignment of the chrominance
circuits; (c) misalignment of the r-f/i-f circuits; (d) incorrect adjustment of the killer
threshold control.

a

b

a

b
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TEST EQUIPMENT USED IN COLOR TV SERVICING

INTRODUCTION

of color television receivers. These include
a sweep generator, an oscilloscope, a marker

The production, installation, and servicing of color television receivers has created
a need for new test equipment and has imposed stricter requirements on existing

generator, and a VTVM.

equipment.

cial requirements based on the type of operation and the available space. There are,
however, several points which may help in
the design of a work area. Where space

Essentially] two new pieces of test equipment are required for checking and servicing
co-r6r television receivers: a color -bar and a
ciot/crosshatch generator. A color -bar generator is used for checking the operation of
the chrominance circuits and for troubleshooting and adjusting the matrix and demodulator circuits. The dot/crosshatch generator
is used for making convergence adjustments.

As an added convenience, a color test jig
(color kinescope), a grid shMt switch and
extension cables should be considered when
planning a bench setup for color. In addition,
a degaussing coil is required for installation.

Since a color test jig, which consists of a

color picture tube and associated components

mounted in a cabinet, is not a permanent

It is not practical to recommend a specific

bench setup which will be useful in every
operation. Each shop installation has spe-

permits, each technician should have his
own bench space, his own set of basic hand

tools, and have, if possible, his own vacuum
tube voltmeter and oscilloscope. Other equipment such as a sweep generator, marker generator, dot/crosshatch/color-bar generator,
can be placed at one location which is reserved for alignment work, or can be placed
on a table with casters to permit moving it
All instruments
to the desired location.
should be positioned so that the operating
controls are within easy reach and all leads
should be identified.

marker adder will also prove valuable for

Parts storage is most useful when it is in
a central area. The proper organization of
the inventory, with specific locations assigned to each type of component, is extremely important. Proper organization of
parts permits a running inventory, provides
a means of maintaining only those parts
which are used most often, and saves time.

8-1. THE BENCH SETUP

8-2. TEST EQUIPMENT USED IN COLOR

part of the bench setup, but used as the oc-

casion demands, additional space on the

bench need be provided only for the color -bar
and the dot/crosshatch generators. Several
accessories such as a TV bias supply, high voltage probe, crystal diode probe, and

servicing both color and black -and -white
receivers.

The inclusion of color test instruments
will not require any major changes in the

layout of an efficient black -and -white bench
setup. Most of the leading manufacturers of
color test equipment are incorporating both

the dot/crosshatch and color -bar features in
one unit, thus further reducing the bench
space requirements. An efficient bench setup for black -and -white receivers will easily
accommodate the additional space requirements of color servicing.
With the addition of a color-bar generator
and a dot/crosshatch generator, the same
type of test equipment required for the proper
maintenance of black -and -white receivers
can be used in the installation and servicing

TV SERVICING
Need for a Dot Crosshatch Generator.
The dot/crosshatch generator is an essential
instrument for checking and adjusting convergence in- color receivers. In addition, this
instrument is useful for checking horizontal
and vertical linearity and overscan in both

color and black -and -white receivers.

--

The purpose of convergence is to produce
a picture wieff-rh-e--Teast amount of color
fringing over the entire area of a color picture
tube. Convergence is attained when the
three electron beams land or register directly

at the same spot on the shadow mask. This
convergence condition must also be maintained as the three beams are scanned across
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the shadow mask. Static and dynamic adjustment controls are provided in color receivers for positioning the beams so they
converge at the shadow mask and register
on the appropriate phosphor dots.

is extended beyond the edge of the receiver
mask.
Service notes for color receivers
usually specify the recommended amount of
overscan on the picture tube.

In a color receiver, color fringing may be

Requirements of a Dot/Crosshatch Generator. The previous section pointed out the

observed in either the color or black -and -

white picture. However, to determine whether a receiver is properly converged the technician merely has to look for objectionable
color fringing in a black -and -white picture
from a normal viewing distance. It is, in

fact, more difficult to see misregistration
on a color picture. An experienced technician may make rough adjustments of static

convergence by observing the effects at the
center of a black -and -white picture, but it is
impracticable if not impossible to adjust
dynamic convergence without aid of a suitable dot/crosshatch generator. Either dot or
crosshatch function may be used to make
convergence adjustments.
Detailed convergence adjustments procedures are given
in the manufacturer's service notes for each
receiver model. Because receivers may differ, the specific instructions supplied by the
manufacturer should be followed. After gaining sufficient experience it will be possible
for the technician to analyze misconvergence
on a dot or crosshatch pattern and then make
only those adjustments which are necessary,
instead of repeating the entire convergence
procedure.

The dotLcshatch senerator is also an

excellent instrument for checking vertical and horizontal -scanning linearity and oversr.an of both color and black -and -white receivers. In addition, the over-all quality of
the receiver alignment may be appraised by
an observation of the leading and trailing
edge of the dot. The horizontal -bar pattern
is used for checking vertical linearity and
the vertical -bar pattern is used for checking
horizontal linearity. Of course, the crosshatch pattern permits display of both the
horizontal and vertical bars simultaneously.
The technician familiar with linearity problems in black -and -white receivers will readily
appreciate this convenient method for making

proper linearity adjustments. The crosshatch pattern also provides a convenient
method for adjusting receiver overscan to
insure that the proper portion of the raster

need for a dot/crosshatch generator. But to
be a useful tool, the instrument should provide those features which will permit the
technician to obtain convergence and adjust
linearity and overscan in a minimum of time.
Dot/crosshatch

generators

produce

a

white dot pattern on a solid black background and a series of vertical or horizontal

bars, which can be combined to form a cross-

hatch pattern. There are two basic types of

instruments for producing these patterns.
One generates a video signal; the other generates an r -f signal. While both types of
generators are useful for making adjustments

for convergence and linearity, each has its
particular merits.
Some video -signal dot generators are designed to produce Jlizh-4evel signals, others

produce low-level signals.

A high -Level

video signal generator, such as the -RCA
WR-46A, may be connected directly to the
picture tube. A low-level video signal generator is usuairy connected to the input of
the first video stage. Some generators that
are designed to inject video signals into the
color receiver must be supplied with sync
signals. Sync pulses are needed to synchronize the CTsalators in the dot/crosshatch
generators that develop the vertical and
horizontal bars. To synchronize these oscil.lators, the receiver is first adjusted to produce a normal picture using signals from a
TV station. Sync signals are then coupled
from the receiver to the dot/crosshatch generator. This is accomplished quite easily.
Horizontal sync signals are obtained by
clipping the horizontal -sync lead of the
generator to the insulated "hot" lead of the
horizontal deflection coils. Enough flyback
pulse is coupled in this manner to synchronize the vertical -bar oscillator in the generator. Vertical sync, for the horizontal -bar
oscillator, may be obtained from the 60 -cps
power line, or it may be obtained by connecting the vertical sync lead to the "hot"
lead of the vertical deflection coils. Note
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that both the receiver and the dot/crosshatch generator are synchronized by sync

signals from the TV station. Video signals
from the generator are simply made to take
the place of the normal station video in order
to produce the dot or crosshatch pattern on
the screen.
The r -f type of dot generator is connected

directly to the antenna input terminals and
does not require an external source for synchronization. This type of generator is convenient to use because all the required signals are generated by the instrument and no
connections are required to the receiver
other than r -f connections to the receiver's
antenna terminals. The use of an r -f signal
also offers a convenient method for appraising

the over-all r-f/i-f response of the receiver,
as will be shown.
The patterns produced by the dot/crosshatch generator should have sharp edges.
In other words, there should be an abrupt
transition from the black to the white level
and vice versa. Sharp edges are achieved
when the signal pulses which form the dots
and vertical bars have a fast rise and fall

time. In addition, it is essential that generator -pulse signals maintain constant amplitude and have excellent frequency stability. In order to meet these requirements, r -f
signal type instruments, such as the RCA
crystal -controlled oscillator
WR-64A,
circuits and wideband pulse circuits. When
a generator of this type is used, any loss
of sharpness at the edge of the dot or vertical bar may be attributed to misalignment
or insufficient gain in the r -f or i-f circuits
of the receiver.

The instrument should provide vertical
and horizontal bars of equal brightness when
displayed on a picture tube. The pulses
forming the vertical and horizontal bars are
employed to modulate the r -f carrier applied
to the receiver. The vertical bars represent
the high -frequency video information, while

the horizontal bars represent low -frequency
video information. The over-all response of
the receiver, which is dependent upon the

tuning, and response of the r -f, i-f, and video
amplifiers, will also determine the relative
amplitude of the horizontal and vertical
If the low- and high -frequency
pulses.

pulses from the generator are unequal in amplitude, we can expect the vertical and hori-

zontal bars to show brightness differences
on the picture tube. A receiver that is operating correctly produces vertical and horizontal bars of equal brightness.
It is important that the dot/crosshatch
generator maintain precise horizontal and
vertical sync frequencies. Small errors in
sync frequencies may go unnoticed as the
receiver circuits may maintain a synchro-

nized condition and produce a stable pattern.
However, dynamic convergence adjustments
made when the deflection circuits are operating at the wrong frequency will not produce
th-e- proper dynamic corrections when the receiver is restored to normal operation using
the sync signals of a TV station.

The modern receiver with its high -sensitivity and high -gain stages may pick up transmitted signals even though the antenna leads
are removed from the input. Such signals

can mask or beat with the instrument

nals and make receiver adjustments difficult.
The generator should have provisions for
tuning the r -f circuits to more than a single
channel. This feature permits the adjustment of the generator to a channel frequency
which is not in use in the particular area.
The Color -Bar Generator.

The color -bar

generator is used for checking, adjusting,

and troubleshooting color receivers. In the
absence of a transmitted color program, this
instrument is needed during installation to
check the operation of the receiver on color
signals. (However, some TV stations transmit a stripe signal which may be used for
checking color reception.) A color -bar generator is a necessity for phase and matrix
adjustments, and for troubleshooting, because
it is a readily available means of producing

color pattern of known characteristics.
The experienced technician can get a great
deal of information about troubles from the
appearance of the transmitted telecast, but
the most direct approach, and one that can
be used in every case, is tracing the signal
produced by a color generator. Specific information on troubleshooting can be found
in Lesson 7.
a
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Types of Color -Pattern Generators. There

are three basic types of color -pattern generators currently available: the ated rain UT
type, the display rainbow type, an t e saturated signal, or NTSC type. The method
used to produce color in each type of gener-

ator will be discussed in the section describing commercial equipment.
The aced rainbow generator produces 10

usable color bars of different hues. These
bars correspond to specific demodulator
phase angles which can be readily identified.
The signals generated by this type of instru-

ment cover the complete range of phase
angles required for adjusting and troubleshooting any color receiver. Gated rainbow
Le,_.nerators are crystal controlled and usually
incorporate -a means of producing horizontal

sync pulses and an iuunodulated r -f sound
The precise gating of the gener-

gs,arrier.

ator's output signal makes it possible

The ,display rainbow color generator produces approximately the same range of hues
as the gated rainbow generator but no provi-

sion is made for separating the colors into
bars. The colors produced by this type of

generator blend into each other; consequent-

there is no readily available reference
point for locating a specific phase angle.
ly,

The subcarrier signal from the generator is
usually crystal controlled,depending on the
de isof the instrument. While the display
color generator is useful in determining if
more

restricted as an alignment and troubleshoot-

ing instrument, than the gated type.

While the saturated signal may be used for
adjustments and troubleshooting, there is no
adjustment in the receiver which requires.

the use of this type of signal. The "color"
control and the contrast control in the color
television receiver are used to set the relative level of the chroma and luminance signals. Because these controls are "set"

by the customer, there is no need to use
saturated signals in the adjustment of the
color receiver. As a matter of fact, kjlere
is no point in the modern color receiver
where both the luminance and demodulated
chroma signal may be simultaneously observed with an oscilloscope. These_signals
pass through completely separate channels
to the picture tube.

to

adjust demodulator phasing without the use
of an oscilloscope. This feature makes the
gated rainbow generator particularly useful
in the field as well as in the shop.

the color circuits are operating, it is

demodulation angles such as R -Y, B -Y, G -Y,
/ and Q. This type of instrument is crystal
controlled.

An

oscilloscope is required for demodulator

4ustments.

The saturated signal produced by the
NTSC type of generator produces a color -bar
pattern of saturated primary and complemen-

tary colors. Depending on the design of the

instrument, these colors can appear as a

pattern of bars (green, yellow, red, magenta,
white, cyan, and blue), or single colors may
be displayed one at a time. In addition,
subcarrier signals without brightness pedestals may be available for some or all of the

Color -Bar Generator Requirements. The

chrominance stages of the receiver require
precise alignment to assure a good color
picture because they contain phase sensing
circuits. Therefore, it is important that the
Qlor subcarrier oscillator of the generator
be crystal controlled. The generator should
also produce an unmodulated r -f sound carrier which is needed for adjusting the fine
tuning control of the receiver before alignment or troubleshooting is attempted. This
signal too should have crystal accuracy.
R -f signal output is convenient for making
field adjustments because the signal can be
applied directly to the antenna input of the
Leceiver. In addition, the use of an r -f sig-

nal permits the observation of the effects
that the tuner, i-f stages, and chrominance
stages have on the signal. Video output
from the color -pattern generator allows the
technician to apply signal directly to a video

stage, and ofrers a means of isolating a
trouble to the video stages or to the r -f or
i-f stages. The same technique may also be

used with a generator which produces only
r -f output. In this case an ascilloscopesan
be used to check for the presence of the
signal at the output of the video detector.
If the proper signal is present, the r -f atiai-f stages can be eliminated as a source of
trouble.

,
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To simplify field adjustments, and to reduce the number of pieces of equipment to
be taken into the customer's home, the generator should produce a color subcarrier
which provides the type of signal required
for checking and adjusting demodulator
phasing without the use of an oscilloscope.
The instrument should also provide horizontal sync. In a color -bar generator using
the offset -signal method (rainbow and gated
rainbow generators), the sync signal must
be locked to the correct submultiple of the
bar frequency. It is Dot necessary to provide
vertical sync, since the color pattern appears

as vertical bars. Any slight residual -hum
pattern that may appear on the screen can

be kept from rolling by adjusting the vertical hold control on the receiver.

The instrument should incorporate a control which can be used to vary the amplitude
of the color sync burst signal. This feature

permits Qns to check on the sensitivity of
the color
sync system in the receiver. For
_
greatest flexibility this control should have
a range which can produce a change in the

amplitude of the color §ync burst both above
and below the normal level. This range is

helpful in cases where the response of the
r -f or i-f amplifier stages may be low, or
when the color sync action is not normal.

Other desirable features which might be
included in a color -bar generator include:
provision for checking nonlinear amplifier
characteristics in the receiver; and a means

some kit construction experience. A wide -

band oscilloscope is usually required

for

alignment of the kit.

As is the case in the selection of any

test instruments, check those features which
are meaningful for practical servicing. It
doesn't make much sense to pay for a feature
that will not be used frequently. If possible,
try to use the equipment before making your
final selection. To obtain maximum usefulness from an instrument, read the instruction booklet and follow the operating procedure given by the manufacturer.
8-3. DOT CROSSHATCH GENERATORS

The RCA WR-64A, Color-Bar/Dot/Cross-

hatch Generator. This instrument, shown in

Fig. 8-1, provides all the test facilities required for adjusting convergence circuits in
color television receivers and for making
linearity and overscan adjustments in black and -white and color receivers. Color -bar signals produced by the instrument provide the
type of display that allows troubleshooting
apd adjustments of color -phasing circuits

without the use of an oscilloscope. The
color -bar function will be discussed in a
later discussion on color -bar generators.

The dot function provides approximately

150 white dots on a black background. These

of checking to see if the luminance and chrominance time delays are matched. Correct

delays are indicate_when the r

lor bars_

"fit" or coincide with the monochrome pips,
on the screen of the picture tube.

The test equipments described in this
lesson are representative of the types of

instruments that are commercially available.
Each instrument was selected to illustrate a

different method of producing the signals

used for adjusting and troubleshooting color
television receivers. Some manufacturers
make a variety of color -pattern generators;
some have instruments which are available
in kit form. Kits provide a means of acquiring equipment at low cost, but they should
not be attempted unless the builder has had

Fig. 8-1. RCA WR-64A Color-Bar/Dot/Crosshatch Generator.
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dots are formed at the intersections of ten
vertical and fifteen horizontal lines, which
can also be used to display the crosshatch
pattern. Both the dot and crosshatch patterns may be used for convergence adjustments. Because the number of lines in the
pattern is fixed, the unit provides a means

Circuit Description of the Dot/Crosshatch
Function. To produce the dot and crosshatch

patterns, the WR-64A generates four separate

crystal -controlled pulse signals having frequencies of 189 kc, 15.75 kc, 900 cps, and
60 cps. These pulses are applied to the r -f
carrier (Channel 3 or 4), which is also gener-

ated by the instrument, and applied to a

for adjusting the amount of receiver overscan.

balanced 300 -ohm output cable. The four
signals have the following functions: the ten
vertical lines are produced by the 189-kc
signals, the fifteen horizontal bars are produced by the 900 -cps signals, and sync is
provided by the 15.75-kc and 60 -cps signals.

R -f output of this instrument is set at
Channel 3 (61.25 mc), but can be adjusted
to Channel 4 (67.25 mc). The picture carrier
has a maximum output voltage of 0.05 volts.
The output impedance of the instrument is
300 ohms balanced.
Horizontal

and

For the following circuit description of

vertical synchronizing

the WR-64A refer to the block diagram shown

pulses, as well as the signals for vertical
and horizontal lines, are produced from a

in

master crystal -controlled oscillator whose
output frequency is divided down by blocking -oscillator stages.

color bar
189- kc

oscillator

189-kc

I89-kc

/2AU7A

keyer*shaper
6AZ8

shaper

/2AU7A
V3A

V

VIB

38

Fig. 8-2, and to the schematic diagram

shown in Fig. 8-3.

The crosshatch pattern displayed on the
picture tube, plus the vertical and horizontal

dol/crossholch

_1r

189-kc
shaper
/2AU7A
V84

S/A

/89 kc
shaper
6AZ8
V
28

Color
0

CT

detector
CR1

4.5-mc

oscillator
68074
V108

crosshatch

'6
31.5-kc
6CG7

/5.75-kc
counter
6C67

V44

V48

4500 -cps

900 -cps
counter

counter

I5.75-kc
shaper
/2AU7A
V78

I5.75-kc
horizontal

mixer
6AZ6
V24

sync

r- f
modulator
6CS6

r -f

*--°output

V9

-7

O

counter
6C67

900 -cps

shaper

6C67

V54

O
0

rI

oscillator

/2AU7A
v88

V5B

6,907A
.0

V1OA

channel

-5

3 or 4

"3
/80 cps

60 -cps

6CG7

counter
6C67

/2AU7A

V6A

V68

V74

Counter

60 -cps
shaper

* Keyer - color -bar function only.

Fig. 8-2.

Partial block diagram showing the circuits that develop the dot/crosshatch signal in the
RCA WR-64A generator.
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synchronizing pulses, are all derived from
the 189-kc crystal -controlled master oscil-

the sine -wave signal producing the narrow
spikes shown in Fig. 8-4a. (V18 also applies

lator, V 3A

189-kc keying pulses to the color-bar sub -

carrier signal. This function, however, will
be described in greater detail in the section
on color -bar generators.) The output of VOA
contains the signal information that produces
the vertical lines.

Vertical Line Signal. The 189-kc signal

is used to generate pulses that produce 10
vertical lines on the kinescope screen. Actually, 12 pulses are produced during a complete horizontal period (189 kc/12 = 15.75

kc). However, tz_o_pf the pulses occur during

horizontal retrace and are not visible. The
sine -wave signal generated by the 189-kc
oscillator is coupled directly to a shaper
tube, V,B. The signal is amplified, shaped
and applied to a keyer and shaper stage, V18
The 189-kc signal is further shaped and the
resultant pulses are applied to another shaper

Horizontal Line Signal. The signals producing the horizontal lines also originate
from the 189-kc master oscillator, V3A The

tube,

stage, V4A

VOA.

.

189-kc sine -wave produced by this stage is
applied to the grid of V2B . The signal is
shaped into pulses in V2B and is coupled in-

to the plate circuit of a blocking -oscillator

Output pulses at the plate of

VIB are shown in Fig. 8-4a with the switch,
S1A, in the "DOT" position. The action of
the shapers is to square and differentiate

This oscillator is adjusted to free run at
a frequency somewhat lower than 31.5 kc.

L
rJYTTIF,
(a)

(d)

(c)

(e)

(1)

40(g)

Fig. 8-4. Key waveforms in the generation of the dot/crosshatch signal.
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The short conducting interval of the blocking oscillator may be initiated by one of the
189-kc pulses. Following each conducting
interval the oscillator holds itself cut off for
a period of time. Just before conduction
would resume due to the decay of grid leak
bias, the sixth 189-kc pulse triggers the conduction interval again. Thus the blocking
oscillator fires on every sixth pulse, and the

signal is divided down six times to a
quency of 31.5 kc.

fre-

A____,Ratentiometer is in-

cluded in this stage, and in all the subse-

quent blocking -oscillator stages, for adjusting the RC circuits. These are adjusted to
set up the correct free-running frequencies.
The resulting waveform (Fig. 8-4b) shows 5
pips, which are pulses of the 189-kc signal,
plus the sixth peak pulse (31.5-kc) by which
the circuit is triggered. The 31.5-kc pulse is
applied to another blocking oscillator stage,
VSA, where frequency is divided down seven
times to provide an output frequency of 4500
cps. The 4500 -cps signal is coupled to a
final blocking oscillator stage, VSB, and divided down five times to the frequency of
900 cps. This signal provides the horizontal
lines in -the -pattern. The resultant 900 -cps
pulse is transformer coupled to a shaper
stage, V88 . Since the plates of the horizontal and vertical line stages (V8A and V8B) are
tied together, a composite 189-kc and 900 cps video waveform is produced. This composite signal is found at the common terminal
of the PATTERN selector switch, S1c. The
resultant wave is shown in Fig. 8-4c.

composite horizontal and vertical
line signal, which now contains all the information to produce a crosshatch pattern,
can be switched by the PATTERN selector
to generate either the crosshatch or the dot
The

pattern. In the CROSSHATCH position of the

switch, the signal is applied directly to the
cathode of mixer stage, V24 . The vertical
and horizontal line signals at the cathode of
V2 A are negative -going pulses. These are
amplified and appear as negative pulses at
the plate. From the plate of V2A, the negative pulses are fed to the suppressor grid of
the modulator tube, V9. Negative pulses at
the modulator yield downward modulation
(white) of the carrier signal. Thus a white
crosshatch pattern is produced on a black
background.

When the PATTERN selector is switched
the DOT position, the composite pulse
signal is applied through a diode, CR to the
cathode of the mixer stage. The diode acts
as a peak detector due to the long time conto

stant circuit formed by C15 and

R6.

The diode

conducts only on the very peaks of the com-

posite signals. These peaks occur when the
189-kc pulses and the 900 cps pulses are
coincident in time. Thus a negative pulse
is coupled to the cathode of V24 only when
the vertical and horizontal lines intersect.
The result is the white dot pattern. The pattern produced by this procedure is a series
of rectangular dots arranged in vertical and
horizontal rows.
Vertical Sync Signal. Like all the pulse
signals in the generator, the vertical sync
signal is obtained from the 189-kc master

oscillator. The signal path from the master
oscillator follows the same route as was described earlier in conjunction with the 900 cps signal. A sample of the 900 -cps signal
is taken at the output of VSB, the 900 -cps
counter, and routed to an additional pair of
frequency dividers. Capacitor C23 couples
the 900 -cps signal to the grid of V64. Here
the 900 -cps waveform is divided down five
times to a subharmonic frequency of 180 cps.

The resultant output is applied to another
blocking oscillator, V6B, where the 180 -cps
is divided down three more times to its final

vertical sync frequency of 60 cps. The signal is then applied to a final shaper stage,
V,A, and from there applied to the control
grid of the mixer stage, 1/24

Horizontal Sync Signal. The horizontal
sync signal is also derived from the 189-kc

master oscillator. A sample of the 31.5-kc
signal is taken from the cathode circuit of
blocking oscillator V44 and applied to another blocking oscillator stage, V4 B. The
31.5-kc pulse is divided down two times to
its final horizontal sync frequency of 15.75kc. See Fig. 8-4e. The 15.75-kc signal is
coupled to a shaper stage, V,8. The output
of V78 (horizontal sync) and the output of
V74 (vertical sync) are coupled in the common plate circuit to produce a composite
synchronizing signal. The resultant waveform, which contains the 60 -cps and 15.75-kc

sync signals (Fig. 8-4f), is applied to the
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control grid of the mixer stage, 1/21. In the
mixer stage the composite sync signal combines with the dot or crosshatch signal depending on the setting of PATTERN selec-

tor switch, Sic. Note that the sync signals
are applied to the grid of the mixer stage,
while the video signal (vertical and horizon-

tal lines) is applied to the cathode. Thus
sync and video pulses are opposite in polarity at the output. The output of the mixer is
applied to the suppressor grid of the r -f
modulator stage, V,. Figure 8-4g shows the
output signal of the mixer stage, when the
PATTERN selector is in the CROSSHATCH
position.
An r -f picture -carrier signal, which can
be tuned to 61.25 mc (Channel 3) or to 67.25

mc (Channel 4), is generated by the oscillator stage, Vio A. This signal is coupled
to the control grid of the modulator, V9, where

it is then modulated by the incoming crosshatch and sync signals. The resultant modulated r -f output signal is applied to the
balanced 300 -ohm output cable. This signal
now contains all the information required to

display a synchronized dot or crosshatch
pattern on the picture tube.

The WR-64A also has provisions for generating an unmodulated sound -carrier signal.

This signal zezmits accurate adjustment of
the fine-tuning control on the receiver. The
4.:5-mc is generated by a crystal -controlled
oscillator stage, V,,B, and is applied to the
grid of the modulator tube, 1/9, when the
FUNCTION selector switch, S2, is in the
PATTERN and SOUND position. The 4.5mc carrier combines with the picture carrier
at V9 and produces a beat frequency of 65.75

mc or 71.75 mc depending on whether r -f
oscillator is tuned to Channel 3 or Channel 4.
Operation of the RCA Dot /Crosshatch
Generator. The operation of this generator

is simple and straightforward. The following
setup procedure describes the connection of

the instrument to the TV receiver, and the
method for obtaining the dot or crosshatch
pattern on the picture tube.

Disconnect the antenna leads from the
television receiver, and attach the two output

leads of the generator to the television antenna input terminals. The two leads are

identified by the red -rubber insulators. Con-

nect the ground lead of the output cable,
which is identified by the black rubber insulator, to the chassis of the receiver.
Set the FUNCTION switch of the generator to the "STANDBY" position. In this
position the picture -carrier oscillator, V,,A,
is inoperative. Allow a few minutes for the
generator to warm up before switching to the
other positions.

Turn on the television receiver and set
the channel selector to Channel 3. If the
local station is transmitting on Channel 3
and interfering with the generator signal, it
may be necessary to set the r -f oscillator of
the WR-64A to Channel 4.

To obtain a crosshatch pattern set the
FUNCTION switch to the PATTERN or the
PATTERN and SOUND position and set the

PATTERN selector switch to the CROSSHATCH position. A crosshatch pattern will
appear on the picture tube.

To obtain a dot pattern, set the FUNCTION switch to the PATTERN position and

set the PATTERN selector switch to the

DOT position. A dot pattern should appear
on the picture tube.

When using the dot or crosshatch pattern
to make convergence, size, or linearity adjustments, adjust the brightness control on

the receiver to maintain a sharp pattern.
Excessive brightness may cause blooming
with subsequent defocusing of the pattern.

It may be necessary to switch the FUNCTION
selector from the PATTERN and SOUND to
the PATTERN position to eliminate all
traces of sound beat in the pattern. 11.5.e the
PATTERN and SOUND position to adjust
fine tuning. When fine tuning is set for
minimum beat in the picture, turn the FUNCTION switch to the PATTERN position. If

the receiver is operating properly, vertical
and horizontal lines in the crosshatch pattern should have equal brightness.

B and K Color Analyst Model 850.

The

B and K Color Analyst, which is shown in
Fig. 8-5, produces a dot, crosshatch, vertical -line, or horizontal -line pattern. These

patterns can be used for static and dynamic

DOT/CROSSHATCH GENERATORS
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produces a sound -carrier signal. The Model
850 includes a gun -killer circuit which per-

mits one or more of the guns in the picture
tube to be turned off, and a deconvergence
assembly which can be used when making
dynamic convergence adjustments to separate

the dot or line pattern into its red, blue, and
green components.

Fig. 8-5. B and K Model 850 Color Analyst.
(Reproduced by permission of B and K ManuDivision of Dynascan
facturing Company,
Corporation.)

convergence adjustments, linearity and over scan adjustments. The instrument also pro-

duces a saturated color signal which results
in eleven colors, displayed one at a time as

determity the settings of the function

A dial, which is mechanically
coupled to the selector switches, shows the
pattern generated by the instrument in the

switches.

small window in the center of the front panel.
The color -pattern functions of this instru-

ment will be discussed in the section on
color -pattern generators.

The Model 850 produces a pattern of approximately 140 dots which are formed at
the intersection of 10 vertical and 14 horizontal lines. In a properly converged receiver, they appear as white rectangular

dots on a dark background. The instrument
has an r -f output which is tuned to Channels
3, 4, or 5 by means of a switch on the chassis of the instrument. A low-level, low impedance video signal is also available
from a jack on the front panel. 'This signal
cannot be used for making demodulator adjustments because it may not produce the
correct hue and may contain a beat pattern.

The video output signal is used only to
check if a particular stage passes a signal.

A crystal -controlled oscillator keys multi -

vibrator and blocking oscillator circuits to
produce the vertical and horizontal lines as
well as the horizontal and vertical sync
pulses. Another crystal -controlled oscillator

Circuit Description. A schematic diagram
of the B and K Model 850 is shown in Fig.
8-6. The block diagram in Fig. 8-7 shows
the stages of the Model 850 which are used
to produce the dot, crosshatch, vertical -line,
horizontal -line, and sync signals. A 189-kc
crystal controlled oscillator stage, VIA, keys
a multivibrator stage, I/2, which is triggered
on every sixth pulse. The 31.5-kc output
signal of the multivibrator is fed to a transistor shaper stage and also synchronizes a
blocking oscillator stage, V,A, which divides
down seven times to produce a 4.5-kc signal.
This 4.5-kc signal is counted down five times
in the 900 -cps blocking oscillator, V3B. Two

additional blocking oscillator circuits V4A,
V4B produce a 300 -cps signal and a 60 -cps
signal by means of a count down of 3 and 5.

In addition to synchronizing the 31.5-kc
multivibrator, the 189-kc signal is fed to a
transistorized Schmitt trigger circuit, Q1, Q2,
which shapes the sinewave to produce 189kc pulses. The Schmitt trigger is a mono stable multivibrator circuit that changes

state when the input signal rises above a

In this circuit
predetermined amplitude.
the multivibrator triggers on the peaks of the
applied 189-kc signal, producing narrow
steep -sided output pulses. These pulses are
used to form the vertical lines. The 31.5-kc
output of the multivibrator, which is fed to
the transistor shaper circuit, Q is divided

down by two and is used to synchronize a
15,750 -cps blocking oscillator, ViB.

The outputs of the 15,750 -cps blocking
oscillator and the 60 -cps blocking oscillator
are fed to separate shaper circuits. The
output of the 15,750 -cps shaper circuit, Qs,
is used as a horizontal synchronizing pulse,
and the output of the 60 -cps shaper circuit,
Qs, is used as a vertical synchronizing pulse.

The signal from the 900 -cps blocking
oscillator is shaped by a transistor stage,

le
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Fig. 8-7. Partial block diagram showing the circuits that generate the dot/crosshatch signal
B and K Model 850 Color Analyst.

Q,, and is used to form the horizontal line
pattern. When the 900 -cps pulses are mixed
with the signals from the 189-kc Schmitt

trigger circuit, a crosshatch pattern is produced. These same signals are fed to a dot
shaping circuit to produce the dot pattern.

The desired signal is selected with the
pattern switch, and fed to a driver stage,

A 4.5-mc signal from a crystal -conV6A.
is also fed to the
trolled oscillator,
driver stage. No coupling circuit is shown
from the 4.5-mc oscillator to the driver in
the schematic diagram. Sufficient signal is
coupled through adjacent leads to make additional coupling unnecessary. The output

of the driver is fed to a jack on the front
panel as a low-level video signal, and is

also fed to a modulation stage. Modulation
is achieved by adding the video and r -f signals across the diode D3. In the modulator,

an r -f carrier signal produced by an electron
coupled oscillator, V6B, is combined with the
video information. The modulated r -f output
of the generator is connected directly to the
antenna terminals. The generator can be

used with either balanced or unbalanced antenna inputs.
Setup of the B and K Model 850. Before

applying power to either the receiver or the
generator, remove the antenna lead-in from
the antenna terminals on the receiver and
connect the r -f output leads of the generator
to the terminals. Remove the socket from

the base of the picture tube and push the
socket of the gun -killer assembly onto the
base of the picture tube. This assembly is

equipped with a female 14 -pin socket on one
end, and a male 14 -pin plug, like that of the

kinescope base, on the other end. Next,
replace the receiver's kinescope socket on
the plug of the gun -killer assembly, as shown
in Fig. 8-8. Connect the ground lead of the
gun -killer assembly to the chassis. With the
gun -killer assembly in place, it is possible
to cut off selected electron guns by means

of the GUN -KILLER switch on the front
panel of the generator. This allows con-

venient purity and demodulator -phase checks
to be made.

14
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gun killer assembly

plastic base of kinescope
kinescope
socket

ground lead

deconvergence
magnet

convergence
assembly

Fig. 8-8. The Gun Killer assembly of the B and

K Color Analyst fits between the base of the
color kinescope and the kinescope socket.

picture
clomp

A unique feature of the Model 850 is a
assembly, which is also positioned on the neck of the picture tube.
This unit consists of a swivel arm whose
base clamps to the base of the picture tube.
At the end of the adjustable arm is an electromagnet. To position the deconvergence

tube

socket

deconvergence

assembly, snap the C -shaped clamp over the

plastic base of the picture tube, and adjust
the swivel arm to place the probe (electromagnet) against the neck of the picture tube

Fig. 8-9. Positioning the Deconvergence
assembly of the B and K Color Analyst
on the picture tube.

the channel that the generator r -f carrier is
set to. Set the receiver contrast control to
maximum and the brightness control to the
position at which the dots can just be seen.
A brightness control setting which is too
high may cause the dot pattern to "bloom",
thereby increasing the size of the dot. If

between the deflection yoke and the convergence assembly. The probe is placed against
the neck, between the blue and red electron
guns. See Fig. 8-9. By energizing the de convergence probe (switching the POWER
switch to the DECONVERGENCE position),
static convergence is upset and the lines of
the crosshatch pattern diverge. If you check

possible, make all adjustments in a darkened
room. Follow the color TV receiver manufacturers' instructions for making static and
dynamic convergence adjustments. The de convergence assembly may be used to separate the dot or line pattern, if desired.

ments, you will find that there are instances
dynamic convergence adjustments
when it is necessary to alter static conver-

Hickok Color-Bar/Dot/Crosshatch Generator, Model 660. The Hickok Model 660,
shown in Fig. 8-10, produces a dot and cross-

back to the lesson covering setup adjust-

during

gence in order to observe parallelism or

spacing between lines of different color.

This is particularly necessary when adjusting older color receivers. The deconver-

gence assembly permits us to alter static
convergence without disturbing the normal
static adjustments in the receiver.
Convergence Adjustments. Set the POW-

ER switch to the "On" position; the PATTERN switch to "Dots" position; and the
GUN -KILLER switch to "Normal" position. Turn the receiver on and tune it to

hatch pattern which can be used for static
and dynamic convergence adjustments. The
instrument also produces a color display of
the "rainbow" type. Both the dot and crosshatch and the color output are available as
either r -f or video signals. The color function of this instrument is described in the
section on color signal generators.

This instrument produces approximately
300 white dots which are formed at the intersections of 20 vertical and 15 horizontal
lines. The r -f output frequency is adjustable

DOT/CROSSHATCH GENERATORS
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A portion of the 15,750 -cps output signal
from V2 A, and the 900 -cps output signal from
V3 A, are fed to a shaper V,. The 15,750 -cps
signal, shaped by V,, is fed to the sync gate
tube, VIA, where it is mixed with the 60 -cps
signal from VIB to produce the synchronizing
signals. The crosshatch pattern is developed
in V4A, the video gate tube. Positive 315-kc

pulses are applied to the grid of V4A to produce vertical lines. The horizontal lines of
the pattern are made by 900 -cps pulses ap-

plied to the screen of V4A. In the BAR position of the DOT -BAR switch, the drive signals applied to V4A are arranged so that both

Hickok Model 660 White Dot-Bar,
Color Display Generator. (Courtesy The Hickok
Electrical Instrument Company.)

Fig. 8-10.

from Channel 2 through 6, by means of a se-

lector switch. Video output is adjustable
from 0 to 3 volts peak -to -peak and either a
positive- or negative -going signal is avail-

900 -cps and 315-kc pulses drive the tube
into conduction. Thus the output contains
the signals that produce the horizontal and
vertical lines of the crosshatch pattern.
When the DOT -BAR switch is placed in the
DOT position, V4A conducts only when both
the 900 -cps pulses and the 315-kc pulses are

simultaneously present at the screen and
control grid. Thus output pulses occur at

the intersection of the vertical and horizontal
lines, and the dot pattern is produced.

able.
Horizontal and vertical synchronizing
pulses are produced by dividing the frequency
of the signal from a crystal -controlled oscillator. Sync pulses are applied to the com-

posite signal only in the white dot or crosshatch mode.

Circuit Description. A schematic diagram
of the Hickok Model 660 is shown in Fig.
8-11. The block diagram, Fig. 8-12, shows

the stages which are used to produce the

dot/crosshatch patterns. A crystal -controlled
oscillator, VIA, with an output frequency of
315 kc, is coupled to a blocking oscillator,
VIB, which divides the input frequency by
10 to produce two outputs at 31.5 kc. A low impedance output from the cathode of VIB
feeds 31.5-kc pulses to the cathode of V,A,
another blocking oscillator, which counts
down two times to produce a 15,750-kc signal. The output from the plate of VIB is fed
to a blocking oscillator stage, V2B , which
counts down seven times to produce a 4500 cps output. This output signal is further
divided by 5 in VIA. The 900 -cps signal
from VIA is fed to V3B which counts down
fifteen times to produce a 60 -cps signal,
which is fed to VIA, the sync -gate tube.

Output signals from V4A and VIA are com-

bined in the adder stage to produce the composite video signal. The adder stage consists of V4B and VIB with their plates tied
together. Composite video information is
then applied to the phase splitter stage,
V,A, which has cathode and plate resistors
having the same value. Output is taken from
either the cathode or the plate by means of
the video polarity switch. A cathode follower stage, 1/61 3 provides a low -impedance
output for the video output cable. The low impedance output signal from V6A can also
be used to modulate the r -f oscillator signal
generated by V78. The relative signal levels
are set to produce a 60 -percent modulated
signal, which can be applied directly to the
antenna terminals of the receiver.

Setup of the Model 660 for Convergence
Adjustments. To inject video signals into
the grid of the first video amplifier of the
receiver, the setup is as follows. Set the
POWER switch to the "ON" position. Allow
15 minutes for warmup to assure stable oper-

ation. Rotate the R -F ATTEN control maximum counterclockwise to the "OFF" position. Set the VIDEO POLARITY switch to
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blocking
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V3A
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diode
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V 48 V58

video
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split ter

cathode
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V6A

V6 B

r-f

oscillator
V78

r -f
° output

circuits that develop the dot/crosshatch signals in the Hickok
Fig. 8-12. Block diagram showing the Model 660 generator.

"+" or "-" (usually a negative going volt-

age is required) and the BAR -DOT switch to
Turn the 3.56-mc
the desired function.
ATTEN control to the "OFF" position.
Connect the output cable to the video -output
connector, clip the ground lead to the chassis of the receiver, and clip the "hot" lead
to the grid of the first video amplifier. Set

the VIDEO ATTEN control to produce a video

signal of the desired level.
To obtain r -f output with the dot or cross-

hatch pattern, set the switches and controls

as outlined above, except that the R -F CHANNEL SELECTOR is set to the desired chan-

nel, and the R -F ATTEN control is set to
its maximum clockwise position. Set the
VIDEO POLARITY switch to "+" and connect the output cable to the R -F OUTPUT
CONNECTOR and the antenna input to the
receiver.

8-4. PRODUCING COLOR TEST SIGNALS

The transmitted signal of a color telecast
contains information which results in a color

picture on the picture tube of a properly adjusted color television receiver. The voltages, which actually produce the color are,
of course, the demodulator output voltages.
If a color signal generator is to be useful
for_ checking color circuits, the generator
must have the same effect on the demodulator circuits as the transmitted signal. To
produce various hues, there must be a variable phase difference (phase angle) between
the transmitted 3.58-mc color subcarrier and:
the 3.58-mc local oscillator which is used
as a reference. Hue depends on the phase
relationship between these signals, and a
given phase angle will always produce the
same color each time it is sensed by the
demodulator. The colors produced by specific phase angles are shown in Fig. 8-13.
If a signal has a phase angle of 90 degrees,
bright red is produced. A phase angle of
180 degrees produces blue; a phase angle of
300 degrees produces green, and so on. Intermediate phase angles produce colors which
are a mixture of these colors. Thus, a color signal generator produces a color pattern by

supplying a signal which has a variable
phase difference with respect to the receiver's local oscillator.
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Fig. 8-13. Vector diagram showing the hues represented at 30° phase increments between 0 and 360°

There are two commonly used methods of
producing the required phase shift, and both

are used in commercially available instruments. One method introduces a phase difference, with respect to a 3.58-mc reference

oscillator, by means of delay lines; the other
by the use of a frsguency difference between
the signal supplied by the generator and the
3.58-mc reference oscillator in the receiver.
This latter method is called the offset -carrier

method.

...-

Delay -Line Method. Delay lines can be
made of lengths of coaxial cable or lumped
constants arranged to simulate a transmission line. their purpose is to introduce a

time delav between two points in a circuit._

In color signal generators that use delay
lines for producing the color signal, a specific delay is introduced to a 3.579545-mc

signal which is generated by a crystal -controlled oscillator in the generator. The delay
is measured with reference to the subcarrier
signal generated in the receiver, and the
colors produced are dependent upon the
change in phase produced by the delay lines.
Delays are usually defined in terms of phase
angles from 0 to 360 degrees. No delay results in a phase angle of zero degrees. A
signal that starts after the reference signal
has completed one quarter of a cycle is said
to have a 90 -degree phase angle.

PRODUCING COLOR TEST SIGNALS

The delayed signal is usually gated and
is combined with synchronizing pulses to
form a composite signal which can be used
as a video signal. Brightness signals may
also be added to the composite signal for
each of the hues generated. This composite
signal can be used to modulate an r -f signal
to provide output which can be applied
directly to the antenna terminals of the receiver. A reference burst signal must be
provided in the composite signal to control
the phase of the receiver's subcarrier oscillator.

19

the subcarrier signal shifts through 360 degrees, hue changes through yellow, orange,
red, magenta, blue, cyan, green, and all intermediate hues. If this 360° phase shift
can be accomplished in the time taken for
one horizontal scan, and can be repeated on

each horizontal scan, a complete vertical
rainbow pattern is produced on the screen.
Hues will be arranged in vertical bands that
blend into one another. (A small portion of

the spectrum is lost during horizontal retrace.)

The offset carrier principle accomplishes

A simplified representation of the delay line method is given in Fig. 8-14. The duration of a single cycle of subcarrier signal is
about 0.28 microseconds. If the signal is
delayed by one -twelfth of that interval, or
about 0.023 microseconds, the signal will be
phase -shifted by about 30 degrees. Thus, if
each of the delay -line sections shown in the
figure introduces a delay of about 0.023
microseconds, the signal will be shifted

from the initial burst signal in 30 -degree
steps and a signal representing one of the
several hues will be present at each position.

This system provides a subcarrier signal whose phase shifts
Offset -Carrier Method.

continuously with respect to the reference
carrier signal. When the relative phase of
delay line

the 360° phase shift during the horizontal

scan period by making the frequency of the

subcarrier signal higher or lower than the
reference subcarrier frequency by the horizontal -line frequency (15.75 kc). By making
the beat or difference frequency 15.754cc, the
difference signal completes one cycle or
360 degrees in one horizontal line. The demodulators

in the receiver sense the new

subcarrier signal as one that is shifted
through 360 degrees with respect to the reference oscillator during each horizontal scan.

The result is a continuous rainbow or spectrum of colors across the screen, except for
the small portion lost during horizontal retrace. Each hue appears as a vertical band

of color which gradually blends into the
next hue.

The frequency of the color signal generator subcarrier may be offset either above or
below the reference oscillator in the receiver.

I[Jt is 15,750 cps lower than the reference
oscillator, the colors start with orange on
the left (facing the screen) and gradually
change to green at the right. If the gener-

ator subcarrier frequency is 15,750 cps higher

than the reference oscillator, the colors
--arereversed on the screen. In commercially
available equipment the offset carrier is
usually lower in frequency.

The offset signal can be combined with
horizontal synchronizing pulses to provide
a composite video signal. The offset signal
or the composite signal can also be used to
modulate an r -f carrier at a desired television
Fig. 8-14. A simple way of developing signals
with a calibrated phase shift through the use
of delay lines.

frequency to provide a signal which can be
fed directly to the antenna terminals of the
receiver. If sync pulses are not provided
by the generator, they must be obtained from
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the receiver. The AFPC circuit in the receiver locks on the average phase of the offset carrier during the burst -sync gate period.
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A continuous color spectrum has little
value for practical adjustment of color circuits in the field. A more practical type of
display is one which provides reference
points in the form of readily identifiable
phase angles. These phase angles should
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To provide these reference points, the

gated -rainbow or color -bar generator incorporates a keying signal which gates the
3.563795-mc subcarrier signal on and off to
produce distinct color bars. The keying rate
is determined by the number of bars required.

Because the major reference phase angles
are separated by multiples of 30 degrces
(see Fig. 8-13), a logical choice is to provide a bar for each 30 -degree phase angle.
(Note that the axes of the / and Q signals
are actuall eithe
degrees or 57 degrees
from t e R -Y and B -Y axes.

This 3 -degree

difference can be ignored because a slight

adjustment of the hue control can compensate
for it.) This results in 12 bars which can be

identified by color, each color representing
a 30 -degree change in phase angle from the
preceding color.

To rovide 12 b rs in a s stem that uses
a 15,750 -cps horizontal line frequency, t e
gatinrequency must be 189 kc (12 x 15+750
kc). Only ten bars actually appear on the

kinescope screen, as shown in Fig. 8-15.

One bar is removed for the horizontal -sync
pulse. The other bar, that follows immediately after horizontal sync, serves as the
color -sync burst. Since the color -sync burst

occurs during horizontal retrace time this
bar does not appear on the screen. The
relationship of the color bars to the color
vector diagrams is shown in Fig. 8-13.

RCA WR-64A (Color Bar Function).

The

WR-64A generates a pattern of 10 color bars

of different hues which are simultaneously
displayed on the picture tube. These bars
are spaced at 30 -degree phase angles, and

include all the phase angles required for
color -TV servicing. The hues produced are

shown in Fig. 8-15.

The color signal is

N.

300

t

9e

1

12e

15to°

t
1800

t

21e

t
240°

Fig. 8-15. Color bar pattern produced by a keyed
"rainbow" generator such as the RCA WR-64A.

generated by the gated offset -carrier method,
from a crystal -controlled oscillator operating
at 3.563795 mc. Narrow "brightness"pulses

are added at the edges of each color bar to
check color "fit" or relative time delays of
the brightness and color signal. The instrument also incorporates a 4.5-mc crystal controlled oscillator which is used as an
unmodulated sound carrier signal. This signal is used in setting the fine-tuning conti61
in the receiver. A cHROMA control, which
is continuously variable from 0 to 200 per
cent, is also included. This control alters
the amplitude of the subcarrier (and burst)

signals, and is used to check the color
"sync lock" action of the receiver.

Circuit Description of the RCA Color Bar
Generator WR-64A. A block diagram of the

color -bar function is shown in Fig. 8-16, and
a complete schematic diagram of the circuit
is shown in Fig. 8-3.
A crystal -controlled oscillator, V,A, oper-

ating at precisely 3.563795 mc, provides the
color-subcarrier signal. The sinewave generated by ViA is applied to a shaper and keyer
stage, V18.

At the same time a 189-kc gating signal
is generated by the crystal -controlled oscillator, VIA, and applied to a shaper stage,
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189 -kc
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Fig. 8-16. Partial block diagram showing the circuits that produce the color -bar signal in the RCA
WR-64A generator.

by the shaper stage to form gating pulses.
The pulse and subcarrier signals are combined at the grid of ViB . The resultant grid
waveform, illustrated in Fig. 8-17a causes
the tube to conduct during the positive portions of the envelope. Output appears in the
form of bursts of subcarrier signal. The

scanning line. An expanded view of this
waveform is shown in Fig. 8-17d. The sub carrier bursts represent the color bars which
will be displayed. Although twelve color -bar
signals are produced in one complete horizontal scanning line (189 kc/15.75 kc = 12),
only ten bars are actually displayed on the
picture tube. One of the bars is blanked in

waveform in Fig. 8-17b shows the 3.563795mc subcarrier signal bursts spaced or gated

the other bar serves as a color sync -burst

V3B

.

The 189-kc sinewave output is modified

at a 189-kc rate.

This signal is coupled

through switch SIB to the mixer tube, V2A
In addition, narrow pulses or "Ta::.s:21

brightness signal are inserted at the start

and finish of each color burst signal. These
brightness -signal pulses produce the jagged
effect in the color -bar traces shown in Fig.
8-17 b .

-

In the mixer tube, V2A, the gated subcar-

rier signal is combined with the incoming
15.75-kc horizontal sync signal. The combined signal, illustrated in Fig.8-17c, shows
eleven subcarrier bursts and one 15.75-kc
horizontal sync pulse for each horizontal

the WR-64A by the horizontal sync pulse and

signal.
Composite Color -Bar Signal Produced by

The composite signal, shown in
Fig. 8-17c, is applied to the modulator stage,
to modulate the picture -carrier signal.
V 9,
The r -f picture -carrier signal, which can be

WR-64A.

tuned to 61.25 mc (Channel 3) or to 67.25
mc (Channel 4), is generated by the oscillator stage, VioA. The sinewave output from
the oscillator is fed to the modulator stage,
V9 and is amplitude modulated by the composite subcarrier signal. Combined output
signal from the modulator is applied to the
balanced 300 -ohm output cable.
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(a)

Disconnect the antenna leads from the
receiver input terminals. Connect the two
generator output leads to the receiver input
terminals. The output leads are identified
by the red -rubber insulators. Connect the
ground lead, which is identified by the black rubber insulator, to the receiver chassis.
Switch on the receiver and turn the station
selector to Channel 3. In areas where Channel 3 is an operating channel, use Channel 4
and readjust the r -f frequency of the generator.

(b)

40totORNOte-

(c)

Set the FUNCTION switch of the generator to the STANDBY position. Allow a few
minutes for the generator to warm up and turn
the FUNCTION control to the "PATTERN
and SOUND" position, the PATTERN control

the COLOR BARS position, and the

to

CHROMA control to 100%.

Turn the fine-tuning control of the receiver slightly in the direction that causes
the generator sound carrier to start blanking
out the picture. Then turn the control in the

(d)

opposite direction to a point where the sound

interference just disappears or at a point
where sound interference is at a minimum.
Fig. 8-17.

Color -bar waveforms in the RCA
WR-64A generator.

When the WR-64A FUNCTION switch is
in the PATTERN and SOUND position, an
unmodulated sound -carrier signal is generated by the 4.5-mc crystal -controlled oscillator, V,B. The 4.5-mc output combines with

picture carrier signal at the modulator to
produce a beat frequency of 65.75 mc or
71.75 mc, depending on whether the r -f oscil-

lator is tuned to Channel 3 or Channel 4.
The resultant sound carrier signal permits
adjustment of the fine-tuning control in the
receiver. Fine tuning is adjusted for minimum sound -beat interference in the pattern.
Operation of the RCA Color Bar Generator.

The following setup procedure describes the
connection of the instrument to the TV receiver, and the recommended method for
obtaining the color -bar pattern on the picture tube screen.

The technician should observe the effects
that are produced in the color -bar pattern by
adjustment of the receiver fine-tuning control.
In conventional black -and -white receivers,
the adjustment of the fine-tuning control is
not too critical. In color receivers, however,
it is essential that the bandpass characteristic of the receiver be properly adjusted to
permit good color reception. Rotate the
fine-tuning control from one side to the other
and observe that incorrect settings cause the
following:

a. Sound interference, with partial or
complete blanking of the picture.
b.

Color contamination, or shift in hue of
the color bars.

Color misregistration, or shift of position of the colors away from their correct
position in the bar pattern.
c.

At the correct tuning point sound interference is at a minimum, hues are correct,

PRODUCING COLOR TEST SIGNALS

and

color

and

monochrome

delays are

matched. Thus it is important that the finetuning control be set correctly before making
adjustments in the color circuits.

If the bars do not show color, advance
the receiver color -saturation control (usually

designated color) until the colors appear.
If the receiver is in operating condition,
with the proper width adjustment, ten bars
will be seen on the picture tube. Adjust the
tint or hue control of the receiver until the
eighth bar is cyan. Refer to Fig. 8-15 for
the proper color sequence. Incorrect adjustment of the control in one direction causes
the eighth bar to be predominantly blue, while
an incorrect adjustment in the opposite di-

rection causes the bar to be predominantly
green.
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luminance (brightness) with the chrominance
(color) signals. These pulses are seen as

vertical dark and light lines at the edges of
each of the color bars. In order to have
perfect fit the brightness signals must arrive
at the picture tube at the same instant as the
corresponding color signals. Any deviation
from this timing will cause the brightness
display to shift to the left or the right of the
color bars.

Deviations in the timing of the signals
may be caused by misalignment or trouble
in the r-f/i-f amplifiers, bandpass filters,
demodulator output filter, or a faulty delay
line in the luminance channel. Thus the
brightness signal-, are useful in revealing
these faults.
Adjustment Procedures Using the WR-64A.

The locking action of the color AFPC
section of the receiver may be checked by
means of the generator's CHROMA control.
Since the 100% position of the CHROMA
control represents normal color -sync burst
amplitude, variation of the control will indicate how well the color sync lock is holding as the burst amplitude is reduced. Turning the CHROMA control down should cause

the colors to become pale and finally disappear. The rate at which the colors fade will

depend upon the model under test.

Most

receivers will hold color lock throughout the

entire color range. Some sets may lose
color sync just before the colors fade. Loss
of sync is indicated by diagonal running of
the colors. This condition still indicates
normal operation of the color sync circuits.
If, however, a slight reduction of subcarrier
amplitude causes the color to fall out of

The following adjustment procedures, using

the RCA color receiver CTC-12, gives a
practical example of the steps required for
aligning the color circuits.
Checking the Phasing of the CTC-12 without an Oscilloscope. Turn on the WR-64A

and allow several minutes warm-up time.
Connect the generator output cable to the
antenna input terminals of the receiver.

Tune the receiver to an open channel
(3 or 4) and adjust for a normal color -bar
pattern on the screen of the color picture
Adjust the sine -tuning control unit
tube.
until the least amount of sound interference
appears in the pattern of the picture tube.

Set the tint control to the center of its

sync, insufficient locking action is indicated.

range, and turn the killer threshold control

Turning the CHROMA control beyond the
100% position, so that color subcarrier burst
airjrtilde is increased, provides a convenient
means for checking the response of the r -f,
i-f, and bandpass amplifiers or improper sync

grids

completely counterclockwise.
..hunt

to

the green and blue picture tube
ground through 100,000 -ohm re-

sistors.

CHROMA control is needed to produce satu-

Note: The following adjustments may be
simplified by the use of a grid shunt switch
(Gun Killer). This device is shown in Fig.

indicated in the receiver.

8-18.

Brightness pulses are inserted at the
start and finish of each of the color bars to

The center of the sixth bar should have
about the same brightness level as the background (spaces between the bars). If the

lock -action.

If a

higher setting of the

rated, locked colors, loss of response is

check the "fit" or delay matching of the
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SPS r switches

red

quire matrix adjustments. However, circuit
faults such as off -value resistors can cause

I\AA/-4-1

matrix

100

blue
green

with very stable matrix circuits, do not re-

I -watt resistors
/00 kn

100 k_ri.

To use the oscilloscope in phase and

1.\1\

matrix checks, set up the color -bar generator

clips

and the receiver as outlined in the previous
section. Connect the oscilloscope to the

ground

leads approximately
4 feet long

Fig. 8-18.

blue kinescope grid, and sync the oscil-

loscope to view two horizontal lines (time
base at 7875 cps). Adjust the horizontal
gain and centering of the oscilloscope so
that a horizontal sync pulse appears near
each end of the horizontal trace. The wave-

Kinescope -grid shunt switch used

to cut off selected guns in the color picture
tube.

form should appear as shown for B -Y in Fig.

brightness level is not the same, adjust
the burst phase transformer to obtain correct

8-19.

Study the waveforms for the three

grid waveforms in Fig. 8-19. Note that the
blue bar has maximum positive amplitude
(excursion in the white direction) at the blue
kinescope grid. The red and green bars
likewise reach maximum amplitude at the red
and green grids respectively. If the sixth
(blue) bar is not at maximum amplitude at

phasing (same brightness level as the background). Rotate the tint control from one
extreme to the other. At one end the fifth
bar should change to about the same brightness as the background. At the other end
of the control's range the seventh bar should
change to about the same brightness as the
background. This indicates a control range
of ±30°. After readjustment, return the tint
control to the midposition (to where the sixth
bar is the
ground).

errors, and the technician needs a

way of checking the matrix job.

the blue grid, then the phase (burst transformer) should be adjusted until it does.

same brightness as the back4

bcsuyo soctr

5

8
I

Remove the shunt from the blue grid. The
sixth bar should show the proper blue color.
Shunt the red grid with a 100,000 -ohm resistor. The centers of the third and ninth
color bar should have the same brightness
level as the background. Note: In some
older color -receiver models it may be necessary to adjust the 3.58-mc oscillator transformer, as well as the phase transformer, to
obtain correct phasing.

I

B -Y

11111111:

Remove the shunt from the green grid and

indication of the proper phase adjustments
of the receiver. In addition, observation of
the waveforms at the kinescope grids gives
us a way of checking the matrix or adder
stages in the receiver. Modem receivers,

0

I

R -Y

connect to the blue grid. The centers of the
flux and seventh color bars should have the
same brightness level as the background.
Using the WR-64A with an Oscilloscope.
An oscilloscope provides a very helpful

9

G -Y

ig
Fig. 8-19. Oscilloscope waveforms showing
the normal color -bar signals at the red, green,
and blue kinescope grids.
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Matrix checks are made in late -model re:eivers by comparing the relative amplitudes
)f the three kinescope grid signals. Figure
3-20 shows how the relative amplitude of the
B -Y, and G -Y signals compares in a
)roperly-operating CTC-12 receiver. TxLnake
.he check, monitor the red -grid waveform and

set the vertical gain of the oscilloscope to
produce some reference deflection such as
1 inch for the positive peak excursion. Consider this reference to be 100% and check
the positive peak amplitudes of the remaining grid signals. The blue signal should
nave a positive peak signal of 1.05 inches,
and

signal should have a

the green -grid

negative peak signal of 0.4 inches.

At the end of phase and matrix checks,
set the generator to STANDBY and disconnect the cable from the antenna terminals of
the receiver. With a snowy raster, readjust
er-threshold control in the receiver
the
until the co ored snow just disappears. Recheck using the color -bar generator to make
sure that the color killer works properly on
a color signal.
B and K Model 850 (Color Function). The
Model 850 produces eleven colors which are
displayed on the picture tube one at a time.
The colors, selected by means of a COLOR
switch, are burst, yellow, 1, red, R -Y, magenta, Q, B -Y, blue, cyan, and green. Bars are
produced

saturated signals developed

by

from a crystal -controlled oscillator feeding a

delay line. Selecting a particular color results in the color being displayed over most
of the area of the screen. A vertical bar,
near the center of the screen, is blanked out

to provide a reference level for phase adjustments.

A block diagram of the stages used to
generate the color signals is shown in Fig.
8-21.

A 3.579545-mc electron -coupled crys-

tal oscillator feeds the burst signal to the
driver stage. The oscillator output signal
also feeds into a delay line composed of
coils and capacitors. Specific inductance

and capacitance values in the delay line are
switched into the circuit by the COLOR control to produce the phase shift required for
This phase -shifted
the desired color.
3.579545-mc signal is the chroma signal.
The output of the delay line feeds a transistor shaping circuit (Q,, Q,) which is keyed
by the 31.5-kc multivibrator. Keying the
chroma signal blanks out the center portion
of the oscillator output waveform to produce
a

pattern which can be used for making

color -phasing adjustments without an oscilloscope. The output of the shaper circuit
is fed to the driver stage, V6A; and the re-

sulting signal from the driver is used to
modulate the r -f carrier.

A 4.5-mc unmodu-

lated sound carrier can also be switched
into the driver stage to produce the sound -

beat pattern required for setting the fine-

tuning control of the receiver before demodulator adjustments are made.

Phase checks can be made in the followRED KINESCOPE GRID

R -Y)

ing way. First, set up the generator and the

00%

receiver to display the R -Y signal.
9

B URST /'
2

BLUE

B URST

KINESCOPE

3

105%±L31

GRID (B -Y)

-15%

1

2

9

3

(G -Y)

GREEN KINESCOPE GRID
BURST

10

1

2

--L-L-LJ

5

1

3

6

'7

I

10

0% 110%

Fig. 8-20. Idealized kinescope grid waveforms
showing the relative amplitudes of the Em_y),
E(3_10, and E(G_y) signals.

signal go to zero (the color area of the picture should have the same brightness as the
blanked bar in the center screen). A similar
check may be made at the red grid by setting
the generator to produce the B -Y signal.

-ri
9

I

TO

Make

the necessary fine tuning and chroma adjustments. Then bias off the red and green guns.
The B -Y signal should be zero when only an
R -Y signal is being transmitted. Phase controls are therefore adjusted to make the B -Y

Hickok Model 660 (Color Function). The
Model 660 produces a color display by means
of the offset -carrier method. However, the

signal is not gated and as a result the colors

are not separated into a bar pattern. The
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315 - kc

multivitrator
V2

horizontal sync
°
vertical

sync

0

3.579545-mc

Crystal
Oscillator

delay lines

shaper
03,

driver

07

V64

v5A

modulator

out

video

out

Xarcolor

switch

r -f

4.5-mc

oscillator

05C111010r

V5B

V6B

Fig. 8-21. Partial block diagram of the B and K Model 850 Color Analyst showing the color display
circuits.

colors, starting with red -orange at the left

side of the picture tube, gradually blend
into red, blue, and green at the right side of
the tube. Rapid troubleshooting checks and
approximate phase checks can be made by
observing the screen. An oscilloscope is
required for demodulator alignment.

A block diagram of the stages in the
Hickok Model 660, used to generate the
color signal, is shown in Fig. 8-22. The
color section of the Model 660 is a crystal controlled r -f oscillator tube, V,A, operating
at 3.563795-mc. Direct output, which can be
used as a video signal, is taken from the
cathode of the oscillator through the 3.56-mc
output connector. The 3.56-mc signal is
also applied to the plate of the r -f oscillator
tube, V,B, where the 3.56-mc signal modulates the r -f carrier. Modulated r -f output is
taken from the r -f output connector in the
cathode circuit of V7B.

No synchronizing voltages are produced
when the Model 660 is used to generate a
color signal. To obtain proper synchronization it is necessary to display the dot or
crosshatch pattern at the same time.

Degaussing Coil. A degaussing coil is
required when installing a color TV receiver
and when readjusting purity. This device is

a simple coil of wire which creates a magnetic field when a -c line voltage is applied
across it. It is used to demagnetize the
metal parts and hardware of the receiver,
and to "set in" a permanent field to compensate for the earth's field.
The RCA 205W1, shown in Fig. 8-23, is
representative of commercial degaussing

coils which may be purchased. It is also
possible to make a degaussing coil by winding approximately 400 turns of insulated
number 20 wire to form a ring 12 inches in
diameter. Connect line cord (at least 10 feet
long) to the ends of the wire and wrap the
coil with insulating tape.
To use the coil, plug the line cord into a
120 -volt a -c line and slowly move the coil

3 56 -mc

crystal
oscillator
V7A

r- f
oscillator

8-5. ACCESSORIES

Accessories refer to a device used with
other equipment to simplify servicing or to
add a function to an existing piece of equipment. This section describes some of these
service aids and test equipment.

O r f output

V78

3 56 - mc
CW output

Fig. 8-22. Partial block diagram of the Hickok
Model 660 White Dot -Bar, Color Display Gener-

ator showing the stages that generate the rainbow pattern.
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be altered unless there is a trouble in the
convergence circuitry. Some minor touch-up
adjustments may be needed when the chassis
is reinstalled in the receiver's cabinet.

Figure 8-24 shows the RCA Color Test
Jig. It uses a 21 -inch picture tube, and
contains the convergence and purity assem-

blies as well as the necessary connecting
cables.

Low -Power Microscope. A microscope or

suitable magnifying glass of approximately
Fig. 8-23. Degaussing coil, RCA 205W1.

over the entire area of the picture tube faceplate and the top and sides of the cabinet.
Withdraw the coil very slowly to a distance
of eight to ten feet before disconnecting the
coil. Moving the coil away gradually reduces
the magnetic effect and prevents remagnetization by the collapsing force field when
the coil is disconnected from the a -c line.

Color Test Jig. A color test jig is used
as a substitute for the receiver's picture
tube, and enables a technician to service
color television receivers more quickly and
efficiently.
A complete unit, such as the RCA test jig,
consists of a cabinet to house a color picture tube, and all necessary mounting hardware, components, and cables for providing

12 -power will prove helpful in making convergence and purity adjustments. A micro-

scope enables the technician to view the
phosphor dots on the face of the color picture tube.

When the separate red, blue, and green
fields appear to be pure over the entire area
of the screen, but impurities show up in the
white raster, it is advisable to check beam
landing with the microscope.

The microscope can be used to see if
one of the color components needs to be

shifted up, down, or sideways to obtain the
best landing of the three electron beams in
the center of their associated phosphor dot.
Inspection of the dots will aid the technician
in understanding how incorrect landing of
the beams produces poor purity.

a color picture when connected to a color
chassis.

The color test jig is an extremely useful
accessory for testing, servicing, and adjusting the color receiver. The jig eliminates
the need to completely disassemble the receiver or to carry the entire receiver and
cabinet to the shop. Thus, the color test jig
enables one man to do a job that would ordinarily require two men. Since only the chassis is transported, there is no possibility of
damage to the cabinet and picture tube when
taking the receiver to the shop. The jig also
eliminates the need to reconverge the set
completely when the chassis is remounted
into the cabinet. Purity and static conver-

gence adjustments need not be disturbed, and
dynamic convergence adjustments need not

Fig. 8-24. RCA Color Test Jig.
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Signal Tracing Accessories. Analysis of
the picture on the screen and tube substitution are the first steps which should be taken
to localize a defect in a color television receiver. If this does not correct the trouble,
then voltage an resistance measurements,
and a check of the components should be
made. If routine troubleshooting procedures
do not reveal the source of the trouble, the
signal -tracing method may help to localize
a fault in the signal path.

It is not practical to attempt signal tracing using a transmitted color signal because
of the constantly changing characteristics of
the signal. A signal of known characteristics
such as is generated by a color -bar generator

must be used. Of course, a wideband oscilloscope capable of handling the signals involved must also be used.

Fig. 8-25. Crystal diode probe for use with a
VTVM, RCA WG 301A.

oscilloscopes.

They are representative of
types of probes available from most
manufacturers either as complete units or
"slip on" accessories.
the

The WG-301A, crystal diode probe, which

is illustrated in Fig. 8-25, is a "slip on"

Signal tracing with the proper equipment
will show the effect of the various stages on
the signal. Loss of the signal, weak, or
distorted signals are all symptomatic of
problems in the stages in which they occur.

accessory which fits the RCA WG-299 series
probe and cable supplied with a VoltOhmyst
such as the RCA WV -98C and the WV -87A.
The crystal -diode probe is used with a
VTVM to measure the rms value of sine -wave
voltages at frequencies up to 250 mc.

When the signal -tracing method is used,
it must be remembered that both the oscilloscope and the probes can alter the characteristics of the signal. Even a low -capacitance probe can detune a circuit to the point
where the signal level is appreciably reduced.
In some cases, direct connection to the

The WG-301A probe contains a crystal
diode, which functions as a half -wave rectifier, and an r -f filter. A schematic diagram
of the probe is shown in Fig. 8-26. The output of this probe is a d -c voltage which is
proportional to the peak value of the sinusoidal input voltage. The rms value of the

3.58-mc

oscillator stage can change the

oscillator frequency or even cause the stage
to stop oscillating. Therefore, it is important that the proper probe be used and that
the characteristics of the probe are known.
Before attempting the signal -tracing meth-

od in an inoperative receiver it is strongly
recommended that experience be obtained
on a receiver which is known to be in normal
operating condition. If this is not feasible,
obtain a schematic diagram which shows the
waveforms at pertinent circuit points.

voltage is read on the d -c scales of the

voltmeter. The peak value may be found by

multiplying the reading by 1.41. Voltages up
to 20 volts rms (28 volts peak) can be measured in the presence of d -c voltages up to
250 volts. The probe has an essentially flat
characteristic, ±0.75 db, over the range of
frequencies from 50 kc to 250 kc.

RI

jock contact

Crystal -Diode Probes. The probes described in this section are designed to extend

the usable frequency range of vacuum -tube
voltmeters and oscilloscopes. These probes
are of the "slip on" type and are used with
the regular probe and cable assembly supplied

with the RCA VoltOhmyst® and with RCA

Fig. 8-26. Schematic diagram of the WG 301A.
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The time constant of C1 and R1 is chosen
so that the probe acts as a peak detector.

Since this peak detector draws current only
during the positive peaks of the input signal,
the probe draws very little current from the
circuit under test and does not load the circuit excessively. The resistance of R1 is
selected so that R1 acts with the input resistance of the VTVM to provide a rms reading. For this reason, the probe resistance
must be tailored to fit a particular value of
VTVM input resistance, and all probes will
not function properly with all VTVMs.
The WG-302A, r-f/i-f signal tracing probe,

which is illustrated in Fig. 8-27, is desig-

nated to be used in conjunction with an

oscilloscope to observe the response characteristics of individual amplifier stages. It is
used in conjunction with the WG-300 series
direct/low capacitance probes supplied with
oscilloscopes such as the RCA WO -91A.

The WG-302A consists of a

half -wave

crystal rectifier and an r -f filter, as shown in
Fig. 8-28. The time constant of the filter

is such that, when used with a modulated

high -frequency signal, it separates the low frequency modulating signal from the high
frequency modulating signal from the highponen t is fed to the input of the oscilloscope.
The signal waveform is centered vertically

probe

"p

CI

270 ppf

RI

jock contact

220 Ac
R2

Y -I

Fig. 8-28. Schematic diagram of the WG 302A.

which covers the i-f and video frequency

range of the receiver. A short ground lead
may be attached to extend the range to 250
mc for signal tracing in the tuner. Voltages
up to 20 rms volts (28 volts peak) can be
measured in the presence of d -c voltages up
to 250 volts. The demodulation frequency
range is 30 to 2000 cps which makes the
probe especially, useful, when used with a
sweep generator, in obtaining an over-all

bandpass characteristic of a stage.

The

WG-302A has a relatively flat characteristic,
±1 db over the range of 100 kc to 250 mc.
Kinescope Grid Shunt (Gun Killer). The

RCA 226X1 Convergence Grid Shunt or similar device is a convenient accessory aid for

performing convergence, color phasing, and
purity adjustments. The Grid Shunt Switch
Box permits the technician to disable one or

on the zero axis of the screen when an RC

more guns of the picture tube by shunting
the control grid circuit of each gun, through

is displaced vertically by a distance which
is proportional to the d.c. developed from
the rectified carrier.

ing the grid of one of the electron guns to
ground, we alter the bias to cut off the gun.

The input capacitance of the WG-302A is
less than 3.75 fwf, which permits the use of
the probe in most circuits without a serious
detuning effect. The probe extends the useful response of the oscilloscope to 50 mc,

(approximately), while the cathode voltage
remains at a high positive value. The effect
is a large increase in grid to cathode bias
voltage. Large value resistors are needed
for this purpose to prevent excessive d -c
loading of the grid -driving circuitry. The use
of the grid shunt switch has been described
in previous lessons.

coupled oscilloscope is used. When a direct coupled oscilloscope is used, the waveform

100,000 -ohm resistors, to ground. By shunt-

The 100,000 ohm resistors reduce the posi-

tive voltage at the grid by a factor of 2

If such an accessory is not readily available, then construct the simple circuit shown
in Fig. 8-18. However, when constructing
the grid shunt, connect the 100,000 -ohm reFig. 8-27. Demodulator probe for use with an
oscilloscope, RCA WG 302A.

sistors close to the clip ends of the leads
to minimize the effects of stray pickup in
the leads.
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Kinescope Testers. There are several
types of testers available for checking color
picture tubes. Some of these are a part of a
shop -type receiving tube tester, others are
separate instruments. However, at the present time, there is no commercially available
picture tube tester which checks all of the
characteristics which should be known about
the color picture tube.

This does not mean that the technician
should not use these testers. It does mean

that the readings obtained from a CRT tester
will have to be analyzed carefully before a
decision, that the color picture tube is defective, is reached. In receivers where the
color picture tube is thought to be defective,

a substitution check using the color test jig
is recommended.

Extension Cables. Extension cables can
greatly simplify bench servicing of color receivers. They allow the picture tube and its
associated components to be connected while

the chassis is outside the cabinet. Exten-

sion cables, terminated with the proper con-

nectors, can be placed in series with the

interconnecting cables used in the receiver
to extend their length. This permits observation of the picture while servicing or
making bench adjustments.

A set of extension cables should provide
additional working lengths for the following
leads:
1.

High -voltage lead - 50-kv insulation,

special connectors.

2. Deflection yoke leads
and sockets.

- special plugs

3. Kinescope socket leads - 14 -pin plug
and socket.

Extension cables should be about four

feet long.

In some older receivers an additional
cable is needed to connect the chassis to

the convergence assembly on the kinescope.
In a few of the RCA CTC-5 chassis, a two -pin

plug and socket is needed for the EM blue lateral magnet. In later RCA models (CTC-7
through CTC-12) the convergence assembly,
including the convergence control board, con-

nects to the main chassis by means of an
octal plug and socket. In most cases an
extender cable is not needed for the con-

vergence assembly, as the convergence control board can be removed from its mounting

and positioned so that there is plenty
slack in the leads.

When using these cables, some detuning
may occur due to the introduction
tance or capacitance in the circuit. This
detuning effect may be minimized by keeping
the leads separated to reduce interaction between the wires in the cable. Touch-up adjustments may be required when the chassis
is replaced in the cabinet. It may be neces-

sary to obtain or construct several sets of
cables to cover all receiver models. Table
8-1 lists the extension cables used with
RCA chassis CTC-4 through CTC-12. The
numbers in the table are RCA part numbers.

TABLE 8-1
RCA EXTENSION CABLES
Extension
Cable

RCA CHASSIS NUMBER

CTC-4

CTC-5

(600
Series)

(700
Series)

Kinescope
Socket

220X1

High -Voltage
Lead

Deflection
Yoke
Convergence
Assembly

of

CTC-7

CTC-9

CTC-10

CTC-11

CTC-12

220X1

220X1

220X1

220X1

220X1

220X1

223X1

225X1

225X1

225X1

225X1

221X1

221X1

228X1

228X1

228X1

228X1

228X1

222X1

224X1

221X1

221X1

221X1

221X1

221X1
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High -Voltage Probes. Normal changes in
the value of high voltage have a relatively
minor effect in black -and -white receivers,
out similar changes cannot be tolerated in
color receivers because of the resultant
adverse effect on purity, convergence, high-

light and low -light tracking, etc. Consequently, the high voltage in color receivers

is regulated in order to maintain a specified
constant value. On initial installation, and
on subsequent service calls, the technician
should measure the high voltage accurately
and adjust for correct regulation before adjusting purity, convergence, etc.

Fig. 8-29. High -voltage probe, RCA WG-297.

The high -voltage in color receivers ranges

from 20 to 30 kv. Hence, it is necessary to
use a voltmeter and a high -voltage probe

capable of accurately measuring d -c voltages
up to 50,000 volts. The RCA high -voltage
probe, shown in Fig. 8-29, is an example of
the type of probe that is needed. The probe
should be designed with an ample safety
factor for the technician, because the high-

voltage supplies in color receivers are capable of storing a greater charge than those
Desirable
in black -and -white receivers.
long,
low -loss
a
include
safety features
protection
leakage path, a grounded arc -over
baffle, an anti -corona tip, completely insulated grip, and a separate ground lead.
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INTRODUCTION

angle of most types is 90°, except for 11 -inch rec-

tangular tubes whose required beam -deflection

This lesson covers technical developments in
color television which have evolved since rectangular color picture tubes were introduced. It

angle is 70°.

also covers recent color picture tube developments
and examines foreign color systems.

color picture tubes has been greatly increased
through the use of rare-earth phosphors and the
use of cover plates, bonded to the tube screen,

9-1. RECTANGULAR PICTURE TUBE

Rectangular picture tubes have become popular
because more of the tube's face plate_ is utilized
as the -viewing screen. Television receiver and
cabinet, size can be reduced without making the
picture smaller. However, distortion resulting

because of the change in configuration from a
round picture tube to a rectangular one has added
to circuit complexity and design problems.

Modern rectangular picture tubes
are shorter than earlier round picture tubes and
require wider -angle beam deflection. Rectangular
picture tubes are now available in sizes from 11
to 25 inches (diagonal screen dimension). The
Tube Size.

neck of a 21 -inch round tube is 2 inches, compared

to VA -inches for a 25 -inch rectangular tube.
Figure 9-1 shows a rectangular tube alongside a
round tube to illustrate the contrast in dimensions.
Beam Deflection. Because of the shorter length
of rectangular picture tubes, the beam -deflection

(o) a rectangular picture tube

Brilliance.

The brilliance (particularly red) of

which have a higher light transmission factor.
Electron Guns. To provide 90° beam deflection
in rectangular picture tubes with smaller diameter
necks, the guns are placed closer together than in
70° -deflection round tubes. This requires more
careful gun alignment and tighter tolerances. In
most picture tubes the guns are arranged so that
the beams strike the phosphor dots in a triangular

configuration. In a recently developed 11 -inch
tube, the guns are aligned horizontally and the
beams hit tre- s-C77iiin a horizontal configuration.

The shadow mask of a rectangular picture tube is printed on the glass face
prate which has to be specially treated to avoid
Shadow Masks.

distortions which could occur during manufacture.
The phosphor screen of the shadow -mask picture
tube is covered- with about one million phosphor

dots, arranged in tiny trios of the three primary
colors. Between the electron guns and the phosphor screen is a shadow mask, a sort of sieve
containing about one-third of a million holes-one

(b) o round picture tube

Fig. 9-1. A modern and an early picture tube.
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red

DEFLECTION
CENTERS

ELECTRON
GUNS

DEFLECTION YOKE

Fig. 9-2. A simplified illustration of the shadow -mask principle. The detail shows how the holes in the mask are tapered
to reduce the spray of electrons that would occur if cylindrical holes were used.
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for each phosphor -dot trio. The mechanical arrangement of the phosphor screen, the shadow
mask, and the sources of electrons permit electrons

from a particular electron gun to strike phosphor
dots of one particular color only when the picture
tube is adjusted correctly. Each gun, and its group
of associated primary -color phosphor dots, operates independently.

Note that the electron beam is larger in diameter
than the holes in the shadow mask. In fact, the

beam usually straddles three holes, as shown.
Since the beams approach the mask from three
separated deflection centers, they approach at
different angles and strike only the designated
phosphor dots.
Circuit Requirements.

Some picture tubes now

Figure 9-2 illustrates the shadow -mask prin-

employ a low -voltage, electrostatic focus lens

ciple. To simplify the idea, using this two-

instead of a high -voltage electron -tube focus gun.

dimensional drawing, a hypothetical color picture
tube using only two guns and two groups of phosphors is shown. Electrons proceed down the neck

system.

of the tube in a beam until they enter the field
of the deflection yoke. Here the beams are deflected to the left or right, and up or down as
required for scanning. As a result of deflection,
electrons seem to originate from a point source
inside the field of the yoke. This point source of
electrons is called a deflection center. Consider the

deflection center for the blue electron beam.
Electrons that emerge from this spot hit either the
sievelike shadow mask, or pass through the holes
anTstrike blue phosphor dots. Electrons traveling
in straight lines from the "blue" deflection center
cannot hit red phosphor dots. You can verify this

This does away with the requirement for a separate high -voltage source for the optical -focusing

9-2. ANTI -PINCUSHION SYSTEMS

When a rectangular picture tube is used, the

"pincushioning" effect prevails and must be
corrected. Figure 9-4 illustrates top -bottom and
side pincushioning. The raster is stretched out at
all four corners.

bring a straight edge on the diagram so that
it pivots on the blue deflection center. Leiszstless

of the deflection angle, any beams that pass
t 1176-ugh the holes in the shadow mask strike only

blue phosphor dots. Red may be checked in the
same way.

The detail in Fig. 9-2 shows that the edges of
shadow mask are tapered. Note

the

Fig. 9-4. Top -bottom and side pincushioning.

how this arrangement cuts down the spray of
secondary -emission electrons that would result
the holes were cylindrical. Such spray would cause
;Tr nearby phosphors to be lighted. Tapered holes

also help to preserve the circular shape of the
electron beam near the edges of the screen.

Top and bottom pincushioning, illustrated in
Fig. 9-5, can be corrected by adding vertical -sweep
amplitude to the vertical -deflection circuits at the

top and bottom of the raster. Side pincushioning,

To maintain purity over the entire face of the
screen, the deflection centers must be accurately

placed inside the neck of the tube. If you pick
some other point in Fig. 9-2 for a deflection center

you will find that electrons emerging from this
new point strike both red and blue phosphor dots
at some point on the screen. The result is impurity

-that

is,

contamination from an unwanted

primary hue.

Figure 9-3 shows an enlarged view of a small
section of the shadow mask and phosphor screen.

Fig. 9-5. Top -bottom pincushioning.

5

control coils. Phase coil L and capacitor C filter
these pulses intones waves which are added to
the sawtooth current the control windings. The
vertical deflection is thus increased at the top and

bottom of the raster, and its amplitude can be
controlled with variable resistance R.
Side -Pincushion

Correction.

By subtracting

from the horizontal deflection at the top and
boomof the vertical -scanning line, side pin cushioning can be corrected. A simplified circuit
used for this purpose in a Heath receiver is shown

Fig. 9-6. Side pincushioning.

illustrated in Fig. 9-6, can be corrected by reducing

the horizontal -deflection width at the top and
bottom of the vertical -scanning line.
Top -Bottom Pincushion Correction.

Figure 9-7

is a simplified circuit of the top and bottom
pincushioning correction system used in the
Heath Model GR-295 receiver. To the vertical
deflection -yoke circuits are added a pincushion
phase -adjusting coil (L) and a saturable reactor
(T). The sawtooTHvertical-deflection current, fed

through the control windings of the saturable
reactor,
reluctance of the cores on
which the load coils are wound. The change in
core reluctance alters the inductance of the
load coils.

As the vertical-sawtooth current passes through
the control coils, the inductance of the load coils

alternately increases. These alternating inductance changes induce horizontal pulses into the

in Fig. 9-8. The control winding of saturable
reactor T is biased by a low, positive d -c voltage
to establish a reference level of inductance. The
horizontal -sweep current passes through the two
load windings of the saturable reactor and
through width coil L. The vertical pulses from the
cathode of the vertical -output tube are fed to the
control winding. The pulses change the reluctance

of the reactor cores, altering the inductance of
the load windings. Each vertical pulse passing
through the control winding reduces the amplitude of the horizontal sweep. This reduces the
horizontal -deflection width and offsets the sidepincushioning effect.
RCA Pincushion Control. Figure 9-9 is a
simplified diagram of the top -bottom pincushion
correction circuit used in the R,CA,....Kiator...CTCjk

series receivers. This diagram includes the thermistor in the vertical -deflection circuits which
damps out oscillations and anti -ringing in RC
networks, and voltage -dependent damping resistor

r

vertical -output
transformer

L

vertical - deflection
yoke

to horizontal
deflection

circuits
Fig. 9-7. Top and bottom pincushioning correction.

6

from

-4-

cathode

of

vertical
output

flyback
transformer

horizontal
deflection
yoke

Fig. 9-8. Side pincushioning correction.

vertical - output
transformer

L

R

wJ T
r

---CVY-1-.1._

vertical- deflection

coils

_rme-y-,__.

V

to
horizontal
deflection

circuits

AAi
horizontal
deflection
coils

Fig. 9-9. Top -bottom anti-pincushioning circuit used in RCA CTC19 receivers.
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from

vertical -output-+cathode

vertical- deflection

coil

T

to
vertical -centering

control
to

vertical -output
transformer

bottom
amplitude

)1

t

I(

vertical -deflection

to
horizontal
output

coil

Fig. 9-10. Motorola dynamic pincushion -correction circuit (transistorized).

in the horizontal -deflection circuits. It operates
on the same principle as the circuit shown previously in Fig. 9-7.
Motorola Pincushion Corrector.

tom pincushion correction is achieved in some
Motorola receivers with a simple transistor controlled saturable reactor (T) as shown in the
simplified diagram, Fig. 9-10. Bottom -amplitude
adjustment is afforded by potentiometer R. Top

tilt is adjusted by changing the inductance of
coil L. A vertical pulse from the cathode of the
vertical output changes the conductivity of the
transistor by altering its bias. This changes the
value of the current flowing through the control
winding of the saturable reactor which changes
the reluctance of the core and, in turn, the inductance of the load winding.
Another similar Motorola pincushion correction
circuit is shown in Fig. 9-11. Here, vertical pulses
to
vertical -centering

control

vertical -deflection

coil

fop

from
vertical
(output

L
I I

4
4

vertical -deflection

coil

to
horizon/al
output

bottom

Fig. 9-11. Motorola dynamic pincushion -correction circuit (vacuum tub.).

to
vertical -output
transformer

8

to
vertical -centering
control

from
horizontal
output

vertical -deflection

coils

from

vertical
output

to

vertical- output
transformer

Fig. 9-12. Zenith pincushion -correction circuit.

are fed to the grid of a tube. Resulting plate current changes alter the current flow through
the control winding of saturable reactor T. The
changes in load -coil inductance cause an increase

in vertical deflection so as to correct for top bottom pincushioning.

Figure 9-12 is a
simplified diagram of a Zenith top and bottom
pincushion -correction circuit. Vertical- and horiZenith Pincushion Corrector.

zontal -output pulses are fed to the grid of the tube.

Resulting changes in plate current alter the
inductance of the load winding of transformer T
to correct for top and bottom pincushioning,
adjustable by tuning transformer T.
9-3. BUILT-IN DEGAUSSING SYSTEMS

Many color television receivers have built-in
degaussing systems consisting of coils or wire
placed around the picture tube. The manner in
which the degaussing coils are installed in the
Heath Model GR-180 is illustrated in Fig. 9-13.

with an external degaussing coil at the time of
installation. The purpose of a built-in degaussing
system is to correct magnetic effects periodically.

-

Shields. Ma netic shields are ordinarily provided around the sides, top and bottom of the
picture tube, as shown in Fig. 9-14, to, isillate

the tube from external magnetic fields.

Manual Systems. A manual, built-in degaussing system enables the user riTegauss the picture

tube by simply

is shown in the normal position. When the
receiver is operating, capacitor C charges through
resistor R. The volt e source is 1060'- volts d.c.
When the switc is placed in the degauss position,

the source voltage is cut off and the c_apacitor
discharges through the degaussing coils. Relatively

high current flows through the coils and a magnetic field is developed around them momentarily.

Automatic Systems. Most built-in degaussing
systems operate automatically. When the receiver
is turned on, current flows through the degaussing,
coils for a short period of time. Most automatic degaussing systems are similar.
_

Even if a receiver has a built-in degaussing
system, the picture tube should be degaussed

t ng a button. A schematic

of such a system given in Fig. 9-15. The switch
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Fig. 9-13. Location of degaussing coil.
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Fig. 9-14. Locations of picture -tube shields.
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degaussing

coils

56-/c2

--V\A"---r- 1060-v
d,c.

switc>.

normal
degause

breakercircuit

thermistor
to

rectifier

degaussing
C

4uf

coils

power

transformer
Fig. 9-16. Automatic degaussing system.

degaussing coil and the varistor reduces. This
causes the resistance of the varistor to rise. Thus,
the current through the coil is reduced to a very
low level because of the low shunt resistance of

the thermistor and the high series resistance of
the varistor.
Fig. 9-15. Manual degaussing system used in some
Motorola receivers.

Figure 9-16 shows the circuit used in some
RCA and Philco receivers. Current flows through
the degaussing coil when the receiver is first

turned on since the thermistor is cold and its
resistance is high. The resistance of the varistor
(voltage -dependent resistor) is low since there is
a relatively high voltage across it. As the thermistor temperature rises due to self -heating, its
resistance lowers and the voltage drop across the

A thermal switch is used in some Motorola
receivers to control automatic degaussing, as Fig.

9-17 indicates. When the receiver is turned on,
the contacts of the thermal switch are open and
current flows through the degaussing coils. As
the heater of the thermal switch warms up, the
contacts close, shorting out the degaussing coils.
A thermal switch is also used in some Admiral

receiveiThe, as shown in Fig. 9-18, the degaussing current is obtained by connecting the

to

rectifiet
degaussing

coils

circuit
breaker

heater

thermal
switch

Fig. 9-17. Thermal switch degaussing control.
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degaussing

through the coils. In the manual system shown
eal11ei
in 'Fig.- 9:15, d.c. is applied to the coil
from the charged capacitor, but the diredkn of
current flow reverses and oscillates for a brief
period as the coil and capacitor alternately dis-

coils

-r-YVN--(W1
C.47pf

1
power

transformer

charge into each other.

In most automatic systems, the degaussing
action will not take place if the receiver is turned

on shortly after it has been shut off. Time_is
required for the thermistor and/or thermal switch
tluggl_to_ tieit' normal I andby temperature.
9-4. SMALL -SCREEN COLOR SETS

More and more small -screen color television
receivers can be expected to be placed on the
market as the demand for portable and auxiliary

Fig. 9-18. Thermal switch and thermistor control.

coils in series with the a -c line side of the power
transformer instead of the high -voltage secondary
as shown in the two previous examples. At first,
the thermistor resistance is high and the thermal switch contacts are closed. When the thermistor
warms up, its resistance decreases and reduces

color receivers in homes increases.
General Electric Porta-Color.

11 -inch rectangular picture tube in which the
three electron guns are in line horizontally. Their

the level of current flowing through the coils.

electron beams strike the phosphor dots in a

When the thermal -switch temperature rises ade-

horizontal configuration instead of triangularly,

quately, its contacts open and cut off current

as previously shown in Fig. 9-3. Two of the beams
are aligned with respect to the center beam (green)

flow through the coils.

which serves as a reference Convergence coils
and magnets are required for only two of the
electron beams, as Fig. 9-19 illustrates. As with

It should be noted that in all of the automatically -controlled degaussing systems, a.c. flows
green

magnet

hog zonlo/

horizon/al
co /s

horizontal
beom

coils

movement

(a) front view magnet effect
vertical

magnet polarity
detail

coils

This compact,

portable color receiver employs the 11SP22

green

vertical
coils

blue I red

ver/loot beam movement

(b) rear view magnet effect
Fig. 9-19. Convergence system for in -line tube.
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convergence

deflection
yoke

assembly

P

vertical
output

Fig. 9-20. Basic deflection and convergence circuit used in GE Porta-Color receiver.

other picture tubes, a tux.t3_7_4nagnet assembly
is provided, but its adjustment is not as critia.

used, but there is a filament transformer for the
picture tube. Its primary is connected in series

Wave -shaping circuits and adjustments for vertical- and horizontal -convergence amplitude and

with the heaters of the other tubes. A basic

tilt, are not required. It is necessary only to set

half -wave rectifier (CR1) and an RC filter provide
+135 volts; +280 volts is provided by a voltage -

the magnets for best attainable convergence. The
deflection yoke and convergence coils are con-

doubler rectifier (CR2, C R3) which employs an
LC ripple filter.

nected in series as shown in Fig. 9-20.

tubes, one
This receiver employs only
transistor and 13 diodes plus the picture tube.
13

Fig. 9-21 is a block diagram of the receiver. The

AFPC system is unique, as Fig. 9-22 reveals.

Yaou Colornet®. This compact, Japanese
-made, portable color television receiver employs
a 9 -inch Colornetron® picture tube which has a
7 -inch screen. The picture tube is described in
the next section of this lesson. Solid state circuitry

used throughout in this receiver with the
exception of the picture tube and high -voltage

Wien n a_5firme burst is received, the crystal and
its associated resonant circuit. "rings," oscillating

is

at, this frequency with amplitude decaying exponentially. however, the oscillations do not

rectifiers. Figure 9-25 is a simplified block diagram

cease since they are re -started by the next 3.58 -me
burst.

The video circuit is given in Fig. 9-23. The
output of the i-f amplifier is fed through transformer T1 and a 45.25 -me trap to video detector
CR1. A 4.5-mc trap (T2) attenuates the 4.5 -me
i-f beat frequency, preventing it from affecting
the video circuits.

The output of the

of the receiver circuitry with the tuner, i-f amplifier and video detector not shown.

The luminance signal (Er) at the output of the
first -video amplifier is fed through a delay line,
as in conventional receivers, to a 3.58 -me notch

filter and another video -amplifier stage to the
singlt,gatliode of the Colornetron® picture tube.
The chroma signal is fed to thelmindpass amplifier
and the color demodulator which differs greatly
from those used in conventional receivers.

also fed
through C1 to another detector (CR2) which extracts the 4.5 -me difference beat frequency of
the picture and sound intermediate frequencies
and feeds this FM signal to the 4.5 -me sound i-f

conventional receivers is that it employs a single -

amplifier.

as in receivers employing a three -gun picture tube.
Figure 9-26 is a schematic of the color demodulator

i-f amplifier is

The receiver's power supply is quite simple, as

Fig. 9-24 illustrates. No power transformer is

The big difference between this receiver and
gun color picture tube. Thus, only one color demodulator (detector) is required, not two or three
which employs a single transistor. The 3.58 -me
signal fed to it through T2 is shifted in phase 120°
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Fig. 9-21. Block diagram of GE Porta-Color.
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Fig. 9-22. Block diagram of crominance section of GE Porta-Color.
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Fig. 9-23. Video detector and sound i-f extractor.
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Fig. 9-24. Power -supply circuit of GE Porta-Color.
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Fig. 9-25. Block diagram of Colorne0) video circuitry.
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Fig. 9-26. Color demodulator of Colornerri receiver.
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by the gated phase modulator in the AFPC circuitry before every horizontal -line scan. The
3.58 -me signal gates the transistor in and out of
conduction. The chroma signal is fed to the tran-

red, blue andgreen

phosphor strips

sistor through T1 and is essentially in series with
the 3.58-mc signal. The E (R_y), E (G_y) and E(13_17)

signals are demodulated sequentially and, after
amplification, are fed to the single control grid of
the picture tube.

fcce

The operation of the receiver can be better
understood after studying the next section which

describes the functioning of the Colornetron®
picture tube.
9-5. RECENT COLOR PICTURE TUBE
DEVELOPMENTS

Considerable effort is being made to develop
new color picture tubes which will reduce the cost

co/or selector

of color -television receivers. In the future, television screens will undoubtedly be flat like a

voltage

picture frame. At present, all of the television

/5to 18

screens which are in relatively advanced stage of
development are some form of cathode-ray tube

kfr

(kinescope).
Chromatron®. The so-called Lawrence tube

employs only a single gun instead of the three
guns used in a conventional color picture tube.
It was used in experimental color television receivers as early as 1956. While such receivers
required fewer components than those employing
a three -gun picture tube, the Chromatron itself
was more expensive to manufacture at that time.
Interest in the Chromatron has been revived
and some Japanese (including Sony) and American
manufacturers have obtained licenses to produce
Chromatron® color picture tubes.
In the Chromatron®, the single gun can employ

electro-magnetic focusing and a conventional
deflection yoke can be used. Instead of converging

three electron beams on red, green and blue
phosphor dots through tiny holes in a shadow
mask, as in conventional color picture tubes, a

Fig. 9-27. Cross-section of Chromatron

normally passes between the grids and strikes a

green phosphor strip. The beam is shifted to
either the red or blue phosphor strip by applying
a voltage of appropriate polarity to the grids.

When a 3.58 -me sine wave voltage is applied

to the red and blue beam -switching grids, the
electron beam is deflected up and down from the
green phosphor strips alternately striking the

strips of red and blue phosphor. In a television
receiver, the beam is also swept horizontally and
color information is fed to the Chromatron's
control grid.

The potential of the 3.58 -me beam switching

signal is in the vicinity of 4500 volts. To the
aluminized backing of the phosphor strips, a d -c

potential between 15,000 and 18,000 volts

is

single electron beam is switched by color selection
grids just behind the screen.

applied. This polarizing voltage has no effect on
the electron beam until after the beam has passed

Thin strips of red, green and blue phosphor are
applied horizontally to the metallized rear surface

lenses is formed between the grid wires and the
phosphor strips which provides post -deflection

of the tube's face plate. Parallel to the red and

focusing.

blue phosphor strips, as shown in Fig. 9-27, there
are two sets of color selection grids about a half -

inch behind the face plate. The electron beam

through the deflection grids. An array of electronic

In short, then, the Chromatron is a single -gun
color picture tube employing beam switching and
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post -deflection focusing. Its use in television
receivers has been retarded by the cost of pro-

phosphor
coated

grid

viding the deflection grids and by the interference producing radiation of the high -voltage 3.58-mc
beam -switching signal.
Colornetron.®

This tube

focusing

grid

similar to the

is

Chromatron® in that it employs a single electron
gun and two sets of beam -switching grids near the
phosphor -coated screen. Like the Chromatron,®
the Colornetron® scans narrow strips of red, green
and blue phosphors horizontally. Directly behind
the beam -switching grids is the focusing grid, as
Fig. 9-28 illustrates.
When no potential exists on the beam -switching
grids, the electron beam strikes the blue phosphor

strips. One of the sets of beam -switching grids
diverts the beam to the red phosphor strips, the

other to the green. The blue, red, and green
signals are fed sequentially to the control grid.
And, in the same sequence, the beam -switching

grids are polarized so that only the correct

switching

grtds

phosphor strips are illuminated.
9-6. COLOR AFPC SYSTEMS

The color -synchronization system is known as
the automatic -frequency and phase -control system
(AFPC) in which the local 3.58-mc signal is gen-

erated and phase -corrected by the transmitted

Fig. 9-28. Cross section of Colornetron tube.

(not shown). Hence, the frequency and phase
relationship of the 3.58-mc subcarrier generator
(V2) is controlled by the color bursts.

burst signal. As previously shown in Fig. 3-37 in
Lesson 3, and explained in that lesson, the burst
signals are separated from the remainder of the
video signal in the burst amplifier (also known as
a burst gate or burst keyer). This stage is gated
by 15.75-kc pulses from a winding of the flyback

Two 3.58 -me outputs are provided, which are
out of phase with each other. This phase difference
is provided by a phase -shift network at the output
of the oscillator.

transformer. Thus it operates only during the

subcarrier generator circuit is used by Motorola.
But, the burst gate and burst -amplifier circuits
are unique, as Fig. 9-30 illustrates. Here, Vi is the
burst amplifier. Most of the time it is biased to
cut off by cathode bias and fixed bias provided
by R1 and R2. Note that the cathode, grids and
plate are all positive with respect to ground, but

time interval that burst signals are being received.
Conventional AFPC System.

Many color tele-

vision receivers employ very similar subcarrier
generators of which Fig. 9-29 is an example. Here
pentode V2 functions as an electron -coupled
crystal -controlled Pierce oscillator and r -f amplifier. The frequency of oscillation is determined by

the crystal and can be adjusted over a limited

range by tuning coil L1. The frequency and phase
of the oscillator signal with respect to the burst
signal is automatically controlled by reactance
tube V1 which is essentially the same as an FM
reactance modulator. Its reactance, shunted
across C1 -L1 is varied by the d -c voltage applied

to its grid through R1 from the phase detector

Motorola

Color -Burst

Amplifier.

A similar

the control grid is negative with respect to the
cathode. The burst gate tube (V2) is cathode
biased by R4 to limit maximum plate current.
Its grid is normally at a potential of -140 volts
and the tube is therefore cut off. This tube functions as a variable cathode resistor for
When a positive pulse (350 -volts pp) is applied

to the grid of V2, its plate current rises sharply
and its plate resistance drops, lowering the bias

C2

to
phase detector

R3^

Il

T

CI

8'

-I ..!
I

crystal

_l___.

Cg

Fig. 9-29. Conventional subcarrier generator.
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Fig. 9-30. Motorola colorburst amplifier.

on V1, allowing it to conduct. Thus, when conducting, and a color burst signal is applied to the
control grid of V1, the color burst signal will be
amplified and developed across the primary of T
which is tuned to 3.58-mc. Its bifilar-wound
secondaries feed the phase detector which controls
the subcarrier generator frequency and phase.
RCA Victor AFPC System.

In the RCA Victor
CTC19 series receivers, one tube functions as the
gated color -burst amplifier. The 15.75-kc pulses
from the flyback transformer (positive) and the
color -burst signal are both fed to the control grid
of V1. The amplified 3.58-mc color bursts are fed
through T1 to a 3.58-mc crystal whose resonance
can be trimmed with capacitor C1. (See Fig. 9-31.)

Tube V2 functions as an oscillator -amplifier.
001 atiorr is
iplished by a parallel -resonant
circuit (L1 -C2) in the screen circuit. Its frequency,
however, is determined by the 3.58-mc crystal in
ire-grid circuit. And, its frequency and phase
relationship are controlled by the periodic 3.58-mc
color bursts.
General

Electric

Color -Sync Generator.

An

oscillator, in the usual sense, is not employed in
the General Electric CB series receivers. The
output of the burst gate, as shown in Fig. 9-32,
is fed through T which shock excites a 3.58-mc

crystal, causing it to "ring" at its resonant frequency. While the oscillations thus produced
decay at an exponentialrate, they do not die out
since the crystal is re -excited by each color burst.

Variable inductor L permits adjustment of the
crystal's resonant frequency.
The varactor diode (voltage -sensitive capacitor)

also ha-s-11-7117rTii frequency and phase. The
d -c voltage for biasing the capacitor is obtained
from the voltage divider consisting of R1, R3 and
R4. Tint is controlled by adjusting R3 (a potentiometer) which controls the bias on the varactor
whose resultant capacitance affects the frequency
and phase of the 3.58-mc CW signal amplified
by the tube.
9-7. COLOR DEMODULATOR CIRCUITS

The function of the color demodulator system,
as was previously examined in Lesson 3, is to
extract the B -Y, G -Y and R -Y, color difference
signals from the composite chrommance (chroma)

signal. The signal, fed through the bandpass
Milner f is the vector sum of two 3.58-mc
chrominance signals that are in phase quadrature.
The color -demodulator system recovers these two
signals separately yielding the E (13_10 and E (R_y)
signals directly, and deriving the E(G_y) signal by
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on

winding

burst
amplifier

burst -signal

control

co/or-killer

+40.5v

4-270 vi

lo co/or *Per

crystal

Fig. 9-31. AFPC system of RCA Victor CTC19 series.
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Fig. 9-32. General Electric subcarrier generator.

matrixing. Modern color receivers employ either
R -Y, B -Y

pass only the color information contained in the
sidebands of the chroma signal. The amplified
chroma signal is fed simultaneously (in phase) to
the X and Z demodulators. Two signals, approximately 62° apart in phase, are fed to the X and Z
demodulators from the receiver's 3.58-mc oscillator. The X and Z demodulator outputs are fed to
a matrix which yields the color -difference signals
which are then amplified and fed to the grids of
the color picture tube.

demodulator system or an X and Z

demodulator system.
RCA Chroma Demodulator. Figure 9-33 is a
block diagram of the color -demodulator system
used in RCA Victor CTC19 color receivers. The

chroma signal is extracted at the first

video -

amplifier stage and passed through a bandpass
amplifier whose frequency response is limited to
FROM

VIDEO

DETECTOR

Ey

VIDEO

TO
CRT

AMPLIFIER

CATHODE
X

DEMODULATOR

MATRIX & COLOR

B AN DP ASS

DIFFERENCE
AMPLI FIER

AMP LI Fl ER

DEMODULATOR

X

3.58 MC

Fig. 9-33. Block diagram of RCA -type color demodulator.

E(R-Y).
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CRT
GRIDS
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The chroma signal is fed through color control
R3 to the screen grids of the X (V1) and Z (V2)
demodulators as Fig. 9-34 indicates. Since the
screens are not bypassed to ground, they function
as control grids and are positively biased with
respect to; the cathodes. The chroma signal thus
modulates the electron stream of both tubes.

Potentiometer R3 performs two functions. It
permits adjustment of the level of the chromainput signal and it also sets the screen -grid bias
level. It is part of a voltage divider consisting of
R1 and R2 and itself: The actual d -c voltage on
the screen grids is less than 2 volts. The low
screen voltage limits plate current to a very low
level.

The signal from the 3.58-mc oscillator is fed
through transformer T to the control grids of the
tubes. To provide approximately 62° of phase
difference, the control grid of VI is fed through
a phase -shift network consisting of C1, L1 and R4.

The 3.58-mc signal gates the tubes. Thus, the
chroma signal is sampled at the 3.58-mc rate, and
+ /40v

the signal at the plates will consist of short pulses.

Since the control grids of the demodulators are
not fed in phase, their output pulses will not be
in phase.

The output of each demodulator is fed through
an integrator (C2 and L2 for VI, C3 and L3 for V2)
to provide a smooth video signal, and which also
functions as a 3.58-mc rejection filter.

The output of the X demodulator is fed through
an RC network to the grid of VI, the R -Y amplifier, as shown in Fig. 9-35, and through another
RC network to the grid of V2, the G -Y amplifier.
The output of the Z modulator is fed through an
RC network to the grid of V3, the B -Y amplifier.
The cathodes of all three tubes are paralleled and
share a common cathode resistor.

The R -Y amplifier (V1) receives a -X (nega-

tive) signal at its grid, and the B -Y amplifier
(V3) receives a -Z signal at its grid. Because the
cathodes of these tubes are connected together,
a small amount of the X signal is injected into
the cathode of V1. These cathode -injected voltages

+ 270v

L2

rtYY-\__,

t°

X output

Tat
fr 0177

chromo

signal

L3

to

Z output

3,58 mc

Fig. 9-34. Simplified schematic of X and Y demodulator.
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+ 405v

E(R-Y)

from
X demodulator

+ 405v

E(G-Y)

)

+ 405v

+270v

from
Z demodulator

E(B-Y)

-1\\AI-4-W
)I
I k

/5.75 kc
blanking pulse

Fig. 9-35. Simplified schematic of matrix and color difference amplifiers.

are subtracted from the total cathode -to -grid
voltages of these tubes. The X and Z signals are

also injected into the cathode of V2. Since its
output requires more X signal than Z signal,
R -Y signal is also fed to its grid from the output

of the tube V1, as the diagram indicates. As a
result of this matrixing, the R -Y, G -Y and B -Y

signals are separated and are fed to their

re-

spective picture tube grids.
Motorola Color Demodulator. Figure 9-36 is
a simplified schematic of the color demodulator

used in the Motorola TS -917 series receivers. Two

triode -connected pentodes are used. The chroma

signal is fed directly to the control grids. The
3.58 -me color -sync signals are fed to the cathodes
through R1 and R2. Ground return for the cathodes
is through R4, which provides bias for both tubes.

As far as the 3.58 -me color-sync signal is concerned, the tubes function as grounded -grid
amplifiers, gated by the color -sync signals. The
time of gating of the two tubes is staggered by
the phase shift network L, C1 and Rg. Thus, the

gating action allows the chroma signal to be
separated into X and Z signals which are subsequently matrixed into R -Y, G -Y and B -Y signals.
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Hto R -Y amplifier

+ 275v

H -to B -Y amplifier

to
chromo

signal
input
L

3.58.mc

oscillator

T

Fig. 9-36. Motorola -type color demodulator.
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Fig. 9-37. Motorola single-step color demodulator.
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A unique cplor demodulator is used in the
Motorola TS -914 series receiver. Only a single
dual -pentode tube is used (shown here in Fig. 9-37
as two tubes, V1 and V2). The chroma signal is
fed through two phase -shift networks, R1, Cl and
R2, C2, the former providing 45° of lag and the
latter 45° of lead. The 3.58-mc locally -generated
CW signal is fed to the control grids in parallel.
But, the chroma signals are applied to the sup-

55

pressor grids 90° out of phase with each other.
The E (R_y) and E (B_y) signals are obtained directly
from the plates of V1 and V2. The E(G_y) signal
is obtained from the paralleled screen grids of

+

-

the two tubes.

Sheet -Beam Demodulator. Only two tubes are
required in a color demodulator employing sheet Wain tubes. Figure 9-38 illustrates how a sheet-

1

beam tube functions. With positive voltage
applied to the two signal plates (tube terminals
8 and 9) and tfillcr"Teir( ritrrial 3), as well as

to one of the control plates (terminal 1), as shown,
milliameter M1 will indicate flow of plate current.

switch
2

Fig. 9-38. Sheet -beam tube.

The current level can be adjusted with R1 which
enables varying control grid (terminal 6) voltage.
E(B-Y)

E(G-Y) E(R-Y)
C3

-2
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..--c.

trap
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3.58--/71c
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+350v
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signal
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input
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- end
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Fig. 9-39. Sheet -beam modulator.
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If switch S is thrown to the 2 position the
other control plate (terminal 2) will be at a

The signals fed to the control plates of V1
represent B -Y information, since V1 is the B -Y
demodulator, and those fed to the control plates
of V2 represent R -Y information, V2 being the
R -Y demodulator. When the signals at the B -Y
plate of V1 and the R -Y plate of V2 are positive

positive potential. The electron beam will deflect

from the left control plate to the right control
plate. Milliameter M2 will now indicate plate
current flow. Thus, the tube can function as an

going, the signals at the other two plates are
negative going. The signals at these latter two
plates are combined through an RC network

electronic SPDT switch.

In a sheet -beam color demodulator, an a -c
signal is applied to the control plates to alternately

(C1, C2, C3, R1, R2, Rs, R4) to form the G -Y signal.

switch the electron beam from one signal plate
to the other. In a color demodulator, the 3.58-mc
CW signal is fed from a secondary winding of

In this simplified diagram the compensating networks leading to the picture -tube grids are not
shown.

transformer T to the control plates of V1 in
push-pull fashion, as Fig. 9-39 shows. So are the
Eon-tror plates of V2. But, the signals applied to
the tubes are 90° out of phase with each other.

Admiral Color Demodulator. Only one tube
is required in the color demodulator used in some
Admiral receivers, shown in Fig. 9-40. A special

ir

£(8- Y)

3.58 -mc
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I
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3.58- me
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E(R- Y)

3 58- me
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to
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C/

C3

T

L2

chroma

signp/

input

E(G-Y)

Fig. 9-40. Admiral color demodulator.
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type tube (6LE8) is used. The chroma signal is
fed into the control grid (common to both plates)
through C1. Feedback from the plate circuits is

obtained through C2.

The 3.58-mc color-sync signal is fed to the
suppressor grids (1 and 2), the required phase

shift being provided by L1, C3, R1, C4, L2 and R2.
The E(13_10 and E (R.,y) signals are obtained from
the tube's plates. The E(G_y) signal is obtained

from the screen grid which is common to both
plates and the control grid.
Solid -State Demodulator.

The General Electric CB series receivers employ a balanced -diode
synchronous demodulator. Three identical detectors are employed. Figure 9-41 is a simplified
schematic of one detector section. The 3.58-mc
CW signal is applied to the diodes through transformer T. When the cathode of diode CR1 is
positive, the anode of CR2 is negative and the
diodes won't conduct since they are reverse -biased.
The chroma signal across L can't reach the grid
of amplifier V. But, when the cathode of CR1 is
made negative and the anode of CR2 is made
positive during the other half-cycles of the CW
signal, the diodes conduct. The chroma signal
now gets through to the grid of the amplifier. So
does the 3.58-mc CW signal, but its amplitude

depends upon the setting of potentiometer R
which is used for controlling color balance.

The full demodulator circuit is shown in Fig.
9-42. The required phase relationships of the
subcarrier signals fed to the three detectors are
arranged through the combinations of coils with
T1 and T2. Potentiometers in all three detector
circuits permit individual adjustment of blue,
green and red balance.

9-8. FOREIGN COLOR SYSTEMS
If all nations employed identical television
systems, world-wide network broadcasting would

be more feasible. As it is now, there are seven
different sets of standards for black and white
television and seven different color -television
systems.

Most of the color systems described in the
following paragraphs are proposed systems. They
are not yet in use, and therefore subject to refinement or outright change.
SECAM. There are now
versions of
SECAM (sequence and memory) systems which
were developed by pnleack engineers seeking to
improve on the American NTSC system which

H

3. 58- mc

input

T

Fig. 9-41. Solid-state balanced demodulator.
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Fig. 9-42. General Electric color demodulator.
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requires more sophisticated transmission facilities

The memory system feeds the composite color

than SECAM. It is less sensitive to phase distortion and is not subject to crosstalk between
two simultaneously transmitted color signals

signal to a pair of FM discriminators. Their

required in the NTSC system.

The E (R_y) and E(B_y) signals are also fed to a

In SECAM, a continuous FM color subcarrier

is used and only one color is transmitted at a
time during each horizontal scan. A one -line delay
network is required and at the receiver a switching
circuit is needed for deriving the color difference
signals.
Figure 9-43 is a simplified overall block diagram
of the SECAM system. The color signals from the
camera are fed into a matrix to derive E (R_y) and
E (g_y) signals. These are fed into an electronic

switch (commutator) which selects the signals
alternately. The selected signal is fed through low

pass and pre -emphasis filters and an amplitude
limiter to a frequency modulator. The 4.43-mc
subcarrier is frequency modulated by the color
signals with maximum frequency deviation limited

to ±700 kc. When no color signals are present
(black and white being transmitted), the subcarrier frequency holds still at 4.43 me. The
subcarrier is transmitted at all times, not in bursts

and during color transmission only as in the
NTSC system.
Since only E (R_y) or E (B_y) is being transmitted

during any one horizontal -line scan, the one not
being transmitted is stored for transmission during
the next horizontal -line scan. Since both signals
must be available simultaneously at the receiver,
it contains a jAp_mory device. This is why the
name SECAM-sequence and memory.

The frequency -modulated signal bearing the
color information is fed through an inverse bell-.
shaping filter to an amplitude modulator and then
to an adder where the luminanace signal (Er) is
inserted.

At the receiver, the Ey signal is fed to the
picture -tube cathodes through a notch filter which
eliminates the 4.43-mc frequency -modulated signal. Instead, the 4.43 -me signal is fed through a
bell -shaping filter (re -inverts inverse bell shaping

at the transmitter) to the memory system. It
consists of a one -line delay and an electronic

demodulated outputs are fed through de -emphasis
filters to the red and blue grids of the picture tube.

matrix which extracts and feeds the E (Gy) signal
to the green grid.
SECAM was selected for use in several countries

because the signals can tolerate the phase distortion introduced by microwave and coaxial -cable
transmission systems whose standards are inferior
to those available in the United States.
PAL.

In the "phase alternation line" (PAL)

color system, devised by West German engineers,

the Er and EQ color signals are transmitted in
phase quadrature. However, the phase at the
subcarrier in the I modulator in the transmitter
and in the receiver is reversed 180° for every line.
Its transmission quality is said to be excellent and

much more free of ghosts than the American
NTSC system. But, the galt.of receivers for PAL
is higher than for NTSC receivers. Figure 9-44 is
a block diagram of a deluxe PAL receiver which
is more complex than an American receiver. The

simple PAL receiver is almost identical to an
American receiver.
ART.

This is a British system (additional

reference transmission) in which a reference signal is provided for decoding the quadrature
-modulated color subcarrier during the entire
active part of the line -scanning interval, and for
correcting subcarrier amplitude distortion. ART
is similar to NTSC in many respects and may be
used with PAL.
NIR. Russian and French engineers developed
this system which is sometimes called SEQUAM
or SECAM IV. It is said unofficially to employ
substantially conventional NTSC R -Y and B -Y

color difference signals. Hue is transmitted as
phase modulation on the subcarrier. Saturation is
a function of the ratio of the square of the sub -

carrier amplitude to the Ey signal (luminance)
amplitude. No color -reference burst signal is
required. One set of lines provides chroma information only. Alternate lines provide the sub carrier reference. Their positions are reversed
during the following field. The receiver employs
an electronic switch, one of whose inputs is delayed

switch (decommutator) which is controlled by the

one horizontal line. The chroma information is
available during one switch position, and the

horizontal -sync pulses.

reference information during the other.
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1. The following color picture tubes have a single electron gun: (a) Chromatron®

and Colornetron®; (b) shadow mask; (c) Colornetron® and shadow mask;
(d) tri-color kinescope.

b

e

d

b

c

d

2. Side pincushioning is corrected by: (a) reducing the horizontal deflection at
the top and bottom of the vertical -scanning line; (b) reducing the vertical gain; (c) expanding the horizontal deflection; (d) increasing the sync -pulse
voltage.

3. In an automatic -degaussing system, current flows through the degaussing coils:
(a) continuously; (b) when the receiver is turned off; (c) when the receiver is
turned on; (d) when degaussing is automatically called for.

I\O
\\V

a

d

4. The SECAM system was selected for use in some countries because: (a) it is
compatible with the NTSC system; (b) it permits use of relatively poor quality
transmission links; (c) receiver cost is lower than for NTSC standards; (d) it
is free of ghosts.

5. When a receiver has an automatic -degaussing system: (a) manual degaussing
is never required; (b) the receiver should be degaussed manually when first
installed and whenever moved; (c) manual degaussing should be performed
monthly; (d) manual degaussing should be performed only when the receiver
is moved.

a

6. The 4.5-mc sound carrier is extracted: (a) at the video detector; (b) at the
color -burst gate; (c) at the output of the first -video amplifier; (d) at the tuner.

a

d

7. A receiver employing a Colornetron® picture tube employs: (a) three color
demodulators; (b) two color demodulators; (c) one color demodulator; (d) no
color demodulators.

8. A sheet -beam tube has: (a) two grids and two signal plates; (b) three grids;
(c) four grids; (d) two signal plates only.

a
a

9. The 3.58-mc subcarrier is transmitted: (a) continuously; (b) 60 times per
second; (c) following every horizontal -sync pulse; (d) at random.

10. A varactor diode is: (a) a voltage -sensitive resistor; (b) a voltage -sensitive
capacitor; (c) a temperature -sensitive inductance; (d) a temperature -sensitive
capacitor.

a

e

11. The color brightness of picture tubes has been improved by use of: (a) higher
voltages; (b) more selective bandpass amplifiers; (c) new phosphors; (d) pincushion correctors.

a

b/d

12. In a crystal -ringing circuit: (a) the 3.58-mc oscillator runs continuously;
(b) the crystal is shock -excited; (c) the crystal functions as a notch filter;
(d) the oscillations do not decay.
13. The resistance of a voltage dependent resistor (varistor): (a) rises with voltage;
(b) reduces with voltage; (c) remains constant; (d) drops to zero when voltage
is applied.

a

a

b

i

e

i

e

d

/b

c

d

/I

b

c

d

video -carrier frequency; (b) the set owner; (c) burst signals from the transmitter; (d) the fine-tuning control.

a

b

d

17. In a solid-state synchronous color demodulator, the diodes: (a) conduct continuously; (b) are gated by the locally generated 3.58 -cm signal; (c) are gated
by the chroma signal; (d) conduct alternately.

/

a

b

e

18. In an in -line color picture tube the electron guns are: (a) positioned triangularly; (b) positioned side by side; (c) positioned one above another; (d) pointed
in three different directions.

a

1

e

d

7'

b

c

d

14. The resistance of a thermistor: (a) rises with voltage; (b) rises with temperature; (c) reduces with temperature; (d) is not affected by temperature.
15. The Chromatron® color picture tube employs: (a) color phosphor strips and
beam -deflection grids; (b) color dots; (c) beam -deflection grids, and color dots;
(d) three electron guns.
16. The frequency of oscillation of the color -sync generator is controlled by: (a) the

19. Rectangular picture tubes are popular because: (a) more of the tube's face is
utilized by the picture; (b) they are longer than round tubes; (c) they require
less beam deflection; (d) circuit requirements are simpler.
20. When a rectangular picture tube is used, the following are required: (a) wider
beam deflection; (b) automatic degaussing; (c) pincushion correction; (d) a
power transformer.

a

i
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Purity adjustments are most accurate while

INTRODUCTION

Since the rectangular color picture tube was
introduced, circuit changes have been made and
new servicing techniques are required. Setup pro-

cedures, however, are essentially the same as
covered in Lesson 4.

observing one color only (preferably red). Disable
the blue and green guns by jumpering their grids
to ground through a 100,000 -ohm resistor. Isolat-

ing resistors are provided on the chroma board
of some receivers for this purpose. Alternately,
the blue and green guns can be disabled by turning
down their respective drive controls.

10-1. PURITY ADJUSTMENTS

red gun of the picture tube is
When only
turned on, nothing but red should appear on the
screen. The red gun lights only the red phosphor
dots. When only the blue gun is turned on, only
blue should be seen. And, when only the green

gun is turned on, only green is seen. This is
"purity." But, if the red gun is aimed wrong so
that it illuminates other than red phosphor dots,
we have "impurity.'

Before purity
adjustments can be made, the receiver should be
Purity -Adjustment Procedure.

degaussed and should be operated with full bright-

Loosen the deflection -yoke clamp and slide the

yoke back against the convergence -magnet assembly (see Fig. 10-1). Adjust for a uniform red
area in the center of the screen by spreading or
rotating the purity magnet assembly located on
the picture tube neck.
Spreading the tabs increases the magnet strength
and moves the beams in a radial direction. Rotat-

ing the purity magnet moves the beams in a
circular path. A low power microscope can be
used to check for optimum beam -landing adjustment.

ness (without bloom) for 5 to 20 minutes, and
center convergence must be correct. If purity adjustments are made during minimum operating temperature conditions, the yoke should be set as
close to the rear edge of adjustment as is consistent

After center purity has been attained, slide the
yoke toward the picture -tube bell while observing
the entire screen. Position the yoke for best overall
red screen. Tighten the yoke clamp.

with good purity. If the receiver is hot (2 to 3
hours operating time) the yoke should be placed
as far forward as consistent with good purity.

NOTE: If purity rings are used to obtain best over-all red screen with the
yoke forward, recheck beam landing.

The receiver should always be facing either to

the north or to the south when setting purity

Reactivate the blue and green guns and observe

all three beams. If the screen is not a uniform

adjustments.

lent

OM IF

111F

DEFLECTION YOKE
YOKE MOUNTING CLAMP
CENTER CONVERGENCE
MAGNET ADJUSTMENT
BLUE MAGNET AT TOP

PURITY MAGNET
ADJUSTMENT TABS

CONVERGING COIL AND
POLEPIECE ASSEMBLY

LATERAL MAGNET
ASSEMBLY

LATERAL MAGNET
ADJUSTMENT

Fig. 10-1. Picture -tube assembly.
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white, readjust center convergence and repeat the
purity adjustment.

gun (a horizontal line). When one or more guns

NOTE: The above is generally applicable, but check the applicable service
manual to determine if the manufac-

all three guns to just produce a horizontal
line. Change NORMAL -SERVICE switch to

turer recommends different procedures.

the usable brightness range. No further adjustments are required if screen controls were set

Some manufacturers recommend that in a
receiver employing a rectangular tube with post deflection purity, the picture tube be degaussed

do not produce a light, move kinescope bias switch
to the next highest bias position. Readjust

NORMAL position. Adjust brightness throughout

accurately. Accuracy of the screen setting is very
iniportant.

manually after obtaining center purity (before
adjusting the yoke for full screen illumination). If
the red cloud changes position after degaussing,

10-2. CONVERGENCE ADJUSTMENTS

readjust the purity -magnet rings and degauss
again until further degaussing does not affect
the position of the red cloud. Then, adjust the
yoke for full -screen red illumination.

Convergence involves both static and dynamic
phenomena. The receiver should be first adjusted
for static convergence and then for dynamic convergence as explained previously in Lesson 4.

Degaussing. A receiver should be degaussed
manually (see Lesson 4) when it is first installed
or moved to a new location, even if it has an auto-

Static Convergence. In addition to the procedures described in Lesson 4, the student should
be familiar with adjustment of the newer static -

matic -degaussing system.Thereafter, if the receiver

convergence assemblies. For example, the procedures below are recommended by Sylvania for

is not moved, manual degaussing should not be
required unless the automatic -degaussing system
fails. The degaussing system could fail to operate
if one of the coils opens or the voltage -dependent
resistor is defective. The degaussing system could
fail to turn itself off, as it should, if the thermistor

opens or the thermal switch is defective (when
one is used).
Color -Temperature Adjustments. The following procedures are applicable to some receivers,
including current RCA models. Turn screen controls to minimum. Place kinescope bias switch in
the high -bias position. Turn brightness and contrast controls to approximate mid -range. Position
NORMAL -SERVICE switch to SERVICE position. Advance screen controls to just light each

its D03 series receivers.

Adjust the receiver for a normal black and
white receiver. The receiver should be in the posi-

tion in which it will be operated. Degauss and
adjust purity if required. Connect the r -f output
of a dot/cross-hatch generator to the antenna
terminals of the receiver. Adjust red, green and
blue magnets, shown in Fig. 10-2, and the blue
lateral magnet, shown in Figs. 10-3 and 10-4, to

BLUE LATERAL
MAGNETS

KNURLED COLLAR

blue

magnet

DETENT ARM

green

magnet

red

ENGAGED
WITH NOTCH

DETENT NOTCH

magnet
LIP MUST FACE
BOTTOM OF CABIN ET

SPIRAL TRACK

BLUE LATERAL
MAGNETS
COURTESY OF SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.

Fig. 10-2. Static -convergence magnets.

Fig. 10-3. Blue lateral magnet.
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WITH FRONT EDGE OF POLE
PIECE

O
POLE PIECE

-I- --,...
pREAR EDGE OF BLUE LATERAL ADJUSTMENT ASSEMBLY TO BE IN
LINE WITH REAR EDGE OF GUN

lI11111111E111i

111141118

BLUE LATERAL -ADJUSTMENT

PURITY -ADJUSTMENT
MAGNETS

ASSEMBLY

Fig. 10-4. Blue lateral magnet is directly forward of

attain convergence of dots in the center of the
picture -tube screen. The direction of movement
of the dots using these magnets is illustrated in
Fig. 10-5. Lateral movement of the blue dot is

accomplished by rotation of the blue lateral-

magnet adjustment. To increase the range of adjustment, the magnets may be reversed (top to
bottom) by rotating the magnet -adjustment disc
until magnets are rotated 180° from their original
position.
Dynamic Convergence.

Again, the procedures

recommended by the receiver manufacturer should
be followed. Below are the procedures for adjust-

purity -adjustment magnets.

red and green horizontal lines at the center vertical
line of the screen.

Adjust the left blue horizontal line controls
(R801 and T801 in Fig. 10-7) to obtain a straight

horizontal blue line. Then, adjust the bottom
(R808) and top (R815) blue horizontal lines controls for uniform displacement of blue horizontal
lines along the center vertical lines.
Converge the blue horizontal lines with the red
and green horizontal lines by adjusting the blue

ing dynamic convergence in current RCA receivers.

Feed a cross -hatch signal (r -f) from a color signal generator directly to the receiver's VHF

input terminals. Adjust the top and bottom
vertical -convergence controls (R811 and R814 in
Fig. 10-6) for convergence of the red -green vertical
center line. Readjust static -center convergence if
necessary. Then adjust the bottom -horizontal convergence control (R812) to converge the bottom
red and green horizontal lines at the center vertical

line of the screen. Adjust the top horizontal convergence control (R813) to converge the top

(a) blue lateral
magnet
dot movement

(b) blue, green and red
magnet
dot movement

Fig. 10-5. Movement of dots.

vertical
controls
bottom

top

horizontal

controls
right
left

R/G

ED

Fig. 10-6. Effect of R811, R812, R813 and R814 adjustment.
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Fig. 10-7. Effect of R801, T801, R808 and R815 adjustment.
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Fig. 10-8. Effect of L801, R804, L802 and R805 adjustment.
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convergence magnet. Also adjust the red and green
magnets and readjust R801, T801, R808 and R815,
if necessary.

Alternately adjust the right (L801) and left
(R804) vertical -lines controls, shown in Fig. 10-8,
to obtain convergence of the red and green vertical
lines. Then adjust the right (L802) and left (R805)

horizontal -line controls for convergence of the
red/green horizontal center line. Repeat adjustments if necessary and recheck purity and color
temperature.
Blue -Shaping Coil. The blue horizontal -shaping
coil

is factory adjusted and normally does not

require readjustment. Misadjustment of this coil
will cause poor horizontal blue convergence and
possible failure of one or more of the horizontal convergence components. This control is located
on the convergence -board assembly in some receivers. To adjust the coil, connect an oscilloscope

between the "hot" end of the coil (the end not
connected to the left blue horizontal -line potenti-

ometer) and ground. Adjust the coil until the
harmonic bump is converged at the 50% point
(about 40 volts peak -to -peak) on the sine -wave
slope as indicated in Fig. 10-9.

Fig. 10-9. Blue horizontal -shaping signal waveform.

Tune in a black and white picture that displays
an adequate range of light levels, light and grey
objects, dark objects, etc. Set the brightness and

contrast controls for a normal picture. Set the
CRT bias and the three screen adjustments to
minimum (fully counter -clockwise). Set the BW

switch to setup position. In this position the
vertical sweep is removed to facilitate adjustments. Advance each screen control to produce

a white horizontal line of medium brightness
through the center of the screen.
In some instances, the red, green and blue lines
may not completely overlap to form a white line

due to the removal of the vertical sweep and
necessary vertical -convergence waveforms. In
such cases, adjust the three screen controls for red,

green and blue lines of approximately equal
intensity.

Wide Blue -Field Adjustment.

This adjustment

is also preset at the factory. If adjustment is
required because the blue field overscans the red
and green, loosen the yoke thumbscrews and then
tighten the wide blue -field screw to reduce the
width of the blue field.
General Electric In -Line Tube. In receivers em-

ploying this tube (see Lesson 9) there are no
adjustments for vertical and horizontal convergence and tilt. It is only necessary to set the magnet
on each of the horizontal and vertical coils for
best convergence.

If one or more of the screen adjustments fail
to produce a line, leave that particular screen
adjustment at maximum. Advance the CRT bias
setting to produce a line of medium brightness
for that particular screen adjustment. Adjust the
remaining screen controls for a white line, or lines
of approximately equal intensity.

Return the BW switch to "Normal" position
and alternately adjust the blue and green gain
controls to produce a normal black and white
picture. Check overall black and white tracking
throughout the normal brightness and contrast
range.

10-3. WHITE -BALANCE ADJUSTMENTS

Black -and -white tracking adjustment procedures vary among different makes of receivers but

the principles are the same. The picture -tube

10-4. ADJUSTING THE NEW
AFPC CIRCUITS

While the basic functions of AFPC circuits re-

screen -grid controls, the blue and green gain con-

main the same, some of the newer receivers employ

trols, the picture -tube (CRT) bias control, the
brightness and contrast controls are used for
making white -balance adjustments. The proce-

receivers. Lesson 4 explains how conventional
AFPC circuits are aligned. Here, the procedures

dures suggested for Zenith receivers, for example,
are as follows.

circuits that differ from those used in earlier
for adjusting some of the new circuits are
described.

770(2

from
burst gate

1_

i

crystal

I(

T 703

IT )

V702B

......."...

I
demodulator

R -Y

L702

--III

Fig. 10-10. Partial schematic of crystal ringing -type AFPC circuit.

L 705

subcorrier
amplifier

to
B -Y demodulator

R737
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=

a -c VTVM

R -Y

V7030

amplifier

ON
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As discussed in Lesson 9, some General Electric receivers do not employ a conventional 3.58-mc oscillator but instead
Crystal Ringing Circuits.

employ a crystal ringing circuit to provide the
color -sync signal. To adjust this type of circuit,
connect a color -bar generator to the receiver's
VHF antenna terminals and adjust the receiver
for normal color reception. Connect a d -c VTVM

to the test point (TP) in the R -Y demodulator
as Sliown in Fig. 10-10 (TP701 in HB series
receivers).

When the tint control is set at the center of its
range, correct flesh tones should be produced with

the red bar turning slightly magenta at one end
of the control and the blue bar turning slightly
magenta at the other. If the control range is off
center, adjust the core of T703.
Sheet -Beam Demodulators.

To align AFPC

circuits employing sheet -beam demodulators, the
following procedures should be followed. Apply a
gated rainbow signal to the receiver's VHF input

Set the red, blue and green balance controls

terminals from a color -bar generator. If the re-

to their center position and the chroma gain control for zero output. Adjust Ille.core of the crystal filter transformer (T702) for maximum VTVM
reading, followed by adjustme-rn of the crystal
tuning coil (L705), also for maximum d -c voltage
reading. The objective is to develop maximum
3.58-mc signal output, measured as a d -c voltage
at TP. Then tune T703 the R -Y demodulator input

point K in Fig. 10-11) and the d -c output of the
phase detector (test point Win Fig. 10-12). Adjust
the reactance -oscillator coil (L36) for zero beat
as ire -Wed on the picture -tube screen. Zero beat
is indicated by minimum movement of color bars
through the picture.

transformer and T704 the B -Y demodulator
input transformer notshown in diagram),
also for maximum d -c voltage indication. Repeat
above adjustments.

Connect an a -c VTVM to the grid of the R -Y
amplifier (V703C and adjust L702 and R737 alternately for iBiLimum a -c voltage indication. With
the a -c VTVM connected to the grid of the B -Y
amplifier (not shown) perform the same adjustments in the B -Y demodulator circuit, also for
lowest a -c voltage indication. Now, with the a -c
VTVM connected to the grid of the G -Y amplifier
(not shown) adjust the equivalent components in
the G -Y demodulator circuit, again for minimum
a -c voltage.

ceiver has a color switch, put it in the ON position.
Ground the output of the first color amplifier (test

Ground the output of the video detector (test
point Cl in Fig. 10-13) and connect a d -c VTVM
to one leg of the phase detector (test point V in

10-12 shown previously) through a 4.7megohm resistor. Adjust the R -Y slug of the
injection transformer (T12) for maximum d -c volt-

age indication. Then, adjust the B -Y slug, for
minimum voltage indication.

Remove the grounds from the three test points

(Cl, K, W). Apply a gated rainbow test signal
to the antenna terminals. Set the color level and
hue controls to their mid -position. Connect an
oscilloscope to the grid of the red picture -tube

Connect a d -c VTVM to the grid of the R -Y
amplifier (V703C) and adjust R737 for zero volts.
Do the same at the B -Y demodulator and amplifier, and then the G -Y demodulator and amplifier,

first
color
amplifier

while measuring d -c voltage at their respective
amplifier grids.

With the chroma gain control still set for zero
output, adjust the fine tuning from crystallization
to smear. This must not cause a shift in the grey
scale. It it does, repeat the demodulator d -c balance adjustments described above. Then, advance
the chroma gain control to obtain a normal color
picture. When adjusting the fine-tuning control
from crystallization to smear, there must not be
a shift in color highlights. If there is, repeat the
demodulator a -c balance adjustments as above.

LI7

ground

K
11

to

co/or
level

control
Fig. 10-11. Color amplifier grounding point.

I

burst
amplifier

L341

I1

IE-

phase detector

II

oscillator

Fig. 10-12. Partial circuit of AFPC for sheet -beam demodulators.
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5TH
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n
0TH

3RD

V ZERO

ZERO

Fig. 10-13. Video detector grounding point.

(b) test point S (B -Y)

gun (test point R in Fig. 10-14) and adjust the
burst -amplifier plate coil (L34 in Fig. 10-12) to
obtain the pattern shown in Fig. 10-15a. Move the
oscilloscope lead to the grid of the blue electron

Fig. 10-15. Color test patterns.

gun (test point S in Fig. 10-14) and slightly readjust the B -Y slug of the injection transformer
(T12 in Fig. 10-12) to obtain the pattern shown

a d -c VTVM to one plate of the color -demodulator

in Fig. 10-15b, if necessary.

in Fig. 10-16. Ground the cathode of the tube

Motorola Type. The following procedures are
recommended for Motorola receivers employing

(pin 3) to the chassis with a short clip lead. Adjust
screen trap L907 for minimum d -c voltage indication. Then remove the ground (clip lead) from the
cathode.

a 6LE8 tube as a color demodulator. Connect a
color -bar generator to the receiver antenna terminals and adjust the fine-tuning control for the
best picture. Set color intensity control to minimum and the color killer to maximum. Connect
to color picture tube

to red grid

to blue grid

tube (pin 1 of V17) through a detector as shown

Now, connect the VTVM through a 5.6-megohm

resistor to the control grid (pin 9) of the 6LE8
tube and to the junction of L904 and R919 (nega-

tive lead) as shown in Fig. 10-17. Ground the
junction of the crystal and the color -sync filter
(T902) with a short clip lead. Also ground the
cathode of the color sync and gate tube (not
shown). Adjust L904 for maximum meter indication.

Remove the ground from the crystal and adjust

from
demodulator

the core of the color -sync filter (T902) for -3
volts d -c meter reading. Advance the color intensity control until a trace of color is visible
on the picture tube screen. Then, adjust L904

CRT
bias

until the color is in sync. Readjust T902 to obtain
a -3 volts d -c meter reading. Alternately adjust
L904 and T902 to keep color in sync and -3 volts
meter reading. Now, remove the ground from the
cathode of the color sync and gate tube (V18A).

- from

B -Y demodulator

Disconnect the VTVM and connect it to test
Fig. 10-14. Oscilloscope connection points.

point B on the color -sync interstage transformer
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4,5-v d. c.

detector
___
___
2.2pf

ground

strap

ilL 907

Fig. 10-16. Setup for adjusting screen trap.

5.6-rneg_a

50-v d.c.
VTVill

V/7
6L E8

ground

strap

L904

=

'crystal

I T902

R9/.9

Fig. 10-17. Setup for adjusting color -oscillator and color -sync filter.
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Fig. 10-18. Setup for adjusting hue centering.

(T901) and ground as shown in Fig. 10-18. Set
color intensity control to minimum. Adjust the
core of T901 and rotate the hue control through
its entire range. When T901 is correctly adjusted,

the VTVM indication should be equal at the
minimum and maximum extremes of the hue control. Then turn up the color -intensity control and
mechanically center the tint control. The magenta bar should go from blue to magenta to red.
If flesh tones are not obtained with the hue control
centered, readjust T901.

to maintain picture size, focus, linearity and convergence. Means are provided for high voltage level adjustment. The procedures for making these

adjustments varies among receiver makes and
models, depending upon the type of regulator
circuit used.
Admiral G12 Series. To make the high -voltage

adjustments in these receivers, a 0-1.5 d -c voltmeter, with an internal resistance of not less than
20,000 ohms is required. Also, a 0-500 d -c milliam-

meter and a 0-30,000 d -c voltmeter are required.
10-5. HIGH -VOLTAGE ADJUSTMENTS

In the newer receivers, from 20,000 to more
than 25,000 volts are required for the color picture
tube. This high voltage must be regulated in order

With the receiver turned OFF, the focus control
at mid -range and the high -voltage control at twothirds of counter -clockwise rotation, connect the

high -voltage meter to the second anode of the
picture tube. See Fig. 10-19. Connect the 0-1.5
volts d -c meter across the 1000 -ohm shunt -regulator tube's cathode resistor as shown in Fig. 10-20.

Disconnect the lead from the cathode of the horizontal -output tube, as shown in Fig. 10-21, and
connect the 0 to 500 d -c milliammeter between the
cathode and the horizontal -bias control R. Make

sure capacitor C is left in the circuit.

Turn the receiver on and allow it to warm up
for at least five minutes. Tune in the weakest
Fig. 10-19. High -voltage meter is connected to second
anode of picture tube.

available station and adjust for a normal picture.
Ground both the pulse input -control grid and the

12

6F07
horizontal

shunt regulator

cscillo/or

ground
strop

horizontal
stabilization

coil

0- /. 5- v d. c.

B

400 v

Fig. 10-22. Grounding points in horizontal
oscillator circuit.

Fig. 10-20. Connections to shunt regulator.

(in damper plate circuit) to obtain maximum indihorizontal -stabilization coil of the horizontal oscillator through clip leads. See Fig. 10-22.

Adjust the horizontal -hold control to sync the
picture which will wave back and forth slightly.

Now, remove the ground from the horizontalstabilization coil, and adjust this coil to synchronize the picture horizontally. Remove the
ground from the grid of the horizontal -oscillator
tube. The picture should lock in.

With the brightness and contrast controls set
at minimum, adjust the horizontal -efficiency coil

horizontal
output tube

cation on the 0-1.5 volt d -c meter. Adjust the
high voltage control to get a reading of 25,000
volts on the high -voltage meter connected to the
second anode of the picture tube. The milliam-

meter should not indicate more than 235 milliamperes and the 0-1.5 d -c voltmeter should indicate at least 0.75 volt. Disconnect the meters and
reconnect the horizontal -bias control to the cathode of the horizontal -output tube.
RCA CTC19 Series. Using a similar set-up, the
high -voltage control should be set to apply 24,000
volts to the second anode of the picture tube with

the brightness control turned off. The 0-1.5 d -c
voltmeter should indicate not less than 0.9 volt
and the milliammeter should not indicate more
than 195 milliamperes.
Compensation for Line Voltage.

Zenith recom-

mends that the high voltage be set according to
a -c line voltage as follows: 20,900 volts for 100 -volt
line voltage; 22,200 for 105; 23,200 for 110; 24,400

0-500 dc.
millionieter

for 115; 25,000 for 120; 25,600 for 125; 26,500
for 130; and 27,100 volts for 135 volts a -c line
voltage.

break circuit
here

horizontal
bias control

10-6. PINCUSHION ADJUSTMENTS
Pincushioning-correction circuits are required in
color receivers employing rectangular picture

tubes. Most receivers employ pincushion -correction circuits similar to those employed by RCA.
Fig. 10-21. Connections for measuring horizontal
output -tube cathode current.

RCA CTC19 Series. The top and bottom pincushion adjustment has been set at the factory. If
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amplitude
control

(a)

phase control
Fig. 10-23. Improperly adjusted top -bottom
pincushion correction.

(b)

Fig. 10-25. Antenna directivity patterns.

antenna terminals, and the antenna should have

subsequent adjustment is required, feed a crosshateh,pattern into the receiver antenna terminals.
Turn the top -bottom vincushion7am_plitude control fully clockwise. Then adjust the top -bottom
pincushion phase coil to move the curvature to
the center of the screen. Readjust the amplitude
control for straight- horizontal lines. Fig. 10-23
shows the effect of extreme misadjustment of the

sufficient directivity to minimize ghosts.

phase coil.

mission line is required. But, at the receiver, a
UHF/VHF "splitter" is required, as shown in

Dynamic -Pincushion Correction. Some receivers employ a tube or transistor in the pincushion correction circuit. A tunable transformer is usually
provided whose core can be adjusted to provide
top -bottom pincushion correction. With a crosshatch pattern on the screen, adjust the transformer

Fig. 10-24, to feed signals into the separate VHF
receiver antenna terminals.

until the top and bottom of the pattern are
straight.
10-7. ANTENNA REQUIREMENTS

All -Channel Antennas. New antennas have
been developed specifically for color reception.
Some are suitable for reception of all VHF (2-13)
and UHF (14-83) television channels plus the
88-108 me FM broadcast band. These include

so-called "log periodic" types. Only a single trans-

The polar patterns of two types of all -channel

antennas are shown in Fig. 10-25. The pattern
in Fig. 25a is that of a typical "V" -type antenna.
Note that it has side lobes and can receive signals
from the rear. The pattern in Fig. 25b is that of a
12periodic type which has no side lobes and does
not receive signals from the rear. This, of course,
is an ideal pattern but is not fully attainable since
no antenna has an infinite front -to -back ratio.

Satisfactory color television reception requires

an antenna system which delivers adequately
strong signals (1000 microvolts) at the receiver

When the signals do not all come from the same
direction or when ghosts affect some channels, an

all -channel can be installed on a rotator and
oriented for best reception on each channel.

all- channel antenna

VHF antenna

UHF antenna

splitter
UHF

to receiver

VHF input

Fig. 10-24. Single antenna for VHF and UHF.

UHF input
VHF input

to receiver

Fig. 10-26. Separate VHF and UHF antenna systems.
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VHF antenna
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/o
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transmission
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=

antenna

T

T
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receiver
Fig. 10-28. Single -channel and broadband -antenna
couple.

UHF input'
VHF input

to receiver

Fig. 10-27. Single transmission line for two antennas.

Separate Antennas. For optimum reception in
some locations, two or more antennas can be used.

For example, one antenna can be used for VHF
band reception and another for UHF band reception, as shown in Fig. 10-26. Here, each antenna
has its own transmission line. However, one transmission line can be used by using a splitter / coupler

at each end of the transmission line as shown in
Fig. 10-27. The plitter/couplers may be identical.
They join the signals at the antenna end of the
transmission line and separate them at the other
end. Also, they provide isolation between the antennas and the receiver inputs.
In some cases, a single -channel and a broadband

antenna are used, coupled in the same manner
as above. The single -channel antenna may be a
Yagi array pointed at a specific station or reflecting surface, whereas the broadband antenna may

be pointed in the direction of the other stations
to be received. Figure 10-28 is a schematic diagram

of an antenna coupler used in such an antenna
system. In this case, the coupler circuit shown is
for use with 75 -ohm coaxial -cable transmission
lines which will be discussed later.
Transmission Lines.

Before color television,
most television antenna systems employed 300ohm twin -lead as the transmission line. Most

antennas have a 300 -ohm output impedance (generator) and most receivers have a 300 -ohm input
impedance (load). Maximum electrical energy is
transferred when the generator and load impedances are equal and when interconnected through
a transmission line whose surge impedance
same. Under unattainable ideal conditions, all of
the energy would be transferred from the antenna

to the receiver, and the transmission line itself
would not pick up any signals. Ideal conditions
can be approached, but not realized.

The input and output impedances of the antenna and receiver are not always exactly 300 ohms
at all frequencies. When the impedances are not
matched, standing waves appear on the transmission line, their magnitude being referenced to
VSWR (voltage standing -wave ratio). When the
VSWR is high, less energy is transferred from the

antenna to the receiver. Ghosts appear on the
TV screen because of changes in phase relationships and because the transmission line is now
capable of picking up signals. These signals are not
in phase with the signals picked up by the antenna.
There are also other transmission losses due to
the series resistance of the twin -lead wires and
the shunt -leakage resistance of the insulation be-

tween the wires. Additional losses occur when the
twin -lead is wet. Transmission loss (attenuation)
increases with frequency.
Shielded

Twin -Lead.

Ordinary, unshielded
twin -lead is still very popular because of its relatively low attenuation. It is nearly always used
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as a "balanced" line. The potential of each wire

antenna

is the sTfle-iirith respect to ground.

z

shilded

twin -lead

An improved type of twin -lead is now available

which has a braided c9pper shield over the two
internal leads. The shield and the two inner leads

0 antenna

terminals

Coaxial Cable. Now very popular is coaxial
cable as an antenna transmission line (see Fig.
10-29c). It consists of a wire (center conductor)

surrounded by insulating material (dielectric) over

which a metallic shield is placed (copper braid
or solid aluminum). This is covered with an outer,
insulating protective jacket.

Coaxial cable is an "unbalanced" line since the
shield is usually grounded. In TV work, coaxial
cable with a surge impedance of approximately
75 ohms is used. There are many types of 75 -ohm
coaxial cable, including the popular RG-59/U and

RG-11/U types and lower -loss types such as
"balloon" cable and cables employing foamed
insulation.
insulation

receiver

shield

are insulated from each other. The shield provides
protection from pick-up signals and noise. Figure
10-29 shows the three popular types of television
antenna transmission line.

ground

Fig. 10-30. Connections for shielded twin -lead.

Comparison of Transmission Lines.

In areas

where signals are strong, coaxial cable or shielded
twin -lead afford maximum protection against sig-

nal pickup by the transmission line. In deep
fringe areas, tests indicate that shielded twin -lead
was best, coaxial cable was excellent and ordinary
twin -lead was satisfactory.
Antenna Connections.

In most cases, twin -

lead is used, one end connected to the antenna
terminals, the other to the 300 -ohm receiver antenna terminals. When shielded twin -lead is used,

the inner wires are connected to the 300 -ohm
receiver antenna terminals and the shield is
grounded, as shown in Fig. 10-30. The shield may

conductors
(a) twin -lead

outer insulating
jacket

to
antenna

short length of300-ohm
twin -lead

conductors
1

1

balum

foilshield

insulation
(b) shielded twin -lead
insulation

/

75-12. coaxial
cable

outer insulating
jacket

\

7.00/01Wriam

matching
transformer -

to

receiver

plug
inner conductor

'shield

(c) coaxial cable

pigtail leads with
screwlugs

Fig. 10-31. 75 -ohm antenna transmission line.

Fig. 10-29. Antenna transmission lines.
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z

coaxial
cable

one of the 300 -ohm antenna terminals and the
receiver chassis, as shown in Fig. 10-32.
receiver

0 antenna
0

WARNING

i--.

Never connect the coaxial cable shield

terminals

to the chassis if the chassis is "hot"
with respect to ground.
Receiver Input Circuits. Most receivers have
two pairs of antenna terminals, one for VHF and

connection to
chassis

one for UHF, and both for connection to a 300 -ohm

line or matching transformer. Figure 10-33 shows

a typical VHF input circuit in which T1 is a

Fig. 10-32. Direct connections of coaxial cable to
receiver.

balun (converts from balanced circuit to unbalanced circuit) and FL1 is a high-pass filter. A

FL/

IL

to
tuner

=.-

Fig. 10-33. Typical VHF input circuit.

be grounded to- the receiver chassis but only if
the receiver employs a power transformer and the
chassis is not "hot" with respect to ground.

Maw coaxial cable is used with a_,_MI-ohm
antenna, a "balun" (300- to 75 -ohm matching

typical UHF input circuit is shown in Fig. 10-34.
The signal developed across coil L in inductively

coupled to the tuner input circuit. Resistor R
(half-megohm or more) provides a static discharge

path to ground.

transformer) is required near the antenna. A 75- to
300 -ohm matching transformer is also reqUired

at Fie receiver antenna terminals, as shown in
Fig. 10-31.

300 -ohm
input

Some antennas have a 75 -ohm output im edance. No a un is require at the antenna. A
matching transformer is required at the receiver
end of the coaxial cable, as shown previously in

Fig. 10-31, if connection is to be made to the
receiver's 300 -ohm input terminals. The coaxial
cable may be connected directly to the receiver
if it has a 75 -ohm antenna -input connector, or to

Fig. 10-34. Typical UHF input circuit.
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r

R2

twin -lead to
antenna or

antenna

terminals

matching transformer
R4

L_
Fig. 10-35. Attenuator pad.

In some locations, the sig-

Signal Attenuators.

nals may be too strong for color reception. The
signal level can be reduced by installing an at-

the power transformer (T) from the line for r -f.
Capacitors Cl and C2 allow the r -f signal to pass

to the receiver but, because of their high re-

tenuator pad, as shown in Fig. 10-35. To attenuate

actance at 60 cycles, they block passage of a -c

the signal 6 db (halving the voltage) R1 and R3
should be 910 ohms each and R2 and R4 should
be 110 ohms each. For 12-db attenuation, use
510 -ohm resistors for R1 and R3 and 270 -ohm
resistors for R2 and R4. And, for 18-db attenuation, R1 and R3 should have a value of 390 ohms
and R2 and R4 values should be 560 ohms. The

into the receiver. At the pre -amplifier, L3 and L4

resistors may be ordinary, fractional -watt carbon composition types.

prevent the rectifier from shunting the r -f and
C3 and C4 allow passage of r -f.

When it is necessary to boost only one channel,
a single -channel pre -amplifier can be used as shown

in Fig. 10-38. The signals from the broadband
antenna are coupled with the signals from the
pre -amplifier and are fed down the same transmission line.

In weak signal areas, a signal
booster (pre -amplifier) may be required. It may
Signal Boosters.

twin lead to
antenna

be installed near the antenna, as shown in Fig.
10-36. Power for the amplifier is fed through the
transmission line (twin -lead or coaxial cable) as
simplified schematic (Fig. 10-37 illustrates. Low voltage a.c. is fed through the transmission line to
a rectifier in the booster assembly. Its d -c output
powers the amplifier. Chokes Ll and L2 isolated

t

rectifier

amplifier

1C4

1C3

antenna

L3

elmr7Y-1-

L4
transmission
line

booster

amplifier

_,,transmission
line

power

supply

to

receiver

e-WY-Non
I

/17-v o_c.

//7-va;c.
Fig. 10-36. Mast -mounted pre -amplifier.

Fig. 10-37. Power -supply system for mast -mounted
pre -amplifier.

IS

broadband
antenna

single channel
antenna

COURTESY OF RCA ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND DEVICES

Fig. 10-39. RCA Nuvistor® TV booster.

2 through 6 and approximately 11 db of gain in
Channels 7 through 13. Both input and output
impedances are 300 ohms. Screw terminals are

coupler

provided. When used with a 75 -ohm coaxial cable,
a 75 to 300 ohm matching transformer is required
as shown in Fig. 10-40. From one to six additional
transmission

line

receivers can be fed by the amplifier through
suitable couplers, as shown in Fig. 10-41. The
amplifier operates from a 117 -volt a -c source and
consumes approximately 5 watts of power.

fo

receiver
Fig. 10-38. Booster for a single channel.

When all VHF channels need boosting, the
pre -amplifier can be installed at the receiver in-

stead of near the antenna. Various types are
available with output terminals for feeding from
one to several receivers. Figure 10-39 shows a
typical TV signal booster.
RCA Nuvistor® TV Booster.

This amplifier

employs two RCA 6CW4 Nuvistor triodes to
provide approximately 13 db of gain on Channels

MATV Systems. Most large apartment buildings, hotels and motels have master antenna television (MATV) systems. All television receivers
in such a building share the same antenna system.
There may be only one antenna, or two or more
antennas, depending upon local reception condi-

tions. The output of the antenna system is fed
into a coaxial -cable distribution system whose
feeder cables are tapped at each receiver location,
as illustrated in Fig. 10-42.

At a receiver location, the tap (usually a wall
plate) may be designed to connect to 300 -ohm
twin -lead or to 75 -ohm coaxial cable. In the former
300 -ohm
coaxial cable

to

antenna
matching

transformer
to receiver

75 -ohm
coaxial cable

to a -c outlet
Fig. 10-40. TV booster used with 75 -ohm cable.
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TO

antenna

in
booster

amplifier
out

to

to

receiver /

receiver2

to

receiver 3

to

receiver 4

splitter

Fig. 10-41. Feeding four receivers from one booster.

from
antenna system

= top

head end

amplifier

= terminator

00

feeder cob/es -----.-.-----...--°---1-

Fig. 10-42. Simple MATV system.
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Tr

subscriber drops

line amplifiers
head end

distribuitiOn

amplifier

feeder
cable

trunk line cable

Fig. 10-43. Simplified block diagram of a CATV system.

case, 300 -ohm twin -lead is used to connect the

for making the connection to the receiver. If it

receiver to the tap. In the latter case, 75 -ohm

is a 300 -ohm tap, 300 -ohm twin -lead is used and
the transformer is not required.

coaxial cable is used in conjunction with a 75- to
300 -ohm matching transformer, unless the receiver
has a 75 -ohm antenna connector.

VHF television and FM radio broadcast signals

As in MATV systems, reception of UHF television stations is not direct. The UHF channels
are translated at the CATV system head end to
unused VHF channel slots and are transmitted

at a minimum level of 1000 microvolts. Reception

as VHF signals through the cable network.

Nearly all existing MATV systems provide only

of UHF television stations is not provided for
except in some cases where a UHF -to -VHF trans -

A television receiver can be connected to both

later is installed at the master antenna head -end
location. A UHF channel is translated to a VHF

a CATV (or MATV) system and one or more
external antennas. When fed by a CATV (or

channel for transmission through the cable system.

MATV) system, the cable is fed to the receiver's
VHF antenna terminals. For direct reception of
UHF stations, an external UHF antenna can be

This enables reception of a UHF station on an
otherwise vacant VHF channel.

connected to the receiver's UHF antenna terWhen color reception is poor because the
MATV system is poorly designed or improperly
adjusted, nothing can be done at the receiver to

minals, as shown in Fig. 10-44. An external VHF
to UHF antenna

correct the problem. A complaint should be made
to the building management.
CATV Systems. In many areas, television programs are fed to receivers through a CATV (com-

munity antenna television) system. Often, no
antenna is provided at the receiver. The television
signals are picked up by a distant antenna system,

amplified and distributed throughout a com-

r-UHF

receiver
antenna terminals

munity via a coaxial -cable network, as illustrated
in Fig. 10-43.

VHF

The signals are fed to a receiver by tapping a
distribution cable. The cable leading to the house
is known as a "subscriber drop". At the receiver
location, the signals are available at a 75 -ohm or
300 -ohm tap -off (often a wall plate). If it is a 75 ohm tap, 75 -ohm coaxial cable is used in conjunction with a 75- to 300 -ohm matching transformer

to CATV sys`em

- _1

Fig. 10-44. Receiver connections for CATV and
external UHF antenna.
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to

receiver

all -channel
antenna

VHF
antenna

high pass

filter

cable
UHF input

splitter

L

to receiver
Fig. 10-46. Filter for reducing interference from HF
and VHF transmitters.

coaxial
cable

>matching

coaxial switch

transformers

VHF input

to receiver

'

i
i1

to CATV

terminals

1...------\c°Glial
cable

Fig. 10-45. Set-up for optional CATV or direct
reception.

antenna can be connected to the receiver's VHF
antenna terminals through a coaxial switch, as
shown in simplified block diagram Fig. 10-45.

-

111.11...

If the location of the interfering transmitter is
known, its owner should be persuaded to install
a low-pass filter between the transmitter and its
antenna, connected as shown in Fig. 10-47. If the

owner of the transmitter will not cooperate, a
complaint can be made to the nearest field office
of the Federal Communications Commission.
This kind of interference can be minimized by
installing the television antenna as far as possible,

and higher or lower than the transmitter's antenna. A coaxial -cable transmission line, or
shielded twin -lead, should be used for the television receiver.

The user can thus select direct reception or signals
from the CATV (or MATV) system.
10-8. TEST EQUIPMENT IMPROVEMENTS
Interference from Radio Communications Transmitters. Severe interference to television recep-

tion can be caused by nearby radio transmitters.
Citizens band (CB) transmitters, including base
stations, mobile units and walkie-talkies, which
operate in the 27-mc band, can cause interference
to reception of TV Channel 2 in particular. This
is true because the second -harmonic of a 27-mc
band signal is in the 54 -me space in the VHF band.

Other land -mobile stations operating near the
upper end of the 25-50-mc land -mobile band, and
amateur radio stations operating in the 50 -54 -me

(6 -meter) band, can also cause interference to
television reception. The interference is sometimes
caused by the transmitter carrier, not a harmonic.

If the carrier is strong enough, it can desensitize

Considerable new test equipment is now
available for color -television servicing. These
instruments include new color signal generators,
improved oscilloscopes, test jigs and probes.
RCA Color TV Test Jig. This test jig, which
resembles a table model receiver in appearance
(see Fig. 10-48), contains a color picture tube,
deflection yoke, convergence yoke and convergence magnets. It makes it possible to service TV
to

antenna

transmission
line

a nearby television receiver whose front-end selectivity is inadequate.

Interference from transmitters operating at
frequencies below Channel 2 can often be eliminated or reduced by installing a high-pass filter
at the television receiver terminals as shown in

coaxial

jumper

Fig. 1046. Filters of this type are available in
various makes at radio -parts distributors.

Fig. 10-47. Transmitter harmonic attenuator.
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detector
lead

to

ocilloscope

load

ground

Fig. 10-50. I -f test block.

The 8B107 sound -detector test block is used
Fig. 10-48. Color television test jig

chassis in the shop without having to bring in
the picture tube or entire receiver, including its
cabinet. Various extension cables are available
for connecting the test jig to different types of
receiver chassis.

during peak alignment of the sound take -off
transformer and the audio -driver transformer.
The probe, whose schematic is given in Fig. 10-51,
functions as a detector for a VTVM.
to

detector

lead

Alignment Probes. A line of RCA test probes
has been developed to make servicing easier. The
8B105 video -detector test block is used during
chroma-bandpass alignment and chroma-circuit
troubleshooting. Its circuit is given in Fig. 10-49.
The probe is applied to the circuit under test and

V TVM

Fig. 10-51. Sound detector test block.

its output is fed to an oscilloscope. This probe
can also be used with a VTVM for adjusting the
sound take -off transformer.

The 8B108 mixer grid -matching pad is used to

couFrelEroutputs of sweep and signal generators
The 8B106 i-f test block is used for connecting
a loiraTlie plate of the second i-f amplifier and
as a detector at the plate of the first i-f amplifier
when adjusting or checking out the over -coupled
i-f link circuit. Figure 10-50 is a schematic diagram
of this probe.

to the mixer grid during picture i-f and link alignment and trap adjustments. (See Fig. 10-52.)

The 8B109 tuner i-f input head is a matching
pad used for coupling a sweep generator to the
i-f input jack when adjusting the 40-mc input
coil on VHF tuners used as UHF i-f amplifiers.
(See Fig. 10-53.)

from
point under
tes/

to
oscilloscope

from
sweep

to
mixer grid

generator
)1

ground

ground

Fig. 10-49. Video detector test block.

Fig. 10-52. Mixer grid matching pad.
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from
sweep

to

generator

/- f input
jock

Fig. 10-53. Tuner i-f input head.

Oscilloscopes.

For successful color servicing,
a wide -band oscilloscope with vertical response

from d.c. to at least 4 me is required. Triggered
sweep oscilloscopes are now being used by some
technicians. Some are also using what is known
as a Vectorscope®which gives a vectorial presentation of the color signal.

'4111111111

Fig. 10-54.
10-54. Crosshatch pattern showing fixed number of

horizontal and vertical bars.

adjusting convergence. Since the crosshatch pattern consists of a fixed number of bars, this func-

tion also provides a convenient check of the
The RCA WR-64A
color -bar generator has been superseded by the
newer WR-64B color bar; dot /crosshatch genera-

receiver overscan.

tor, combining in one unit the test facilities needed

panel for shorting out the control grids of the color

for adjusting the color -phasing, matrixing, linearity and convergence circuits of color -television

picture tube. This enables the red, blue, or green

Color -Signal Generators.

receivers.

Three slide switches are provided on the front

color guns to be "killed", as required in convergence and purity adjustments. Leads are
located on the back of the instrument for con-

In the color -bar position, the unit provides ten
bars simultaneously, including R -Y, B -Y, G -Y, I
and Q signals, spaced at 30 -degree phase intervals.

nection to the control grids of the color picture tube socket.

When operated in this position, the generator
may be used to check the phase and matrix of a

The WR-64B provides crystal -controlled r -f
output on Channel 3 or 4. The r -f output cable is
connected directly to the antenna input terminals
on the receiver.

receiver and to perform automatic -frequency and
phase alignment. In addition, it provides a
constantly -available color signal ideally suited for
use in servicing color receivers.

In the dot position, the unit provides a stable
dot pattern, enabling proper convergence adjustment of the receiver. In addition, correct interpretation of the preshoot and overshoot areas (small
black edging preceding and following each dot)
will enable an appraisal of the overall quality of
the receiver alignment.
The crosshatch function of the WR-64B produces a sharp, well-defined crosshatch pattern, as

Fig. 10-54 illustrates. This function of the generator may be used for adjusting the vertical and
horizontal linearity in both black -and -white and

color receivers, and as an alternate signal for

The WR-64B utilizes the "offset-subcarrier"
principle to generate the color bars. The frequency
of the subcarrier is offset 15,750 cycles below the
normal frequency of 3,579.545 kc. The frequency
of the offset subcarrier is therefore 3,563.795 kc.
This signal is fed into the receiver, together with
horizontal sync pulses of 15,750 cycles.

The 3,563.795 kc offset-subcarrier signal and
the signal from the 3,579.545-kc oscillator in the
receiver are applied to each of the color demodulators. The difference in frequency between these

two signals is then 15,750 cycles, or one cycle
difference for each complete horizontal -scanning
period. Hence the relative phase between the two
signals changes through one complete cycle, from
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Fig. 10-55. Block diagram of WR-648.

Function of Controls
GRID -SHORTING OR
"GUN KILLER"
SWITCHES

tending from back of case
must be connected to the
control grids of the color
tube. Set these switches to
the "OFF" position to short
out the grids of the color
tube, and to the "ON" position for normal operation.

oscillator is inoperative. In

"STANDBY"

power is supplied to all
circuits except the sound -

In

position.

position, the picture -carrier

For use in convergence
and purity adjustments to
short out the red, blue, or
green gun of the color picture tube. Clip -Leads ex-

FUNCTION-Turns off all
power when set to "OFF"

"PATTERN"

position,

carrier oscillator. In "PATTERN + SOUND" position
power is also supplied to the
COLOR

sound -carrier oscillator,
thereby adding an unmodulated sound' carrier signal
to the generator output. The

BAR/DOT/CROSSHATCH
GENERATOR
WR-64B

"PATTERN + SOUND"
function of the WR-64B is
for use in obtaining proper
PATTERN

CHROMA

6=

DOTS

7al:

cox

fine-tuning
the color

FUNCTION
STARE) RT

OPP

I'

PAT TERM

PATTER

adjustment of
receiver when

using the color bar pattern.

SOLZ

NOTE: When the FUNC-

TION switch is set to the
"PATTERN" position, noise,

hiss, or sound from a TV
station may be heard from
the

PATTERN-Selects COLOR BAR, DOT, or CROSSHATCH pattern.

Fig. 10-56. Typical color bar/ dot

speaker.

When

the

CHROMA - Varies the
subcarrier amplitude con-

switch is set to "PATTERN
SOUND", the receiver

tinuously from 0% to 200%,

is quieted by the action of

with 100% output. being

the normal position.

the tinmodulated CW sound
carrier from the WR-64B.

generator.
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0° to 360°, in each complete horizontal -scanning
period. Consequently each demodulator produces
a sine -wave output of one cycle in each complete
horizontal -scanning period. The sine -wave output

intensity at the right.

signal has maximum positive amplitude at 90°

The offset-subcarrier in the WR-64B is gated
to produce ten color -bar signals which are accu-

in the R -Y demodulator, at 180° in a B -Y demodu-

rately spaced at

in a G -Y demodulator. These three output signals produce a
"rainbow" on the picture tube, with maximum
red intensity toward the left, maximum blue in-

color bar to aid in checking the "fit" or registration
of the brightness and color signals. Fig. 10-55 is

lator, and at approximately

300°

tensity near the center, and maximum green

30° phase intervals. Narrow
brightness pulses are added at the edges of each

a block diagram of the instrument and Figure
10-56

shows the operating controls.

NOTES

EXAMINATION
SERVICING THE NEW COLOR SETS
Instructions: -PRINT your name, address, and student
number assigned to you below.

Date

Student Number

Date you mailed
last examination
(yr.)

(mo.)

Name

Street Address
City

correct out of 20-,_
State

Graded by

Zip No

\Please!

1. Purity adjustments should be made: (a) before degaussing; (b) with a station
tuned in; (c) after degaussing; (d) with all electron guns turned on.

80-69

a

d

2. If the thermistor in an automatic degaussing system opens up : (a) the degauss-

ing coils will burn out; (b) degaussing current flows at all times when the
receiver is turned on; (c) no degaussing current will flow; (d) the receiver
can't be turned on.

a

b

3. The setting of the picture -tube screen controls affects the: (a) focus; (b) blooming; (c) color temperature; (d) convergence.

a

b

//

b

c

a

b

c

b

c

d

a

b

c

d

a

b

c

ii

4. Static convergence is adjusted with; (a) magnets, (b) the yoke; (c) potentiometers; (d) variable inductors.
5. When making dynamic -convergence adjustments, the instrument required is a:
(a) sweep generator; (b) oscilloscope; (c) dot generator; (d) crosshatch
generator.

/

d

d

d

6. The instrument required when adjusting the blue horizontal -shaping coil is:
(a) an oscilloscope; (b) a VTVM; (c) a sweep generator; (d) a dot/bar generator.

,1

7. To obtain white balance, adjust the: (a) phase detector; (b) picture -tube
screens; (c) high voltage; (d) crystal oscillator.

8. To connect one antenna transmission line to both the VHF and UHF receiver

inputs: (a) use a balun; (b) parallel the inputs; (c) use an attenuator pad;
(d) use a splitter/coupler.

ic

9. An antenna with a high front -to -back ratio is: (a) bidirectional; (b) tends to
reject signals from the rear; (c) omnidirectional; (d) unsuitable for color.

a

10. High VSWR is caused by: (a) impedance mismatch; (b) electrical interference;
(c) excessively strong signals; (d) pickup of signals by the transmission line.

a

b

e

11. Shielded twin -lead is: (a) an unbalanced line; (b) not suitable for color reception; (c) is a 75 -ohm line; (d) is a 300 -ohm balanced line.

a

b

c

d

)11(

/

12. Connecting the shield of a coaxial cable to the receiver chassis: (a) is always
safe; (b) is never safe; (c) is dangerous if the receiver chassis is not at ground
potential; (d) causes high VSWR.

a

b

d

13. A balun is a: (a) signal splitter; (b) harmonic filter; (c) matching transformer;
(d) signal booster.

a

b

d

14. To reduce excessive signal strength on all channels: (a) install a balun at the

antenna; (b) realign the tuner; (c) install an attenuator pad at the receiver
input; (d) use twin -lead instead of coaxial cable.

a

d

15. The function of a splitter/coupler is to: (a) isolate inputs and outputs; (b) convert from a balanced line to an unbalanced line; (c) eliminate ghosts; (d) boost
the signal.

d

16. For adjusting AFPC, use of the following instrument is essential: (a) sweep
generator; (b) VTVM; (c) white -noise generator; (d) VOM.

a

17. The high -voltage adjustment should be made: (a) when the receiver is first
turned on; (b) with brilliance and contrast controls at maximum; (c) after the
receiver has warmed up; (d) while watching the screen for maximum green.

a

c

d

d

18. Top and bottom pincushioning correction adjustments should be made: (a)
while observing horizontal lines; (b) when using a dot pattern; (c) whenever
the receiver is moved; (d) when using a sweep generator.

19. To be suitable for color servicing, an oscilloscope: (a) must have triggered
sweep; (b) should have vertical -frequency response from d.c. to at least 4 mc;
(c) can be used only in conjunction with a sweep generator; (d) must present
a vector pattern.
20. When making purity adjustments: (a) two of the picture -tube grids must be
grounded; (b) all of the screens must be grounded; (c) the horizontal sweep
must be off; (d) a crosshatch generator is required.

b

a

c

d

NOTES

NOTES

